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Abstract 

Rashi, an deventh wntury Bible cornmentatar who lived in France, is the 
most infiuential Jewish exegete of al1 tme. The popdarity of his Pentateuch 
commentary has resdted in many extant manuscripts and pri'nteâ ediüons, and 

the effed of scribal adivity imrolved in the woMs large cirudation has led to 
extensive textual van'ants. Moreover, the earliest extant dated manuscript of the 
camrnanta~ wes copied 130 years aRw Rashi's death. This exîended length of 

time faalitated the introâctian of cauilless changes into the work Ihat, over tirne, 
have becorne virtually undetedable. 

One key to uncoverfng the most authantic version of Rashi's commentary 
is to examine texts written as dose to his lifetime as possible. Since neither 
Rashi's own copy of his comrnentary nor eny remsonable altemative has ben  
discovered, the Pentateuch cornmentaries of his immediate successon, the 
FrancoGerman writers known as the Tosafot, pmvide the dosest possible 
substitute. For the most part, the writings of these tweifth-and thirteenth-cenhry 
relatives and stuâmts of Rashi consisted of glosses, explanations and aiticisms 
of his work. 

This stuây compares citations of Rashi in over fifty manusaipts of Tosafot 
commentaries with texts of Rsshi puMished in both early and modern pri*ntings and 
in over Wrty manusaipts of his commentary. M suggests that the text of Rashi 
utilized by the Tosafot was significantly M e r n t  b r n  the printed versions. 
Examples show that portions of the printed interpretations atlributed to Rashi are 
ackiglly explanaüons and criticisms dhmâ by the Tosafot that, through various 
processes, w e  atûibuted to the master hirnsdf. Awar~ness of mis hdps 
estabîish a reliable witness to the text of Rashi's PentatBUCtl cornmentary, and it 
suggests aiat the Tosafot must be an important camponent of any Mure e f M s  to 
estabîish a scientilSc edition of it. 



Rashi, un commentateur biblique de la France du ondéme siècle, est sans 
exception I'exdg&te jUf le plus inlluent. La popdarit6 de son commentaire de la 
Pentateuque a abouo a plusiem manusaits existants et beaucoup d'éditions 
imprimdes. Et l'effet de l'activité des &bes a large coritribué d la aradation de 
l'ouvrage et B t'introduction des variations de texte Rtendues. De plus, le manusuit 
existant le plus ancien, ayant une date pnhse, a Cte copie 130 %mees après le 
mort de Rashi. Cette longue peciode de temps a facilite l'introduction des 

changements imombmMes dans I'wvrage, qui pendant ce temps, sont devenus 
presque introuvable. 

P o u  découvrir la version la plus authentique du commentaire de Rashi, on 
doit examiner les textes qui ont 6t6 dcrits tout prbs de la période où il &ait vivant. 
Puisque la copie originale ou toute autre copie semblaMe de Rashi n'ont pas &te 
trouvées, les commentaires des successeus immédiats de la Pentateuque, les 
écrivains français-allemands (appeW6s les Tosafot), founient la substitution la plus 
proche que possible. Pour la plupart, les duits de ces parents et btudiank de 

Rashi, du douzibme et du W66me siède, se composaient en des gloses, des 
explications et des critiques de son ouvrage. 

Cette dissertation compare les citations de Rashi en plus de cinquante 
manuscrits avec les commentaires des Tosafot avec des textes de Rashi dans 
les imprim6s anciens et modemes ainsi que plus de trente manusaits de son 
commentaire. Elle propose qw le texte de Rashi, qui a 616 utilisé par les Tosafot, 
&ait bien diffdrent des versions imprlm6es. Les exemples montrent que des 

parties des interprétations imprimées qu sont atbikiées Rashi, sont, en fait, les 
explications et les aitiques offertes par les fosafot. W s  & divers procêâds, ces 
explications et altiques ont 614 attribuées au maiire luinieme. La nnxmiaissance 
de ce ph6nom6ne pemiet d'établir un tdmoin abable au texte du commenteire de 
Rashi su la Pentateuque. Elle suggère que les Tosafot doivent dorénavant 6tre 
une partie importante de taus efforts futurs ailn @&taMir  une^ édition scienollgw de 
Rashi. 
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Introduction: The Text of Rashi's Torah 
Commentary 

Rashi's Torah commentary is textually problematic. The many 
manusaipts and printed editions contain extensive variants, and a critical analysis 
of the work has yet to be prepared. The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the 
value of the atations of Rashi's commentary in the wriOngs of the twelf '  and 

îhirteenlh cenhay Franco-Gem exegetes. the Tosafot. in uricovering the most 
authentic version of Rashi's Tarah commentary. 

An eleventh cenUyl French exegete, Rashi is perhaps the most influential 
Jewish writer of al1 time.2 His Pentateuch commentary, the first Hebrew book to 
be ~rinted,~ had a profound impact on Jews young and dd4 and even on many 
Christian Bible sch01an.~ His appeal to al1 levels and origins of scholanhip is 

F tom Wtten documentation, Rashi is known to have died in 1 105; the 
date of his birth is less certain. The accepted tradition is that Rashi was 
65 yearo old when he died, suggesting that he was bom in 1040. For 
more details relating his birth ta the death of Rabbenu Gershom and 
whether Rashi could have mittan al1 that ir abibuted to him in only 65 
yean, see the following: Esra Shereshevsky, R8~hi.  nie Man and his 
Wodd, ((New York: Sepher-Henon Press, f982) 192d ; Awaham 
Grosrrnan. ov~vmn  wu xun, 2nd ed. (Jerusalem: Mosiad HaRav K o o ~ ,  
1996) 122-123; 1. Zunz, wn nmm, ûans. Shirnshon Bloch Ha-Levi 
(Wanaw: Alexander Ginz,lû62), 8; Y. Avinery, W-I >5m, vol. 1 
(Jenisalem: Mossad HaRav Kook, 1979) 16. 
See E. Urbach, itllmlwp imrh wm mt nzw, Ephraim E. Urbech Studies 
in Judeice, eds. M. Herr and J. Fraenkel, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: Magnes 
Press, 1988) 15-22; and E. Uibach, ~~CmhinS 900 nz@n3) ww, Ephmim E. 
Uaech Studies in Judaica, eds. M. Hem and J. Fraenkel, vol. 1 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Pmss, 1008) 23-26. 
Grossman, p. 21 3; Moses Maor, "On the Date of Appearance of the first 
Ptinted Hebrew Books," Alexander Man Jubilee Volume (New Yoik: The 
Jewish Theologiœl Seminary of Amrncs, 1850) 484; A. K. Oflenkrg, 
"The Earliest Printed Editionr of Rashi's Commcwitary on the Pentateuch." 
Rashi 1040-1705, Hommage B €ph& E. Urbach, eâ. Gabrielle 
Sed-Rajna (Paris: editions du Cerfs, 1993) 493; M. Ahrend, wri u n w  
mu@," m m  num lu o ~ ~ m  1 (1 993): 94. 
Grossman 212-213. 
Sm: Biyl Smalky, T b  Sudy of the 8iM k the MWIik Ages, 3rd ed. 
(Notre Dame, Indiena: University of Notm Darne Pmss, 1978) xvi, 
190-1 91.351-353; Aryeh Grabois, The HebraE'CB Vems and 
Jewish-Christian Relations in the TwMh Centu y," SpecuIum 50.4 
(1 875): 61 3434; Homm Hailparin, R H  and t h  Chriwan Schdam 
(Pittsburgh, PennsyhMik: University of PRtsburg Press, 1963). 



atblbuted to his brief and dear styie and his unique m i m e  of traditional rabôinic 
homiletics and literal interpretation~.~ 

Rashi's popularity has resulted in the production and preservation of 

hundreds of manusm*pts of his Torah cornmentary and in an equal number of 

supercommentaries and schdarîy analyses of his writin~s.~ fhousends of pages 
have been devoted to expiainhg Rashi's statement in his commentary to Gen. 3:8$ 
- ivm k 3137 UT mpm rut nawwn n-7 Nipn Siw iv~wafr &N mu P& >)NI - 
and to correlating its meaning with the realities of the ~ornmentary.~ Despite a 
supposed intention to foais his interpretations on the peshat10 meaning of the text, 
Rashi's commentary is filled with mEdmshim. The concem of this work is not the 

methodology of Rashi's exegesis or whether the indusion of the homiletical 
passages follows a pattern mat corresponds to va? u? mpm mt n w n n  m m  

Grossman 214. 
A. Van der Heide, "Rashi's Biblical Exegesis. Recent Research and 
Developments," Bibliothece Odenfalis 41 (1 984): 292-31 8; B. Barry Levy , 
"Rashi's Cornmentary on the Tomh: A Survey of Recent PuMications," 
Tmdifion 23.4 (1 988): 102-1 16. 
f his version of Rashi's statement is from A. Berliner, mm >y pnw, 2nd 
ed. (Frankfurt: J. Kauffmann, 1905) 8. For other variants of the 
statement, in the early printed editions of the commentary, see Rashi 
HaShelem, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: And  United lsreel Institutes, 1986) 318. 
The translation of this statement varies from one translater or scholar to 
another because of the ambiguous way Rashi himself undeood 5w iviw 
mm and the even more enigmatic ... mpan 3 i  mvon min. The 
translation in A. Silbemann, Chumsh with T'rpum Onkelos, Haphtsmh 
and Rashi's Commentsry, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: Feldheim PuMishen Ltd., 
1985) 14 offen: "1, howevet. am only concameû with the plain scrnse of 
Scripture and with such Agadoth that explain the words of Scripture in a 
manner tbat fit$ in with thern." 
B. Gellis, Peshat and Lkresh in t h  Exegesis of Rashi (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1981); Sarah Kamin. iwpo 9w ?iwimr m a  2v MW wn (Jerusalem: 
Magnes Press, 1986); Yosefa Rahman, wm 5v iwnzn o w m  ~ r r v , ~ ~  
muB J a r r 7  rrw vw nlmn rm> v"m3 >v oqnw ytrp - m n ,  vol. 3, 
eds. M. Frirdman, A. Tan, O. Brin (Tel Avlw Tel Aviv Unimity, 1983) 
281-268; Pinhas Dom, "Methodology of Rashi in his Cornmentary on the 
Torah," Estudos Bibhbs45.1-2 (1987): 93-104; Ahrend B l ô û ;  M. 
Troper, qnn mm rmn mn 5v,@* n W t P  p ~ ~ v  69 (1 982): 6-14; M. Troper, 
mut~ iSw wm wmm~v,~ 09- '"~17 5w pmv 72 (1 983): 
17-22; A. Beliner, m m  a *w 7 (Belin: Sumptibus €ditorus, 1866) viii. 

10. What exactly Rashi meant by the tenn m a  2w I W W ~  hm been expîored in 
the sources above. For a disaission of the toms pssht  and &mh, not 
necesmrily mlated to Rashi, rrr: U. Simon, "The Refigiair Signifiaince of 
the Peshclt," Tmdition 23.2 ( l m ) :  4143. 



193924 k. Rather. the focus of this thesis is the text from which these analyses 

and explanations have ben dmwn. 

A The Text of the Commentary 

The variations between the huibeds of manusaipts and earfy pn'nted 
editions of Rashi's Torah commentary are imumerable. Differences in wording, 
vocabulary, sentence structure, order, and even content are rampant; entire 
passages appear in some editions but not in othen. No consistent use of 

conjunctions or of plene and defective spellings is evident. Numbers are 
altematively written out in words or represented in their letter symbols, often with 

both foms appeanng in the same comment. No discemaMe patterns in the 

vanants among the editions and manuscripts are evident.ll 

7 The Manusctipts 

The text of the commentary has evolved into this chaotic state for a variety 
of reasons. Rashi's popularity as a commentator and his general appeal to so 
many groups of people caused the manuscripts of his writings to be in high 

demand, and they cirarlated quickly and vuidely.l2 This cirudation was effected by 
the saibal vocation of handcopying one manuscript from another. Scribes are 

-- - 

1 A .  For a visual representation of these variant$, SM the parallel colurnns of 
the three eariiest printings of the comrnentary at the back of Rashi 
HaShelem, 310-377. For acknowledgemrnt of the existence of mese 
textuel variations, sw: A. Berliner (1 QOS), vikxxi; A. Berliner, wm n n m p , ~  
p v m  a v m  o9m. vol. 2 (Je~lrslem: Morsad HaRav Kook. 1689) 
179-226; Y. AMnery 62-101; 1. Sonne, Z 9 , r n  v m  2w m m  nipw 
rnmqP* Hebmw Union Colkge A n m l 1 5  (1940): 37-56; E. Toubu, m 
mm9 r+un urnym W m>w, Wuh Tarbiz 56 (1987): 21 1-242; A. Van der 
Heide, "The Longw Variants in Rashi's Commentry on the Torah," Rashi 
(f040-1990), Hommage B Ephmim E. UriZach, 419426; E. Touitou, 
"Quelques Ctitdms Pouvant Aikr  & &ablir la Venion Or@inuie du 
Commentaim do Rashi sur k Pbntateuqu8," Rashi (1040-1 @go), 
Hommage B Ephmim E. Unbsch, 399409. 

72. Beriiner (1905), k Grorman, 43-44; 212-214; 1. Agut, "Rashi and his 
Schwl," The WoM HMory of the Jewish PCopk, 2nd r r . ,  vol. 2, ed. 
Cecil Roth (Ramat Gan: Jwbh Histofy PuMmonr Ud., Rutgets 
Uniwmity Pms, 1968) 233. 



human and made m. Hapîography and dittography,13 common scribal e m ,  
are faiily easily detedaMe Men comparing different manuscripts and pdnted 
versions of the same text, and detedion of such blunders can help to identify 
passages that have beem added or omitted in altemate editions. Because these 
types of errors can be obsetved easily and regularly by the trained reader, they are 
not causing the chaos, alaiough their presence certainly magnifies its complexity. 

Wnting and copying were important components of leaming in the Middle 
Ages.14 Many students copied Rashi's mmmenbty, not only to have a copy of 
their own, but also as part of the process of leamhg and studying il. The goal of 
mis exercise was pedagogic, not necessarily the acawate transmission of the text. 
Students regularly wrote personal notes consisting of additional observations, 

altemate explanations, nlevant rabbinic cornments, and literal interpreteüons in the 
margins of oie text.15 

The more the commentary was copied and passed from one student or 
scribe to the next, the more compîex this process became. Scribes also 
contributed to the text they were copying by corredng errors they themselves 
made Mi le  copying or that previous copyists had made. or by correcting errors 
they believed the author of the text had made in his original writing.16 These notes 
were also written on the same page of the text being copied. 

Each scri*be or student may have had his own approach to disünguishing 
between these types of comdions and additions to the text. For example, some 
sai'bes made copying corrections above the very tine in whidi the correction was 
to be made and content corrections in the margin.17 Many additional passages 
originally had some f m  of idemtifying notation, be it a letter or a syrnbd, to alert 
the reader and aie subsequent scribe to the inserted passage. Over time, and 

13. For more information on these types of raibal enan. and othen. see the 
web site, lnte~mting AnCient Manuscripts W b ,  drsigned by Timothy 
Seid, (Bmwn Uniwnity, 189% way 8, 19981, 
h~: l~ .s t~ .b l~wn.edu/Pm~msSmapIogmphy.  htrnl. 

14. Yakov Spiegal, 9-17 munn~dm o~nw(Ramat Gan: Bar Ilan University 
Prass,l996) 18; Agus 231. 

7 S. Agus 237; Spiegal 143-145; 1-187; 201 ; ûefliner (1886) ix 
16. Spiegal40. 
17. IfW. 73, n. 170. 



with each additional copying, these distinguishing marks became less distinct? 
The ink colour or the thiclaiess of the quill or the quality of the scribe's handwriting 
contributed to this same problem. 

As increasing nimbes of fallible stuclents and scribes of varying intelledual 
capa bilities interacteci with a given manuscri pt , addilonal comments and 
explanations were often blindly incorporated into the body of Ihe text. Since 
marginal notes were sometimes corradions intended to be implemented in the 

next copy, and markings indicatirtg othewise often faded, all miting autside the 
body of the text frequently was assumed to be glosses and corrections of the 
previous saibe and inserted, sometimes incorrectly, sometimes randomly into the 
text? 

The impact of copying and correcting on manuscripts was not wiknown to 

the scholars leaming from the handwritten texWO A taqanah made by Rabbenu 

18. Touitou (1987) 214; Touitou (1993) 399400; Beliner (1866) k; Berîiner 
(1905) xii; Spiegal62-71; 148-152. Spiegal describes a mriety of 
indiators by which manuscripts wem comctsd or augmented. Some 
scribes or students actually ecrsad the text they deemed faulty. Others 
put dots abow the Ietters or words requesting they be rrasrd in Uie next 
copying. The dots, however, were not unarnbiguous, rince they went also 
used for emphasis, abbreviations, and to instnict that the dotteâ letten or 
words be reversed in order. Hom symbols et the beginning and end of a 
phrase indicated the need for some type of change, or that change had 
occurred. Like the dots, the intention in the use of the homs coufd be 
unclear. lnterlinear or marginal wirong also was used for the purposes of 
correction. but the auibe could rot aiways han vutiere the cornMion m i s  
mwnt to be inserted. Some stribas did adually cross out their mistakes 
with ink. Regarûing additions to the t e e  ternis wch as nmn , wim or 
m m m ,  or the name of the author of the addition sornaimes would be 
inserted to alert aie mader or suiba to the non-original material. 

19. Grossman 184; Touitou (1QS7) 214. 
20. For example, phrases like brn P m  mm MW) m u  ma are common in 

Responsa litemture and mfiect the candour with which terdual 
inegularities and peculiar commrnts wre attributeû to the routine enws 
of scribes and students. In addition, in hi8 7~ w Rabbmu Tarn often 
reîerred to rno nwv or 0 t h  such copyhg rrron that nwlt in the 
corruption of the texî. &83 E. E. Urbach, m m n  *vl. 5th d., vol. 1 
(Jerusalem: Mossad HaRav Kod<, lm) 71-84 for a discussion of 
Rabbenu Tarn's correspondence with Rabbi Meshullam mgirding a 
textual emendation. 



Gershom (950-1028)" forbade the correction of manusaipts, and to varying 
degrees, sdidars subsequent to Rabbenu Gershom were aware of the taqanah 
and abided by it? According to Spiegal, the people of Ashkenaz took great 
liberties with the texts they wcm, copying,P induding the Talmud. and the 

possibility of losing the original texts of these works was a oenuine fearb2' 
Rashi mentions the corrections to the text of the Talmud he himself made, 

based on the readings of his teachers. Rabbenu Tarn,= Rashi's grandson, 
disaisses at length the types of cmections that were panitted and mat were not. 
He reports of students actually erasing the dominant text anâ replacing it with their 
corrections, not just correcthg the text in the margins or above the 1ine.X 

In addition to the changes bmught to the text by the scribes and students 
interacting with the m a n u ~ ~ p t s ,  modifications the auaior himself made to his 
work m e r  complicated the transmission process. The author would often go 
back and make changes to his text after the work had already begun to circulate, 
essentially creating multiple authentic, although variant, original editions? 
Moreover. aie author often made adjustments to his work through his students and 
saîbes, instnicting hem to correct the text M i le  copying it? The possible emxs 
that arose in such commuiications camot be disregardad; the potential for 
inconsistendes is dear, 

21. RaWenu Genhom, narneâ "me Light of the Exile," is one of the better 
known Ashûenazi schotars prior to Rashi. For more on hir Iife and works, 
and the many takanot attributad to him. see: A. Grorsman, IPVN 9 m  

owwwn, 2nd rd. (Jerusalam: Magnes Pms, 1988) 106-174. 
22. Spiegal 101-1 15. 
23. lbid. 108-109. 
24. lbid. 714-1 18. 
25. Rabbi Yakov ban Meir, the full name of Rabbenu Tarn. is the k s t  kncnm 

of the Tosafot. and probably one of the most influential. He was bom 
around 11W. See Urbach (1886) vol. 1,113. 

26. Spiegai 1 lW27; 135. 
27. lbid. 52. 
28. /ka. 51; Grossman (1998) 191-103. 



The issue of "autharoriginated changes to a text is not foreign to the 
transmission of Rashi's Torah commentery." Rashi's grandson. the Rashbarn,= 
said in his commentary to Genesis 37:2 that Rashi had admitted to 
him that "had he had more Orne, he would have written other comments more in 
line with the peshat exegeses k ing oenefated every dey?' This mention of a 
desire by Rashi to rewrite some of his cornmentaries suggests that Rashi may 
have in fact begun to m e c t  sorne of his comments after his commentary had 
been in ardation for some tirne? 

Futhennwe. the manuscript Leipzig 1 (B.H. foi. 1)= dismssed by k 
Grossrnan and E. Touitou in Tarbri," as well as by A. Beciiner decades earlierIJ5 

291 &srman (1 996) 21 0-212. 
30. Rashbam is the acronym for Rabbi Samuel ben Meir. He was the son of 

Rashi's daughter, Yokheved, and his son-in-law, Meir. tlis birth is 
calculated to be around 1080-1085, considering his testirnony to having 
audied with his grandfather. Hie death is believed to be after 1158. The 
following provide more details about the Rashbarn's life and worûs: Sarah 
Japhet, Robert Sabn, The Commentery of R. Sam& ben Meir Rashbarn 
on Qoheleth (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1985) 1 1 - 18; Urbach (1 986) vol. 
1, 45-59. 

31. This is my translation from oie Hebrew: n i W  pir vn 9 ~ 3 9  1> nn iWw 
019933 o*wnnnn niuwin 9 9  o* im o w m  The source for the Hebrew is: 
m m  >Y o>wn o m m  mw, ed. David Rosin (Braskiu: R. Solomon 
Stotlander, 1882) 49. 

32. Grossman (1886) 212. 
33. Leipzig 1 (B.H. fol. 1) [IMHM 301421. All manusui.pts are described in full, 

with appropriate catalogue references, in Appendk C at the end of this 
work. 

34. A. Grossman, m m >  rwn unr9 m mynv nmn,,@ TWiz 60.1 (1 890): 
67-98; E. Touitou, ~ m -  9 w l  wms >v 9 i i p m  noun nn l~pvr, omm,v 
~um> r-3~13 Tanbiz 61.1 (1991): 85-1 15; A. Grossman, 1 VXW v - m ~  
civriv IWN, 1p >w mim) m m  WJ-I >v im T'ribiz 61.2 (1 992): 
305-31 5; E. TOU~~OU, *iipm nvun iirnW,tp 1 p ~ s 9 >  >v mwmn rnannt~ 
mm onut0 miwn - mu@ wn wim 5w Taribiz 62.2 (1 9938): 299-303; 
Gmssman (1986) 187-193. The details of the debats in these arüdes will 
be explorad more fully below, in the section on Litemtum Review. In 
short. Grossman and Touitou argue whethr mmoving al1 the comments 
idenüfied as belonging to Rabbi Shemaya and those insrrted by the 
sa-be (ah0 labelled) fmrn Leipzig 1 (B. H. fol. 1) would msult in an 
authentic version of Rashi's Torah commentary. Touitou submits that aie 
nader unnot nly on the consistency with which additions and 
a i ~ o n s  wre marked and the date of tfte manuscript is unknown. 
These two factors pmsent the possibility that many levols of textual 
alteration may be undetedable to the reader, and possibly aven to the 
scribe who copied W b  wry text. 

35. Bdiner (1 969) 198. 



presents evidence that R. St~ernaya,~ Rashi's student, scribe and personal 
assistant. made many modifications to the commentary on the instructions of his 
rna~ te r .~~  To M a t  degree R. Shemaya took libeclies with these corrections is 
impossible to assess,~ but the probiems they introduce to the already complex 
issue of aie transmission of Rashi's commentary are appreciable. In addition ta 
soiding out the corrections and comments inserteâ by the stuâents and scribes as 
a process of leaming and copying the commentary. one must consider those 
modifications made aither by Rashi hirnself or under his direction. 

Because corrections were so rampant among Ashkenazi schdan, any 
individual reading a manuscript could change the version without verifying the 

witnesses to this version or consuîting other authonlies. Since correcting became 
part of the process of leaming and copying, the controi over who was adequately 
qualitied to correct manuscripts was lest? Spiegal believes Rabbenu Gershom's 
taqanah anticipated this chaos and attempted to prevent item 

The process of transmilng and adating any given manusuipt held 
considerable potential for altering the original version. The changes and probiems 
that developed in the text of Rashi's commentary were not urique, but the degree 
to whidi they emerge in Rashi is extferne. His appeaî and acces- sibility to al1 
levels of the commuiity. and to al1 commuiities, were the main contributors to this 
extraordinary result. His style of exegesis incorporated a m i m e  of different 

sources and varying interprebive meaioddogies and thus inherentîy encouraged 
others to append additional opinions. swces, corn- ments, and mettions. 

Centufies of copying facilitated the introduction of comtless changes to the text, 
which over Orne have become virhially undetec- table.41 

36. Very IMe is knOwn of Rabbi Shemaya's life or frrnily. He liW al the end 
of the eMnth  century and was one of R a ~ h r ~  dosest and greatest 
students. He rlso liveâ very much in the shadw of his teacher. Despite 
bing a prolific scholar, much of what he w t e  has been attributed to 
othen, and in partkular, to Rashi. Grossman (1990) 67; Grossman 
(1880) 347426. 

37. mrîiner (1 805) x-xi; mrliner (1888) 187-202; Grosunan (1 Wû) 67-98; 
Gmssrnan (1996) 359. 

38. Touitou (1 B93a) 302; Grossman (1996) 405-408. 
39. Spiegal 142; 6erîiner (1 805) >di. 
40. Spiegal106108. 
41. /M. 54. 



2. The Contdbution of PMting 

With the invention of the Hebrew pri*nting press in the second half of the 
meenth centuy.42 the proMems with the transmission of a text changed, but did 
not disappear. The printefs mie in puMisMng a text was to prepare the manusmWpt 
for printing, which entailed verifying its darity and legibility and correding the 

enors, as well as supervising the printing.u ORen, the printing huuse hireâ two 
separate individuals for these distinct tasks. A scholar familier with the text would 
correct and edit the manuscript, and a skilled printer wodd typeset itu Many of 
the textuel dificulles of the printed editions arose in the came of Ihis process." 

What constiMed an errer in the manuscript, what criteria and resources 
were used to correct these emws. and where the errors emsted previously were 
not recorded by îhe correctors; the ptinters, not bdng educated in the subject 
matter of the texts they printed, men did not understand the notations and 

corrections made by the scholar. Like the centuies of saibes and students mat 
preceded thern, the printers mtinued to alter and conupt the texts in much the 

same way as the "manual" transmitters. They made corrections and additions to 
the text without advising the reader to the changes or preserving the "unco~~ected 
~ e r s i o n . ~  

Rashi's comrnentary was first printed in Rome in 1470," more than three 
and one half centuries after he died. Considering the extent to which the 

comrnentary arwlated and changed vuhile the exegete was still living," an 
explanation of methoddogy and conaete evidence towards proving the 
authentidty and reliability of the manuscripts utilizeâ by the pdnter would have 
greatîy supported the aedibility of a given dition. 

42. Sem Marx, 483. and ûffenberg 493-495 mgading the exact dating of the 
first Hebrew printed book. 

43. Spie~al206. 
44. Ibid. 
45. /M. 220-224- 
46. \M. 2077-208. 
47. See Marx, 481-501; ûffenkrg, 494-505; RashiHashakm, vd. 1, 

308-309. 
48. Gmsman (1096) 184. 



Some of the eady printers, still working in the tradition of manusaipt 
transmission, induded a dophon in thdr editions, in which they praised God for 
His help in produüng the work and attested to the authenticity of their versions." 
In the 1476 edition of Rashi's commentary, published in Guadelajara, Rabbi Moshe 
Alkabetz m t e  in his calophm ~ u o a  9 n n m  93,50 expressing that he had diffiailties 

with the text of Rashi's commentary tom vvhich he was printing and that he used 
logical reasoning'' to eliminate the emors. He h w  the text was problematic. but 
he did not reveal where he made his corrections of why? The leck of 

documentation for this process of correcting manuscripts contributed m e r  to the 

chaotic state of the text of Rashi's Torah wrnmentary, as did the changes 

introduced by scribes and students. 
In the 1482 edition of Rashi's commentary, printed in Bdogne, Rabbi Yosef 

Hayyim son of Rabbi Aaron Strassboug, the Frenchrnan, wrote in his colophon: 

I was careful to correct the commentary of Rashi. to restore it to its 
pristhe glory, as much as possible. And this was my duty. For I 
knew the students would find in il rest for their souk. where the tired 
can find rest. Because the wards HAliCh were obswed in their 
minds from so many emKs, will now be for them as a light, and they 
will be sweet for them in their r n o u t h ~ . ~ ~  

Sonne explains that Rabbi Yosef s senjdentification as a Franchman may be 

intended to lend additional credibility to his edition of the cornmentary, since Rashi 
too was a "Frenchman," and therefore, Rabbi Yosef must have a greater ability to 

detemine the most authentic text. Hovuever, how Raôbi Yosef correded and 
restored the commentary and how he knew its fomier "pristhe glory" remains 

49. Spiegal201. 
50. nun v m w  rion ov mm m m  93 mni WN p mm oinn miom wt 

w p r n  n m w n  mw ~r111ï>5 is the patinent par( of the H e b w  colophon. 
Varying amoonts of the passage a n  cited in Sonne 38; Ch. B. Fiieâberg, 
Histoty of nebmw Tflogmphy in IWy, Spain-PoRugal, and Turkey (Tel 
Aviv: M. A. BarJuda, 1956) 92; Spiegal202. I haw not seen the original. 

51. Sonne 38; Spiegal202. 
52. The Hebrew is: rn mm> m m  vtn* wmlr~ m m  mm9 9 3  nN mwP 

w v  mu, m w  oni- mm omn%m D IMX~', mm ,mnwiD m n  nu11 ,iwm 
or12 ipnnv mi* oriL, mm nruim a m  omm umwn ~n SWN o m m  33 .rn 
t9.0n*i. $OMO 38-39; Spimal 205. 

53. Sonne 39. 



Individual copies of printed texts reached fer lerger audiences than 
handapied manuscripts, and their impact on the commdty was signilicant. A 

student leaming mm a handvvritten manuscript knew #e physical text he was 
using was imperfect; he couid see al1 the corrections made in the margins and 
between the lines. and he himself, contributed ta the process by making notes and 
changes on the same document, as he studied. 

The invention of prlnting did not stop the corrections and annotations from 
being wtitten,s but the pdniers did not leave wfkient room in the margins for 
these to be induded on the printed page. Independent editions of corrections 
lingered, although the iMueme they had on the general reader's attitude towards 
textual transmission was far less substantial.* 

Moreover, muIlipie copies of an identical text lent an authority to the ptinted 
version that would never have been expeded, let alone assumed, of the 
manuscn'pts. Therefore, the texhial proMems propagated by the printen had 

much more serious consequemes for the readership of their texts. 

Subsequent printings of a given work were usually based on the first 
e d i t i ~ n , ~ ~  since editing and correcting manusuipts was timely and costiy. Just as 
the errors made in manusaipt copying were camed and compounded from one 
text to the next, so too were mors manifested and susteined in me printed 
editions. The authority asaibed to the printed editions in their inherent 
cornmonality and large circulation mitigated the desire and the need to correct the 

texts. Over fme, the candou towards textual inconsistemies that characterized 
the era of the manuscripts diminished, even though many inconsistenaes 
remained. This meant that the appearance of a unjfm and thus seerningly 
correct text grew, even as iddogical prefenmces for the belief in a perfect text 

54- ln ~ehudah Aryeh de Modena's 1617 edition of the Rabbinic Bible, he 
wntes that in the Rrst volume of his puMiution he coWd more than 
three hundred enon that ho found in the the commentaries. His words 
are y ~ p l  ui ouv np3, m mm m mm n w  r»* vwmm mm *ru ba 
r ~ i r m b n v , 1 3 D ~ 1 \ r n ~ w n p ~ n o ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ o n l J i l p ~  
I pmsi ana om>v or m w>ri5 W N  mprpirti nm nhi, rai .mm pmi 
~ ~ i ~ l b ~ ~ ~ a ~ m ~ m l l ~ , r i t r r o ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ n r u h . t r o o t w  
.mm mm mm won nwn (Venice: 1617). 

55.1M. 267-268. 
56. /&id* 206-209. 



spread. In fact, globally, the text rnay have becorne more readable, but that in itself 

does not confimi its accuracy. 
A variety of sources bear witness to the fad that Rashi induded maps and 

diagrams in his Bible commemtary." His grandson Rashbam said in Ms 
commentary to Numbers 342, "Ou teacher, my grandfather, expiained and drew 

 border^.^ The number of printed editions in which these diagrams can be found, 
however. is limited." The absence of the maps and drawings illustrates deaily 
some of the issues of textuai b9nsmission thmgh menusaipt copying and 
pri*nting explained above. 

In a series of artides an the subjed of Reshi's die gram^,^ Mayer Gruber 
disaisses the process by INhiCh they were omitted, as well as the determinants of 

their authenticity. He rejects the assumption that the printws did not have the 

technical ability to reproduce Rashi's line drawings, since they managed to print 

his Talmud commentary with the diagrams he had induded there. Rather. the 
omission of the drawings from the eady pn'nted editions of his Bible commentary 
reflects the state of the manudpts utilized by the printer.B1 The process Ihus 
began with the scribes. 

Initially, a saibe had in his possession an autographed copy of Rashi's 

commentary that induded the diagrarn~.~~ Gruber enurnerates seven witnesses 

57. M. Gruber, "What Happened to Rashi's Pichrns?" The Bodleian Library 
Record 15.2 (1 992): 1 12; Levy 109. 

58. The Hebrew in Rosin 196 is qmnn rw w99 wpi m.ii The translation is 
mine. 

59. Catherine Delano Smith, Mayer 1. Gmber, 'Rashi's Legacy: Maps of the 
Holy Land, " The Mep ColMor 59 (1 992): 30. 

60. Ibid. 30-35; Gruber (1992) 11 1-124; M. Gnibsr, "Light on Rashi's 
Diagmms from the Asher Libmry of Sprtus College of Judaica," The 
Solomon G W m n  Llchrrss, vol. 6, eâ. M. Gniber (Chicago: The Spert~~s 
College of Judaica Press, 1993) 73-85; M. Gniber, "Notes on the 
Diagnms in Rashi's Commentary to the Book of Kings, " Sfuûies in 
Bibliogmphy end Booklore 1 9 (9 994): 29-4 1. 

61. Gmkr (1802) 112-1 14. Altematively, one migM undentand the omission 
to refl8Cf a la& of interest in these maps or the malüation that 
contemporary explorations had improd on Rashi's geognphic 
informations. A similar fate befell the astronomi~al sketches in 
Maimonide' Hilkhot Qiddush Ha)kdbshn (b B. Bsny Levy, Pkm,  
Potions mû Patchments, (Montmal and Kingston: McGilCQueen's 
University Press, lm) 98.) 

62. Ibid. 121. 



to the authentidty of these drawings. They indude a statement by Rashi himself. 
in a letter, indicating his tendency to explicate certain points graphically; the 
presence of drawings in his Talmud commentary; and testirnonies from Rashbarn, 
Tosafot, and the fouteenth-century Christian exegete, Nichdas de L p .  
Futhemore, the presence of identical drawings in mamiscripts tom a variety of 
countries suggests their souce was the author, and not some addition of a scribe 

that would have ardated only in limited areas." 
In numerous extant manusciipts, the saibe copied a temi, such as nt? 

that introduced the diagram, and he left a blank space for an artist to fi11 in the 
drawing. The artist never did his job, and to this day, the blank spaces remain." 
For Gruber, these blank spaces are also proof mat the illustraths originated with 

Rashi. He writes, 

While a map or other diagram added in the margin of a manusaipt 
may raise doubts as to whether such a map or diagram is an 
integral part of the commentav, it should be obvious that no later 
hand added a blank space!= 

The manuscripts with the blank spaces were eventually used as base texts 
for the next scribes who would copy the introductory formula but eliminate the 
spaces. In the final stage of this copying process, the suibe would ultimately 
eliminate the introductory t m  as well, since it no longer made any sense. The 

printed texts appear to be based on manuscripts of this final stage? 
Eluadated in this manner, aie rek'ability of (ha texts of the printed editions 

b e r n e s  even more questionable. if the manusuipts that w e  used as the basis 
for printing alreaûy lacked any refwence to the existence of oiese drewings, the 

number of other undetectable errm and alterations unknmm to the pinter, is 
unimaginable. Moreover, besides Ihese imperceptible modicaüans, by their omi 
admission the wnters made additional changes to the text, lirlher compounding 
the promem. The modem reader has no information as to how many manusuipts 



were consulted in the printing process. on what basis mamisaipts were deemed 
reliable, or what determined tenable evidence to justify changes. 

ln 1866, Abraham Berliner published an edition of Rashi's Torah 

commentary based on ten manu script^.^ In 1905, he improved upon this effort, 
consul ting in approximately one hundred mamsuipts, tom which he decided, 
based on his extensive expdmce and instinctive knowledge,@ M a t  constiMed 
the most authentic commentary of Rashi. In bath editions. Berliner remarked on 
having seen dmwings in some rnanu~ai*pts.~ In the 6nt edition, he listed the 

lhree manusaipts containing diagrams," but by the second. they had appeared in 
too many manuscripts to list all of thern. He did not indude the diagrams in either 
edi tion. 

According to Gniber, despite the fact that the evidence prevented Bediner 
from attributing the drawings to the addition of suibes, he could not believe that 
they really originated with Rashi. At this point, the omission of the diagrams frorn 
the printed text, is no longer aca'dentaL7l Unlike the printers before him, Berliner 
informs his readers of the resowces he cwulted in order to puMish Rashi's 
commentary. However, his uiscientific methodologies resemMe the "Iogical 
reasoning" of his predecessors. He does not provide an adequate aitical 
apparatus with altemate options to the readings he has chosen, nor does he 

explain the rationale for his choice. Rie fact that Berliner did not indude the 
diagrams in his printed edition, despite the ovemhdming suppardive evidence, 
suggests that his "experience and insünclive knowledge" were douded by 

subjective feeling towards the text with which he was familiar. As well, since, by 

his cnm admission, students of Rashi and scribes made additions to the 
c~rnmentaiy,~ one would assume Bedinets work would have attempted to sift out 

ô?. Berliner (1866) Ki-xiii. 
68. Berliner (1 905) xv. The Hebrew is: m@ mi pni5 m nm5 n5rn nn ii mhv 

m m  ma= mm mu mm ,m~onnr rioruinri pli vprn mm n m  pa p m m  
m 9# ~irm m n o n  i 9 m m  oro nn mw9 mn nn -9 ,)ivs? wn m a  v m m  9nr 
rr...mm hr ywnh wm Clr mas w mmn 

69. Ibid. 348-349; Berliner (1888) 300. 
70. Berliner ( l m )  3W, n. 4. The thme manuscripts wem: Leiden, Munich 5, 

and from the collection of Rabbi L. Sonral. 
71. Grubet (1992) 11ClIS. 
72. Berliner (1 û66) k-x; ûerliner (1905) x-xii. 



some of these added passages. Rather, he seems more cornfortable daiming 
the most farniliar text is the most authentic. 

Without the possibility of viewi'ng alternate readings or the discarded 
evidence liom the numerous manuscripts Berliner consulted, the pubiic has 
received Berlinet s text of Rashi. but not necessarily, Rashi's text. Despite mis, 
Berliner's ediîion has been widely accepted and considered to be authentic 
Rashi ?3 

When e self-prodaimed expert on Rashi daims to have consulted 
hundreds of manuscripts and produces a text that does not diter considerably 
from the texi familiar to his readers, the incentive ta improve the text of Rashi's 
commentary is miPgated fvoier. From the time when no text except that signed 
by the author was believed to be unblemished, to the invention of printing and the 
circulation of multiple identical copies and into the twentieth centuy, the 
recognition and acceptame of textual problems deaeased despite the fact that 

erors wwe not only sustained but generated anew. 

B. Review of Previous Research 

Rashi's Torah commentary best exemplifies the impact printing had on 
atü tudes towards textual disuepanaes. Des pite its tenacious populanty , few of 
the commentary's readen are aware of the questionable nature of the text, nor 
have they made a serious effort to correct or restore its original version. Even the 

modem pnnted edilons that minimally provide altemate vetrsions in the notes74 do 
not express to the reader the Inn, degree of uicertainty and unreliability in the text. 
Most stuâents of the printed commentary had and have no concept of how a text 
evdved lhrough its ttansmission. unlike the studmts who leamed h m  the 
manuscripts and partook in the ongoing change and devdopment. 

73. Sonne 37. 
74. Both H. Chavel, mm wm m m ,  7îh ed. (J0~58I8m: Mossad HsRav 

Kook, 1992) and Y.  Herczeg, Rashi, The Sapimin €difion (New York: 
Mesomh Publications, Ltd., 1995) indude aitamate madings of the 
commentary in the aiocal apparatus. Chavel utilueâ Reggio 1475, a 
manuscript from the Oxford libmry (2U0), anci Berlineh dition. Herczeg 
consuited a n  w (se8 bekw) and Rishi HaShoEem. 



This section will review those Mters through the centwies who were or 
are aware of the proMems with Rashi's text and how they have atternpted to 

improve upon the situation. 

London 173.2 (Add. 1 1 ,566), a fourteenth cenRry maniscript of a 
superammentary on Rashi, cites t$zkuni's75 comment on Rashi's interpretation 
for Gen. 8:22." In the atation, Hizkuni suggested that the scribes had emed in 
îheir transmission of Rashi. The passage is as f o l l o ~ s : ~  

75. Hihiah bat Manoah, mode interpnWve woik is kiim as wptn mut is a 
13th century French exegete who refers to Rashi often in his mi*tings. 
See: Moshe Gnrnkrg (ed.). J8wish Bibk Exmesis An IntIOduction, 2nd 
ed. (Jenisalem: "Graf-Hen" LW., 1992) 85; S. Japhet, "Hid<uni's 
Commentary on the PenMeuch - lts Gemr, and Purposes," Rabbi 
Moldech8i Bmuer Festschn'R, d. Moshe Bar-Asbr, vol. 1 (Jenisalem: 
Academon Press, 1992) 91-1 1 1. 

78. In this verse, God is pmising Noah that he will not destroy the living 
creatures of the ear(h again. He promises on1 ?pi rup, nt vnri 93 w 
mur> E6 orr wni ypi. Rashi's comment for the fint kmma of Ris 
verne consists of identifying which rnonthr of the year fonn part of which of 
each of the six seasons named in the verse. 

7ï. London 173.2 (Add. 1 1.586) [IMHM 49211, fol. lob. IMHM Men to the 
cal1 number usecl at the Institut8 for Microfilmed Habrew Manusaipts, at 
the Jewi8h National and University Libnry in Jelurkm. 



Aocording to ljizkuni,m his text of RasM" identifiecl the mordhs mi m u  3- 9rn 
uw as the season np , but the mbbinic s w c e  for this comment, Bava Metzia 

106b, cals these same months ?lm. He suggested that the scribes must have 

misread an abbreviation of mn as vp,  and the errw was transmitted from 

manuscript to manuscript. 

This recognition of the scribal impact on the transmission of the text of 

Rashi's commentary is one of the eadiest souces demonstrating that scholars 

and shrdents cf Rashi were aware of proMems in the manuscripts. Enors such 
as misreading words or abbreviations were cornmon among suibes, and Hizkuni 
undentood the msequences of even these small oversights. No mistake is 
insignificant when a faded apostrophe or letter fragment can change the very 
words or meaning of the comment. 

78. Twa printed texts of Hizkuni consulted pnsent conflicting tea .  The 
edition of Hizkuni induded in mm w m  nvw o w  mur, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: 
Mossad HeRav Kook, 1986), is the edition of H. D. Cbavel which is based 
on Me manuscript Oxford-Bodlein, Mikhal 568. Moshe Menahem Aaron's 
edition, vpm (Jerusalem: mw n m ,  1992) utilkes the manuscript Vilna 
640 (p. 4). This version cites Rashi as identifying the months mn vn 
mv mi m a s  the season riin and Vien presents Mo source fmn the 
Talmud. In a footnote, Aaron explains that the manuscdpt ha$ an addition 
in which ljizkuni explains Me suibal emr. The language of this addition 
is parallel to the passage above fmm London 173.2. (Aaron, p. 61, note 
36). Chavel's edition (Jeruselem: 1986) cites Rashi (in uiduini) identifying 
the months mw mi NV 1- 9rn as the season 117. The inclusion here 
of the Talmudic source rnakes more sense since it diffen h m  the text of 
Rashi ptesented. Also in a footnote, Chavcl indudes a marginal note 
from the menuscript mat discusses the issue of the &bal enor again in 
language that ir paralld to Me text Rom London 173.2 (add. 1 1, 566) 
(om mm, vol. 1, p. 120). While the nliability of ljizkuni as the source for 
the suggestion that the scribes made a mistake in mpying Rashi's text is 
debatable, the iuw at hand is the recognition that the emm of the 
scribes changed the t x t  of Raihi and the attetnpt by later readers of the 
commentary to mstore it. 

79. The printed te- of Rmhi awilable in Rashi HeShdem (Rome 1470, 
Reggio 1475, Guudejara 1476, Venice 1524) as wll as ûerliner (1 888) 
and Berliner (1905) al1 identify the seasonr mu, 9m1 mv B r n  as np . 
Berliner, hovuever, in his notes in the hM eâiion (p. 15, n. Q), mentions 
that Hizkuni and others, induding the Tosefta on Tractite Ta'anl, and 
Radaq have the mason y m  for aiow month. ln the 1905 dition (p. 18, 
n. Q), Berliner only mentions the TomRa and Radaq. 



The first printers of Hekew books, who worked in the fiReenth centuy, 
also were aware of the diadties vuith the text of Rashi. Their attestations of 

mors in the mamscripts, wMch they corrected prlor to printing the cornmentary, 
suggested not only that they were aware of the problems, but that the public knew 
the text was troublesorne and would bendit from a meded edition. The printers 
wouîd have had no reason to admit to the mors in Rashi and the improvements 
they made, if mis had not been a marketing advantage. 

As menîioned above, the ccnrections made by the printers were not 
validated in any concrete way. The @ntenr did not i n fm  the readen how they 

identified the e m s ,  where the enws were found, and what the text contained 
before it was wrrected. The reading public embraced the cheaper, more 
accessible, and "corrected printed alternative to the expensive rnamisuipts, 
forgoing both the hassle of aqUring bustworthy texts and an appreaation for the 
tenuous conditions of textual transmission. 

3. Samuel Almosnino 

Rabbi Samuel Airnosnino's super-cornmentary on Rashi is uedited with 

being the first work, exduding the Tosafot, to indude a systematic interpretation of 

Rashi on the Very little is knourn of Amosnino's life. induding his dates 
and home, although he is bdieved to have died by the second half of the îifleanth 
centwy. His commentary on Rashi was puMished in Constantinople in 1525." 

The @mary goal of Almom*no's work on Rashi was the enplanetion and 
interpretation of the cornmentary. However occasionelly, he refemed to textual 
inconsistenaes between variant renditions of the work, and he would insbuct his 
reader on the correct reading and on üie presence of Airnosnino's 
approach to the terRiel matters affecting Rashi's cornmentary was not systematic, 

80. AlmOSninO. S. W ~ ~ E J ~ J W W  o7 >Inn 37m snw wnw aim, eâ. M. Philip 
(Petah Tiqva: M. Philip, 1908) 5. 

81. Ibi'd. 6. 
82. Iba. 11. 



and the methods by which he detemineci aie m e c t  readings or identified emom 

are not explained. 
As with the eady printers, the readers have only Amosnino's mxd that the 

choices he made in cmecting the text are valid. Nonetheless, the very presence 
of comments related to the state of the text of Rashi's commentary demonstrates 

that the need to establish a correct text of the cammentary in order to explicate it 
was recognized and that texhial cmption was acloiowledged as a possible 
explanation for a difiarlt passage. Unfortmateiy, the m8Cb*ons that were made 
to the commentary without any doaimented basis except the statements of the 

exegete himself compounded the comption. 

4. Avmham Beqret end Eliyahi MilraB 

Two sixteenth cenhry super-commentatom on Rashi were concemed with 

the text of his commenteV in their own works, and they tried to correct the text 
by comparing it to other manusuipts and eady printed editions they had aquired. 

Avraham Baqrat, the first of them, lived at the very begiming of the sixteenth 
century." His primary goal was to restore an acaxate text of the commentary 
from the many manusai'pts he had from different eras, as weil as from the early 
printings.@ Throughout his work, Baqrat referred to what he had or had not found 
in other venions of the commentary. However, he did not 

83. Other sixteern centuîy super-commentaton may have made occasional 
textual comments in their wodcs, but the following hm, Bsqrat and Murahi, 
focus much of their respective commentaries on tex!ual inconsistencies. 
One other exegete worfh mentioning ir the Maharal of Prague, Rabbi 
Yehudah L m  son of Betsalel(15251BOB) whore cornmentory on Rashi, 
rmn m, is based heavily on Mlzrahi's wmrrtentcr. The woik was fimt 
publisheâ in Prague in 7578. Sea HaMahaml of Prague, m 7 ~  i u  m m  
o>vn, vol. 7 ,  ed. Yehorhua Hartman, (Jeruulem: Makhon Ye~shalayim, 
1989) 20; "Judah L m  ben Bezalel," Encyclopeed& Jude-, vol. 10, 
(Jerusalem: Keter Publishing House Jerusalem Ud., 1972) 374-379. 

84. The date of Baqfat's birth is unknown, aMough ho is certain to have lived 
in Spain prior to the expulsion and rventually to have arrivrd in Tunis. 
Sec A. ûaqmt, t,W pDJm mhi ] n t  wu, ed. M. Philip (Petah Tikvah: M. 
Philip, 1985) 6063. 

85. Ibid. 7-8. 



dearly lay out his rnethoddogy in approaddng the variants and in deci'ding the 
preferred reading .= 

The need to confront the diverse versions of Rashi's commentary is Matant 
tom the consistent references to them in Baqrat's writings. The data ailled from 
his research and observations are invaluable, despite the lack of systematic 
examination and organization of the varying texts. He had access to manuscripts 
that may no longer be extant, although the reader is not tdd what manusuipts he 

consulted, how many he had, or huw he detetmined their acMacy and reliability." 

Similarly, Eliyahu Mizrahi (1 450-1 526) the best known super- 
commentator on Rashi," considered the textuai variants in the commentary. 
Utilizing Baqrat as one of his souces and fdlowing his example, Mizrabi atternpted 
to correct the Rashi commentary by extensive examination and cornparison of 
manusaipts. For the most part, hic comments and decisions related to the text 
agree with Baqratkso Unforhniately, li ke his predecessor, Mizrahi was not 
systematic in his presentetion of the altemate reading~.~' 

00th exegetes demonstrate a keen awareness of the diffiadües with the 
text, and their attempt at fixing the commentary provides essential data regarding 
its state. Neither of them, however, Mer irrefutable evidence, a coherent 

86. /&id. 8; 69-70. 
87. The editor, M. Philip. in his introduction to Baqmfs commentary, provided 

references to Baqrat's comments regarding his choices of textwl mading. 
Most of these choices were made on the basis of evidence from more 

thon one manuscript. However, Baqrot did not offer any proof sr to the 
accurecy or reliability of the te& he consulted or to the objectivity of his 
analyses. Sse Ibid. 8 (and notes). 

88. Mitrahi was bom in Conrtantinople, and was ncognized as the leading 
nbbinic authority in the entirs Ottoman Empire. See "Mizrahi, Elijah," 
Encyclopedia Judena, vol. 12, 182-184; E. Mizrahi, otJmn mm, rd. M. 
Philip (Petah Tikvah: M. Philip, 19W) û-g. 

89. Miuahi, 5; W, vol. 12. 183; sec dm, Jean-Christophe Attias, "Eliahu 
Mizrahi, Sur-Commentateur de Rashi," Rashi 1 W W O  Hommage B 
Ephreitn E. U e h ,  475481. 

90. Minahi, pp. 6-7. 
91. /Md. 7. M i h i ' s  refemnces are very vague. mm orioo amr t  and ui>ij9 

#mm ~ i r w  o v v  am just a few emrnples of #e types of comments he 
makr in onfer to jusûfy his choiœs. The mliability of thse sources mis 
not established. 



methodology or documented souces that suggest their decisiomr acarately 
reflect the auaientic version of Rashi's commentary. 

5. Rabbi Yosef ben Yisskhar Baer: qvr, 
At the beginning of the seventeenth centuy, Rabbi Yosef ben Yisakhar Baer 

of Prague published a collection of variant readings of Rashi's Torah Commentary 
entitled nyt yvi,. He had in his possession an dd  parchment manuscript of the 

commentary, which he daimed was copied over three hundred years earlier. He 

compared this manuscript with two early printed editions of the Pentateuch with 
Rashi's commentary, tom Lublin and Prague, and fouid many discrepancies. At 
the urging of friends, he published his findingsF 

nv7 7 v ~ i s  organized according to the lemmata in Rashi's commentary. In 

addition to the variants fouid in the manuscript and the two printed editions, Rabbi 

Yosef cwulted the versions of the commentay used by previous schdars such 
as his teacher, the Maharaî of PraguemS and Mizrahi." He refen as well to "other 
texts," though he does not specify their origin or identify thern.% 

A unique and valuable quality of nv7 ? o ~ i s  the lack of interpretalion of the 

findings. Rabbi Yosef simply recorded the variants he o b s e ~ e d . ~  At limes, he 

noted whether the variant was fomd in the margins or above the line of the text, 
and if he did provide an opinion, he induded the source for this expianation or 
interpretation in the margins of his own ~ v o r k . ~ ~  Furtheme, he reproduced 
illustrations that he found in the texts ha ~onsulted.~ Rather than detmining for 
himself which readings were e m ~ s  and virhich were authentic, Rabbi Yosef s 
unassuming wwk allows the reader to view al1 the data independently. Varlants 

92. Yosef ben Yîsakhar Baer, ~ i 1  -(Prague: 1809) ~eCAvlv:  o w  
am, n.d.) fol. 2b; Spiagal308. 

93. See above, note 83. 
94. See note 88. 
95. Baer, fol. 6b. 
98. Spiegal307. 
97. Baer, fol. 6b. A nuicm of Rabbi Yosef 8 kay of aaonymr utilked in the 

commentary demonstrates the extent to which he desaibeû the position 
and location of a given Want in the te- he consuît~. 

98. IbrSI. folr. 57b, 58b, 61-84, 73b, 878, 109a, 1 Wb, 1288, 1338, 134a. 
142a. 



from texts perhaps no longer extant have not been mmpted or corrected but 

presewed for mer cornparison wilh o(her verdons as they corne ta light. 
One copy from the original 1609 printing of Rabbi Yosefs work is housed in 

the National Libmy of Canada. in Ohwa, as part of the Jacob M. Lowy 
~ l l e c t i o n . ~ ~  The work is extant also in a facsimile edition assernbled frorn three 
copies of the original prinlng, fkom which the publishers chose the most tegible 
pages.100 The book, however, remains dificuit to reed, and its availability is 
limiteci. Because Rashi was so popufar and his Torah cornrnentary was 
commonly read and stuâied, m was preserved mtil modem dimes, but so far 

the lack of interest in textual inconsistenaes has prevmted this valuable work from 
being nset and reprinted more dearîy. 

Joshua DaSilva pubîished an edition of Rashi's commentary in Amsterdam, 
in 1667.1°4 Like his predecessors in ltaly in the Meenth century, DaSilva 
acknowledged the large degree of comipoon that had befallen the text, "in both the 

new and old p r i n t i n~s , "~~  and also, like the printen before him, ha attempted to 
correct the errors. Unique to DaSilva's edition, though, was his indwion of two 
possible readings, Men he muid not decide whidi version was better. He wrote: 

'Whenever I found two readings that were equally goal, I induded 
both of thern in the text, and I marked the secund one on both sides, 
and I called it 'another text.' "lo3 

This acknovrtedgement of the possibility that two versiions of the commentary 
could be hqually good recognized boîh the extent and (he depth of the 

99. Brad Sabin Hill, IneuMbu/a, Hebmr'cs and JudaEca. Catalogue of The 
Jacob M. Lowy Colledon, Rare Boob and Manusaipts Division, National 
Library of Canada (Ottiwa: National Libm y of Canada. 1981) 29. 

100. Ibid. 2 of editor's introdudon (not numbend). 
11.  Sonne41-42. 
102. Iba. 42. Da Silva m t e ,  oa o w m  o m m  rn rn i v ~  , o w m m . . ~ ~  

". . .D'W. 
103. Ibiü. The H e b m  text mads: nmw 9nv rnmn w x  orpD mvn 

nvmw nS mw mm 9 wno nN -m... na?* n m  p n w  ... mwn 
t p . m 3 ~  m u  mu o m  -9 WD 



problems in the text as well as the limits of one individual, with an edecüc 
assortment of editions, to make sense of the chaos. 

7. Abmham Berliner 

Abraham Berliner, in 1886, was the M»ct scholar to cmhmt the proMema in 
the text of Rashi. Consulting tan manuscripts for the first edilion and over a 
hundred for aie 1805 edition, he wodced ta restare oie original Rashi. His 

introductions in boai editions demonstrate an asMe vidmtanding of the 
transmission process for manusaipts and of the practices of stuâent and suibal 
activity that led to the textual problems in Rashi's c~mmentary .~~  However. as 
mentioned earlier in the discussions of the absence of Rashi's pictufes from his 
editions, Berliner's failue to indude a critical apparatus that lists alternatives to the 
readings he had chosen or a verifiable methoddogy justifying them has ueated a 
new edition of the commentary, but not necessarily the original. The reader has 
only Berliner's word that he discarded Ihe extramous material correctly. 

8. Rabbi Ephraim Zalman Margoliot: WWN 01 wv 
In 1Q11, Rabbi Ephraim Zalman Margdiot puMished a super- cornmentary 

on Rashi.los The purpose of the work was to darify the content of the 

c~rnrnentary.~~ An approbation by Rabbi lsaiah Silberstein at the beginning of the 

book stated that Rabbi Margdiot proved "the buth" regarding cartein matters in 
Rashi's commentery thet previaisly were undear.lo7 In the process of 
accomplishing this goal, Rabbi Margdiot induded numemus comments regarding 
the proMematic text of the comrnmtary, explanations as to how these e n w ~  
ocarred, as wdl as cmecüons and p r S r d  readings. 

Rabbi Margdiot did not set out to estabîish a mected text of the 
commentary, although almost evefy page of his work contains comments related 

104. Minet  (7866) vR-m.i; Berîinet (1 905) vii-xix. 
105. Ephnim trfman Margoliot, omu ov w (Vact: 1 g i  1). 
108. Ibd., p. 5 of introduction. F introduction d o m  not hM page 

numben. The paragnph Wemd to begins mi) mn~1.1 
107. Rabbi Silbmtein wrote: w w v m  IP%'II WT, NS WN WPU mx *Y* 

.rmnn 5v mm M t  m m .  /W.., p. 1 of intiodudion. 



to the texhial issues. Many of his textuel cornparisons were made with the version 
of the text preferred by Mitrahi and the Maharal of Prague, as well as Ath paralle! 
citations and comments in rabbinic literahre. He also utilized a variety of old 
manuscripts and a colledon of eady printings of various works. Many of his 
textual comments were based on differing editions and visible a b a l  e ~ o r s . ~ ~  

Rabbi Margoliot did not daim to have rare and reliabie manusaipts, nor did 
he provide mehoddogical justification for the texhial choices he made. oui rio 

o w x  is not devoted sofely to the text of Rashi's commentary. The comments 
regarding variant readings were dmply necessary for a dearer derstanding of 
Rashi's interpretaüons. Annotations of Rabbi Margoiiot's work, inâuded at the 
bottom of eadi page and entitled o v ~  v ,  attempted to darify and expand upon u ~ >  

O ~ N  oui. The notes Men induded additional souces and readings, explanations. 

and references for Margoliot's choices. 
Only one decade after the publication of Berliner's second edition of Rashi's 

commentary, mm ov mv emerged, dealing with the same larger issue of 

Rashi's text, but with less consistency and less systemizetion, and without 

mention of the earlier work. Rabbi Margdiot's textual explorations were veiled 
behind a candid interest in the content of aie commentary, and while the textual 
questions were recognized, their impact was limited to the extent to which they did 
not defame the integrity of the commentary as e whde.lm 

9. lsaiah Sonne 

Berliner's edition of Rashi was accepted as the tnie text of the commentary 
and remained virhrally without rejoinder for four decades. In the early 1 0409, lsaiah 
Sonne wote that what Berliner did for the textual study of Rashi's commentary 
wes an important step, but cartciinly not (ha final word.l1° He suggested that 

Berliner could have impraved greatly on his work by arganizing his one hundred 
manuscripts inîo the g w p s  or families in M c h  they wenr copied. A family of 
rnanus~ipts would be the mies of texts aiet wrwa mquentially copied one h m  

108. Ibid.. p. 3 of introduction. me pngmph begins tm nrn.] 
109. To the b e t  of my kndedge, the contribution of omw ow w h a s  

br«r magnized only in L.vy (1988) 108. 
1 1 O. Sonne 37. 



the other. This organization would have better allowed Berliner to record variants 
and alternative readings in a more useful critical apparatus?ll 

Some organized eady printed texts into two families to dernonstrate the 
possibility of two distinct traditions of RashPs commentary: an Asmenazi or 
Franco-Gennan version end e Sephardi or Spanish version.'12 He suggested that 
the commentary evolved to meet the needs of each cornmunity. For example, the 
medieval Sephardi comrnunity is laxniini for its wealth of Hteralist exegetes; 
îherefore, the commentery in Ihe editims of this family of te- tended to have 
more rabbinic homiletics to meet this lack h their leaming environment. On the 
other hand, the Ashkenazi students were sumounâed by traditional, rabbinic 
oriented leaming, and hence, they had litîle need to add the6t0 the commentary. 
Instead, Sonne found more litend interpretations in those editions.' l3 

Similar texhial work has been conducted on Rashi's Talmud commentary 
for Tractate Berakhot in which the standard version of the commentary was 
compared with manusuipts, eariy prîntings, aml citations of Rashi. From aiern 
the author, J. Malchi. conduded that as early as the (hirteenth or fouteenth 
centuv, two main versions of the commentary existed: the Franco-Gennan 
version and the Italo-Spanish version.l14 This work on the Talmud tfaced the 

incorporation of variants and demonstrated oie process through Hhich variant 
renditions emerged. Sonne's examination of only printed editions of the Torah 
commentary does not darify whether Rashi himself m t e  Mo versions of his work 
or how dose to his own lifetime mis distinction between them becornes apparent. 
One would assume that eadi community would continue to reprint the version of 
the text with wuhich the people were familiar. 

Sonne did not confront the issues of Men and how these variants were 
entered into the text or what dues they provide for detennining the odginal. He did, 

1 1 1 .  Ï M . 4 2 - 4 3  
112. IbH. 45. 
1 13. Ibid. 47-48. 
114. J. Malchi, *Rashi's Commentary to Tractate "Benchot* A Cornparison 

of VH Standard Version with the other Vemionsln (Diss. Bar Ihn 
Unimity, 1982) iiv. A sewnd thesis written al 8ar Ilan examines the 
textual variants in Rashi's comntary on Tractate Megillah Ieading 
towards the prepamtion of a criücal dition of the work: A. Ahtend, 
mium m m  mm mou - rirm J ~ O O O ~  wn mw (Diss. Bar 
Ilan UnivarMy, 1895). 



however, prooeed one more step in sMng  through the transmission of Ihe text of 
Rashi's commentary and the problems vvhidr developed thereupon, and a 
response to his work has yet to be forthcoming. 

IO. M. Lehmann and E. Humitz 

In 1 OBI, M. Lehmann puMished a aitical edilon of Rashi based on a 1440 
Yemenite manuscript, and "medieval fregments from Gennany, Spain, Provence 
and Italy."115 He compareci these te- Mt! the @ntd eâition fiom Reggio de 

Calabria 1475, Beiiiner's edibion, and the readings provided by Baqrat in Sefer 
Ha-Zikkamn. 

In E. Hurvih's introduction to the work, he brieily reviewed the history of the 
study of the text of Reshi, with much focus on and acdairn for Berlinets work.l16 

He desaibed the types of addiüons and vanants favid between the Yemenite text 
and the pfinted editions, induding additions made by students or oaier exegetes, 
marginal notes that were incorporated into the body of the wmmentary, different 
ordering of the verses, and a lack of oie foreign, Old French words commonly 
known to be part of Rashi's pnnted work1 l7 Hvvitz also d e d b e d  in detail the 
qualities and characteristics of the manuscript. 

The manuscfipt is missing large sections of text from the begiming, middle, 
and endllg and thersfore camot provide an acarste cornparison for the entire 
commentary. The intention of the pubiication was not to suggest that the 
manusaipt was dose to the original. Rather, Lehmann, a busineasman by trede, 
found the vadents in the manusaipt to be intriguing and, with Hvvitz's M p ,  he 
puMished the text Mth a aitical apparatus for olhers to share the manuscn*pt he 
had aqUred.lP Huvih himsdf stated thet mis dition was meant to compîement 
Berlimts work and to advance it. mhar than replace it.Ia 

1 i S. M. Lehmann, me Commntary of msnI  an tm m t a m m ,  (New 
York: Manfmd and Anne Lehmann Foundation, W81) vi. 
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Obviously a more extensive examination of mis manuscript in light of ottw 
important Rashi manusuipts wouid be worthwhile. In the meantirne. the 
publication serves only as an additional version of the work that contains variants 
desenring of m e r  exploration. Its contribution to an mderstanding of the issues 
and processes involved in the transmission of the text and ië evoluüon to and from 
the resulting Yemenite manusuipt is limited. 

Touitou 

The issues regarding the tex( of Rashi's commentary and a concrete 
approach to its corruption were presented in 1886. In his artide 5rU nvm W% >Y 

mn5> wi w i m ,  Elazar Touitou suggested that the srnallest dement common to 

al1 manusaipts was the Original Rashi.'= He explained that professional scribes 
would not have dared to knovuingly change the texts they wefe aopying, and their 
careless and negligent errors a n  ôe deteded from the syntadc, stylistic and 
logical traces they leave. These same saibes are also known for their tendency 
to have inwrporated marginal and superîinear notes into the body of the text. They 
only knovulngly omitted notation marks or made other small changes that carried 
no meaning. For this reason, the evdution of the text is believed by Touitw to 
have developed from the shortest version to the longest.'" 

Twitou suggested that a cornparison of as many manusaipts of Rashi's 
commentary as possible woûd m v e r  aie numerous additions induded by the 

scribes and isdate the smallest common dement, the original commentary.124 
He explained that the manuscripts and earîy pdnteâ editions displayed many 
traces to the additions and changes made to the cornrnent~ry.~~ He M e r  
opined that the earliest manusaipts a n  not necessarily the rnost rdiable ones. 
Additions and modifications to the commmtary were made from the very 
begiming of its transmission, and, with each recopying, they becrime more 
embedded in the body of the text.la 

122. Tauitou (1988) 21 5. 
123. Ibid. 214. 
1 2  Ibid.215216. 
125. lba. 214215. 
120. IbKI.216. 



The oldest extant rnanuscdpt of Rashi is dated 1233, and most of the 
surviving manuscripts are h m  the fourteenth and menth centuries. The 
manusuipts one wodd prefer ta have for estaMishing an authentic text of the 
commentary wouid be doser to Rashi's actual lifetime, and that of his direct 
descendants and students. UnfORunately, manusaipts from oie eleventh and 
twelfth centuries were most tikely bumed with the Talmud, in Paris, in the year 
l242.1n 

The one hundred and thirty pars from the time of Rashi's death to the date 
of the earliest extant martusaipt witnessed countiess recopyings Mth even more 
additions incorporated into the text. Over time, these changes to the commentary 
lost their distinctive marks and traces end became unrecognizable. The valuable 
manuscripts are those that consistently noted the additions and changes, allowing 
for an unambiguous designation of the original element of the commentary.la 

For his research for this artide, Touitou examined forty m a n u s ~ i p t s . ~ ~ ~  In 

numerous examples, he demonstrated the process thmgh which the 
commentary developed and expanded. He expîanied the presence and absence 
of notation marks and syrnbds denoting additionel passages and the indusion of 
words and phrases like ~ n w m  and ON m ~ i ,  Hlhich suggest the contribution of a 

student during his study of the commentary.ljO The transmission process, 
illustrated by Touitou Mth awte darity, proposes that the original commentary of 
Rashi was significantly shorter and profoundly d i i m t  in its exegetical character 
frorn the printcd ediîiwis studied t~day. '~l  

By Touitou's m m  admission, some additions and changes to the 
commentary may be unrecoverabie. Moreover, occasionally Rashi himself may 
have used the phrases like V N  imi, and oius wn, shdd be cautiws in 

suspecthg al1 such phrases. Nonethdesr, fouitou openeâ an area of schdarship 
long dormant but much deswing of attention. His consistent, orgatized and weîl 
doarmented approach to correcting the commentary does not sdve all its 
diffladties, but the recognition and understanding of the proMem and the serious 



proposais for solving it contrikited greatly to a renewed interest in the text of 
Rashi's cornmentary and in fresh and original efforts towards its restoration. 

12. Rabbi Mene&m Mendel Bmchfeld: >fn 7 0 1 9  wo 

In 1087. the sons of Rabbi Menahem Mendel BracMeld puMished a work of 
their deceased father on the text of Rashi's cornrnentary.13 In the introduction to 
29n p e  wv, the sons explained that Rabbi Brachfeld believed one of the 

obstades to understanding Rashi's commentary is the textual m p b i o n  caused 
by the generations of printers and correctors.lJJ He compand the texts of a 
number of eady pn'ntingsl" with "a parchment manuscript," and from these 
versions he detmined the m e c t  reading. His commentaries reîlect the 

consultation of Ibn Ezra, Minahi and the Maharal for ~ornparison.~ 35 Unlike the 
seventeenth centuy work, 7~19,  mis commentary dedded which was the 

prefemed reading.'j6 It did, however, indude a sdBCfjon of the readings in the 

other t e ~ t s . l ~ ~  Moreover, the sons appended notes of additional swces for 
further differenb'ati~n.'~~ 

7019is prefaced with an affinnation from Rabbi Shlomo Halbershtam to 

the importance of the work and to his mie in encaraging Rabbi Brachfeld to see to 
its cornplet i~n.~~~ ln the introduction, Brachfeld's sons erpleined briefly the types 

of additions and corrections that led to the text's corruption, and they inâuded 
references to specific cornments of îheir father who mected the passages Mth 

these partiailar m.'" The inttOduction also desaibed the different s m s  
utilized by Rabbi BrecMdd in his 

Menahem Mendel Bmfeld. »n qms wv, rd. Yemie Bnchfeld (New 
York: Shaul Hotterer, 1887). 
Ibid 8. 
M. Brachfeld himself compared Che rnanusai'pt Ath the printings of 
Reggio. Alkabetz. and Rome. Hir son added Zamun. Soncina, and an 
"old manuscript." M. 1 1. 
Sm for emmple, lbiû. 40 [Q:q; 41 [9:1O] 47 [12:8]; 57 [16:1]. 
Ibr'd. 10. 
Ibid. 10-11. 
Ibid 11. 
Ibid. 3. 
/M. 8-0. 
Ibid. 11-13. 



The primary focus of Brachfdbs worl< was on the printed editions; 
manusaipts that were consulted m e  assumed to possess reliability and 
authentiaty mat remain mvalidated. Moreover, aie reader was not told on what 
basis BracMeld detemined the correct readings. Even so, the work compiles 
important infmation regarding the text of the cornmentary, and the indusion of 
readings from "incorrectu te& allows for addithal comparison beyond the 
opinions of the author. 

One interesthg quality of f fn p l 9  wois the environment tom which it 

emerged. Rabbi Brachfdd was bom near Krakow in 1018 and, after the 
Holocaust, he founded a Yeshiva and taught dasses in Austna. In 1947, he 
immigrated to New York and continued to teach. As a fdlower of the Bobov 

Hasidic dynasty, he was also asked by his Rebbe to copy and edit works of the 
Rebbe's father. 42 

S n  p ~ ,  like the works of Mina-, Rabbi Yosef of Prague, and Rabbi 

Margoliot, embodies the style of traditional, dassical leaming, and et the same 

time, is pertinent to the concems of the scholarly enterprise dertaken by 

Berliner, Sonne and T d t w .  Both groups of leamed men examined similar texts 
and employed comparaMe methoddogies; however, they rarely focused on the 

same issues. The textual probiems of Rashi's commentary have been 
recognized, to some extent, throughout the centuries of the text's transmission, 
but ffrr 7019 womarks the fimt time since the seventeenth cenRry that a 

super-comrnentary aC)VK)W(eâged that the texhrcil questions in the commentary 
systematically hindered one's uidentartâing of Rashi's interpretabions, and lemma 
by lemme, attempted to estabîish a correct reading.lG This puôiication legitimized 
a place for the study of texhral issues in dassical leaming without discrediting or 
dishonwing the tradition of Rashi. 

142. Ïbid.7-8. 
- 

743. amu ov ?memminad only s e l a  lemmata in each panheh, basd 
speMcally on difficuiües understanding the content. 



13. Gilead Gavrsyshu 

In 1988, Gilead Gamyahu explored the iMuence of the censor on the text 
of Rashi's commentary on Psalms.1U The book of Psalms was the book of the 
Hebrew Bible cited most ltequ8nf)y by Ihe Chuch Fathers, and Rashi appeared to 
have been responding to their interpretations and beîiefs in his own workl* For 
this reason. his commentary un Psalms, in parüdar, was subjected to the textual 
comption of the censor. 

Gavrayahu explained three diffenmt ways in which the censar affeded the 
transmission of the text. First, the copyists or pcinters, kom fear of censoiship, 
would alter, adjust or adapt passages they anticipated as problematic by replacing 
the original text with wwds that sound sirnilar, or that cany double meanings, or 
that hint at the real meaning of the interpretation. Second, the censors wodd Ma& 
out problematic words, phrases or paragraphs. Third. in addition to erasing the 

original text, the censors would add words in an attempt to change the ofiginal 
meaning of the comment and reflect a more Christdogical or lslamic sense.'" 

Gavrayahu also illustrated the comption effected by the censor in two 
examples in which he traced the transmission of the text in a variety of 
mamiscripts and pnnted editi~ns."~ Furthefmore, he presented the types of 

words and phrases that tended to k problematic. These consisted mostly of 
terms refemng to n~n-Jews.~" 

The itlîuence of the censw on textual transmission is an important 
compomnt of determining the original text of Rashi's commentary, or indeed of 
any controversial work. However, the impact of the censor on Rashi's Torah 
commentary is probably much less significmt than thet on the book of Psalms, 
because it is not as focused on the beliefs and interpretabions of the Christians. 
Moreover, the inteivention of the censor was most stmgly discenied in the piinted 

144. G. Gavrayahu, nnïirwrn O ~ J B  9 m  nwntw mm 9 . ~  *w w 
>mw> m m >  mpm mm, d. B. L u h  (JerurPkm: Kiryat Sefer 
Ltd., 1 988) 248-261 . 
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editions of the ~ommentaiy,~* when much texhial ~orruptiori was already 
embedded into the work. 

14. A. Gmssman and E. Touitou 

In the early 1990s. in a series of artides in TerbRItSO Avraham Grossman 
and Elazar Touitou entered into a debate regarding the potential of one pancular 
manuscript to reveal the authentic text of Rashi's commentary. The manuscript, 
known as Leipzig 1 (B.H. fol. 1),151 is comprisad of the Pentateuch. the Haftarot, 
Targum Onkelos, sections liom Targum Yenrshalmi, marginal notes on the text of 
the Torah and the Targum from a cornparison with ooier manuscripts (by the 
sdbe, Rabbi Makhir), Rashi's comrnentary on the Torah, Rashi's commentary on 
the Haftarot, Rabbi Shernaya's marginal notes on Rashi's Torah commentary, a 
few marginal notes of Rabbi Makhir on Rashi's Torah commentary, and the five 
megillot with Rashi's commentary.lS2 

For Grossman the importance of this manuscript lies in Rabbi Makhits 
daim to have copied Rashi's commentary from the manuscript belonging to Rabbi 

Shemaya hirnself.lS According to Groswnan, since Rabbi Shemaya lived, 
worked and studied with Rashi, his copy of the commentary should be as dose to 
îhe original as p o s ~ i b l e . ~ ~  The advantage of mis manuscript is the varying types 

of notes Rabbi Shemaya made on the text and the differentiations am- them in 
the glosses. Rabbi Shemaya interacted with the commentary in three different 
ways. (1 ) He made corrections and additions as instnrcted by Rashi, which he 
rnarked with a phrase or acronym like nnwb ? sir. (2) He wmte his own notes to 

the commentary which in this manusalpt are appended with various 
abbreviations of his name renging from n w w  II- to wtt.i. (3) He also cdlected large 

sections of rnidrash and other lengthy discussions Mich he inserled in the 

149. Ibid.251-252. 
150. Grorsman (19W) 67-90; Touitou (IQBI) 85-1 15; Grossman (1982) 

30531 5; Touitou (1 993a) 297-303. 
151. Leipzig1 (6.H.foI. I)[IMHM30142]. 
152. Grossman (1960) 70. 
153. Gmssrnan (1990) 79; Touitou (1991) 88. 
154. Gmsman (1880) 70.88; Grossrnui (1882) 305. 



manuscript. Grossman's suggestion was that removing al1 of Rabbi Shemaya's 
and Rabbi Mabits comments would r e ~ d t  in the text dosest to Rashi's authentic 
work. lS6 

Touitou's problem with this approach was one of consistancy and one of 
dating. The manuscript contains within it numerous levels of comrnentary, much 
of the annotation is wrltten in aaonyms, and by Grossman's own admission, the 
text is often illegible.lm Touitou questioned to what extent Rabbi Shemaya felt 
bound to the text of Reshi and m a t  degree of freedom he todc in entering 
changes. He wondered how one can be certain Rabbi Shemaya always rnarked 
M a t  Rashi instructed him to change in contrast to M a t  he commented on his 
own. The same questions can be asked of the saibe. His daim of consistent 
annotation must be explored beyond his OHII~ statement~.~M 

The legibility of the manuscript is also important in qualifying the text based 
on its supposed acwrate annotation. Touitou pointed out that a smudged n (for 

m n )  can easily be read as a 3 and thus interpreted as a comment authorized by 

Rashi, rather than an addition made anonymously at some time in aie 
manuscript's transmission. Since many of the annotations are in fact 
abbreviations, the potential for dedphering them incorrectly is great? 

The issue of the date of the manuscript contributes M h e r  to these 
uncertainties. Grossman argued for the thirteenth century. He suggested two 
possible identifications of Rabbi Makhir based on mention of his fether, Rabbi 

Karsavia. The Çrst possibility is that Rabbi Makhih father is the same Rabbi 
Karsavia who refused to obey the ordinance of Rabbenu Tarn to rebm the domy 
to the bride who was widowed in the first year of maniage without having bom any 
sons. This would place RabM Makhir in the first half of the Wrteenth cenary. R.ie 
second possibility is that he is the son of Rabbi Kanavia, the expert saibe M o  
worked in Paris and Rouen in the first half of the thirteenfh cmtuy. This w d d  
place Rabbi Makhir in the second half of thet cenhry. In either case, Rabbai 
Karsavia was a dianguished schdar and an important man who may have 

155. Gmssman (1990) 70-73. 
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possessed a valuable scrdl such as one belonging to Rabbi Shemaya. In 
addition, Grossman validated his dating of the manuscript with codicological 
analyses. 

Tatou preferred the fowteenth century. He presented seven examples 
from the manuscript in which comments appearing to be Rashi's can be proven 
from other manuscripts and commentaries not to be his. Cornments appeared in 
the manuscript mat were not in other eaily texts. and at the same time, were 
attributed to Hizkuni in other sources, #us confirming they did not originate with 

Rashi. Since Hizkuni himself lived in the thirteenth cenairy, the comment needed 
time to be transmitted Rom text to text to eventually be embedded in the 
commentary of Rashi and attributed to him. Regarding the codicological analyses. 
Touitou responded that codicology was not an objective saence, aiat codicdogists 
and paleographers acknowledge the lad< of cartainty that accompanies each 
hypothesis, and that one shouid be cauüaus regarding definif ve statements and 
hypoîheses .lB1 

00th the thirteenth and the fouteenth centuries are significantiy later than 
the lifetime of Rabbi Shemaya, and one cannot be certain that Rabbi Makhir really 
was copying from Rabbi Shemaya's personal copy of the commentary or that the 
statements attestng to the manuscript's importance were not also wpied by aie 
suibes in each subsequent text.'" Such attestations wodd lend great authority, 
reliability end value (both academic and finandal) to any manuscript, and hence 
this prestigious reputaüon wouid be canied along with each copying. 

An attestation of authentidty, however, does not predude the incorporation 
of extraneous material that did not originate Mth Rashi into his commemtary. 
Twitou. in fact, cited a number of examples in his rejoinders to Grossman, Hihich 
demonstrated that not every addition made in Leipzig 1 (B.H. fol. 1) is accounted 
for by the amtations of either Rabbi Shernaya or Rabbi MakhidQ This supports 
oie conception that the many years sepamting Rabbi Shemaya and Rabbi Maldiir 
may have witnessed numemus dianges to the commentary no longer detectable 
by deciphefing this manuscript alone. 

160. Gmssman (1990) 88-93; Gromman (19Q2) 314. 
6 Touitou (WW) 109; Touitou (1 883.) 302. 
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The issues debated by these Iwo scholafs dearly describe the problems in 
finding the original text of Rashi's commentary. The analyses of the transmission 
processes are cornplex; aie evidence ailled from the manuscripts is intncate and 

enigmaüc; and the original text of Rashi's commentary is deeply hidden behind 
coun11ess layers of additions, annotations and corrections. The extensive 
examinations and eluadalons of the intricades of Leipzig 1 (B.H. foi. 1) that have 
been exposed by both Gmssman and Touitou are invaluable; their arüdes are 
dense with information and rich in examples. Rie essence of their cornbined work 
reflects back to S o m ,  i. e., that the answer to recovering the original Rashi 
commentary lies not with one individual, nor in tMs case, Ath one manuscript. 
The complexities inherent in its compilation based on generations of contributon 
predude an obvious and straightfmard solution. Leipzig 1 (B.H. fol. 1) is certainly 
an important component to the study of the text of Rashi, but not the only one; a 
foais on this manuscript to the exdusion of others wodd only obscure futher the 
original text. 

15. E. Touitou and A. Van der Heide 

In 1993, Touitou and Van der Heide each contributecl an arb'de on the 

subject of the text of Rashi's Torah commentary to Rashi 104G1990, Hommage d 
Ephraim E. Urbach. edited by Gabrielle Sed-Rajna. In 'Quelques CdtBres Pouvant 
Aider B etablir la Version Originale du Commentaire de Rashi sur le 
PentateuquetWtw Touitou analyzed fw examples of Rashi's commentary to vuhich 
he applied a combination of melhoddogies. He began with a ciltical analysis of 
the printed text, noting contradictions or ambiguities Mthin the interpretation. as 
well as oddities such as an akndence of homiletical pa~seges.'~ He then 
compared a setedon of manusmopts, ImMng for mat kamel of the interpretation 
cornmon to al1 textdQ 

Finally, Touigtou expîored the issue of Rashi's goal in wrilng his 
interpretation. This content-based analysis considerd the gentml trends in the 



text of Rashi and also the influences on Rashi's intmtions that are atbibutabie to 
the historical context, from the local exegeticel schools, commuJty interests and 
needs, and relationships with Christian neighbom in general, and Christian Bible 
schdars, in partiaJar.l* 

This non-textual approach suggests that fmding the original commentary 
requires more than a comparison of variant versions; indeed, an insight into the 
mind of an eleventh centuy French exegete. m i l e  an appredation and 
understanding of the content of the commentary is crucial to an analysis of its 

authenticity, wie should be wary of dmhng condusions as to the goals and 
intentions of the commentator based on a m p t  text, the intriacies of which 
scholars are only begindng to understand. 

In "The Longer Variants in Rashi's Commentary on the Van der 
Heide explored the issue of establishing alteda lhrwgh which to analyze the 

longer midrashic passages that appear in some manusaipts and mnted editions, 
but not in others. He opposed the idea that aH the variant passages were additions 
to the commentary as "too eesy" e sdutjon.lss He suggested that knowing the 
purpose of midrashirn in Rashi's commentary would help in judging the variant 
passages.170 M i l e  Van der Heide acloiovirledged the existence of cwinicting 
opinions as to Rashi's pwpose in using midrashim, he seemed to propose that the 
possible inaccuracy of the tex( did not predude an analysis of the exegetical 
methoddogy of the ~ornrnentator.~~~ 

Van der Heide swgested focushg on only two grwps of rnidrashim found 

in the cornrnentary in order to assess their auaientidty. The first are aiose that 
present an interpretation of the MMical text "compîetdy at variance vuith ifs natural 
meaning;"ln the second am those that have been adapted or rephrased, rather 
than quoted literally, and thus can be judged based on style and fuicoon. He 

admitted the inherent diîTiadty in identifying Rashi's style h m  an uicertain text, yet 
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he maintained that the division of midrashic passages into variant types presented 
an opening into judging oieir authentiaty.ln 

Van der Heide did not present any cormete answers in his artide, nor did 
he actually examine individual examples. His condusion was that in order to 
detemine the validity of these longer passages in Ihe commentary, one first must 
examine its use of midrashirn in general. He m t e  that at the same tirne, "it may 
be profitable to concentrate renewed study of the textual e~ idence . "~~~  His 
preference was obviwsly for the precedence of exegetical methodology, &le still 

considedng the proMematic natue of the text. 
The issue of textual reliability and exegeb'cal methodology is cornplex. Van 

der Heide's repeated wam'ng of the "lue of the circuler argument" is just i f~ed.~~~ 
But the task of determining Rashi's use of midrashirn in generel in order to resolve 
the validity of these longer variant passages is arduous and uicertain, Men the 
text required for such an analysis remains in doubt. Classifying the different types 
of passages foumi in the cornmentary hdps to Conliont the chaos in the state of 
the text, but one camot compare one category of passages to the othen without 
fint ascertainhg the reliability of the other passages. The process becornes 
cirwlar and non-producüve. ARer much scholariy focus on Rashi's exegetical 
methodologies based on a faulty text, precedence shouid be given to establishing 
a reliaMe text on vuhich to confinn or redefine these methodologies. 

173. Ibid. 
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16. YitsMq Penkober 

In 1084, Y. Penkober examined the text of Rashi's comment on Ezekiei 
27:17.176 In his artide, v ,n 5 ~ p t n e  wi wiim n m  eikn %," he expîained the 

convduted and contradictory natue of the pflnted text and then proceeded to 
illustrate the process by Hihich the comment evoived to mis state.ln Thrwgh an 
analysis of seventeen m a n ~ s ~ p t s ,  in addition to evidence fmm hnro manusuipts 

he himself did not see, Penkoôet estaMished f o u  stages in the printed text's 
development. These inciuded Rashi's initial comment, a revision of that comment 
by Rashi at a later stage, a rernark by Rabbi Shemaya as to a variant reading of 
Targum Yonaten ated by Rashi in his initial comment, and another addition from 
an anonymous har~d.'~* 

The manusaipts Penkobar consulteci coud be dvided into familias 
representing each of the different stages in the comment's devel~prnent.'~~ 
Although Penkobef s work is not concemed with Rashi's Torah wmrnentary, and 
his study is limited to one comment, the principles of his work are signifiant and 
valid. Through a cornparison of f e m ~  than twenty manuscripts and by analyzhg 
the content of the printed interpretation, he was able to confimi his suspicions of 

textual corruption and demonstrate the process of textual transmission. 

176. Rashi's comment for this Mme, fmm the Venice 1524 printing of the 
Rabbinic Bible in nbm nwpa, vol. 9 (New Yoik: Psides Publishing 
House, 1 Ml), fol. 42s. is the following: nrr m m v  oipa oa - mm WN 
Pr? pma  mm pm ?un mm m m  ln' owm)  mm n, m3 
nn iimi orenpilu mm owm m p  II* wnv ,wu mm 
wnw *nwn wnv ai '3t3 mis mm o'm nwm nu9 VN unn3 o n  
UN  NID^ @wnr ww m2p1 @wn? a191 ~ J Q  WN *n>mv OPUI qm 
w w n  nm ,* Tm p ? ~ o  b?m n m  vw3 mm vu i m ~ 1  mwv DWV 
UN m~nn VWI ov DM onn p nwwm om mw OB nsnn oaw p r ,  >v 
p w m  m g  mvp Vnw, 7~ mm1 NW p!m P& m11bni ov o q m  
inwa p v ~ o  rm m m  p w m t y ~  ~ r i  lor, rrolmrn - m : m w r a m N  
:wh NW*E(I m91, nmp alun nm ov %n 
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17. @nane/ Mak 

Most recently, H. Mak explored the ambuüon to Rashi of a well-lmown 
homitetical passage. In his 1996 artideI1m ;in7 - wnaw niirn m n i  ,n'Li p5 wt 

wi wns Srx \wim nwn 13 Siw moi, nwvn W ,  Mak daimed that, prior to the 
Crst quarter of the sixteenth centwy, the midrash that follows the words inN UT at 
the end of Rashi% comment for Ganesis 32:518' was not part of the original 
commentary. In order to demonstrate Wis, Mak traced the appearance of the 
comment in the exegetical literature before and after Rashi, the presence and 
absence of the midrash in six important manuscripts of Rashi's commentary, and 
the mention of Rashi's use of this passage by commentators on his work. 



According to Mak. the midrash appeers in three separate eîeventh or twelflh 
century w o r k ~ : ~ ~  Leka!, TovtlQ Beresha Rabat/1M and Miümsh Aggadah. 1M ln 
addition. it is rnenthed in works by boch Ashkenazi and Sephardi writen.186 Not 

one of them daimed to have read the passage in Rashi's commentary. 
Furthennore, the passage is absent h m  five of oie six manuscripts Mak 

consulted and which he considered to be the most representative of the ofiginal 
commentary, as well as most of the earliest pn'nting~.~8~ 

Most of the pre-sixteenth-cmtury commentators M o  usually cite Rashi by 
narne in their writings do not mention this midrash et all, and those who mention 
the passage do not attribute it to Rashi. However, beginning in the sixteenth 
centuy, Rashi's commentators deaiiy atmbute the midrash to him? Moreover, 
Mak consulted nine sixteenai-centuy printed editions of Rashi's 

- - - - - - -- 

Mak 252-253. 
Lekah Tov was written by Tuviah ben Eliezer at the end of the 
eleventh century, or the beginning of the WlM. It comrnents upon 
the Torah and the Megillot, and its sourws indude the 8abylonian 
Talmud and many midrashim. See: H. Strack, O. Stemberger. 
lntmduction to the Talmud and Miütash, ttans. Markus Bockmuehl, 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992) 389390; E. Touitou. 9w nnpvtf 
rim> V-I w i i ~ , ~ )  nwa 3rv n@ zm ,)u 15 (1 988-89): 38; "Midrash 
Lekah Tov," EJ, vol. 11, 1516-15q7. 
Bersshit Rebeti is believed by some to be an abridged version of 
another of Rabbi Moshe He-Darshan's works. It is a rnidrashic text on 
the book of Genesis that utilizes sources from the entire corpus of 
rabbinic literature especially, Genesis Rabbah. Rabbi Moshe 
ha-Danhan livad in Narbonne in the fint haIf of the eleventh century. 
He wrote commentaries on the Bible and ha is fmquently quoted in the 
writings of Rashi and Rabbenu Tarn. See Strack and Stemhrger 
388-389; Mak 253; "Generis Rabôati," €4 vol. 7,401402; "Moses 
Ha-Danhan," EJ. vol. 12,429, 
According to Mak, Midrash Aggadah was compiled rometime eround 
the WlWi century. and a connedion appcws to exist hfween this 
work and the midrash of Rabbi Moshe Ha-Darshan. The worû is an 
exegetical midmsh on the Tomh and msists of many passages that 
are panllel to Bamshit Rabaü and the citations of Rabbi Mosho 
Ha-Oanhan in Rashi. The tiüe of the work was coined by S. 8uber in 
1884. &m Mek 253; Stmcû and Stemberger 288; "Midrarh," EJ, vol. 
11, 15114512; "Midmshim, Srnaller," EJl vol. 16, 1517-1518. 
Mak 253-258. 
IW. 258. 
/bid 251. 



commentary, of which six contained the midrash as a nondesaipt part of the 

text. 
Mak conduded that aie midrashic passage, known h m  the time of Rabbi 

Moshe HaDamhan, was recognized in many different places. Over time, however, 
the source of the passage was almost forgotten, and an anonymous compiler or 

copyist molded the midrash to the style of Rashi's commentary. Once 
incorporated in the Miqn'ot Gedolot editions of the sixteenth centuy, the passage 
was indistinct from the rest of the ~mrnentary.~go 

Like Penkober, Mak was concerned wiîh only one small part of Rashi's 
comrnentary, and his pupose was not to generalize to the larger textual issues. 

Nonetheless. his methoddogical fou regarâing the citations of Rashi, or la& 

thereof, as a means of determining the authenticity of a given passage have 

significant implications for the study of Rashi's text as a whde. 
Mak has demonsîrated mat evidence of the presence or absence of 

citations of RasM's comments in works centred on the commentary can introduce 

an opening into detemining the authentiuty of certain passages. His ability to 

support the preliminary suspicions with evidence Rom the manusaipts and pnnted 

texts strengthaned the validity of this approach. 

Conclusion 

Despite the consistent populanty of Rashi's cornmentary ovet the 

centuries, the issue of the problematic nature of his text has b e n  the foais of 

senous exploration only in the last centuy, and with the exception of S m ,  really 

only in the last two decades. Variant te-, scribal and ptinting emxs and the value 
of atations of the tewt in oaier worûs on Rashi have been recognized, in varying 
degrees, by many scholars. Perhaps the availability and accessibility of diverse 
resources in modem times has permitted a better appmciafion of the t e m l  

problems Mi le  more advanced technologies heip colled and synthesize the 
enigmatic data. 



The arüdes, books and commenteries reviewed here utilized different texts 
and methoddogies, and their authors approached their ta& with different goals 
and intentions. Each work has its strengths and weaknesses. If a reliable and 
usefui m*tica edition of Rashi is ever to emerge. approaches that benefit h m  
each shidy wwld need to be considered and incorporated. 

The sections below desaibe a different component of this quest for the 
authentic Rashi, one that makes a significant contribution to determining what 
dginated in his Torah commentary and what are additions and corrections made 
by later scribes and students. This component is the citations of Rashi in the 
Torah commentaries of the Tosafot and the treatrnents of it there. 

C. Citations of Rashi in Tosafot Torah Commentaries 

One key to uncovering the most authentic version of Rashi's commentary 
is to examine texts written as dose as possible to his lifetime. Until Rashi's own 
copy of his commentary or any reasonable alternative is discoverad, the Torah 
commentaries of the Tosafot provide the dosest possible substitute. The Tosafot 
induded relatives, students, and colleagues of Rashi who foaised their work 
around hWg1 For the most part, their writings were additions to his, and tod< the 
form of glosses, explanetions and a i t i a ~ r n s . ~ ~  The citations of Rashi in the 
works of the Tosafot should theoretically reflect a Rashi text dose ta the original, 
and their comments should help darify vuhich parts of the present printed version 
were his and which were not. 

1. The Tosafot 

The Tosafot were twelftti-end thirteenthcenhry JWDh schdars, who were 
descendants and students of Rashi and his schod. They were recognized 

191. J. Gellis, o9m nwmn w, vol. 1 (Jefusalem: "MW Tosafot HaShalemm 
Publishing, 1 982) 7; Uibrch 2 1. 

192. Gellis 7; Utbach 21-22. 



specifically for their imovalive methodology in studying Talmud.'" Their 
dialectical method consisted of camparing distant Talmudic passages containing 
any common expression or phrase, accompanied by an aaite, aitical reading of 
the textlg4 Their fuidamental priority was to resolve the contradictions and 
dilemmes present in the T a l r n ~ d . ~ ~  

The very name of this distingUshed group of scholars alludes to a second 
important component of their work. The word tosafot means "additions," and 
indeed, the Tosafot saw mudi of their work as only modest expansions upon or 
explanations of Rashi, an icon of leaming they would never su pas^.^^ Tosafot 
commentaries on both the Talmud and the Torah men begin with a citation of 
Rashi's comment fdlowed by the explanation, addition or crilcism of the Tosafist 
exegetes. 97 

For the most part, the Tosafot worked and wrote anonyrnously. The 

commentary that appears on the outside margin of a standard page of the 
Babyîonian Talmud often attributed a comment to a speMc Tosaiist, but more 
frequently the comments were stated without notice of authonhip.lS The same is 
true of the Tosafist Torah cornrnentane~.~~~ While individual Tosafot did write 

in tecent yean, A. Gmssman has suggested Mat the dialeaical 
method of study associated with the Tosafot and originating with them 
after the death of Rashi may actually have begun a generation or two 
eadier, in the study houses of Worms. The Tosafot's disregard for 
any earlier Franco-Geman literature except Rashi may have 
contributed largely to the disappeannce of many eleventh œntury 
works; but, the extant remnants sugget that this uitical methad of 
study associated with the Tosaîot did not originete with them. 
Nonetheless, for the purposes of this study, the Tosafot connedon 
with Rashi is the pfimaray focus, and theretfora. whether the exegetical 
methodology emetged in the (wemh œntury or aie eleventh wntury is 
of no fundamental consequence. 1. Ts-ûhrna, "The Libmry of the 
French Sages, l' Rashi fû4û4990 Hommage (I Ephmim E. UtBach, 
530; A. Gmssman, nrann,sl 3w ~ r > v w *  mw3 oww wm, ed. Zvi Arie 
Steinfeld (Jenisakm: 'Daf-Noy" Prcur Ltd., 1983) 57-68; Grorsrnon 
(1 998) 439-456. 
E. Kanarfogel, M s h  €ducation and Society in the High M M b  Ages 
(Dstroit: Wayne State University Press, 1992) 69. 
Ibid. 67. 
Gellis 7. 
Kananogd 74. 
Urbach 21-31. 
Pouranalti xcikxciii, 



commenteries on the books of the Bible, hey are few in numberm and consist 
mostiy of the well kiow cKde of peshatorlented wtiters, such as Rashbam, Yosef 
Kara,m Bekhor Shorp2 ancl Eliezer of Beaugency.zm 

The majority of Tosafot Tmh commentaries are anonymous compilations 
in which the author or copyist wwld periodically refefence a comment to "my 
teacher" or to a parüdar exe9ete.a Urbach suggested that the eailier 
generations of Tosafot may have attempted to record the names of the miters Mth 
each of their statements, but mat essentially the Tosafot saw their work as part of 
their teachds scholarship and fherefore were a liberty to add, change, and 
comment as they saw fit, without bothering to leave a note or a signature.= 

The rnethod of Tosaf~st exegesis of the Torah paralleled their work on the 

Talmud. The dialactical analyses applied to the Talmud were exedsed regarding 
both the MMical text and Rashi's commenfary of it, and resolving perceived 
contradictions in Rashi's interpretations was a wmmon concern.= 

KanaHogel 82. 
Yosef Kara was a student and colleague of Rashi. He was born 
around l06OIlO7O and died between aie yeam 1 i 20-1 130. He lived 
mostly in Troyes, although he spent a signifiant amount of time in the 
study houses of Worms. and ha is known for his commentaries on 
piyyutim, his polemic discussions with Chnstians, and his Bible 
commentaries, in which much is related to Rashi. See Grossman 
(1 996) 254-346; Greenberg 7577; Poznanski xxiii-xxxix "Kara, 
Joseph," EJ, vol. 10, 759-760; G. Brin, mpqw q>w rw7212097c7na 
(Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University The Chaim Rosenberg School of Jewish 
Studies University Publishing Projects, 1889); and M. Ahnnd, 937 ~ 7 9 9  
3rw MP 7 m  (Jerusalem: Mossad HaRav Kook, 1888) 1 1-22. 
Rabbi Yosef Whor Shor was a twe~lfth century French etxegete and 
Talmudist. He was bom around 1140, and was a student of Rabbenu 
Tarn and Rashbam. He moto a commentay on the Torah and on 
Psalms, and he is me1 ~ i iond  by name a number of times in the 
Tosafot litefature. See Poznaiuki kW Gmnberg 70-82; Y. NIM, 
m m  >P iw  7w p s  927 ~ 7 9 9  (Jerusalem: Mossad HaRav Kook, 
1894) 1-17. 
Very liffle is knom of Rabbi Eliezer of Beaugency. He was e twelfth 
œntury French exegete of the mme generation of Bekhor Shor. Hints 
thmghout his extant wrjtings suggest that h mot8 commentaries for 
%II the biblical books, but only his worûs on Isaiah, Ereûiel. and the 
Minor Pmphets a n  amilable. Sem, Pomanrki oocvclmi; Grwnberg 
82-03. 
Kanarfogei 0142. 
Urbach 24. 
Kanarfogel01. 



The integral link between the commentades of the Tosafot and Rashi is 
undeniable. The Tosafists' loyalty and amliation with the master of exegesis is 
tangible in almost every comment, and whether they agreed with his 
interpretations or not, they demonstrated an intense desire to be connected to the 
genre and quality of exegesis they associated with Rashi? These intense 
associations and poweffbl links are the reason the Tosafot are an impoftant 
component in recovering the commentary of Rashi. 

2. The Citations 

The Tosafot lived dose to Rashi, in geographic and chronoiogical proxirnity, 
as well as in a common intellectual milieu. Many of the Tosafot studied with Rashi 

or were skidents of his family mernbers. All of them msidered iiashi to be the 
enidite master they wouîd never swpass, but to whom they couid contribute 
modest additions for the purpose of partaking in a greater exegetïcal enterprise. 
Rashi's passive participation in the Hnitings of the Tosafot was consistent and 

~ystemat ic .~  
These very concxete characteristics of the Tosafot intimate that the 

cornmentary of Rashi they cite in their own writings shouid be the best witness to 
the original version. Theoreücally, one shouid be able ta coîlect and organize the 

citations of Rashi from the numerow manuscripts and pcinted compilations of 
Tosafot commentaries and produce the text dosest to Rashi's own lifetime and 
the best alternative to hbs own copy. 

The issues invdved in implementing this theory are cornpiex. First, the fact 
that several readings of the sme comment may have originated with the exegete 
himself complicates the recbvery of the k s t  possible version. Far the -ses of 
mis study, a text reconstructed es dose as possible to the original presumes mat 
the work preserved by his sludents and relatives at (he tirne of his death indudes 
what Rashi hirnsdf wrote, vvhat he taught. arid M a t  he insûucted his shidants and 
scribes to write, to copy and to correct on his M a f i  In the subseqmt anelysis of 

207. K. Stow, Al&m&û Minority (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uniwrsity 
Press, lm) 140-141. 

208. Malchi 234. 



Tosafot citations, referances to the auaientic Rashi or the onginal text imagine a 
uitical edition with mdtifarious apparati of which the Tosafot are one dement. 
Changes instiMed by Rashi mer his work had already begm to aralate are a 
significant, yet separate, area of concem. 

Second, the reliability of the text of the Tosafot commentaries is debatable, 
and the acaracy of the atatjon itself always can be questioned. Saibes may have 
"correctedu the Rashi citation in the Tosafot comment to make it it conforni to the 
version of Rashi with which they were familiar. 

Fwthemore, the unintentional suibal m p t i o n  mat one encountm with 
the Rashi manuscripts must also exist for the Tosafot texts. The prevalence is 
greater among Rashi manuscripts because of his popuiarity and the edent to 

whidi his commentaries circulaled, but one a n  assume with a fair amount of 
certainty that the manusaipts of the Tosafot writings also contain mistakes, 
additions, and traces of the ravages of tirne that render any text suspect. 

Third, the natm of a citation is problemaüc. Essentially it consists of a 
portion of another author's text induded for the puposes of support or 
disagreement. The extent to which the Tosafot felt bowid to the exact words of the 
text from whidi they were citing and the degree to which they took liberties with the 

comments and paraphrased the general sense of the content is an important 
consideration. Citations that are not direct quotations but reflect evidence of 
paraphrasing suggest that certain fonns of texhial variants may reveat not a 
different text, but the influence of the Tosafot thern~elves.~ 

ln addition, the enonyrnous quality of the Tosafist's own wiitings,21* as well 
as the conviction that their work was oniy an affdiated extension of the primary 
commentary, may have afleded the consistemcy wilh which they aedited the 
author of their sources, induding Rashi. For this reason, the wmments in Tosafot 
that are similar to the printed Rashi but are not atlributed to him, are suspect. On 
the one hand, they may have originated with Rashi and wcm, commonly know to 
be assoaateû with Mm, and h m  appropdate credit was not necessary. On the 
other. Rashi may not have made these parüdar comments, kit they were 
attributad to him at some point in the commentary's cornplex, enigmatic 



transmission process."l The fad thet these anonymous comments are not 
credited to Rashi by the Tosafot may indicate that Rashi was not their original 
source. 

Finally, the issue of content and the concems and interests of the Tosafot is 
w a a l .  The premise of this examination is that the Tosafot would represent in 

their citations of Rashi the version of the commentary they had before them, and 
when these citations differ fiom the printed versions availaMe today, the Tosafot 
rendition would be considered doser to the original, and the variants wwld be 
explored further. However, when, relative to the printed texts or the manusaipts, 
the Tosafot appear to omit a comment of Rashi, or when they only cite a portion of 
what appean in standard Rashi edilons, the question arises as to whether this 
comment was not part of the commentary Mlized by oie Tosafot, and hence, not 
part of the original Rashi, or whether the content of this partiailar interpretation 
was of no interest to the Tosafot or of no relevance to the lessons they wished to 
generate tom a given interpretaüon. Detemiinhg gened trends of interest in 
Tosafot writings would sharpen the evaluation of the citations. Despite the 
methoddogical issues that require serious consideration in the examination of 

citations of Rashi in the Tosafot, this suggested approach to the tex- of Rashi's 
comrnentary constitutes significant and legitimate analyses. No one manuscript is 
free fiom al1 foms of corniplon, nor is any extant manuscript dose enough to 
Rashi's own Hfetime to be a reliable represeritation of the originel text. 

Previous research has demonstrateci that plodding thrwgh huidreds of 
manusaipts and sifüng out al1 the marginal notes and orner additional comments 
clearly marked es such in the body of the commentary woûd not be ~Maent.2~2 
Over time, scribe1 emors, insections by students and other textual alterations have 
becorne so embedded in the manusaipts to be virtually undetactable. The 
Tosafot offer a reswce in Hihich the very style of the work is defined by the 
distinction between the citations of Rashi's interpretations and the comments, 
additions and explanations mat follow. M i l e  the presence of textual m p t i o n  in 
these works u n  be presumed. the allegiance and amecüon 



aie Tosafot held for Rashi's commentary should have a presewed a version of the 
text in accord with the authofs oum intergretations. 

D. Methodology 

In order 10 researdi the value of citations in the Tosafot Torah 
commentaries, a number of methodological steps were employed. The first step 
invofved a thorough examination of the early prlnted editions of Rashi's 

commentary on Genesis published at the back of Rashi HaShalem (Rome 1470, 

Reggio di Calabria 1475, and Guadelajara 1 476),213 as WB# as the main text of 
Rashi HaShalem (i.e., Venice l524), and Berliner's 1905 edit i~n.~~* The Wee 
earliest printings were *sen based on their relative chrondogical proximity to aie 

manusaipt traditions and their availability, and Venice and Berliner were chosen 
because of their popular acceptance. 

mis initial investigation illustrated the types of variants that exist between 
the different editions and the extent to which no acronym, phrase or paragraph 
escaped comption. in addition, il served to hightight individual comments mat 

varied significantly from one edition to anoaler, such as lac&ing large passages or 
key phrases to the interpretation. 

The second step explored the printed comments of the Tosafot on Genesis, 
and specifically their citations of Rashi. J. Gellis' ofvn nwom P v served as the 

resource for the Tosafot comments because of lhe anthdogical seleclion it 
provided fkom both manuscripts and printed edi t ion~.~ l~  Gellis' work is not a 
textually acwete representation of the original comments, and his concein was 

not the textual disaepancies between the sources he empîoyed. One passage 
oRen has many souces atûibuted to it. suggesting that the exact comment can be 
fwnd in each of these manuscripts and publicaüons. However, upon Mher 
investigation of the original documents. the content a n  be demonstrated to be 

similar, but lhe texts are not identical. In fact. two medieval manusaipts of the 
same document are raraly completely identical. This organizadion of similar 

21 3. Rashi HaShakm, vols. 1-3, (1 986-1 QW). 
21 4. 8erliner (1 905). 
21 5. Gellis. vols. 1-5. (1 -2-W88). 



passages with numemus sources listed below them seriously mideads the reader 
in his or her understanding of the nature of these medieval texts. Consistency and 
confonnity were not the nom; rather, the lack thereof is M a t  characterizes these 
texts. The uninitiated reader of Gellis c a m t  appredate this quality of the Tosafot 
literahre. Furtheme, his subtîe editing of ihe passages to adiieve confonnity 
contributes to aie same kind of texbial com~ption being sbuggled with in the Rashi 
manusuipts. 

Nonetheless. the pupose of utilizing Gellis et this stage was to gain an 

initial sense of the role of the citations of Rashi in the Tosafot literatue, and their 
relationship to the printed editions of the commentary, as well as an appredahion 
for the style and content of Tosafot interpretations. The concem was focused 
more on what the Tosafot dted from Rashi's cornments and what they did mt, 
rather Phan the exact words and phrases of both the dtations and the comments. 

The impression dravni from this starting analysis was that an average of 
half of Rashi's printed comments were not dted in the Tosafot commentaries, and 
many of the comments that were dted were not complete representations of the 

printed version. The portions of the commentary missing tom the Tosafot 
appeared to be no more or less relevant to theit exegesis than vvhat was ated. 

The idea that Rashi's comment was not going to be recovered down to 
every letter and aaonym also became apparent. The scribes and printers 
themseives were rot meticulow about sudi details, and the veriants am- the 
editions and the citations could simpîy drive one who attempts such restoration 
mad. 

The third step saught to conflnn the data extmcted tom Gellis in the 
manuscripts of the Tosafot Torah cornmentaries. Due to the Weer length of 
Rashi's work on Genesis, the scope of the research was limited to the 

commentary on chaptenr 6 through 17, or Pamhbth Noab and Lekh M a .  The 
exploration did not commence with Petshath Bmishith because of the tendency for 
many manusuipts to lad< the bqinning pages, which were more subjact to 
damage and loss. The potential for examining consistently ten cornpiete chapters 
in al1 manuscripts increased *en IavNhed part way into the commerttary. 



Approximately fifty manuscripts of Tosafot Torah commentaries were 
examined. These induded supercommentaries on Rashi, anonyrnars cdlections 
of Tosafot commentaries, exegeücal works by individuals, and multiple copies of 
~ t 7  mm and nmvmm.216 They mged  M date from the ow'rteenlh centuy to the 

seventeenth century. The manusdpts were chosen primarily based on the list of 
sources utilized by Gellis,"? since the comprehensive nature of his work 
suggested he would have explored a large selection of the more impoitent 
mamiscripts. In addition. aie catelogue of the lnstitute fur Mimfilrned Hebrew 
Manusaipts (IMHM) at the Jewish National and University Li- in Jenisalem was 
wnsulted for twelfth-to fifteenoicentury manuscripts not mentioned by Gellis. 
Manuscripts copied after the fifteenth centuy and after the advant of printing would 
not be as reliable as those copied doser to the actual period of the Tosafot, and 
those cited by GeHis in his list provided a sufîlcient sampîe of later texts. 

The citations of Rashi were extracted from a careful readMg of each of the 
fifty mamtsaipts, and the Tosafot discussion surrouiding the citation was 
analyzed for its relationship to the text of Rashi. Specifically, the analysis 
cornpared the citations of Rashi to the pfinted texts of the commentary, and it 
searched the comments of the Tosafot for explanations of the variations and for 
traces of the present Rashi and its origins. 

The final step involved an examination of over aiirty manusaipts of Rashi's 
commentary. These texts were chosen mostly from the souces utilized by 

Touitou in his w o r l ~ , ~ l ~  and they were supplemented by other pre-ffteenth- century 
manuscripts found in the catalogue et the IMHM. 

From these MO r e m s .  the manusaipts were selected based on 
legibility, dating, and the number of marginal notes and corrections present in the 

text. A greater number of visible additions to the comrnmtary, and the faality with 
which to read them, imreased the possibility of ddphering earlier layers of the 

216. nt7 mm h a thirteenth century colldon of cornmonts on the Torah 
gathemd from eadier woikr on abbnvktions qpwu and Gernatria. 
The work was compiW by Rabbi Yitzhaq ben Rabbi Yehudah heLevi. 
mn? ir a super-commrntary on Rashi written in 131 3, in Troyes, 

by Rabbi Yehudah ôen Eliezw. Sec: Gd&, vd. 1,1546. 
217. Ibid, ~ l .  1,21-38. 
218. Touitou(l986)212. 



original text. Manuscripts dated doser to the pdod of the Tosafot were preferred 
over those copied after the begidng of printing. 

The purpose of exploring the Rashi manuscripts was two-fold. First. the 

large differences between printed editions of the commentary suggested that a 
penisal of older versions of the work would eluadate additional aspects of the text 

and its transmission. Moreover, a true cbgnizance of the state of the text of Rashi 
can only be discemed thrwgh an examination of the manusaipts. 

Second, the manuscripts of Rashi's cornmentary held the tenuaus potential 
to confimi the texts extracted from the Tosafot manusmipts. In other words, if the 

Tosafot cite only haR of a given comment of Rashi (compared to aie present 
printings), then a Rashi manuscript that contains only that same half, or has the 
omitted half marked as an addition, would aulhenticate the citation as the original 
text. 

This potential of the Rashi manuscripts is tenuous because, as already 
discussed, even the earîiest of these texts camot be deemed reliable. Many 
additions and changes have lost distinguishing marks and notations and no longer 
can be dinerentiated from the body of the commentary. The lack of profuse 
corroboration in the Rashi texts does not weaken the value of the citations for this 
very reason. 

The manuscripts of Rashi's cornmentary may substantiate the version of 
the text cited in the Tosafot occasionally, but consistent corroboration would 
suggest that aie Rashi manuscripts were reliable, and the reconstruco*on from the 

citations umecessaiy. Since the questionable nature of the manusuipts has 
been demonstrated by a number of previous re~earchers ,~~~ the la& of findings in 
the manuscripts supports the value of the citations and their contribution to 
recovering the on'ginal commentary. 

The subsequent chaptenr will reveal the various types of citalions thet were 
extracted ftom the Tosafot manusuipts; they will demonstrate the processes of 
analysis that wenr undertaken in order to substantiate the rdationship of the 
citations to the original text; finally, lhey will pmve that the citalions are an essential 



component to recovering the commentary mat Rabbi Shlomo ban Isaac wrote in 
the eleventh century. 



Chapter One: The Printed Texts 

A. The Standard Printed Text 

A standard printed text of Rashi's comrnentary is an oxyrnoron. The 
adjective standard is defined as "having recognized and permanent value, 
authoritative;" the noun means "an object or quality or measue seMng as basis or 
example or pnnciple to wMch othem shald confom or by which others are 
~udged."~ The text of Rashi's commentary has no standard. The manuscripts and 
printed editions vary tremendwsly, and while popular editions like Venice 1524 and 
Berliner 1905 have value, they have been falsely deemed authoritative and should 
not serve as an exarnple to uutiich other editions shodd oanfonn. 

The text of Rashi's commentary contains many layers of additions and 

corrections made by bath scribes and students, and the printers of the work 
compounded the problem by atternpting to remedy the state of conuption. Their 
la& of explanation and annotation regarding #eir own corrections only served to 
add more strata to an already cornplex excavation. 

The Venice 1524 edition of Rashi is that text induded in the second 
publication of the Rabbinic The consistent repnnting of the same text of 

Rashi in other compendia of medieval exegesis standardized that version of the 
commentary. The public's general la& of appreciation for te-1 diflculties 
precluded a demand for altemate readings or details of corrections, modifications 
and editing, and the extensive ciraJalon of the Rabbinic Bibles and p a W  copies, 
which inswed the relalvely universal accessibility of this version of the text, 
attributed an authority not eamed by saentific means of acaeditation or by any 

The objective of the Beiiiner edition was to Cx the cafn~pted text and to 
estciblish the Inie text of Rashi, krt while it becme e standad varsion of the 
commentary, it does mt represent the text of the original commentary and 

1. Tho OxfW Diicîi0n8ry of Cunsnt Englsh, eâ. R. E. Allen (Nenu York: 
Oxford University Pmu, 1987) 733. 

2. David Amram, 7lm Maken of Hebmw Books h h/y (London: Holland 
Press, Ltd., 1988) 172. 



therefore shouîd not be the measure by Wich other texts are judged. Berlinets 
lack of proof for his textual chdces, as well as the lack of altemate readings and 
objective methodology, onîy adds Ms version to the nunber of textual layers mat 
need to be sbipped away before the oroginal commentaiy can be revealed. 

Rashi HaShalem is the lrst edition of the commentaty to adanowledge that 
a standard text does not yet exist. It does so by induding in the volume four 
versions of the cornmentary. Venice 1524 is pîaced as the main text under the 
Torah. and the eady prlnted edilons of Rome 1470, Reggio di CalaMe 1475 and 

Guadelajara 1476 are induded in parallel columns at the back. 
The introduction to Rashi HaShalem explains that Venice 1524 was chosen 

because of its darity as a text as well as the fact that it constiMes a prototype of 
the printed editions that have circulated and that are extant.3 The three editions at 
the back are intended for the benefit of the reader, to better grasp Rashi's true 
meaning in his exegesis.' This staternent of purpose makes abmdantly dear that 
one text of Rashi is not smcient to standardize the text of the commentary; even 
four fall short of attaining this goal. 

Nonetheless, certain editions of Rashi have becorne familiar to the general 
public and accepted as a standard. No text other than Rashi HaShalem exists to 

serve as this standard; any initial study of the text of Rashi requires an examination 
of the more customary editions of Venice 1524 and Berliner 1805. The easy 
availability of the eariiest printings allows for a more extensive exploration into the 
state of the text of Rashi and is an obviws starting point towards grasping the 

depth of the problem and the mamers in which it manifests. 
This chapter will explore the types of textual ditnailties endent in the @nted 

editions. The examples will demonstrate the tenuws natue of the texts accepted 
as standard and utilized as the basis for many of the exegelical analyses of Rashi. 
In addition, this chapter Mll justiw employing these comipt editions as the 
measure by vvhich to judge the citations extfacted h m  Ihe Tosafot commentaries, 
while rehining from using them as the exemple to which the citations should 
conforni. 



B. The Textual Pattern 

Patterns in the variants of the printed texts of Rashi's commentary do not 
exist. Missing or additional letten, words, phrases, paragraphs, or entire 
comments can be discemed in al1 editims, and while some variants are obviously 
more significant than others, they al1 contribute to the complexity of the text. and 
they are consistent oniy in their lack of msistency. 

The examples that follow demonstrate this la& of consistency and 

differentiate between those variants mat convey signifiant textual evidence and 
those that are characteristic of saibal copying, bear no relevance to the 
interpretaüon, and essentially, are irreparable. The accompanying aoalysis will 
explore possible reasons for the variants and the processes through whidi they 

ocarred; it w i l  also demonstrate the perspecüve offered by citations regarâing the 
resolution of the textual diffïadties. 

7. Numbers, Leeers, Abbmviations 

Approximately three hundred and eighty-three lemmata are commented 
upon in parshiyot Noab and Lekh Lekha. This number is ody apprommate, 
because the couiting suveys five printings of the commentary, and not al1 
lemmata appear in all editions. However, of these 383 lemmata found among the 
fwe editions, mly nim comments are exactîy identicai in dl five printing~.~ While 
some of the comments may Vary as insignifmntiy as an absent yod or vav, many 
more contain cornplex difflerencs, and the fact that onîy 2% are without any 
variants M e r  duddates the degree to which the tex!$ are ccmupt. 

Regadess of the extent to which ichmmemts a n  diffw with respect to 
additional phrases or entirely mique in t~~~~etat ions,  al1 the commmts in the 

reinaining 98% of the lemmata mtain the basic variants of missing or added 

5. Tho following a n  the chaptecwrse refemnces for the lemmata mai a n  
identical. The letters a, b, etc., indicate whicti lemma in the vsne is 
identical in conesponding d ~ o n c ,  sinœ many verse hive comments for 
more than one lemma: 7:s; 10:2; 1 1 :10; 12: 13; 14:2c; 16:4a; l7:lOa; 
17:12b; 17:23b. 



letten, as well as numbers and abkeviations that may diffw in their 
representetion, from edition to edition. 

(1) Gen. 10:13 lists the offspring of Mjtzmyim who was oie son of Ham and 
the grandson of Noah. The name of one of Mitmyim's proeeny was Wm>. 
Rashi's comment is identical in meaning in al1 five editions. He explains mat this 
descendent was called ~ m >  because the faces of those in this genealogical line 

resernbîed a flame (XI>). The Venice and Berliner texts read o m l  oii9icw 

3nW Guadelajara (1478) has 33% pan p m w ;  Reggio (1475) reads onmv 
omb> omn; and Rome (1470) mixes both mem and nun endings with onmw 
a m  ~ D I V  

The significance in this variant to the meaning of the exegesis is nil. The 

sense of the word does not diange at al1 whether it ends with a mem or a nun. 
The pluralization of m 5  in the Rsggio edition may have been an attempt to fix the 

comment to the same number or to tender the mnection between an9 and 

D m : ,  unmistekable. This type of variant is rampant thmghout the commentary, 

without pattern. ln this example, three editions preferred the mem ending, one 
preferred the nun, and one used both. The editions are not consistent in their 
preferences.8 

The question of whether Reshi preferred mem or nun endings is 
unanswerable from the commentary. Scribes were consistent only in their 
tendency to interchange these endings without concem. Similar situations emst 
with plene and defective spellings and the random appeerances of yod and vav. In 
a simple comment such as 10: 13, (he variants can be ovedwked in the face of the 
dear interpretation that emerges *om the comment. In more intriate 
explanaüons, these insignillmt variants add to the confusion and to the 
compleaity of s d n g  thmugh the layers of oomtption. 

The citations of Rashi in the Tosafot will not enaMe us to dedde vhether 
the wwds in the comment an 10:13 should and with a m m  or a nun, or a 
combimthn of bolh. The scribes of Ihese manusuipts were no more concemed 

8. Rashi UaShakm, vol. 1, '107; Beiliner (1 905) 20. 
7. Rashi #aSh.km, vol. t ,335. 
8. SI. for example, 6:12 whem Venias and Berliner now prefer the nun 

ending and 6:20 where el1 eâitionr contain a combination of the endings. 



with this type of minutiae than were the copyists of Rashi's manuscripts. 
(2) Gen. 8:4 is an example of the representation of numbers and 

abbreviations in variant foms among the eûiüons. As in the preceding example, 
the meaning of the comment is not affecteci by the varlants, but the complexity of 
the texhral analysis in the larger conte* is increased. 

The biblical verse describes how the ark has corne to rest on Mount Ararat 
on the seventeenth day of the seventh month. The comment explains how this 

date allows us ta leam that the ark was. on thai dey. submerged in eleven wbits of 

water. The versions of the comment contain numerws vadants besides the 

differing representations of numbers end abkeviations, and the texts MII be 

compared, line by line, in order to Mly appredate their intricacies. 
Berlinets text begins: w V r  O W ~  nypwa m m  n n w  tn5 nnnN \N>D 
The Venice edition spells iunn without the yod;1° Guaddsjara does not 

indude the word mmn at all; and Reggio spells p ' n  with a yod. Rome's first 

line is identical to Berline) S." 

Did Rashi indude the word n s n  in his comment, and a scribe or the 

printen of the Guedelajara edition ornitted it, or was the wrd added in to the 

tradition of the text to better darify the sense of the comment? Touitou would 

argue for the latter scenario. According to him, scribes rarely omitted words in 
their copying but were more likely to insert comments or clarifications; hence 
words that are not common to afI editions are not authentic.12 While the 
Guadalajara version of the comment is certainly dear in the antext of the verse, 
the word nsnn is not super(luowr in the other editions, and either alternative offers 

a reasonabie version. 
The text of the comment continues with its explanetion of how this verse 

9. Berliner (1905) 16. For purposes of compamtim analysis, the te* of the 
editions are ofien presented in orden diffennt frorn the chionology in 
which they w c ~ e  printed. This in no way suggests that one dition was 
aware of the text of anothet, or uülizod anoaiet dition in its own 
pretparation. Despite the gmat extent to vvhich Berlineh dition 
reaembles the Venioe prniting, nowtmre in eMw of Minets editions 
dws he mention the use of Veniœ 1524 as one of hi$ sources. See 
Berliner (1888) xi-xiii and Berliner (1905) imf.xv. 

10. Rashi MShabm, vol. 1,88-89. 
11. Ibid. 330. 
12. Touitou (1988) 214; Toubu (IW3b) 401. 



suggests the arû was submergecl eleven cubits. Berliner reads: r(w3 sm rlm 

verse 8 5  is quoted stating that on the first day of the tenth month, the tops of the 
mountains could be seen. Rie comment explains mat this tenîh month is the 

month of Av, which is ten monois Mer Mameshvan, when the rein began. Berliner 
is not clear in his i n t r o d ~ o n  as to the significance of words Ihat appear in 
par en the se^.^^ but they seem to be parts of the commentafy he wes unsure about 
induding in his text. In fact, mile Guaddajera and Venice both contain the word, 
Rome and Reggio do not.lS 

Rome and Reggio also differ tom the other versions in their expression 
xu Mill, rather than ZN nt, and their abbreviations of the word lm (am). 

Guadelajara ates 8 5  only until the word imj and than has ml6 None of these 

variants changes the meaning of the comment. The way diflerent students and 
saibes understood the explanaüon, the m i m  adjustments they noted to 
themselves to ensue a dear comprehension, and diflerent oves of speech and 
writing probably account for most of these types of variants. 

The a r e  of the interpretation follows. Berlineh text reads:I7 

The comment explains that the min water (p i )  was higher than the movitains by 

fifteen cubits,18 and since by the first of Av the tops of the momtains were 
visible,1s then, in sixty days. ïrom the fimt of Sivan uill oit fint of Av, the water 
subsided fifteen cubits. This amounts to one wbit every four days. On the 

sixteenth day of Sivan, the water woûd have subsided only fou cubits, so when 
the arh came to rest on Movit Ararat, on the seventeeth day of Sivan. the seventh 

i 3. Berlinet (1 905) 16. 
14. ûerlinei (1 905) xv. 
1 5. Rashi Hashalem, vol. 1,80,330. 
16. lbid. 330. 
17. Berliner (1 905) 16. 
18. As it says in Gen. 7:20: orinn iori o m  rn n%m>n r n ~  mw mn. 
19. As it says in 8:s: ovm wm im vm> mis v ~ v m  



month since the flood began in Mameshvan, it wouid have still k e n  submerged 
eleven aibits, in water that covered the rnountain tops. 

The variants of this explanaüon, in each edition, shwld not change the 
meaning. ln Berliner's tex!, al1 the nunbers, except for the ipn indicating the 

sixteenth of Sivan and the !?>, for the four days, are mitten out in wwds." The 

Venice text is the reverse. The number four is represented by oie '7 as in Berliner, 

but both iim m w y  wnn are fiaen as nnx vv, and the phrase DV o'vw3 is 

presented as ov Q>. Despite this edition's apparent preference for letter 

representations of the nurnm, the phrase \lm 5u, WY iivw~v is mitten out in 

w0rds.2~ 
Guadelajara cansistentîy represents al1 numbers in their letter symbols, but 

the phrase indicating the sixteenth of Sivan, 1 1 ~ 3  IWW in Berliner, was 

transmitted as 1im mv in lhis edition? The date of the sixteenth of Sivan was 

changed to the sixth day of that month, rendering the entire explanation 
incomprehensible. The scribe1 or type-setthg erra thet ocairred in this case is 
easy to imagine. The distinctive length diffwemes in the letters vav and yod are 

not usually dearly apparent in m a n i ~ ~ p t s ,  and some sort of quotation marks or 
supralinear notations abbreviating the letters, and maybe a few smudges of the 

ink, could easily lead one to mistake sixteen ( v r )  for six ( 1 ) ) .  

The error demonstrates the unconvindng reliability of the pn'nters' 
corrections. Even if tMs mer eMsteâ previously in the m a n u ~ ~ p t s ,  the printers 
were supposed to have mected and impmveû the lexi of the commentary. 
Since the sixteenth of Siven fits more logically with the souidness of the 
interpretation, and sime manuscripts must have existed in Hhich lhe word sixteen 
was spelled out, as opposed to symbds, the fact that this emw exists in an early 
printing questions the undesaibed melhoâdogies of the printers and conlims the 
m p t i o n  that c#itinued to maWest bey- the suibal influence. 

The Reggio edition presents the numbers Wteen and fov in syrnboi form, 
but the nimôefs sixty end sixteen are vurîttan out in words; the Rome edition 

20. IbM 
21. Rashi HaShahm, vol. 1.88. Berlinet$ texl al80 has p a  n t h r  than 9w 

v* 
22. /M. 330. 



presents al1 the nimbem in their letter syrnbols.P In addition, the phrase in 
Berliner omm vii pr also varies fFom edition to edition Ath the same la& of 

consistent mem and nun endings. Guadelajara has m m  IV mm; Reggio reads 

pnm vri lm; and Rome has the exact opposite of Barliner with pnua vn mm. 
The Venice text is identical to Berliner.24 

Numerous scenaflos can be developed to explain îhe variant ways the 

same explanation is presented in each of these edibions. The most compelling is 
the errw that emerges in the Guadelajara te*, which does not change the 
rneaning of the interpretation, but M e r ,  renders the interpretatim meaningless. 
Perhaps conscientious suibes noticed a deveîopment of problems in the 
transmission of nurnbers in their letter syrnbds as they ware more easily misread 
and misinterpreted, and hence they began miting out key numbers in their MI and 
unmistakable words. Perhaps the choice of how to represent nunbers wes as 
random as the mood of oie scribe al the tirne of writing or aie amount of room he 

had left on the line. 
In general, variants of letters, nunber representations and abkeviations do 

not affect the meaning of the word or the interpretation; however, this assumes 
that the abbreviations have been correaly intgxeted in their transmission. In 
some cases, even these minor textual "adjustmentsM can alter the sense of the 

wmmenf.25 

The prevalence of these types of variants thmughout the printed editions of 

the commentary. the fad that only two penent of the cammentary atûibuted to 

Rashi are identical in early and popular printed editions, and the randomness with 
which these types of variants are manifested confimi extraordinary corruption and 
suggest that a cornparison of a selection of texts of the commeMary would not be 

suffident to resdve these variants. 
The citations of the commentary in Tosafot, by aie very tennwis natue of 

quotirtg anooieh work, are removed from the intricades of textuel m idae .  Once 
they determine which kmmata wen, part of the dginal cornmerMary and which 

23. /&id 
24. /W. 330,89. 
25. In Gen. Il : 1, Rome, Venice and Berfinet record the number 656 in the 

Ietters imn and Guadehjara has nmn or 865. Reggio omits the nmôer 
completely . 



were not. the exegetical methoddogies can be analyzed, and pemaps at that point, 
Rashi's style of presentaüon, his preference for plene or defecb've spelling, for 
mem or nun endings, or for writing numbers out in words or syrnbds, or even, 
whether any of these details cmcemed him and with which he was rneticulous will 

be more acairately evident 

In some comments, the words of the interpretstion are more or less the 

same, and the sense of the content is maintained ltom edilon to edition, but the 

order of the words or phrases varies. This phenornenon rnight suggest that parts 

of the comment originated as marginal notes mat were inoorporated into the 
commentary by different scribes and in different ways. The lack of consistent 
order intimates that the copyists or prhiters were unsue as to Mere certain words 
or phrases belonged. One d d  also argue that the marginal note was not an 
addition, but a correction by the saibe who had omitted oie dubious phrase 
intended to be rekiserted in the subsequent copyhg. UnfOrtWlatefy, the next 
copiers were msm where it shouîd be inserted. 

Comments that appear cmduted when cornpared with oaier versions 
express textual dificulty. Whether the word or phrase that is presented in varying 
positions in the comment was an added remark or explanetion or whether it 
originated in Rashi's commentary and was misplaced because of human mor  
and the obscuity of textual transmission, the comment exhibits signs of 

compîion. 
(1) In Genesis 6:Qt Rashi's comment addresses four lemmata. Let us look 

et the second lemme, 13~1773. This verso is the Çrst of Pmshat Noal>, and, 

although Noah hirnsdf is menlioned in the pvious verse, this one introduces the 

stwy of hirn and his family. 

Rashi's comment deals with the idea of Noah being #ameîess in his generations 
(rmn). M i n g  to the interpretation, this phrase can k undarstood eilher in a 



positive sense, which praises Noahs charader, or in a negaüve sense, which 

does not The positive atütude w d d  imply that even if Noah lived in a generation 
of righteous people, he would still be considered a righteous person, indeed a 
greater moral charader. The negaüve view insinuates mat. compared to his own 
generation, Noah was considered righteous but. had he lived in the time of 
Abraham, he would not have been considered exceptional. 

Berliner, Venice, Guadelajara, and Reggio al1 present the same basic text. 
The following is Berlinet s version,= and the minor variants from the other versions 
are presented below in the notes:n 

This comment idenaifles the praise (ruv) that can be associated with the 

qualification of r m m  and explains its implicalion; it then presents the altemate 

interpretation of disgrace or shame ( w a )  and explains the sense that way. This 

syntax is what differentiates the Rome text from the other editions. 
The following is the version of the comment in Rome? 

Here, the reader is first tdd of the varying ways one could understand the 

qualification of 19ni-0: in the sense of p i s e  or in the sense of disgrace. The 

26. Berliilei (1 905) 13. 
27. Rashi HeShekm, vol. 1,72-73, 126-1 27. Veniw diffen from Berliner only 

in aie plsns splling of both ocaimnœs of i r ~  Guadelajara does not 
attribut8 the comrn~t  to the rabbis dinctly. This text mds: rmarv w 
tu* and then eftemcirûs, 9- unn yvnn mi. Hem pmn h s  the nun 
ending mther auin the m m  in brliner and Venice. This dîtion elso 
made o q m ~  #w mm rather than oynr in  a8 wdl a6 n m  nn rn kw 
as opposeâ to *m. In Reggio, both occurrences of @x a n  writîen pkne, 
end pvm aluuays has the nun ending. The word w m w  is abbreviated to 
finpu, and the m d  occumnce of mb>n does not have the pmceding wv 
a8 it dom in B(wliner and Vanice, or the word rn as in Guadelajam. 
Rashi HciShabtn, MI. 1,126-127. 



comment then goes on ta explain the nuance of each approach. The rneaning is 
maintained in both syntacüc arrangements, and the cornmon souce from which 
the differences developed is obviws. 

The basis for this comment stems h m  a variety of similar remarks in the 

midrashic literatwe. The varying syntactic arrangements may reflect the way the 
different texts expressed this idea in their original location. Midmsh Ten&mP 
(Wanaw) contains the foilowi'ng passage:m 

The midrash is dear that 13n373 distinguishes Noahs generation from the other 

generations. Rabbi Yehudah and Rabbi Nehemiah differ on the intended meaning 
of this qualification. One says thet Noah was Mameless w rlghteous when 
compared to the flood generation or the ganeration of the Tower of Babel; had he 
lived in Abraham's generation, he wouîd not merit this designation. This 
understanding of v n i n  is compared to a barre1 of persimmons placed in a dirty 

location. In that spot, the scent of persimmons carries, and hence, is 
distinguishable; however, when the barrel is removed from the filth, its scent no 
longer stands out. 

The other rabbi daims that, as Noah was righteous in his generation, so too 
would he be in others. The paraMe here compares N. to a flask of spikenard oil 
(vuhidi is an aromatic ointment made frarn this sweet smeîling plant). Mether 
mis flesk is pîaced in a difty spot or am- pleasant scents, it would retain the 
same fragrance. 

29. ~idrnsh Ta#@m is a namiîettcaî midtash on the ~omti, ~t exists In h ~ a  
ediions, with very different texts for Genesic and Exodus, but compatible 
texts for Leviticus, Numkn and Deutemnomy. The Ordinary dition was 
fint ptinteâ in Constantinople, in 1520, and the Buber dition, besed on 
wven manuraipts, was publirhed in Vilna, lm. Sm: Strack and 
Stemberger 329333. 

30. Miûmsh Ten@m, vol. 1 (Warrciw: Lewin Epntein, n.d.), R~cshut Noe!, n, 
fol, 13a. 



The syntax of this passage is similar to Rashi's comments in Berliner. 
Venice, Guadelajara and Reggio. Were mis one of Rashi's sources, the present 
printed text coud be regarded as a loose and simplified paraphrase of the main 
idea expressed in the midrash. 

Midrash Tanbma (Buber) offers a different passage, although with the 
same basic interpretati~n.~~ It reads: 

The syntactic arrangement of tMs interpretatim is parellei to that of the Rome 
edition of Rashi. First, the midrash presents the two possible nuances that a n  be 

understood from the qualification rnva,  and then each nuance is expounded. As 

with the Rome version, Tanwma (Buber) states that rmta can have the sense 

of praising Noah or shaming him. An understanding of shame woûd inümate that 
Noah was rigMeous in his generation, but not in any others; a paraMe cornparing 
him to a silver coin among one huidred copper m*ns illustrates his distinction only 
among the flood generatbn. as the silver coin appean beautifuJ arnong the copper. 

Regarding an understanding of r n m  as praise, the inidrashic passage 

provides two parables. The fint compares Noah to a yovig girl who lived am- 
harlots, but was noble; had she lived among noMe women, she would have been 
even inwe noble. The second compares him to e b a ~ d  of persimmons that emits 
a pleasant smell, even though plaœd in a grave. If the barrd was in the house, 
ramer than the grave, it wouîd smdl even bettw. Athough the midrash does not 
describe the analogy ta Noah direclly, like the comments in the Rashi editims it 
suggests mat Noah wes fightews among the flood generation; hAl he lived 
among rightous people, h would have been 
even more rfghteous. 

31. MWmn nn@ma, ed. S. Buber (Vilna: 1014) (JeNs8Iem: Ottsel. lm), 
h ~ s h ~ t  Nor!, i,  OIS. 1BP18b. (B. 31-32). 



The comments in the varying editions of Rashi do not contain parables, but 

the interpretaüon is the same. The diffeerences that one finds in the syntactic 
arrangement might be accwnteâ for in the disaepandes of the midrashic textsSg 
Perhaps a scribe or student ettempted to "correct" the comment in Rashi in order 
to align it better with the midrashic souce with which he was farniliar. He may not 
have wnsidered the idea that Rashi may have been employing a different source 
or intentionally altering it. 

The passages in bath T a n m a  (Warsaw) and Tan- (Buber) present 
the negative interpretation of vnva before the positive. In al1 the editions of Rashi, 

induding Rome, the positive is expouided More the negaüve. A vague 
paraphrase of a known interpretation of 1 7 m n  would probably have encowaged 

many a scribe or student to expound the comment with m m  details from the 

midrashic source. Pwhaps, oie m d o m  mem and nun endings rnay be visible 
seams of an attempt to sew pieces of text together, Mi le slill maintaining the very 
basic slnichwe of the interpretation. Rashi may have presented the positive view 
of Noah before oie negative, and this was not "corrected," but additional wards and 

phrases were iduded so that the passage was more similar to its assumed 
midrashic origin. 

Inconsistenaes in syntax are a due to texhrel d i f î i a l t i e~ .~  Variant 
midrashic traditions provide possible souces for the problems. The citations of 
Rashi in the Tosafot will elucidate the text that was familiar to the exegete's 
descendents and students. They can shed light on those comments in vvhich the 
syntadc arrangement asserts corruption, and they can contribute data to the 

larger picure of the texYs transmission. 
If citations in Tosafot condstenüy fdlow aie syntax of the Berliner. Venice, 

Guadelajara and Reggio editions, then one couîd condude mat the variant d e r  in 
the Rome edition emerged as a result of later intQKference. The 
midrashic euidence supports this daim. tf the reverse situation is the case, that 

32. Omet wial i t iOi lS of mis comment are in Sanhedtin 108a and BeresMt 
Rabba 30:& Mïdmsh Mreshit Rab., rds. J. Theoâor and C. Al-, 2nd 
ed., vol. 1 (Jerusalem: Wahmann Books, 1965) 275276. 

33. For a mon complex example of this phenornenon. see Gen. 15:6 in al1 five 
bdiüons, as well as RIshi HeShebm, vol. 1,144445, notes 13 and 14. 
regardhg the midnshic rourms. 



the citations parallei the comment in Rome, the midrashic evidence c m  support 

this too. but one wouîd want to inquire why this version is not mnifested in aie 
so-called standard editians. In such an analysis. the atations work together with 

the printed editions not only to determine the Ofiginal text, but to ducidate the 
process by Hhich the comption developed." 

3. Examples and PmoRexts 

A common variant among the @nted texts arises in the examples and 
prooftexts provided in a given comment. Often biblicel verses dted to support an 
explanation or to ducidate an interpretation diffw either in the verse utilized as 
proof or in the a m m t  of the verse inâuded in the exegetical text. Some citations 
end wiai an abbreviated mr, indicating that the entire verse has not been quoted; 

others cite only the few relevant words and do not indicate whe(her the text 
indudes the Ml bibiical souce. Occasionally. one dition will have an additional 
example or prooffext that is not present in the others. 

(1) In Gen. 9:24, Noah awakes h m  his drunken sleep and realizes whet 
Ham has done to him. The biMical text reads: 

Rashi's comment focuses on the meaning of lupn m. In al1 editions, the 

explanation suggests lhat lvp does not refer to age or size, as in the younger or 

srnaller son, but to character, as in the son who was unlit and despicable. This 
comment is supported with another biblical verse in Hihich p p  deady does not 

refer to age or physical size. The comment in Berliner's dilion is as fdlows:* 

The suppartlng verse in mis edition is Jer. 4@:15, and the entire verse is cited. The 
s y ~ ~ y m o u s  parallel slruchn, of the verse Connms aie meaning of p p  proposed 

34. After the amplete analysls of the nntnoUoIogy tampclslng the use of 
Tosafot citations for mconstmcting Rashi, Appendk A mviews the 
examples of this chapter and explores theic npnsentatlon in the Tosafot 
monuwipb. 

35. ûeiliner (IWO) 10. 



by the Reshi comment. God states he has made lstael "smd among the nations" 
and "despised among man," and the sense of small is despised or uiworthy. 

The Venice and Guadelajara editions do mt disagree vrith Berliner's text, 
but they do not cite the whole veme. Venice reads: 103 8x1 im m n r  9mn 

9113 mu pnnj ,j6 and Guadelajara has: o m  pnnj \op mn in3 m n  9mn 

lar ~3 ." In the latter case, the abkeviated w shows that the biblical veme 

does not end with the cited phrase. The indusion of the worâ y i n  as the last word 

of the citation ensures that the meaning denved from the parallel structure of the 

cited verse is dear. The omission of the word or~l might suggest the word was 

umecessary to the intended message of the prooftext; the omission of lin 
suggests either that the scribe was unaware the verse contjnued or that he or the 
author assumed the reader would be familiar with the biMical source. 

The Rome edition of the comment cites even less of the prooftext than 
Venice and Guadelajara: p n n ~  p p  rm stm The fimt word of the 

verse (313) and the key part of the paralldism ('va) are missing. With onîy the 

data from these f o u  editions. one would be required to ask how much of the verse 
was dted in the original commentary. Rashi couid have cited the entire verse, but 

lack of space on the line, e m ,  or an Illegibîe or comipt text tom HRiich the 
subsequent one was wpied may have led to omitling the end of the verse. The 
more likely scenario is that Rashi cited onîy a few words of the verse and, at 

various points in the text's transmission, the rest of the verse or the important 
aspects of the definhg paralldism were added. The Reggio version of the text 
supports this assumption. 

Rashi's comment in the Reggio d i t o n  does not provide the same prooftext 
as the Berliner edi9on. and the verse it does use calls into question the souce for 
the citations in Rome, Guadelajara, and Venice. The text is the fdlmhng: 5mn 

verse in Jeremiah presmted in BediWs tact. this verse is Oôad. 1 :2. The 

36. R8Shi HsSnsi&t?l, ml. 1, 103. 
37. Ibid. 334. Guadelajara dws not have the mv on vin as do Venice and 

Berliner. 
38. Ibid. 
30. /M. 



meaning and the synonymws parallelism are the same. The word rita is parallel 

in meaning to the word \op, as God states "Behdd, I have made you srnall among 

the nations; you are greatîy despsed." 

Rashi's original comment probaMy ated only a few words to remind the 
reader of the use of loi, in the BiMe in the sense of despised. Since the cited 

words cwld apply ta one or both of these very similar verses, different texhial 
recensions developed. Berlinets use of the whde Jeferniah verse disregards the 

textuai evidence in Reggio, as weii as the iact that the incomplet8 Qtaüons do not 

refer necessarily to Jeremiah. The same ailcism can be made of the printer of 
the Reggio edition, INho has decided the verse cited in the comment is from 
O badiah. 

In most exemples of this type of variant," the resdf ng textual m p ü o n  is 
not as intriguing. As with plene and defedve spdling, where one might want to 
lcnow whether Rashi had a prefmed way of spelling, the differing amounts of a 
vene induded as a prooftext enawage us to ask whether Rashi tended to indude 
more or less of a verse to support his interpretation. In a is  example, the verse 
itself is dubious. Pertiaps Rashi only induded a small part of the verse so that it 
cwld apply to either source, and the meaning and proof would be dear. 

The citations of Rashi in Tosafot Torah cornmentaries can hdp to resolve 
these types of examples as well. Saibes and students +ng and studying the 
text made nurnerous changes and additions. ûften they added parallel examples, 
or they completed ated verses and rnidrashic passages in the margins of text for 

their own leaming or mmmonic purposes. Since many of the Tosafot studied 
Pom Rashi directly, or from his students, the Tosafot texts have the potenoal to 
dernonstrate how much of the verne was ated in the ofiginal comrnemry, which 
verse Rashi was considering Men it wes inâuded in the interpretaüon, or whether 
the prooRext ever fm8d part of the original interpretation. 

(2) In Gen. 8:11, the dove retuns to the ark with an dive branch in its 
mwai, and Noah knows that the fioodwatm are subsiding. The verse reads: 



Two lemmata are explainec! in Rashi's commentary, and the first, m a  170, is the 

comment to be analyzed. In this explmation, Rashi sees a contradiction between 
the male form of qw and the female fom of m. He expiains that the dove is 

male, but in Saipture, its grammatical f om is feminine, and tharefore the dove is 
sometimes desaibed with feminine fonns and sometimes wiai masadine ones. 
The comment also indudes a number of examples ftom other biblical verses in 
whi* the grammatical f m  of riw is feminine. 

Berliner's text is the folldngJ1 

The three prooftexts uülized in Berliner's edition are nwnn aw ' p m  % ow3 
from Song of Songs 5:12, n im O>> nvmn m> from Ezek. 7:16, and nnn iim 
from Hos. 7:11. In each example, the noun dove is fdlowed by a ferninine verb or 
adjective. In Song of Songs, the lover's eyes are compared to doves by streams 
of water. bathed (nrrnn) in milk. In Ezekiel, those that escape God's 

punishments through the sward, pestilence and famine, are compared to doves of 
the valleys, al1 of them moaning (nmn), and in Hosea, Ephraim is compared to a 

silly dove (mm). Nom of the verses is ated in Cul1 in Rashi; only the relevant 

grammatical associalon is provided. As mentioned earlier, Berliner's use of 

parentheses suggests he was unsure about the indusion of this exampfe in the 
~0mment.~2 

The Venice edition has the same text as Berliner without the parentheses 
around the Song of Sangs however, neither Guaddajara, nor Reggio, 
nor Rome indude this example. Gwddajara r e a d ~ : ~  

4 1 . Berliner ('1 905) 17. 
42. Ibid. W.  
43. Rashi HeSham, vol. 1 ,Ql .  Veniœ has rmip instrad of r n p  in Beiliner. 
44. tha. 331. 



Reggio's text is very similar:* 

Finally, the Rome edition indudes more of the verse from Hosea but is still 
analogous to Reggio and Guadalajara:* 

Besides example missing from aie early editions, the rendioons of the comment 
Vary in their introductions of the examples. Bedinar has the word rm ôefore the 

first example and its parenaiesis and More aie last example; Venice is the same 
as Berliner. Guadelajara has the word pr before its last example ( h m  Hosea) 

and nothing before the citation from Ezekiel. The Reggio text introduces the verse 
from Ezeûiel with the word im, but has nothing before the Hosea verse, and the 

Rome edition introduces neither verse. 
The disaepancies in the exampîes and in their introductions, as well as the 

other srnall variar~ts?~ renâer suspect al1 the citations induded in the printed 
comment. Comparable examples written in the margins were often inoorporated 
into the text of the commentary, and later scribes wwld add words like in:, or pi 

to elirninate the seems of merging texts. While the verse from Song of Songs is 
obviously a questionaôle part of the cammentary, because it appears onîy in later 
printed editions and in parentheses, the other prooRexts a d  have been 

appended to the comment as A I .  The lack of intmâudons to the exemples 
supports this suspicion. 

Touitou stated in his work that phrases such as abt ~ N I  were indications 

of additiond material in the commentary.a This woûâ rander suspect the enbire 

comment fw this lemma and not just the examples used to support the gender 

45. /M. 
46. Ibid. 
47. For example, Beliner and Veniw have pb mn whem Guadelajara and 

Reggio have mn 7Is mn and Rome ku yb m. 
48. Touitou (1988) 21 4. 



representation of dove. The text of Rashi's comrnentary needs to be detennined 
befote one can decide wtiether Rashi ever used tenns such as ,IN m w  in his 

wwk. S i m  one w d d  assume he is stating al1 or most of his explanations, one 
might wonder why this comment requires a special assertion of authorship." 

The citations of Rashi in Tosafot can address both the question of the 

examples used in the comment and the comment as a whde. As Mai the 
commants expouxled above, the textul variants in the Mnted editions insinuate 
the presence of texhwd comiption and the need for malysis end restoration. The 
true depth of the m p t i o n  is obsared by layers of addilons, errors and editing. 

The citations represent a text that preceded many of these layers, and their 
representation of Rashi's mmentary will help sort through oie textual 
complexities of comrnents such as aiis one.50 

4. Missing or Added Comments and Phrases 

In general, the variants explorad in the previws examples did not alter the 
meaning of the interpretation, and while the authenticity of the comment as a whole 
could be questioned, the differences in letters, syntax and even prooftexts were 
significant on1 y in their contribution to the complexity of the textual minutiae. 

In the subsequent examples, the textuel endence will dernonstrate that 

even independent comrnents and phrases do not appear consistent in al1 printed 
editions. These erratic cornponents of the printed cornmentary indude distinct 
explanations that have no necessary comection to the interpretetion cornmon to 

49. lntenstingiy, in 8 msponwm by the Radbaz addmssing, in part, ~endef 
inconsistency in the Bible, he daims to cite Rashi on hhrl Nega'im 
(Leviticus ?3): onn nn u ww 07- onw wm mm n- yvh pm 5~ wnr 
m 3 p  ml) o m  nn n p ~ w  un %w nvn om un oiwvl owm on No sucti 
passage con be found in any of Rashi's commentaries, thus providing 
anothef good example of (ho difficulties with Rashi's text, but also 
demonctrating a probkm with the perœption of Rarhi's opinion regarâing 
masculine aml ferninine words in the Bible. Tqetha with the textuil 
inconsistencies in the printed editions for Rashi's comment for 8:11, as 
wll as  the^ use of 3 m  WIM. thb attributi*on to Rashi of a no longer extant 
passage on a rimilat aubject in the Radbaz magnifier the compkxitim 
involved in resolving the text of Rashi's commentary and understanding 
hi$ exegetical methodologies. t ~ n  nowm mnui, vol. 1, #336, 
mponwm 31. 

50. S w  alm 7:16 for a comparable emnple. 



al1 adiüons as weH as explanatory phrases that darify the idea expressed in the 

"regular" comment. The ovedl sense of the interpretation is usually enhanced 
M e r  than changed by these additional comments. 

(1) The third lemma of Rashi's commentary for Gen. 020 is a 
straightfomrard example of this phenornenon. The biblical verse reports that Noah, 
the famer, planted a vineyard after he and his family lefi the ark: w w  n) >nv 
073 yu'? rimuri. The comment far the lemma 0-13 w i  responds to the idea of 

how Noah couid have planted a vineyard if al! had been destroyed in the flood. The 
texts in Berliner. Venice, Reggio and Rome are basically identical. The fallowing is 
Berliner's 

The Venice text has the word 3x19 Hiilhout aie yod," end Rome spells wnv Mth 

only one yod;,= ooieiwise the editiom are the same. They al1 explain that when 
Noah entered the ark, he brought Mai him vine-branches (nmat) and shoots from 

fig trees (omn vm~). 
The Guadelajara edition of the comment has an extra phrase, darifying the 

meaning of o%n vm? The text is the following:" 

After the interpretation cornmon to al1 editions, this text has a bief phrase that 
explains the term O V N ~  as the stems from a fig tree. The likelihood that 

this comment was added on to the original interpretation is high, given the 

glosdike charader of the phrase. It explains an element of the explanetion, mther 
than the bibficel text, and therefore. seems more characteristic of a 
student leaming the commentary, as opposecl to the autharwriling it 

The abbreviated is not urcammon in exegdcal worlrs expiaining 

Rashi's interpretations,* and the ToQafot Torah commentafies might prwide the 

51. Berliner (1 905) 1 9. 
52. Rsshi MShabm, vol. 1,102. 
53. Ibr'd. 3334. 
54. Ibid. 
55. S.., for example, Gellis, vol. 1, 199, par. 34; 201, par, 50; 228, par. 4; 

234, par. 1ln. 



original context in which this comment may have been appended to Rashi's text. 
In other words, Tosafot Torah commentaries cite their version of Rashi's 
commentary and then comment upon it, and their interaction with it as super- 
commentary has the potential to reveal the s w c e  for the explanatory comments 
that do not appear consistently in al! edilons. 

The fact mat the pr[nter at Guadeiajara induded this phrase in his version of 
the commentary exposes the tanuity of his texhrel choices and the need for 
rnethodohgice! justification for estaMishing textua! rdiabilty. The presence of this 
obvious addition in an edited and "corrected" printing of the cornmentary confinns 

the visible level of m p t i o n  and magnifies the extent of its ~ubt le ty .~  

(2) In Gen. 8:12, Noah waits an additional seven days after the dove 
retumed with an olive branch and #en sends forth the dove again. which no longer 
retums to him. The verse reads: u3i nnw nu n W i  ovnN o % ~  nmw IW >nv 
trv 73% 37w m? The lemme cornmenteû an in Rashi's commemtary is the wwd 

>pt??i, and the explanation, in el1 the editions, explores the sense of the verb in its 

grammatical cons-on. 
The texts in Iht Berliner and Venice edition are identical. end read as 

foIlows:57 

The comment explains that the word >Q~?I has the rame meaning as >p?1 in verse 

ten, Hhere Noah waited another seven days before sending the dove out a second 
tirne. The difierem is that *?I in verse ten is conjugated in the simple form of 

oie Hekew verb (531%~ yn) and 5 ~ 3  is mjugated in the 

reflexive f m  (!mm pn). The word 3~ is the eqüvaîent of \py!l, "and he 

waited," and %??I is equivalmt to lnnq?~, or "and he made himsdf wait." 
The Rome text differs only very slightly h m  this version. lnstead of Nin 

56. See Rashi's comrmnt for the fint Iemma of 6:l3, and t 1 :2, where the 
Rome dition h m  an added phrase that dws not appear in any other of 
the printeâ venions of the commentary analyseâ hem. 

57. Beliner (1 905) 1 7; Reshi HeShd.m, vol. 1, 91. 
58. me dag.rh in the rrcond yod muka the assimilation of the n of the %nn 

canjugation. 



W i  \w3, this edition begins with 5n9r 1 ~ 3 .  In addition, the phrases 5 w i  11w5 and 

W m i  \iw> are prefixed with e 3 ancl are read \ w h  and )nu%. 
Finally, the meaning of the wwd W ~ I  is presented as \mm, with an additional 

yod, as compared to ]gpo~ in the other editions." 

The comment in the Reggio ediüon is not as extensive in its elmidation of 
the grammatical contrasts behnnan the two verbs. The text is aie fdlowi*ng:" 

Missing from this edition is the direct comedon of >Q??I to the reflexive form of 

conjugation: %mi \iw> nir. 
The text in the Guaddajara Wnting reads only: pan91.~~ The entire 

explanation of each verb's meaning and their separate f m s  of conjugation is 
absent from this version, and a cognizance of the grammatical nuances is 

assumed of the reader, 
The variants between Bediner, Venice and Rome and the Reggio edition, as 

well as between the thfee parallel examples and Guadelajara can be explained es 
haplography. With the Reggio text, the similar endings of %Y! and Mnv might 

have caused the scribe inedvertentiy to si@ the intewening muds. A sirnilar emx 
rnay have ocaned in the Guadelajara edition. since the word îhat precedes pmi 

in the other versions, is the lemme %p~. 
However, because the Guadelajera text is so different from the other 

editions, and the Reggio version lacks the phrase that balances the explanetion, 
one must consider the possibility that the original Rashi commentary was the 

single word in Guadelajara. The auxiliary phrases in the o#er editions eluamdate 
and facilitate the explanetion, but the lundamentel element of aie comment is 
the one-word definition in its dexive form. 

Like aie pnneding example, the e*planatory phrases that appear hem in the 
majority of editions Gan be regafûed as expianations of the comment, as opposed 
to interprebtions of the biblical te& A suent leaming the comment may have 
mted to himsdf oie grammatical darification, and over time lhis gloss was 

59. Rashi HaShekm, vol. 1,331. 
60. \&id. 
61. /M. 



included as part of the main exegeücal work. 
The variants in this comment demonstrate the importance of establishing 

the text of Rashi's commentary before anelyzing his exegetical rnethodol~gy.~ 

The issue of whether Rashi wouid have provided only one nuanced word as the 

explanation or whether he tended to be more comprehensive in his grammatical 
descriptions begs an extensive examination of his commentary to detennine 
patterns and tendenaes. Such en analysis, however, is Mile, mtil a reliable text is 
pubfished. 

The citations of Rashi in Tosafot can contribute to the resolution of an 
example like this by darifying the a m m t  of the comment k n m  to aie Tosafot. 
Like the example of the added phrase above, the additional phrases not induded in 
the Guadelajara edition might have originated as part of the Tosafot 
supercommentary on Rashi. As well. the possibility remains that the citation in 
Tosafot oould refled the longer comment h m  the printd texts, which would 

mean that the version in Guadelajara is, in fact, the result of suibal m. The 

generations of sustained comiption in the printed texts end in the manuscripts 
precludes an accurate analysis of only these witnesses; (heir potential for accurate 
testimony is bMed behind the layers of textual m p t i o n .  The Tosafot offer a 

resource outside the cornpîeMties of the extant teds. 
(3) The last example for this sedon msists of a comment that does not 

appear in all eôitions and mat could exkt independently of the explanaüon cornmon 
to ell texts? In Gen. 1 1 :3, the men of the gemration of the Tower of Babel are 
planning the construcüon materials with which to build the tower. The verse reads: 

Rashi's comment diswsses five lemmata; the second. iun, is the subject of the 

following analysis. 
The Venke and Berliner ditions have the same explanalion for the 

62. See also 9:3 and 11 :8 as additional examples. 
63. The following verses in Noab and IsW, Lekha are examples of comments 

that contain lemmata not addresseci in al1 etditions: 6: 19,822, 9: 10, 
12:17, 13:16, 13:18, 14:l. 
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authentiaty of both phrases. Futhemi~e, the pres8nfBtion of the la'az translation 
as its own lemma intimates its existence as a comment independent of Rashi's 
work. The appearame of a self-sflcient comment in different places within the 
commentary hints at an origin extraneous to the body of the work. like a marginal 
note, inserted erroneously into the text in varying loci. 

In the Rome edilon, the la'az translation is missing ~ompletely.~ The text 
reads: 

Exduding the insignificant additional words wri and nN, this text differs only in the 

absence of the French translation. The presentation of the la& as its own 
separate comment in Guadelajara strengthens the argument that the foreign 
translation may have originated as a marginal note, later incorporated into the body 

of the commentary. 
In general, the actuel la'az words in Rashi's commentary vary greatly 

between the different editions, probably because of the scribes' ignorance of 
French. However, scribes were paid to copy, not to think or understand, and the 

likelihood that they wodd dedde to omit a la'ar because of their lack of 
comprehension, or aven the la& of rdevancy for the commissioner of the 
manuscript, is slim. Moreover, the possibility that la'iizim w m  added into the 

commentary by students and colleagues of Rashi is certainiy conceivabie. 
Menahem Banitt has referred to a Frsnch translation of the BiMe mat was 

accessibte in an oral f m  to scholars of Rashi's time, if not before." This would 

suggest that students of the deventh ce- and later first leamed the BiMe in 
French, their mother-tongue, before progressing to higher levds of leaming 
invdving the Hekew tert and commentaries. In such a setthg, one can imagine 

68. /M. 
69. M. Banitt. whoin nbi mpnb wn viw üentmh Ds Viks Memotfa/ 

Volume, ed. E. 2. Mekrned (Jwusalern: Tel Aviv Uniwrsity Rewarch 
Authority and Stichting Fronika Sander$ Fonds, 1968) 252-253; M. Banitt, 
"Les Poterim," Revue des ÉWS Juiws f25 (1 8W): 2'î-24; M. Banitt, "La 
Langue Vernaculah dans les Commentaires de Raschi," Ruhi 
7040-1990 Hdmmage d Ephmim E. Urbsch, 412; M. ûanitt. "Le Français 
chez Rachi," Rachi: c o î ~ ( P a r i s :  Smhœ technique pour 
I'education, 1Q74) 1291 30. 



easily the French speaking stucjent having the need to jot down here or there the 

French translation of certain words. be they of the BiMe text itself or of a word in 
Rashi's commentary. Some of these le'erim may have orlginated from Rashi, 
instigated by a student's query or the result of Rashi's later editing; many rnay 
have ori-ginated from scholars, students, and sdbes, even generations after 
Rashi, who were teadring, studying w copying the text, and who wished to darify 
words or ideas for thernselves or ooiers. 

The resouces for French equivdents of dificult Hebraw worûs were 
certainly available, be they in the French translation of the Bible, in the French 
glosses that emerged in the eleventh and twelfth centuies, or in the work of the 
Poten'm, like Menahem Bar vdbo, of Ihe tenth ~entury.~ The question is whether 
Rashi's commentanes were a resource for French translations of Hebrew words 
or a repository for definitions assembled from dsewhewe. The evidsme from the 
early printed editi ons suggests that the answer is far from dear. 

Of seventy-two Ia'aUm counteâ in the prihted texts of Rashi's 
commentary on al1 of Genesis," only nine appecw in ail five of the early ditions 
examinad? and M. Alberts mentions hHo îhat do not appear in any of them? 
Twenty-six la'atim do not appear in any of the three early printed editions, Rome, 

70. /bide 
71. The process by which the le'azim wem gatheed is as foflows. The words 

t*, ri*, nbl, and t f v h  were seanhed in the Bat llan database (Bar Ilan's 
Judaic Libmry C D  ROM (Spring Valley, N. Y.: Torah Education Software, 
1994) to attain an initial list. Thia provided 81 sources. A. Damesteteh 
work, "Les gloses françaises de Raschi dans la BiMe." Revue dss Etudes 
Juives, 53-56 (1 907-1 908) and t ,  ova by Moshe Atberts, vol. 1 (New 
York: s.n., 191 7-25), both systernatic examinations of ewry Iaaz in 
Rarhi'o Bible comrnentwy, w m  then consuRed. Many of -60 words 
missed by the amputer wen not idenWted a8 Ie'ezim in the text. The only 
way to have found them would Mve beerr to have known the exact wotd, 
or rit leest the comment in which it appan. Othe? k'rwn that mmr not 
found mth the cornputer do not appear in the better known editionr of 
Rashi's commentay. and aimfm, vuers not in the text d the daîabase. 
Some of these m m  locateâ in the various ditions cwutteâ for analysis 
and some were not. An addiüonal ekven îa'arim were identiîied ftom 
mese soume. 

72. The wnes in Oenesis in which the îs'mirn are found in Rashi's 
corresponding cornmentary an: 1 : Z ï ,  3:24,4: 1 8,4:23, 1 1 :3, 14: 14, 30:37 
(rins >m), 30:37 (m), 43:' 1. 

73.25:25,32:33. A l m ,  vol. 1,94, 1 1 1-1 12. 



Reggio, and Guadelajara," end thirty-four do not appear in some combination of 
these three editions." In othw words, sixty /aWm are missing fiom orte or m m  
of the three early printings, but appear consistently in Venice and Berliner. The 
remaining NO IBWm appear only in Reggio and Guadelajara," respectively, but 

not in any of the other editions, induding Veniçe and Berîiner. 
The signiflcance of Ws data is puuling. The / a m  are considered to be a 

characteristic part of Rashi's commentary, and yet over 85% of them are missing 
from the early printed editions. In mis example, the missing la32 M m  the Rome 
edition is only the tip of the iceberg. While, histaically, the idea that 
Rashi may have induded French in his Hekew commentaries to help explain 
certain concepts to his non-Hekew speaking readers cerleiniy makes sense, 
textually, such a characterization of Rashi's exegetical methodologies is based on 

uncertain data. 
Since the texts of the printed editions and the manuscripts are m p t  and 

their obsauity among centuries of non-French speaking scribes and students 
increased the probaôility that the foreign words in parlicuiar w d d  be subjected to 

emor, the Tosafot's citations of Rashi's use of le'azim would heip to resoive mis 
question. Geographically and intdlectually dose to Rashi, the Tosafot inûuded 
French translations in their own commentaries. This fad predudes the argument 
that a la& of citations of Rashi's use of French rM8Cts a Tosafat lack of interest in 
such exegesis. Rather, a significant la& of citations of Rashi's French definitions 
couîd signify an inauthenüc component of the commentary. 

Independent phrases or self-sullicient commemts that do not appear 
eonsistentiy in al1 pnnted ediliom indicate some type of textual cmption. Utilizing 

74. The verse that contain la'aUm that do not appar in Rome, Reggio, or 
Alkahtz are the Rllowing: 18: 1 O, 22:3,24: 17, Z5:2l, 2~:17,2$:27,3&32, 
3134, 33:10, 38:18,40:1,40:10 ( 0 2 9 ~ ) ~  40AO (mm), 41:2.41:3,41:5, 
41 :8,41:15,41:19,45:2,48:7,49:6,49:11,49:13,49:19,49:20. 

75. Verses in which le 'eam are misring frorn Rome and Reggio: 1 R I  7, lQ:28, 
23:16.24: 14, 30:20, 33:l3,4l :5, U:2 .  Missing h m  Rome and Alkabeb: 
1 :2 (mm m). 41 :7. Misaing Imm Reggio and AlîcaW: 4: 18,23: 13,25:25 
(UIW), 26:14,26:21,31:10, 31:37,37:2,40: 16, 41 :4O, 47:7. Missing lrom 
Rome: t11. 113 (mm), 41 :6; M i~ ing  from Reggio: 15:2,20:18, 3032, 
30:37 (m), 33: 1 1, 37:25,41:14.43: 10. Mirsing h m  Alkabek: 1 :2 
(mm), 1:24. 

76. Genesis 722 in Reggio and Generis 14:14 (PI) in Alkiit+utz. 



the texts themselves to resdve the c0c~pOon funs the risk of developnig cirailar 
arguments. The data on the la'azim emphasize this cacicem. Rashi may not have 
inciuded French translations consistently and deliberately in his commentary. His 
exegetical methodologies camot be analyzed or even defined mtil the issues of 
text have been resolved. Employing the evidence of m p t i o n  from the printed 
editions, the citations in Tosafot c m  substanbiate texhial inmsistencies and 
propose authenbicity, or la& thereof. 

5. Diffenng Explanetions 

At times, the variants between the printed editions of Rashi's commentary 
are more substantial than alternative spellings, word d e r ,  or prooftexts. The 
actuel interpretation difiers from edition to edition. Exduding the lemma itself, a 
common core is non-existent. Choosing one comment over the other as the 
authentic Rashi implies that in the process of textual 
transmission, the original comment was omitted and replaced by a new one. The 

admission of such a possibility widens the depth and breadth of comiption 
considerably . 

(1) In Gen. 12:16, upon amval in Egypt, where Sarah's beauty is praised 
and she is taken to Pharaoh. Abraham is given sheep and cattle, male and femak 
servants, male and female donkeys, and camels. The lemma to be discussed 
States: ~1713~3 7w9n m3u>?, "and he did well to Abraham. for her sake." As a 

unit, the five printed editions answer the questions who did well to Abraham and 

how did he do so; however, no ediiion addresses bath issues. 
Belimts text has the fdlovdng ~ornrnant:~ 

Since the subject for lhe verb mm is not obvious h m  the verse. and the subject 

in the previow verse is the plual rim vw, this comment darifies that Pharaoh 

did well to Abraham for her scike. The w#ds in kedrets tell the reader that he did 

so by giving Abraham gifts. AccOrdiq to B d i W s  intfdducüon, he inâuded in 
square kackets an altemate v a o n  of the comment mat â i i e d  from the 



"standard" printed editions, and mat in his opinion, was usually (he better t e ~ t . ~ ~  
(Once again. Berliner demonstrates how he favwed the familiar text over the 
reading he felt to be textually more accurate.) The phrase nima 19 ~3 is not 

meant to supplement the first part of the comment but to replace it. 

The Venice, Guadelajara, and Reggio editions do not respond to the 
question of how Pharaoh did weil to Abraham. The mments  in these texts are 
venants of only the first half of Berîiner's version. The Venice edition has ou& 
m u ~ a  n m  ~ > u v  ;79 OuadeIajam nad3 rim argln MWJ nm 0 7 2 ~ 2  
mmn and Reggio indudes only the one relevant word n m  mm ouat>req 
In contrast, the Rome edition rellects the bracketed part of Berliner's ted. It states: 
n i m  13 vin> n7w3 39vm ounlrm 

Two distinct expianations of the lemma are revealed in aie printed editions, 
each responding to a different as* of exegesis. The majority of texts responds 
to the arnbiguous wbject of the verb 3WW. In other words, they dafify that 

Pharaoh did well to Abraham for Sarah's sake. The Rome edition explores the 
meaning of miam and expiains how Pharaoh did well to Abraham for Sarah's 

sake, i. e. by giving him gifts. Either comment is a legitimate query about the 

vene, and Berliner lets the reader decide the preferred version. The question as 
to Midi explanation, if any, Rashi nirote, remains. 

One can resolve îhis textual dialty and others like R in a variety of ways. 
In separate contexts, Rashi may have offwed different explanations for the same 
word or verse, perhaps like in a dassroom seWng, whm shrdents recordeci 
incomplete notes. He may have changed his interpletation in a later editing, and 

the alteration only affeçted rnanwuipts not yet in ciradation. Diffwent traditions of 
the commentary may have ~iTCU(ated,~ neither based. necessarily, on an odginal 
recension. As wdl, either comment or both couid have orlginated as a marginal 
note, embodied into the comrnentary et M m  points in its transmisdon. 

Rashi HaShsiem, vd, 1,130. 
Ibid. 340. 
Ibid. 
Ibiû. The plurai uni might be intended to reflet3 the phnl subject of the 
previous vene. 
See: Sonne (1940); Malchi (1982). 



Additional rnanusa'pts and early prinlings will orJy provide more texts 4th 

one or the othef, or maybe both, explanations. None of the versions can reelly be 

deemed more reliable (han thew early prinlings, because even texts mat appear to 
be reliable are generations later than the original miting of the commentary and 
may indude corruptions no longer detectabîe. The Tosafot, however. worild know 
the comment Rashi offered for this lemma. Their citations of his work c m  help to 
euthenticate one, both or neither of the comments offered for this verse. 

(b) In a similar example, oontmsting explmations appear in ihe pmited 

editions for the lemme ov D W ~ N  y p ~ ,  in verse 8:6," where, at the end of forty 

days, Noah opened the window of the ah. In Berliner," Venice,= and RomeP7 
the comment explains that "the end of forty days" rd- to the appearance of the 
tops of the mouitains: mm WM WVVI). The previws verse had stated that, 

on the first day of the tenth month, the rnouitain tops were visible, and then this 
verse began, "at the end of fwty days," and the comment linked the two dauses. 

The te* in the Reggio edition identifies the end of forty days as refemng to 
nmm ,r, m m t  n, - "dl îhe face of the eM(h had dned up.* AccOrding to the 

chronology of the biblical text, this ocaxrsd on the lrst day of the first month of the 
year six hundred and one (8:l3), afkr Noah had sent wt both the raven and the 
dove. The Guadelajare edition indudes both cornrnents. It states: D > Y ~ ~ N  y , 7 ~  

wuld be regarded as compiementmy or contradictory. Either the comment 
means to Say that the end of forty days is refmWng to the üme between the visibility 

84. The vem in Heblew ir: mni i w ~  rpn *nu ru mi or ovmn ypa mi 
85. Berliner (1 $65) 17. 
86. Rashi HaShalem, vol. 1,90. 
87. Ibid. 331. 
88. /Md. The Reggio text actually indudm a number of lines that, in mout 

eôitions, appar in the pmvious comment, and it repeats both the lemma 
mw om7n ypl, and the comment mnwi *r, rnnw tv at the beginning and 
end. The entin passage nadc ~ x < n  DM) mnn m ~ m w  ,N O* rn ypn 
97wn e u  nt pm )rwm unn mip mm vvmm m n w  w m  ovnn~wm im m~ 
.(niomn 9 s  nmw 1~ or, 1) TQD .WJ mn * O- nwW pwm mnw 
Because this emmple is concerneci mth ai. explanation. the textual focus 
war on the meanhg given for the lemma. l'Tt9 p.mnthens inmrted by 
the ditor of Rashi HeShabm indicate that the text ir emneoudy placed 
and should be mmoved (p. 308). For thme me8onr. the analysis above 
dws not tonmm b î f  with this idditional passage. 

88. /M. 



of the mountain tops and the drying up of the earai, w each comment stands on ils 
own and was errwieously appended to the oîher. The latter seems more Iikely. 

In the lengthy comment on the previous verse, the reîiebility of which is, of 
course, debateable, Rashi dearly refers to the idea that the end of the forty days is 
noted by the visibility of the mourtain tops. In addition, the comment couits sMy 
days riatirii 'rn 17nw ?Y 0mn ~ N ' I  I N ~ J W D .  The confusion in verse 8:6 cwld 

be accouited for by the similarity of aie a and the v in representing forty and sixty, 

respectively. As wd!, the sceneirios suggested fw the example above persist as 
possibilities. 

Both 12:16 and 8:6 are examples of comrnents that differ ammg the 
e d i t i ~ n s , ~  obviously demonsîraîing the compt state of the text. The processes 
involved in resdving these textual inconsistendes must inûude the literature of the 
schoiars who best knew Rashi and the commentary he wrote. The Tosaf~st's 
representation of Rashi's commentary thrwgh citations has the potenüal to offer 
this resource. 

C. The Corrupt Editions - The Standard for Cornparison 

The textual dificulties in the printed editions, induding bolh Ihe eady 
versions and the more popular later texts, are severe. Cornparisons of comment 
aRer comment demonstrate the meliaMe textual choices made by Ihe printers as 
well as the cornplex and intricate levels of mpt ion .  Despite this poor standard 
of textual quality, these ediüons are utilized muünely as the basis for exegetical 
analyses of Rashi's commentary. Textual ambiguities are commonly ignoreci in 

favou of the more familiar reading, a practice in Hihich Berliner himsdf engaged . 
The search for an accurate text is fnistmted by oie fad that these texts 

represent the extant commentery, and -le aie (wa huidred or so manuscripts of 

the work may dlar compelling alternatives, no aiterh have yet been devdoped by 

which to measwe the value, rdiability, a authemtiaty of the older, and less legible, 
remnants. Until a mechanism by Mich to judge lhe teas of the commentary is in 

place, the standard printed editions ae the anly te- to M o n  in such a 
capacity, alaiough with restrictions and qulilil[caüons. 



The acknowledgernent that the printed commentaiies are textually 
proMematic predudes utilizing them as the example to which other texts and 
citations should confonn. Obviously, the goal is not to reconstruct the corrupt 
edition. Nonetheless, an example is naeded with which to compare the citations 
and by Hhich to explore the processes of textual transmission and m p t i o n .  The 

imperfect texts must serve as tMs qualilied standard. However, employing the 
printed editions as the standard for camparison in no way allributes to them textual 
authority, and aie comments in them should not be 

considered more acarete than, for instance, the versions extracted from the 
Tosafot citations of the wwk. 

The variety of categories of variants above duadates the contributions of 
the Tosafot to the resolution of the textual diiailties. The assumption, ftom the 

beginning, is that the citations of Rashi in the writings of his students and relatives 
will reflect more accwatdy the original rendîtion. However, the Tosafot literature is 
extensive, scribal influence had an impact on its transmission as well, and at times 
the citation of a given comment may differ slightly from one Tosafot text to another. 
For this reason, the assorted versions of the commentary must not be discarded 
completely in favow of only the citations. Rather, the texts of the citations must be 

analyzed in conjuiction with the extant, but admittedly comipt, edilons and 
manusaipts to ensue a compnhensive appreciation for the intricaties of the 

teds transmission and to more acawately reconstnict a text dosest to the 
original. 



Chapter Two: 

A. The Nature of Citations 

Conformity 

The previous chapter demonstrated the extensive proMems with the printed 
texts of Rashi's cornmentary and suggested that. s i m  the citations of the 
commentary in Tosefot have the potentiel to represent a text dosest to the 
exegete's own writing of it, expiodng this r e s w c e  can help to resolve some of 

these textual dificulles and contribute to the reconstrucüon of the version. 
But citations by their nature are not unifm. Depending on the M t e h  objective 
for induding a portion of anothets wo& in his M, the amount that is dted, the 
degree to which the "citep reproduces the passage acarately, and the way in 
INhiCh the citation is referenced c m  alter ils representebion and reliability. The 
context in which a citation is induded in a Tosafist manusuipt is also integral to its 
analysis. Whether a given Tosafist work is an anonymous compilation of a variety 

of comments on the Torah, or a supero~mentary specifically on Rashi, or the 
work of one identified Tosafist can affect the way the citation is used in the work, 
the amouit of the comment dted. as well as vuhich comments were of interest to 
the Tosafot. 

The vafiety of Tosafot commentaries explored for this research offered a 
selecüon of the styles of the Tosafot in their indusion of citations and in the nature 
of their works in geneml. In addition. the topics of exegesis that ooricemed the 
Tosafot more regularly became evident. ln the fifty Tosafot manusaipts 
examined, numerous comrn&s were ated multiple times, and in varying ways, 
and many comments were never citeci at a11.I 

The issue of whether a citation of Rashi in Tosafot that represmts less than 
the comment in the pWed editions implies thet Ihe Tosafot had a Mefer 
comment. and hence the cornmentery was &orter, or whether they dted 
only a small of a longer te* is essential. Hwver,  the pmbiematic printed 
texts have beeri s h ~  to fail as an authoritrilive standard, cwid oie ambigwnis 

1. A total of 147 le6neto fm the ptinted te- of Raahi's mmentary on m 
and p am nevar àteâ in th0 Tosafot minim'pts vontied. 



nature of a citation predudes a stfaightforward coiledon of al1 Tosafot citations of 
Rashi and a condusion that this coilaclion constitutes the original commentaty. 
For this reason, mlil a more acarete text is fouid to serve as a standard for 
comparison. the printed editions and the citalons must help each other to 
eliminate the enws of tewhial transmission and the subjecüvity of textual ataüons. 

lnitially the cornplex and intertHIItned contextual factors contributing to a 
citation's framework can be fadlitated by a bipartite search for confonnity. If the 
textual difilalties in the pinted editions signify mpt ion,  and the Tosafot 
theoretically offer the means to resolve the proMematic passages. tften those 
comments that confonn from edition to editiori also could be substantiated in the 
texts of the Tosafot. Comments that do not display variants among the printed 
editions and that are cited consistently and identically in the Tosafot manusaipts 
can be deemed authentic. 

Similarly. atations of Rashi's commentary that appear regularly and 
consistently in the Tosafot manusaipts can be verified against the evidence from 
the printed texts for substanîiation. Citations that represent the entire printed 
comment can help resdve minor variants, and citations thal consistentiy bring only 
half of a parüwlar comment, suggesting that only half is authentic, can be 

considered in light of the kinds of vadants that appear among Ihe printed versions 
of the text, 

Akin to the search for confmity in both the prhted commentaries and the 

Tosafot citations is an appreciation for confamWty in content. In other words, those 
comments lhat are consistenüy not dted in the Tosafot manuscripts also hold 
information regarding both the interests and goals of the Tosafot as well as the 
authentic Rashi commentary. The question of whethew the absent comments 
were of no rdevance to the Tosafot or not presemt in thsir version of the 
commentary is a satient and intriate issue. Expiarhg the natm of those 
comments that are never utad Ml1 hdp to 8Ircmgthm Ihe arguments wpporling 

the reliability of lhe Tosafot citations of Rashi and their insight into me original work. 
This chapter will explore COHfOrmity betmwM comments in the printed texts 

that are identical and the citaions in the Tosabt manuscripts that 
consistently mpresent the content of the printed version. In addilion, variants 



of the printed comments that are not exactly identical will be examined in light of 
the citations in Tosafot that reflect them mabridged and invariably in their own 
works. The subsequent chapter will discuss the printed comments that, on a 
regular basis, are dted only partially. 

B. Identical Comments 
In Cve pinteâ editions, liM 383 lemmata Ath comments attrikned to 

Rashi, onîy nina were identifiecl as being exadly identicaL2 "Exaclly identical" 
means that neither a vav n c ~  a yod was diflerent, nor was any word aWreviated in 
some editions and not in others, MK was any olher fom of insignilcant mur 
excused or overlooked. In a text where so mud, variance exists from edition to 
edition, the most objective line of distinction was considered to be one that, at least 
initially, regarded al1 variants as equal, and tharefore excepted none. 

Of these nine comments, four are not cited by the Tosafot in any of the 
manuscripts ~ewitied,~ two are cited in only me manuscript,* one is cited in only 
two manu script^,^ and the remeining hNO comments are cited consistently in 
numerws mawscripts.6 

The issues that emerge from this division are intriguing. First. the 
authentkity of the two comments cited consistently in numerous manuscripts can 
be strongly considered. Second, the specific manuscripts that cite the comments 
not appearing in any of the other manusaipts examined shoûd be assessed for 
style, date. darity and relative value and raliability. This evaluation will help 
detemine the sigrMcance of the atations in these manwai*pts and their ability to 
offer a text of Rashi dose to the original. 

Finally. Ihe mtents of aîl these comments, as wdl as the Tosafot interest 
in those that are cited, should be ewplored in ternis of why the majority of these 
identical comments is not ated by Tosabt at al, and nrhether üley 

2. Gen. 7:s: 10:2: i1:lO: 12:13:14:2c: 16:4a: 17:lOa; 17:12b; 17:23b. 
3. Gen. 75; 17:lOa; 17:12b; 17:23b. 
4. Gen. 1012; 11 :IO. 
S. Gen. 14:2c. 
8. Gen. 12:13 and 16:Sa. 



were exduded because of lad< of relevame and interest or because they did not 
actually exist in their version of the commentary. 

1. Consistent Confonning Citations 

(1 ) Rashi's comment for Gen. 12: 13 almost certainly formed part of the 
original commentary. The lemme for this comment is ~ m m  >> av» p>, Mare 

Abraham asks Sarah, on their way to Egypt, to preterid to be his sister, "so that it 

will go well for me, for y o v  seke," and that he will live because of ber.' The 
explanetion in al1 five printed editions ducidates the sense of 4 m> and states 

n m o  3 im@ In other words, if Sarah pretends to ôe Abraham's dster, "it will go 

well for me" in aiet Abraham will receive gifts fiam the Egyptians. The comment is 
brief and simple and foages on the meaning of one word from the verse in the 
context in which it appean. 

This comment is cited in eighteen Tosafot mamscripts of assorted styles 
and from varying centuries. A review of each citation will help to explore the 
aiteria through which the cornmenYs authenliaty is assessed. 

(a) Warsaw 20427 is a fiReenthor sixteenth-cantury manwaipt of a Torah 

commentary. The maniscript is fairly easy to read, but dthough each lemme is 
identified by dots over the words, the comments within each parashah do not 
follow a sequential order. The marginal notes consist of both suibal ~ ~ ( ~ e c t i o n s  
and additions to (he main te*, and they al1 appear to be written in the same 
handwriting es the main text. 

To some extent, the various types of marginal notes are âifierentiatad by 
suibal symbds. The majodty d gosses is markeâ by a syrnbol like O- 

correspondhg to the equvalent o in the body of the text and signifying that the 
marginal note is meant to k inserted et that paint Occasionelly, one or more 
words in the margin are marked by dots above them. Sometimes, corresponding 
dots are pre- in the tex! to indiate lhe paint for insefüon; at other tirnes, the 

word is meant to be part of the kmma, alreaûy marked by dots in the main text A 

7. The verse in its entimty is wa rm>m * m> nN  IN rp rvur - 
8. Rashi HaShrkm, vd. 1 34ô, 129; Mrliner (1905) 23. 



nwnber of lengthy passages are unrnarked in the margins of 
the manuscript and appear to ôe late additions. Finafly, illustrations such as a 
hand with a pointed index finger appear in the margins on some pages; they 
appear repeatedly throughout the doaiment and seem to be moüoning from a 
marginal note towards the main text. 

The citation of 12:13 and the accnmpanying remsrk appear as fo l lo~s :~  

In the manuscript, the lemma and the subsequent abkeviation 'wr, have dots 

ebove the words. The phrase wn~ m m  ww is h m  Prov. 1 5:27.10 The 

essential probtern Mth Rashi's comment for this verse is the suggestion that 

Akaham was greedy and in search of gifts. The explanalion in this text daims 
that the dictum nylr n v m  ww relates spedfically to giRs h m  other Israelites, 

and therefore, since Abraham was hoping to recei*ve gifts from the Egyptians, he is 
not acting in defiance of the aphori'sm. Rashi is deaily associated with the 
comment n m a  3 im,, and the comment itself appan exactly as it does in the 

pdnted editions. 
(b) A second dtation of the comment appean in Oxford - Bodleian 271/2 

(Opp. 31), a fourteenthor fiReenthcaotvy manuscdpt of a Torah commentary. 
Riis text is written very small and is more diftiaJt to read than the previous one. In 
addition, the format of the pages of this manuscript is mique. Each page consists 
of a rectangle of text; within that rectangle is the main tetxt and independent 
paragraphs separated by space dl arouid. Each independent paragraph is a self 
contained comment, many of which caitain a citation of Rashi. This phenornenon 
does not predude the appearame of citations of RasM in the main text of the 
commentary as well. The manuscript does not contain any merking inâicating that 
these independent paragraphs are intendad to be part of the main commentary. 
Marginal notes are seldom prssent wtside the mctangle of text. The mason these 
passages are singled out liom the mst of oie text is unâear. 

9. Wanrw 204m [IMHM 101 121, M. 222b. 
10. The enth verse reaâs rrnr swm EUIW Yn xm ma W.  



The citation of Rashi for 12: 13 in this manwalpt appears in such an 
independent paragraph? The passage reads as fdlows: 

This comment is respanding ta the same issue as the previous manuscript. Mer 
oie lemma from 12:13 and e citation of Rashi's commentary, the verse from 
Proverbs is conîrasted to the idea that Abraham was seeking gifts, suggesting a 
flaw in his character. The passage then contrasts Abraham's actions in îhis 
incident in Egypt with his renisal to take even a thread or shoelace from the king of 
Sodom (14:23).12 The commentator explains that the king of Sodom was 
two-faced or mfty (\3 m), and $0 Abaham would not take anything from him, 

as it says in Prov. 23:6: "Do not eat the bread of one who has an evil eye."13 The 

Egyptians, on the other hand, were not two-faced, and so Abraham accepted gins 

The missing yod from the word vn in this manuscript's citation can be 

regarded as a simple suibal error or an uidear text. The previous worâ w-m 
ends with a yod and might accouit for the lack of one in the fdlowing word. In any 
case, h is representation of Rashi's comment still conforms with the version in the 

printed editions as well as with the previous citation. 
(c) L d o n  173,2 (Add. 11,566) is a fourteenth-centuy manusaipt, 

catalogued as ri suparcommemtary on Rashi.14 Each page of the manusaipt 

11. Oxford-Bodieian 271n (Opp.31) [IMHM 167391. The fsWo numben am 
ilkgible. This passage appean on the eighth ride, fmm the beginning of 
nwnu nwri. It is the wmnd sidr h m  the beginning of p *. 

12. After Abnhmi saMd Sodom hwn the kings of Elam. Goyim, Shinar und 
Masar, the king of Sodom Memâ Abraham the lwt in exchange for Me 
mtum of hir people, to which Abraham nplied in 14:23: im, nn uma on 
DUU nu * m m  ,IN i('113m FOI + SWN 9m npN om fiv,. 

13. Tho verw in itr entinty ir mnm> rm 9m ~>v m on9 nn DM %. 
14. The Margoliouth catalogue, CetaIogo0 of the & b w  and Semeritan 

Manustnpls ln the 8nOsh Museum (see Appendix C), de3Crjbes the 
mrnusuipt as e " s u p c o m m ~ r y  in the rtyk of the T o ~ s t s N  and in 
fact do66 not cal1 it a 8uper-coinmentary on Ra6hi a6 i8 rtateâ in the Me 
on the IMHM wialogue caid. 



places the entire Rashi commentary in the centre with a secondary or "super" 
commentary arouid it The assurnption mat the text surroulding the Rashi 
commentary is intended to relate directly to it shouîd predude the need to 

associate Rashi by narne with evew comment. In reality. the secondery text 
appears to be a Tosafot commentary that aAen refem to Rashi but is not 
necessarily meant to accornpany it. For this reason, Rashi's comments are 
identitied as such, other uiaffilieted comments are induded es Al, and citations 
of Rashi and the response to him often do nat appear an the same page as the 

text of the comrnentary itsM. The script is fairly dear and IegiMe, and marginal 
notes are minimal. 

The atation of and response to Rashi's comment for 12:1315 is kief and of 

the same concm as the previws exampies: 

Once again, the comment explains the contradiction between Abraham's 
desire for gifts (according to Rashi) and the adage from Proverbs. The citalim 
confoms with the previws examples as well as the printed versions, and the 

resoluüon of Abraham's character ilaw continues to lie in the spedllcation of gifts 
h m  lsrael. 

(d) P a n a  837 (2058) is a fourfeenth-century manuscript of a super- 
commentary on Rashi. Parts of this text are smudged and unûear, bul othenMse 

it is fairly legible, with a style that is easy to fdlow. After each lemme, Rashi's 
comment is cited with the introduction wm (which hm an arrow C above it), and 

most of the expianations that succeed aie citation begin with Ihe teim owm, 
dearly distinguishing bebmen Rashi's comment and the superamment. 
Marginal notes are inlisquent. 

The atation in this text is as fdiows:l6 

15. London 173,Z (Add. 11,586) [IMHM 49211, fol. 121). 
16. Pama 837 (2058) [IMHM 131351. The fdio numbem a n  Ulegible. The 

dM passage appean on th. rrcond si& of 15 15 n m .  



The explanation pmvided hem for Rashi's comment that Abraham was 
expectihg gifts liwn the Egyptians lies in the second phrase of 12:13, mat  my soul 
may live because of you." Since Abraham's life and well-being is to be dependent 
on Sarah, and since in 12: 16, the verse then reports that Pharaoh treated Abraham 

welt for Sarah's sake end gave Mm sheep and caffle and donkeys and camels and 
slaves,f7 the hnro concepts of wdl-being and the gifts later given by Pharaoh must 
be related, 

This interpretation of Pama 837 (2058) is not concemed Ath the diaracter 
of Abraham or the idea Rat he is seeking gifts. Rather, its -se is simpiy to 
explain the rationale behind Rashi's comment and the proc8ss mm which it 
emerged. This approach is deating direclly with the text of Rashi's cornmentary 
and less with its M interpretatian of the biMical verse. Despite the diffwence in 
explanation, the citation of the comment is the rame, and its association with 

Rashi remains wicontested. 
(e) The fifoi citation of Rashi's comment on 12:13 is found in a fiReenth- or 

sixteenthcentury rnanusaipt of another super-commentary on Rashi. The text of 

Moscow-Guentburg 317 is dear, with few marginal notes, but the handwriting is 
o f h  diffiailt ta decipher. The beginning of each new comment is identified wÎth a 

supra-linear squiggle resembling the letter L. Some comments begin Wth a 
lemma from the MMical verse followed by a citation of Rashi identified as 9 ~ 7 9 ;  

others begin uvith the citation and its designaton ~ 7 9 ;  and still others begin with 

only a citation fiom Rashi, but without the preceding souce reference. The reader 
is expected to recogize the origin of the quoted phrase. 

The varying styîes of presentation suggest an anthological natwe to the 

work. Comments on Rashi's exegesis of Geneds were colleded h m  varias 
Tosafot sources and Nicorporated in a new edition. without diminating the 
distinguishing charactewktics of each s m .  

The citation of Rashi for 12:13 in Mosconr-Guenzkrg 31 7 confomis to its 
representation in the other rna-pt~.~~ The comment mat fdlaws also 

17. The text at 12:16 is: o r m  7i~31-w 15-m m m  m m  0-7 
031)naj MN) m. 

18. MoscowLo~entb~rg 317, fol. 1 4 .  
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assertion, the MMical text does not seem to suggest that Abraham refused 
Avimeleldi's gifts. In verses 14 through 16 in chapter 20, Avimeîekh gives 
Abraham sheep, catüe and sewants. He offm him setüement in his land, and he 
tells Sarah that he gave "her brotheP a thousand pieces of ailver. The text States 
neither that Abraham accepted nor thet he refuseû these gifts. 

The diffiudties with this passage may k due to its later dating, the sources 
h m  which it was copied, or even the cornpetence of lhis partiailsr suibe. 
Nonetheless, the text of the citation is certain and the issue h m  Rashi's comment 
that concemed the Tosafot is consistent with the previous examples. 

(f) In Paris hdb. 167B. a Mteenthantwy mamscript of a Torah 

suggestion that Abraham expeds gifts in Egypt with his mîi~sel to accept anything 
from the king of Sodom persists. This manusuipt is w*tten in Eastern or 
Byzantine script and is very dear and legibie. With the exdusion of omitted Mxds 
or letters induded at the end of or above the line, marginal notes seldom appear in 
this document. The commentary incorporates interpretaüons lCwn numerous 
souces and citations from Rashi are identified es wm. Often, lemmata from the 

biblical text are not provided. 
The passage is as f d l o ~ s : ~ ~  

Rashi is cited in conformity wilh the prînted editions and aie other dtaüons 
examimd so far. The comment of w n  nort begins with the assumption and 
proof tom 14:23 that Akaham did not seek out gifts but in fact 
refiised them. Two reasons an, suppîied hers to expîain his deviance in 
behaviar. First. d m  the Egyptiam did not kKm mat Abraham was Sarah's 

20. Oasa ha-Yemni was a student of Rabbi Shalorn Ashkenazi of Neustadt. 

0 
He lived in Bulgacia and mte hi8 super-eommentary m Rishi in 1430. 
See. mBulga~a,m €4 vol. 4, 14û2, and Ilidin," €4 vol. 10, 121. 

21. Puris Wb. 16713, foC lm. 



husband, he did not want to offend them by refusing the gifts and nsk bdng killed. 
Second. he was responsible for a large entourage duing the time of a famine, and 
therefore he acceptd the gifts in d e r  to provide for them. M e n  Abraham 
became wealthy and he was not subjecî to a famine. he refused to accept gifls, as 
one can see fiom his response to the king of Sodom. 

(g) The atation of Rashi in Hemburg 40 (Cod. hek. 52) is the first that does 
not conforni exady to the previous examples. In addition, the comment on Rashi 
refrains It'om excusing Abraham's behaviowr. This sixteardh-oentwy manuscript is 

a Torah commentary comprised of comments d m  liom various sources. The 
primary text is vuritteri in üny handwviting which is faMy dear, although dificuit to 
deapher because of the size. Suranding the main text, on almost every page, 

are numerous marginal passages. These glosses contain no marking to indicate 
intended insertion into the main commentary. They are written in a larger scdpt 

and most appear to be in a diffwent handmlting. They also are accasionally 
wri'tten at right angles to the text at the bottom or top of tbe page. 

The citation and comment read the fdlowing:* 

The citation in this manuscript consists of only the w d  nann. still 

conveying the idea that in requesting Sarah to pretend to be his sister, Abraham 
would receive gifts. The absence of the words 9 5  ini? might be due to the brevity 

of this text in generat; it can also cal1 into quesion the authenticity of these words. 
The response to the citation of Rashi's comment contrasts the idea of gifts 

to the adage Crom Proverbs and suggests that pmaps Abraham feand being 
shamed or d i s c o v d  in hîs covewp, if he rehsed the gifls; therefore, he 
accepted them. Regardless of Hs fear, according to this text, he was not 
permitîed to have accepted them. 

General Conformity persists even with this citation. The idea that RasM 
commented on this lemma with regard to Abraham seeking giRs has not altered 
with the absence of hNo words. Fu-, the diîilalty justifying this behaviour 
with the verse in Proverbs endures, despite a negative intwpmtation of Abraham's 

22. HambuQ 40 (Cod. hebr. 52) (IMHM Qôl], fol. 101. 



actions. The disorddy presentation of the manuscript, the f reqmt abkeviations. 
and the numerws passages in the margins added by difierent hands. coud 
contribute to the discwnüng of these texhial variants in the citation, especially if 
the remainder of the manusaipts cite the comment in Confmity with the previous 
examples. If other texts refled this shorler comment, then more serious 
consideration must be given to the possibility that the authentic commentary 
wnsisted of only the word nimn. 

(h) The next citation was extracted from Hamburg 46 (Cod. hebr. 108)' a 
manusaipt of a Torah commentary dated 1828. The text is dear and legible with 

an inordinate amomt of blank space between the Iines, and very few marginal 
notes or intralinear corrections. The passage is the fdlowi*r~g:~~ 

Similar to the comment in Oxford - Bodleian 271/2 (Opp. 31), this text compares 
Abraham's behaviour with the long of Sodom (where he refuses to accept gifis) 
with his behaviour in Egypt, in light of the adage from Proverbs. It resdves the 
difliaJty with the suggestion that the Sodomites were shrewd and deceptive, and 
therefore Abraham did not accept h m  lhem gMs, in accordance Ath Prov. 23:6: 
"Do not eat the h a d  of one who has an evil eye." The citation is consistent with 

the other examples and with the texts of the pnnted editions, and the issue that 
concems the Tosafot exegete persists as Wl. 

(i) Munich 50.1 is an undateâ manusaipt of un m W 4  The text is witten 
very deariy, wilh few marginaî glosses. Rashi's comment is again àted in 
confmity with the previous doarrnent~.~ 

23. Hamburg 48 (Cod. hebr. 108) [IMHM 9421, fol. Ib. 
24. See Gellis, W. 1, 16 for a description of m m a ,  a collection of brief 

comment$ on the Tonh by WI mw r? pnr, ? who limd at the end of 
the thiitnnth century. 

25. Munich 50,1 [IMHM 16021, foi. 28b. 



The issue that concems this Tosafist, like those presented above, is the 

suggestion that Akaham was seeking gifts despite the pmverb m 9  nvnn NIW. 

Rie resoiution to this problem translates as "and it appears he pursues Israel's 
money because he lacks his ouun money, kit he is permitted [to do sol." The 

explanation intimates not only that Akaham was seeking gifts, but that he was 
doing so from Israel; however, because he hirnself did not have any money, ha 
was perrnitted to do so. 

The next nine citations of Rashi for 12:13 are al1 from variant manuscripts of 
the thirteenth-century work nrmr m a ,  written by Rabbi Yehudah ben Eliezer? 

The citation in al1 these c i m e n t s  is identical to its representation in the 
examples above and in the printed texts. In addition, the comment that 
acmpanies the citation Mefly conlrasts the sense of Rashi's comment to the 
phrase from Proverbs and then stipulates that n w  n w n  wrw refm specifically 

to gifts of Israel. 
(j) Vat. Ebr. 506, dated 141 4, contains extensive marginal notes on every 

page. but remains quite legible. lts text reads? 

(k) Parma 537 (2541) is dated 1466 and contains occasional lengthy notes 
in the margins in e different handwriting fiom the main text. The lemmata 
are written larger than the rest of the commentary, with addilonal Mank space 
suroviding the word or words. The passage in mis doaiment is:= 

26.  ell lis, 31. 1, 15. 
27. Vat Ebr. 548 [IMHM 5421, fol. 128. 
28. Panna 537 (2541) [IMHM 135û3], td. 13b. 



(1) Budapest-Kaufmam A31 is a fifteenlh-or sixteenth-wntuy manisaipt 
with few marginal notes. The comment hem is:= 

(m) Paris hdb. 168, also a Meenth-or sixteenthcentury manusaipt, is 
identical to the exemple from the Budapest manuscript:" 

(n) New York - JTS 1790 is a fifteenth-century manuscript. The writing of 

this document is extremely srnall. with parts faded beyond legibility; it contains no 
marginal glosses. Its text is also i d d u i l  to the previous e~amples:~' 

(O) New York - JTS L787 is a sirtænlhcentuy manuscript written in tiny 
script. lt too is frae of marginal notes. This text Iacûs the attribution of the 
comment to Aashi as well as the word piam. The mKd 7 9  in the lemma has 

become 1% These variants appear to be due more to sloppy copying than to a 

different original souce that should alter the pidure of conformity demonstrated in 
the above citations.32 

(p) New York - JTS L78Q. also a sixtemîhcimtury manuscript Mtten in tiny 
script, contains the same varSanai as above, except in this text the citation is 
attributed to its Q K I ~ ~ o T . ~ ~  

29. Budapest-Kaufmann A31 [IMHM 28331, fol. 27a. 
30. Paris hbb. 168 [IMHM 41551, fol. 14b. 
31. New York - JTS L7W [IMHM 240203, fol. 151. 
32. New Yoik - JTS L787 [IMHM 24017), fol. 9b. 
33. NW Yoik - JTS L788 [IMHM 240191, fol. lob. 



(q) Vat. Ebr. 53, dated 1458, is dearîy wtitten, Mth much space between 
the lines and no marginal notes. Its text reads:" 

The insertion of the word ~9 in the atation of the verse liwn Proverbs drastically 

changes the sense of the comment. Since it obviously does not rdect acawately 
the biblical source. it cm safdy be deemed a copying m. 

(r) Finally, Parrna 527 (2368) is dated 1412 and is wtitten in dear, deliberate 
script. Sorne pages have faded and are illegible, and some marginal notes appear 
throughout the doament. Its comment is no different frorn the examples already 
pre~ented:~ 

Seventeen of eighteen citations of Rashi's comment for 12: 13 are identical. 
In addition, the citations confm wilh the identical texts presented in the printed 
editions. The utetions appear in different styles of text, from various centuries, 
and in manuscripts of varying qualiües. The eighteenth ÜtationJb maintains the 
basic idea expressed in the orner representations and c d d  be a deliberate 
abbreviation of the source. The lack of vaciants in the pri*nted texts, together with 

the confmity among the citations in the ToWot mawscripts, strongly supports 
the authentic na tm of the comment. 

(2) The second comment that appears identically in al1 five printed editions 
and is cited consistently in the Tosafot literatue is the expîanation for the lemma 
-mi im >N mv, in 16:4. In this verse, Abraham has reiaîions with Hagar and 

34. Vat. Ebr. 53, fol. 15b. 
35. Panna 527 (2368) [IMHM 132331. The folio numbn for this document 

are illegible. This passage (IPPIUI on the 19th ride, or the third page of 
P If 3-• 

36. Hamburg 40 (Cod. hebr. 52) [IMHM QU], W. 1 Oa. 



she #wicei~es.~~ In the printed editjons, Rashi's comment is mwm n ~ m .  The 

remarû responds to the apparent redundancy of the word iiov, since if Hagar 

conceived, Abraham obvioudy had relations with her. The superîluws wvi is in 

the text to imply that Hagar conceived ltom their first encouite~. Similar to the 
previous example, Ws comment is short in length and simple in meaning. Its 

source is Bemshit Rabba 45:4? 

The comment for this lemma is cited in thifleen Tosafot manuscripts. Ten 

of these citations are in manuscripts of i-i?,W nrun With sîight variations, these 

passages ail question the posdb~lity of whether a women in fad can conceive in 
the Crst ocaxence of relations. They refer ta the comment in BR 454, which 

presents two oppodng opinions in this rnatter, and they condude that Rashi was 
following the opinion of Rabbi Levi, who argued that a women couid conceive 
mwui ïlU'373. 

(a) The passages in the nrin nnm manusaipts are the fdlowing. In Vat. 

Ebr. 506, dated 1414. the texts reads:js 

(b) In Panna 537 (2541), the difiïadty with Rashi's comment is attnbuted to 
Rabbi Elyakim:40 

37. The entire wrte is mm11 runu 2pni mnn 93 m mm un 9~ mi. 
38. The printed texts of Ruhi indude only one of the opinions rxpiwsed in 

the midrashic passage. Sec MK1msh êemshit Rabbr, d s .  J. Thooâor 
and C. Alkd<, 449450; and Miümsh Rabbah, eâ. M. Mirkin, 4th W. vol. 
2 (Tel Aviw Yavnr Pubfishing, 19861 887) 1 57-1 58. 

39. Vat. Ebr. 506 [IMHM 5421, fol. 13b. 
40. Parmi 537 (2541) [IMHM 135û3], foi. 15b. 



(c) Budapest-Kaufmann A31, fnwn the fitteenth or sixteenth cenairy, has a 
sirnilar text4' 

(d) Paris héb. 168, also h m  the flfteenth or sixteenth centuy. is almost 
identi~ak*~ 

(e) In New York - JTS L790, Rabbi Elazah opinion is exduded, despite the 

reference to its source in BR 454. In addilon, Rabbi Elyakim is designated the 

teacher of the author or scribe of mis text, a relabionship not menlioned in the 
previous ex ample^.^ 

(f) New York - JTS L788 is a dxteenthcentuy manusaipt of the wwk, and 
its representation of the citation and the comment also confami vuiü~ the 

41. Budapest-Kaufmann A3 1 [IMHM 28331, fol. 31 a. 
42. Paris h6b. 16û [IMHM 41551, fol. 17a. 
43. NW York - JTS L700 [IMHM 24U20], foi. lm. 
44. NW York - JTS L788 [IMHM 24018], fol. 6.. 



(g) In New Yark - JTS L787, Rabbi Eliezer's opinion that a woman camot 
conceive the first time she has intercouse is extended to suggest that she cm 
conceive during the second enamter.* 

(h) Except for the different name of Rabbi Levi's fa-, the passage in New 
York - JTS L789 is essentially identical to L787.' 

(i) In Vat. Ebr. 53, the issue that anses from Rashi's oomment is menlionad 
anonymously and not attrikrted to Rabbi Elyakim. In addition, the atation of Rashi 
itself begins numw instead of n u m .  Such a vadant does not alter the pattern 

of confomity demonstrated in al1 these examples, since the letter w may be linking 

the source of the comment to the actual words. withwt impîying direct speech and 
open quotatior~s.~~ 

(j) Finally, Parma 527 (2388) resembîes nunerous examples presented 

a b ~ v e : ~  

45. New Yotk - JTS L787 [IMHM 24017, fol. 1 la. 
46. New Yoik - JTS L789 [IMHM 240191, fol. 11 b. 
47. Vat. Ebr. 53 [IMHM 170). fol. la. 
48. Pama 527 (2368) [MHM 13233). The folio numkn in this document are 

illegible. This pcimage appars on the Wntieth ride of the manuscript or 
the fourth page of p p nm.  



The citation of Rashi, A i l e  the same in al1 these r n a n ~ s ~ p t s ,  differs, in 

fact, from the version in the printed editions. Wth the indusion of the word 
niwu, the Tosafot citations of Rashi follow the midrashic source for the 

comment more dosely than the printed texts of Rashi's commentary, which read 
only iiwm nmn.  The sense of the comment nnnains intact with either version, 

and the Tosafist concem with this expianation would apply with either rendition. Of 
course, the question anses as to whether Rashi's original comment induded the 
word, based on its source in BR, and then thraigh the process of transmission it 
was omitîed, or whether, as they examined the s u c e  of the exegesis for m e r  
darification, the Tosafot stuâying the comment added the word n-uvn,. 

The significance in the resolution of tMs question is minimal. Because the 
souce from which the word appears in the commerit is obvious, and the meaning 
of the comment is maintained in either version. detemining whether Rashi 
adually uwote the word rium in his commentary adds very little to the larger 

picture of textual c o ~ o n .  In a comment as simple and kief as this one, 
ascertaining the auaienüaty of mis partiarlar comment as a Mole is more 
important aian the minutiae. The ataüons can conlim that Rashi did write a brief 
comment on the lemma mnr 7rri 3u wv, and that his explmation was based on 

a midrashic source. 
The confmity among the Tosafot discussions of Rashi's comment in 

these examples is expeded sime al1 the above texts are nom manusaipts of the 

same work. As with We previous Rashi comment erplored through citations, the 
passages from the numamus manuscripts of iinv nmn are better explored as a 

mit, rather than ten single citations emerging tram menuscdpts of di f fmt  works. 
The confmity among these texts, while supportive of the potenlia1 auaienticity of 
this comment, can be negated easily by the argument that they all emerge from 
one original source, and henccr d e c t  only one representation of the ate(ion and 
the accompanying issue mat concemed the Tosalbt. Had the citations in these 

the variants might have suggested campdion in the transmission of this comment. 



At the same tirne. however, the conformity in the citations in m m  nnm are not 

suffisent to confirm its authdcity. 
Rashi's comment for 16:4 is ated in three other Tosafot manusaipts. An 

examination of these passages in mjurdion with the information fiom the nmb 

nnn' manusm*pts wi l  illustrate mon, dearly the text accapted by the Tosafot to 

have been written by Rashi. 
(k) In Warsaw 2W/27, the citation confms with its presentaüon in nnm 

ntrn? The comment explicaüng Rashi refers to the content of the passage in BR, 

but without the detail provided in the exemples above, and it points out a 
contradiction in Rashi between this interpretation and his comment for 1936. The 
text r e a d ~ : ~  

At the base of this comment is the question of whether a women can conceive the 

Crst time she has relations. The exegete addresses the issue by confinning that 
both opinions are expressed among the Tamaim. The persistent problem for him 
is mat. in different places, Rashi himself expresses contradidory opinions. In this 
verse, Rashi appean to support the possibility of a woman's ability to wnoaive her 

first time. However, in 1 9:36,= where Lot's daughters conceivecl from their faüter, 
Rashi comments the following for the lemma 1vrnP 

In this instance, Rashi States îhat althwgh a woman does not conceive tom the 
Zrst tirne she has relations, these parbicûar women were aôîe to take contrd of 
themselves and conceive fimt time. 

49. Warsaw 2 W 7  [IMHM 101 121, fol. 222a. 
50. The verse ibelf k: tn,= vb-nm m w  pmn~ 
51. The nndition cited hem is fmm Bediner (1905) 39. Minor wriants a n  k 

found among the other printed editiona. For exampie, neiaiw the Rome, 
Reggio or Guidelajefa etdiions indude !he w r d  W and the Guadelajara 
ediüon alone ha8 the phrase mur n m m  at the end of the comment. For 
further cornparicon, Rashi HaShIbm, vol. 1, 226,362. 



Unlike the wmments in the min, nnm manuscripts, mis text does not 

explain Rashrs comment. It adoiowledges (he existence of the variance in opinion 
related to conception and indicates that Rashi himself accepts both opinions. 

Whereas in mm nmr, the justification for Ra~hrs expianetion lies in BR. in the 

statement of Rabbi Levi, this comment does not mtionalize the contradiction it 
presents. Nonetheless, Rashi's affiliation with the comment for 16:4 is cartain, 
and the citation is consistent Ath aie above examples. 

(1) in Parma 837 (2058), the Tosafist comment atiempts to expiain how, 
despite the opinion of the rabbis, that a woman couid mt conceive her flrst time, 

Hagar was successliJ in such a feat.52 

The citation of Rashi in mis manuscript confonns with the comment's presentation 
in the printed editions; the word mwm is not induded. The reaction to Rashi's 

comment in this passage is a justification of Rashi's position despite the 
contradictory opinions expressed by Y*tn. Hagar may have been able to conceive 

her first time having rdations because of Abraham's extraordinary strength, or 
because he was able to have relations with her without causing her to Meed, or 
because Hagar herself destroyed her own virginity in d e r  that she wouîd 
conceive right away, lest Abraham and Sarah changed lheir minds and separated 
her from him. 

The explanations provided to mtionalize Rashi's comment express the 
same basic difficdty with 1 as do the previous passages. The accepted idea was 
that a woman could not amceive the first time she had dations. ln al1 
cases, though, Rashi's associath with comment. be it of thme words or Iwo.5J is 
undeniaMe and consistent. 

52. Pama 837 (2058) OMHM 131351. me folio nurnbert in this rnanusaipt 
are illegible. This passage appean on the We tmnty-third ride, or the 
eighth page of f n m .  

53. In other wardr: m m  ni*= or just m m  n m a .  



(m) Finally, Rashi's comment for 16:4 is cited in the fourteenthanhxy 

manuscript London 173.2 (Add. 11,566). This passage is the same in content and 
regarding the citation as the passages from the n tm nn3n manu script^.^ 

Similar to the examples above, mis comment justifies Rashi's explanetion as 
foltowing the opinion of Rabbi Levi expressed in BR 45:4, in caitrast to the 
opposing position presented by Rabbi Elazar. The citation of Rashi conforms with 

the other mamiscripts and the association of Ws comment with Rashi. despite its 
very slight variation among some texts, is inarguable. 

Through the use of citations of Rashi in the Tosafot manusuipts, as well as 
the identical representations of the comment in the printed editions, two 
comments, so far, can be deemed &ginal to the carnmentary written by the 

exegete himself. The citations of the comments conforni from text to text, and the 
discussion of Rashi's comment clearly assodates the remark with him. 

The variety of documents from which the passages were extrected M h e r  
supports the daim for authenticity. Generations of Tosafot stuâied not ody Rashi, 
but the works of their predecesson. as well. Thdr tendency to address similar 
issues, in similar ways, shouîd be expected. The fact that Rashi's comments are 
cited invariably in general exegetical works, in supercommenteries spedfically on 
Rashi, and in commentaries by identifid individuals, as well as in manusaipts 
demonstrating dinerent qualities of d b a l  îransmissim, Irnibility, anâ marginal 
notes, weakens the argument that the confwnity is d m  to Tosalist mirniay. 
Rather, these factors suggest the auuecy and consistency with which ToQafot 
cited Rashi in their works, as weîl as the central place Rashi held in their exegesis. 

that textual evidenco extractd ftom the Tosafist citations of Rahi can hdp to 
detemine the aulhenlidty of üw commentary. 

S. London 173.2 (Add. 11,566) [IMHM 49211, W. 14a. 



2. Limited Textual Evidence of Citations 

Three of the nine identical comments in the pn'nted texts of Rashi are cited 
in only one w two of the Tosafot manusuipts varifieci. The comments for 10:2, 
1 1 : 1 O and 14:2 are al1 citeû in Moscow-Guenzbg 31 7; in addition. 14:2 is also 
cited in New York - JTS L 8 l W l .  The nalue and quality of these manuscripts, the 
subject matter of the Rashi comment, and the Tosefot concem with R must be 

explored in order to detemine the reliability of the citation. 
Moscow-Gwnzburg 3 1 7 is a fifieenthor sixteenthcentuy super- 

commentary on RashiF By definilon, its style examines more cornments by 

Rashi, in a more systematic mamer, than a Tosafot wmmentary that refers to 
Rashi frequently, but not systematically. Futhermore, the varying ways in which 
the citation of Rashi is introduced, sometimes with an inîmductory ~ W W  and 

sometirnes without, was suggested above to indicate a compilation of comments 
by and about Rashi drawn from e variety of sources. lhis enthdogical process 
may have had as its objective the indusion of a comment on Rashi for every 
lemma. Finally, the late date of the manuscript, after îhe begiming of printing, 

might lessen the reliability of the citation, especially when the comment is not dted 
elsewhere. 

(la) Gen. 10:2 lists the sons of Japheth: Gomer and Magog and Madai and 
Yavan and Tuval and Meshekh and riras." The d y  lemma for this verse in 
Rashi's comrnentary is the word mvn, and the comment in the ~dnted editions 

reads: w ~ t ?  The citation and comment in Moscow-Guenzburg 317 is the 

fo l l~wing:~ 

55. See Appendix C. 
56. The Hekrw text of the verse is: omn lm hm VI YIDI au131 m3 m m 
57. Berliner (1 905) 20. Rashi HaSMhm. MI. 1, 105, 335. 
58. Morean-Gwntkirg 317 @MHM 47SBS], fol. 11 b. 



nt mm !ri n m  p 9  or, law N>I VD 1- ~ D W  m> nupn 5niui 
. . .O73 

The citation of Rashi in this manusaipt differs h m  the printed editions onîy in the 

word rit instead of II. The idea that Rashi is assoaated with the idmification of 

mm as v v  is certain from this passage. The concem in this comment is the 

reason why Rashi chose to single out mm for identification but did not comment 

on the names of the other sons of Japheth. 
The explanetion suggested by the exegete refers to Rashi's comment on 

the lemma ow 3 3 ~ 1 ~ 7  p w v .  in which he refers b a midrash that daims Cyrus, 

King of Penia, was a descandent of Japheai? In order to support the familial 
affiliation belween Persia and Japheth, Rashi takes the opporhnity in 10:2 to 
substantiate the relationship. By identifying mm as Persia. he is aMe to 

demonstrate thal Penia is a son of Japheth. Since Cyrus was king of Persia and 

a Penian hirnself, he too was a descendent of Japheth. 
The exegete also offers a second interpretation for Rashi's comment. He 

suggests that since 10:2 mentions the son m. and in most places 3 - t ~  and om 
are rnentioned together, Rashi aims to indicate to the reader who among Japheth's 
sons represents vw. 

The fact that the identification of mm as m appears in a variety of earîier 

sources,60 yet is only Mliated with Rashi in this one manuscript, and that in 
relation to the emergence of the printed editions, the manuscript is a late tex' of a 
supercommentary minimizes the rdiability of this one citation and renders its 
ability to authenthte the comment incondusive. 

The lemma commented upon is in Gen. 9:27. The vame is: rrrZ am% m 
1 ~ 9  nv vn ,mi ow 4 n ~ 3  pwi. Rashi's comment in Berliner's dition mads 
m w  n3,> o,~BN m v  Y %J C)N 0mm mm 5mw1 m 3 w  rnw ou, mis IDWI 
n n ~  mw vwm wpm m w  pvn m x ~  u m w   te^ w ma ns m m  w m  
ow >ni, cnmi). Berliner (1 905) 20. For textual variants, compare wiai 
Rashi HsShabrn, vol. 1,1W105,335. Rabbinic soums am Tmctite 
Yoma 9b-los, in which orn b amodated wiai w and BR 36:8 (Thdor 
and Albeck. vol. 2. 342-343; Mirkin, vol. 2,70-71) in which uiu is identified 
as a desœndent of m. Sec also 9m7 mpw m. eâ. M. Friedmann 
(Vienna: 1880; Tel A* s-n.. 1963) n%? fol. 1601, in which w PD w m  
i8 identifid as a desœndent of m. 
B. Yoma l a ,  BR 37a, P. hhgillah, vi*i nm 



The presence of the comment in the Talmud and Midrash, although not 
uncornmon souces for Rashi, intimates the ease witti INhiCh saibes and students 
had access to this comment and could have illcorporateâ it ont0 and eventually, 
into their own texts. At the same thne, the anthdogical natm of 
Moscow-Guenrburg 31 7 implies that this comment and its association with Rashi 

were drawn from earlier sources. Its citation only in this one manuscript may be 
accounted for by aie indusive quality of this text, and perhaps, not being a 
comment that concemed the Tosafot regularly, it is not mentioned in other works. 

Unlike 1 2 1  3, where Abraham's character was at issue, or 16:4, where the 

troublesome suggestion that a woman couid conceive with her first s e w l  
encounter was made, the readion to Rashi's comment in this passage does not 
have a greater moral or eâifylng concem. The explanation reiates directly to 
Rashi's exegetical motive and hence may not have been a question for regular 
consideration. 

(2a) In 1 1 : IO,  the verse relates that Shem was one hvidred years old and 
he begot Arpakhshad two years Mer the flood.61 Rashi's comment for the lemme 
wu, nna p ow darifies simply: >mm mu omw ~ w m u  nN f~51iiv3.~ The 

passage in Moscow-Guenzburg 317 cites the comment in confonnity with the 
printed ediüons and explains the fdlowing:= 

In this example, Rashi's name does not precede the citation of his comment, a 
phenornenon not uncornmon in mis text. The passage explains îhat the phrase 
"two years after the floodn refm to both the age of Shem and the fact that he had a 
son. In other words, when Shem was one hundred years dd, he had a son, and 
mis, the birth of his son and his hmdrecîth Mrthday, ocaned Iwo yean Mer the 
flood. 

Rashi's explanabion simplifies the smw of the ôibîicai text by utilizing the 

words of the verse and ad- one letter, W. The passage in the manuscript 
-- -- -- 

6l.Thewrw in the H e b m  isiurrrnnn~nm mwnmpow ow m m ~  
m n  WN omv. 

62. Rashi HaSiWem, vd. 1,117,336; €Miner (1 905) 21. 
63. Moscouul-Ouenzburg 317 [IMHM 475851, fol. 12b. 



darifies the probfem anliapated by Rashi, as d l  as the soiution he offered. 

Without the understanding that both aie birlh of Arpakhshad and Shem's one 
hundreth birthday ocarred two years after the flood, the latter statement of 

Shem's Mrthday wwld suggest useiessly mat Shem tuned one hundred years old 
at some point in his life. 

As in the previous example. the ability of lhe Tosafot citation to authenkate 
Rashi's comment is incondusive. The exegesis coud have originated with Rashi 
as easily as it could have bc«i a darityin8 marginal M e .  The sole ocCuTena of a 
citation in the manusaipts verified could be due to the later da!ing of the 
manuscript or the lack of an engaging issue in either the ôibiical text or Rashi's 
comment and not to a consistent c m  of Tosafot exegeds. 

(3) Finally, in 14:2, Rashi's cornment on Re lemma Y% is ated in two 

manuscripts. The biblical verse lists the kings upon whom war is being 
The final king mentioned is vr wri vfn en. Rashi's comment in the piinted 

ediüons states that yh is mm ow." The explanation responds to the feminine 

pronoun wn, which shwid be masdine if refeming to the name of the king." 

Rashi darifies that v b  refem to the name of the aty, mich according to the 

verse, is also ùnown as =IYX 

(a) The passage in Moscow-Gwnzburg 317 reads as f o l l o ~ s : ~  

64. Verse 14:2 is mm $m m v  mm $vm nm o n  P o  M nN m m  w 
lm-wrl lm pm m m Y 1  w3Y pl ~~. 

65. Rashi HaSIMkm, vol. 1, 138, 342; Belinrr (1 RIS), 25. me Rome eâition 
actuslly mads r v  ow instmd of vm oui.) 

88. In other words, if the phmm is meant to mad "and the king of ûela was 
T soat," than the m should bu m. However, cities am feminine, and 
thrmfon, the frmininr pronoun must be nfening to the narne of the city - 
"And the king of [the city ofj 6elr [which] is [alm k n m  as] TIMI.". 

67. Moscow-Guenrburg 31 7 [IMHM 475851, fol. 1 0 .  The word in square 
bmckets is r it appoan in the manurtript. Hamer, 1 appean to be an 
e m  beause b meaning is undm. 



The comment addresses Iwo issues: the question behind Rashi's comment. and 
the variant style in the intmôudion of this king in the bibîical te* The exegete 
explains mat Rashi specifies that Yh is the name of the dty because, if it refemed 

to the name of a man. it w d d  not read wri but wii. The proMem that remains is 

why the tex! does not mention the name of the king of &a, as it does with al1 the 
other kings. The suggestion is made that pehaps the name of the king of Y- did 

not express the wicûedness of the king as did the names of the other kings, and 
that in fact the names of the kings are not in the text in order for the reader to know 

the kings' names but that hdshe s h d d  -ve the evil within thern. 
(b) The second ataüon for Rashi's comment in 14:2 is in New York - JTS 

L819a/l, a sixteenthcentuy manusmmpt of a supercommentary on Rashi. This 
text is faded and ditlicult to read, and the comments do not fdlow the seguential 
order of the verses Hiithin each parashah. Each comment and supercomment is 
en independent paragraph that begins with a citation of Rashi. The passage for 
this lemma reads:a 

The exegete in this text is more concemed with the derash related to Rashi's 
comment than with Rashi's e@anation itself." He expoumis that Rashi's 
identification of ~h as the name of a aty suggests that the la& of a derash on the 

king's name and his vvickedness is due to the ide% that "their measure was not yet 
MI," and therefom his name is not specMed like the others. 

In both these texts, the citation of RasM confomis to its identical 
representation in the prlnted editions. The oommmts MW to the exception that 

easts with the menb'on of Y% in relation to the olher Mngs in the verse, as wdl 

as to the midrashic texts that expiain the names of the kings in light of their 
wickedness. The idea mat the omission of the king's name is a staternent on the 
king's wickedness, or lack lhemof, is wsily assumeci. 

68. NW York - JTS L819M [IMHM 240531, fol. a. 
69. Tanhuma n and BR 42:s (Thedor-Albock, vol. 1,408410; Mirkin, 

vd. 2,124) both explore the meaning in th8 various kingsa names. Nemer 
passage mrioons m. 



Similar to the m m e n t s  for 10:2 and 1 1 : IO, these Tosafot passages relate 
more to Rashi's exegetical motives and the ditiiwlties in the biblical verse than to 
an edifying diffdty with the suggestions made in Rashi's commentary. This 
difference may account for the fewer number of atalions of this comment in the 
Tosafot manusuipts. The style of Moscow-Guenzburg 317 and the late date of 
both manuscripts may also render susped the rdiability of the citations of this 
comment in them. The appearance of this Rashi comment in these partMar 
manuscripts is no more vaiuable than its confomiing presentation in the printed 
editions, most of which predate these Iwo texts. 

The incondusive nature of these lemmata that are cited only rninimally is, 
nonetheless, suppdve of the value of Tosafot citations in reconstructing the 
original Rashi, as well as of the importante of conformity to this process. The 
examples presented above mm 10:2,11:10 and 14:2 are not dted suftiaentîy in 
the manuscripts examined to be deemed unquestionably authentic or inauthentic. 
The comments a n  btief and directly dated to the verse, with Iwo of them havhg a 
source in rabbinic texts. Al of these factors can be assoàated with Rashi's 
exegetical methods, as well as with the naaire of suibal interfemme. 

The comments, however, are similar in style and length to one another, and 
aie Tosafot exegeses rdated to them also confwm to each other in ternis of their 
concems and interests. In addition, these miquefy ated comments appear in the 

same manuscript. and both manusuipts a n  dated quite late. Had a uiiquely dted 
comment appeared in an early manusaipt or had each uniquely cited comment 
appeared in a difierent mawsaipt, or had each been of a different exegetical 
charader, the lack of confonnity would waaken considerably the ability of the 
1 osafot citations to reVlect an a m t e  text of Rashi. 

By examining the ma-pts artd the name of the Tosafot concems, in 
the comments that appeared identically in the vnteâ texts, the conf6mity among 
the manusaipts in which the uniqueîy cited wmmenls appear and in the nature of 
the exegeses rdated to them allows for a stmger analysis of the citations, as weîl 
as of those comments mat aro not citd at dl. ln gemmî, the Tosafot tended to be 
more concemed with those comments of Rashi that raised a moral issue or 
challengeci an ediing concem. The simple, peshat-like comments of Rashi are 



oftm shorter in length and therefm are mare likeiy to appear idantically in al1 
printed editions; at the same time, they are less Nkdy to be of concem to the 
Tosafot. 

The next section will explore kiefly the remaining four lemmata in which 
Rashi's comments are presented identically in the printed editions of the 
commentary kit are not dted in any of the Tosafot rnanusaipts examined. The 
patterns of confmity established among those comments that are ated either in 
MI according to the printed editions or not cited at ail will help in the analysis of 
those comments that are only cited parlially, either consistentiy or inconsistently, 
based on ihe example of h e  printed editions. 

3. Identical Ptinted Comments Never Cited 

Four comments appear identically in al1 printed editions but are not cited by 

the Tosafot in any of the rnanusaipts verified. An examination of the exegetical 
nature of these comments will help to support the argument that 
comments not cited by Tosafot may have existed in the original cornmentary. The 

interests of the Tosafot may not have revdved arami Rashi's simpîer comments. 
Rather, those comments mat did not cany greater moral lessons (or in some 
other way stimulate or participate in controvewsy) may not have b8en disawsed 
and interpreted by the Tosafot to the same extent as olhers that challenged or 
questioned accepted practices and Wiefs. Disbinguishing betwwn comments 
that addressed issues that could have inîmsted the Tosafists and lhose that, 
according to previowly estaMished patterns of confmity, might not have done 
so, will help defend the authenticity of #ose commemts never cited. 

(1) Gen. 7 5  stetes that No* âid al1 that God had commandeci him: n3 vpr 
tn rmr ~ W N  533. Rashi's comment for the Irmma N WVI is m m  i11.70 

God commandecl Noah to do a nmber of lhings related to the ark. and h m  and in 
verse $22, the text relates that Noah did as God commanded. Rashi's comment, 
based on a midrashic s~uce ,~ '  identifies e x a l y  wMch command is being 
fdlowed far each statement of w m .  This verse M e n  to Noah's cornhg to the ark 

70. Rashi HaShrkm, vol. l , 8 l ,  328; 6edinet (1 905) 1 5. 
7f. BR 32:s (Thador-Albecû, vol. 1,283; Miricin. W. 2,30). 



after its building but before boarding. Since the biMical text esmtially dedares the 
same point twice - that Noah did aII that God commandeâ - the midrash is indined 
to understand a distinct meaning in each dedaration. Despite its midrashic 
quality, this comment is sirnpîe and related to the words of the verse and the 

context of the narrative. 
(2) In verse 1 7:10, God establishes through arcumddon the covenant 

between Himself and Abraham and Mure generatims. The text reads: w-13 m t  

-01 >D DD> %nn 1-m mi 1931 0393339 9393 nnwn 7wu. Rashi's comment for 

the lemma 03wm ~3 is rwm W 0n3n?~ The piuai osnr suggests that God 

is making a covenant with Abraham and his descendants. But H s  assumption 
renders the subsequent phrase in the verse, mi p, redmdant. Rashi 

darifies that ~ 3 ~ 3 1  refen to those descendants mat already exist, suggesting that 

the subsequent phrase refers to those generations not yet bom. 
The concem of this comment with the specific meaning of each phrase of 

the text follows the midrashic ambution of pupose and meaning to every word 
and letter included in the Torah. The explanation does not take the narrative 
beyond its basic context, and is not uilike the comment at 7:5. 

(3) Gen. 17A2 specifies the age at which males are to be dmmcised, as 
well as the application of the covenant to ôoth sired and adopted children. The 
verse reads: p h n  ~3 mpar na 7959 o3mt5,77t b 039 5nay o w  mnw pr 
Nin min N> ~ W N  732. Rashi's comment for the lemma qm ripa? is rwpur 
~ 4 r w a . ~  It explains that someone bought Mer his birth must also be 

araimcised. The simple darilicaîion defines a t m  perhaps unfamiliar in the 

context of babies and changes nolhing mm the meaning or implication of the 
biblical text. 

(4) Finally, in 17:23. W m  Abraham circumcises his son lshmaeî and al1 
the males bom to his househdd, as well as those prchaseâ atter they were bom, 
Rashi's comment for the verb 5nv is id8nfi'cal in ai printeâ eâitions. The verse 

reads: mi h m nqm h m i  ma ~9 b n~1m 5 w n w  nn onun npr 
DW>-N mx ut iwm ntn orn o m  onhv ?va n N  >mi o m n  nu wm. 

72. Rashi UaShakm, vol. 1,172,351; Beilimr (1905) 30. 
73. Ibii. 



Rashi's comment for the lemma >a31 is % ~ i  \IV>." It explains lhat the verb >D% 

and he armcised, is in the simple. active stem carjugation of the verb (5p lm). 

The reason for this grammatical comment might be the irregular conjugation of the 

root 'lia or the desire to diffwentiate between ottier uses of the mot in this section 

of the narrat i~e.~ As with the exampies above, the exegelical nature of the 
comment does not lend itself to profundities. 

The fou comments of Rashi that are identical in the printed texts not ated 
in the Tosafot manusaipts are similar in style and exegetical character. None of 
them addresses an issue of m m l  character, life lassons, or controvmial beliefs 
or practices. Rather, each comment foaises on a simple textual darification 
within the context of the narrative. 

4. Conclusion 

The examples presented in the above three secüons demonstrate two 
ûinds of confomity that both substanüate the aôility of the fosafot citations of 
Rashi to offer an acarate text of the original oommenta~. First, the confmity in 

the citations of two identical pritnted comments among numerous manusaipts of 
various styles and qualiües demonstrates (hat the Tosafot did cite Rashi's 
comments regulaity and consistently. Secondly, the confmity in the exegetical 
charader of those comments not ated at all, es wdl as those dted only minimally, 
elucidate the types of issues that concerned the Tosafot more regulariy and those 
to which lhey rarely had anything to add or need to explain or explore. Moremer, 
the confmity in the maniscript that contained ui'qwly ated c~rnments'~ ei ibi ts 
the ability of the manusaipts themsdves to manifast their own rdiability, quality 
and value in their presentation of Rashi's commmtary. 

Th8 second haIf of Ris chapter will examine those comments that are dted 
fûly and consistently in the Tosafot manuscripts but are not exadly idemtical in the 
mnted edilions of the commentary. This cOnfOrmity ammg the citations will 

Mher suôstadate the abnity of the Tosafot to detmine the tet. 

74. Rashi HaShaiem, vol. 1,178,352; Beliner (1905) 32. 
75. For example, h m  or in W. 17:10; 17~12; 17:13; 17A4 and osûm in 

17:11. 
76. MorcovuOwntbug 317 [IMHM 475851. 



C. Conforming Citations 
Certain comments among the lemmata of Rashi's work camot be idenWied 

as identical because of minor inconsistendes that do not alter the essential 
maaning of the interprelstion but nonetheless are present The variants in spelling, 
abbreviations, and conjuncüons that separate the textual version of each edition 
are the sort of inconsequantial variants rouünely overlooked when analflng 
citations. A degree of sdbal conuption is acceptecl in every text, and even greater 
textual liberbies are expected in the copying of someone else's representation of 
the original writing. 

Once these minor vanants cen be tentatively overlooked, the analysis of the 

Tosafot citations of Rashi's wmmentary on Genesis sheâs light on signifiant 
patterns of canfmity. Comments that are ated in m a 9  diment manusuipts of 
varying quality demonstrate uutiich issues are of interest to the Tosafot. More 
importantly, the numerws, consistent citations extractecl fmm these manuscripts 
support a texhial authentiaty to aie comments, despite the presence of variants in 
the pnnted editions. In fad, Men patterns of Confonnity among cedain citations 
were noüced and the comments then verified in the printed texts, the textual 
variants in them were minor and insignificant to the meaning of the interpfetalon. 

Since the @nted texts have been shown to h a W  mudr textual 
corruption, and their ability to serve as a standard by Mich to measure the 

contribution of the citations is temous at best, altemating the saurces tom which 
patterns of conformity are analyzed hdps to overcome the weakresses in the 
texts' ability to serve as standards for cornparison. In addition, issues of content, 
Tosafist concams, and manuscript rsliability can be minimized by approaching the 
citations both fmm the perspective of the problematic printed text and the 
mpredidable ata(ions. 

The exampks in the first haff of lhis chapter have explored cornments that 
are exacüy identical in the printed dtions. The citalions in the Tosafot 
manuscripts caillmed the Conlonnity of the printed text thmgh nunerous, 
consistent reprewntatiiaris of the comment in a vadety of exegetical manusm*pts. 
In addition, those idenücd cornments üwt wem not cited COHfOnned in t m s  of the 



nature of the interpretation, suggesting that lheir absence h m  the Tosafot 
manuscripts may be due to a Iack of interest on the part of the Tosafot, rather than 
a lack of authmüdty. 

The subsequent section MI examine comments that are dted compieteiy 
acaording to the prhted text and consistently in many kinds of manuscripts. With 

minimal and insignificant variants in the printed versions of these comments, the 
recUmng citations in Tosafot will be able to corroborate their authentiaty. 

In Rashi's comment on Gen. 6:13. airee lernmata are explaimd." The fint 
two are cited wnsistmtiy and frequdy in the Tosafot rnanusuipts, usually within 
a single discussion. The biblical verse reporls God's statement to Noah that the 
end of a l  flesh has corne before Him because the earth is filled witti violence and 
so God will destroy it. The Heôrew text is the folldng: 

Rashi's comments on  va yp (6:13a) and van v~ri nx% o (6:13b) expiain 

why all flesh was to be desûoyed. They also darify the purpose fot the phrase 93 

vnn Y ) N ~  m>n, sime verse 1 1 has already reporteci mat the earth had becume 

filled with The s a x c e  for ôoth his interpretations is fourtd in n m e m s  
midrashim .tg 

In essence, the comment for 6:l3a explains (hat Hiherever one finds 
lewdness (nw), indisaiminate purishment (~wmifrntm)~ befalls the wodd and 

kills both good and evil. In oîher words, "allllesh was to be destmyeô" because of 
the presence of Iewdness. The comment for 6:13b dames that the god of the 

77. The lernmata am: 3- a yp, oon yvm nu3n 3 2  and y m  nn. 
78. Verse 1 1 states oan yimi @ruil. 
79. The lollowing te* al1 dirans the indiaminate punisment ( m n m n n )  

that will befall both good and evii bacause of Iawdness. BR 26:s ('Th- 
and Albeck. MI. 2,246249; Mirkin, vol. 1, 195); LeviW. 239 (Mirkin, vol. 
8,49); NumR. 993 (Mirkin, vol. 9,211); Tamuma. m m  12 (Midmsh 
Tan/ium (Wanm), fol. 8b); BT San. 1 O(k; PT Sot nnn m. 

80. Sa! M. Jastrow, o m  w, vd. 1 (New Yoik: 1969) 81. 



seemingly repetitive statemmt reganjing the presence of violence is to speafy that 

their fate was sealed anly on accourt of the robbery they ~ornmitted.~~ 
Exduding mm nnm for the moment, boai lemmata are cited in îifteen 

Tosafot manusaipts; ~2 h yp alone and van w ~ r i  m>a 3 3  alone are each 
cited in one doment.  From Ihe tweive manusaipts of min3 nnm examined, 

both lemmata are cited in ten martuscdpts; w a  93 yp appears alone in one. The 

fact Nat both lemmata are dted in a parblder manusaipt does not suggest 
necessarily that both cornments f m  part of one Tosafot discussion. In some 
instances, each comment is ated at the begiming of its own explanatory passage. 

Since the focus of this sedon is the consistency among the citations, only 
the actual citations of the comments are presented for analysis. The discussions 
and cuncems of the Tosafot regarding these commemts are sunmarized in the 
analyses, as required. 

(a) Oxford - Bodleian 270 (Bod. Or. 6M) cites 6:13a as part of its own 
discussion and then paraphrases the sarne comment in a subsequent section that 
contrasts 611 3a with a citation of 6:13b. The texts read:= 

The citation of 6:13b in the first Iim sets up the proMem addmssed in many 
Tosafot manusaipts. Rashi's comment on 6: 1% suggests that the remson for h e  
destruction of al1 îlesh is the p r e s m  of lewûness, yet the commant for 6:l3b 
daims that the fate of the flood generalron was sealed sQecilically because of the 
robbery they cornmittecl. The redutim of this seming contradiclion in the hHo 

comments varies fiom text to text? 

- - 

81. According to Jastiow 478. owi h.r the meaning of violenœ or extoilion. 
82. Oxford - Bodkisn 270 (Bodl. Or. 604) [IMHM 1673ûI. fol. 30. 
83. See Gellis, vol. 1,204-207 for a seIection of Tosafot comments on aiis 

probletn. 



The citations of 6:l3a aid 6: 13b refled acarateiy the ideas expressed in 
the printed versions of Rashi's work. In order to demonstrate the disceinable 
pattern of wnfomiity in the citations of this comment, the presentation of the adual 
texts of the printed editions will succeed the texts of the citations. The pupose of 
this organization is to impress upon the reader the compalling evidence of the 
citations which then can be substantiated by the printed comments. 

(b) Pama 837 (2058) cites the following:# 

Like the second passage of Oxford - Bodleian 270 (Bodl. Or. 604), the comments 
of 6A3a and 6:13b in this manwaipt are contmsted; however, in this text, the 

comment for 6: 13a is deady intended to be an actual citation as opposed to the 

paraphrase presented in the previous mawsuipt. The phrase yp % w Ir  ri 
5n with its indusion of the lemma intmduces the quotation; in Oxford - 

Bodleian 270 (Bodl. Or. 6M), the words 7% rnY submit only what is learned fnwn 

the comment, namely that lewâness leads to indisaiminate pmishment. The onîy 
textual difference between the citations in each manuscript is the w d  mii in the 

first passage in Oxford - Bodleian 270 (Bodl. Or. 604) and nnrn in Parma 837 

(2058). Obviously, the presence or absence of the n does not alter the meaning of 

the interpretation. 
(c) New York - JTS L79211 indudes dtations of boü~ comments, each at the 

beginning of its own passage. The citation for 6:13a is:e 

The ferninine aw, which is z+u in the previous citations, agrees better with the 

feminine nr-irn. and bath wmnr4rt)iii and ~ w i n n m  art, Mned  in J a s W s  
opla wu as indisaiminrite p~'srn8nl.~ This suggests (hst variant 

84. Pama 837 (2058) [IMHM 131351, seand and third fols. d ru n m .  
85. New York - JTS L7W1 [IMHM 240221, fol. 68. 
86. Jastrow 81. Ris achirl words of the dafinition are: "punishment of men 

ngrrdbss of guik or innocame." 



representations in the citations may reflect different traditions regarding the 

spelling or pronunciation of mis term in its earlier souces and that it is not 
necessarily a saibal enar or textual inconsistency that arose in the transmission 
of Rashi's comment In any case, neilher of these variants affects the meanhg of 

the comment, mr do aiey alter the basic confonnity between the citations. 
The citalion for 6: 13b is identical to Ihe previous e~amples:~~ 

(d) Sassoon 409/1 disaisses both comments in one passage and the 
comment for 6:13b alone in a second passage. The Iwo texts are as f o l l o ~ s : ~  

The first passage presents the comments in a laoser, paraphrastic styîe as 
opposed to a verbatim quotation, although the essence of both comrnents is 
maintained. The words mm Iwa intimate an explanalion of the comment for 

6: 13b as opposed to a simple copying of the words. The citation for 6: 13a begins 
as a verbatim quotation. prefaced by the words m 1193~3 WT. The exegete 

intempts the citation wih the explanatory dause n w  y, to ensue that the reader 

understands the contradiction between these two comments. 
The second passage cites Rashi's comment in confoniiity with the 

previous examples and supports the notion that the refemce to the comment for 
6: 13b in the first passage was intendecl as an explanatory paraphrase. Textual 
variants behnreeri lhese exampies end the previws citstims continue to be at the 

levd of missing or added lettem, abhviations, and, in the first passage, the 
reversal of the order of the words 0 9 3 ~  0 9 v i .  The m s e  of the interpretation is 

87. New York - JTS L7W1 [IMHM 240221, fol. $a. 
88. Sauoon 40811 IMHM 93531, p. 6. [Page numkn am marked on the 

bottom of each page]. 



not altered nor do any of these variants cal1 into question al1 or part of the 
comments' authenüdty. 

(e) London 173.2 (Add. 1 1.566) cites the comments for both lemmata in a 
single, lengthy discussion. The citations themsehres appear as f o l l o ~ s : ~  

The presence of ,731 in the 8rst citation of 6:13a could theoretically raise the 

question as to how much of the comment known to modem readers was knomi to 
the scribe and intended as part of the "et cetera." The complete citation m e r  on 
in the comment confimis this text's confmity with the earlier examples. The 

citation of 6: 13b is consistent as well; the absence of the word >Y can be attributed 

easily to saibal error and does not challenge the validity of the text. 

(f) Moscow-Guenzburg 317 indudes partial atations of both c~mrnents:~ 

The use of m predudes the cornparison of the details of this scribe's rendition of 

the comment; however, the juxtapositbn of the hnro comments conlorms with their 
presentation in the other manuscripts and suggests that the actual texts of the 

interpretation conformed as well. The indusion of mr impîies that more text 

existed but was not cited, rather oian that the abkeviated comments were the 
original venions. 

(g) The issue of abbreviated citations is more complex in Cambridge 
1215.5 (Add. 1215,5), vvhere a partial citation of 6:13a. wHhout fui. begins Iwo 

separate discussions, and wmplete citatims of both 6:l3a and 6A3b appear in a 
third passage. The texts fdl~w:~' 

89. London 173.2 (Add. 1 1,586) [IMHM 49211, fols. Tb&. 
90. MostowcGuenzburg 317 [IMHM 475851, fol. Ob. 
91. Cambridge 1215.5 (Add. 1215,S) [IMHM 170781. foi. 12r. 
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(h) New York - JTS L791 presents this same juxtaposition in its citations of 
6: 1 3a and 6: 1 3b. The text in this manusaipt readsg2 

This passage is the same as most of the citations presented above, and the 

textuel variants between them are virbially non-existant. 
(i) Hamburg 40 (Cod. hebr. 52) cites each comment as part of its own 

separate discussion. The texts are the following:* 

Besides the hquent use of abbreviations in these citations, the one significant 
textual difference here is the phrase ne? # W W ,  which is cited as nin w m  nnlrw 
in the other renditions. The sense of the comment is not changecl by this variant. 
which suggests perhaps that the author was citing Rashi's comment ffom 
memory. One couid also argue that the very existence of this variant intimates a 
la& of auaienticity to the comment; hwver ,  îhe manifest confmity among the 
texts of the other manuscripts and in the meaning of the interpretation weakens 
this perspective. 

ÿ) Jenisalem 8'51 38 (6200) cites both mments in abbreviated fom. The 
indusion of pi31 in each citation indicates that the scribe was aware of more text 

than was Ming presmted in mis dament.  Uke H a m m  40 (Cod. hebr. 521, 
6:13a and 6:13b are ated at th begimuig of sepamte discussions. The texts are 
the following:w 

92. NW York - JTS L791 [IMHM 240211, fol. 7b. 
93. Hamburg 40 (Cod. hrbr. 52) [IMHM Ml], LI. BI. 
94. Jerusalem 0.5138 (BZôô), fds. 2a, k. 



The presence of t m  in the middle of the citation of 6:13a, with the words onw 
ovn induded at the end, Connmis the existems of the iest of the comment. One 

could argue that the mi at the end of the citation for 6:13b was added to the text by 

a later scribe vvho was familiar with a longer comment, but that the original author 
only possessed these first four words. Even so, the liequent 
discussions of whether n121 or >ta was the cause of the flood generation's 

downfall, as well as the parliailar comment that follows in this manusai*pt, which 
refers to the sin of 513, effimi Tosafist imwledge of a comment longer #an the 

citation above as well as an association of the comment with Rashi. 
(k) The atations of 611% and 6:13b in Cambridge (Add.) 669,2 appear in 

the same discussion in vvhich the concept of mn and ka are mtrasted. The text 

reads? 

Idenüfymg which aspects of this passage are intended as direct quotations of 
Rashi's comment and which are paraphrases of the ideas can prove dificuit. One 
could question legitimately whether Rashi said the words N>N QI- 713 Onhl  u> 
nutn >Y in addition ta the words >lin % H>N onn) N>. 

Since the issue bang addressed in this passage confms with the dted 

passages in previaus exampies, the sense of this text b e r n e s  dearer: the idea 
that in 6: 13a Rashi suggests that nul is the reasm for the flood seems to 

contradict his comment in 6:13b, where he states that the fate of the flood 
generation was sealed only on accourt of fheir sin of robbary. For this reason, 
6:13a is only citd up d l  the most devant Mwd, nui. The t m  indicates oiet 

more comment edsts but is not induded. 
The remaining part of the citadian is essentially a paraphrase of the 

contradiction of 6:lW anâ 6:13b. Using (he words of aie exegete 
expresses the diicûîy that h m  îhe dted phriwe of 6:f 3a, the fate of the flood 

95. Cambridge (Add.) 6(19,2 [IMHM 158Qû], fint folio of ru n m ,  ninth folio 
fiom the beginning of the ms. 



generation appears to have ben sealed on accourt of nw, but affmards the 

comment at 6:13b states îhat >II was the soie cause of îheir fate. 

In mis passaoe, the citations of 6:l3a end 6:l3b are not complete. In fact, 

the comment for 6:13b is not really cited verbatim, at all. Hawever, the infornation 
provided in mis atation regarcjing these two comments does not contradict or 
supplant the confonnity established in previws examples. Rather, the issue being 
addressed in this text corroborates mis citation's confonnity Mth 

the ebove citations and supports the interpretatiaur' preseme in the aiginal 
commentary. 

(1) Oxford - Bodleian 27118 (Opp. 31) cites 6:13a in one discussion and then 
boîh 6: 1 3a and 6: 1 3b together in amther. The utations are:% 

The first passage in this f osafot manuscript discusses wheoier good people 

existed at this time, because verse 6:12 states 9 m r  nN i w l  h nmvn 9 3  
ywn, that a/\ flesh had cmpted  its way on the earlh. For mis reason, only the 

relevant words h m  6: 13a, regardin9 the good and evil people (ow? DV~W) ,  are 

cited. The explanath for the incomplete citation is justifieci by the longer and 
cornpiete citation which appears in the second passage. 

The citation for 6:13b differs fiom other renâitions of this comment in the 

word ?tu; other texts cite the word o n m  (or mm). The root onn in its -3 

fom means to be sealed, and VI in its f m  means to be de~raed .~~  The 

sense of either word in the Confext of the comment does m t  alter the intepretation. 
The salbe or student in mis text may have been dting the comment tom 
memory, and the word onru was accidentally changeci to vu. The predominance 

of o n m  (or anru) in most of aie ateâ passages estabîishes the preference for 

this wmî's legilimacy as opposai to that of vu . 

98. Oxford - Bodkian 27118 (Opp. 31) [IMHM 187391, fimt fol. of n, n m .  
97. Jastmw 514,231. 



(m) Warsaw 20427 cites comments for 6:13a and 6:13b in the same 
passage. The text reads:= 

The citation of 6:13b is identical to the maiority of representations in the other 
examples. The comment for 6:13a is not cited in full anynihere in this text, but its 
content is paraphrased thmghout. The phrase 192 mu ~wrr,iBnx ~DN YY> 

nvtn 5 ~ 3  m n  mm p ON refm kCefly to aie words of Rashi's comment. M i l e  

it explains the main agenda for its inâusion in this discussion. that in 6:13a nul 
appears to be the reason for the fiood. whereas in 6:l3b the impetus is kr The 

words O'Y~I ~ Y W  J U ~ I  notri 333 yix 933 vnwn * p w  \w> Y>I confimi that the 

scribe had more of Rashi's comment for 6: 13a but did not see a need to cite it 

cornpîetely. 
The full citation of 6: 13b presented in juxtaposition to fragmentary 

representations of 6:13a continues to manifest oie canfonnity found in the Tosafot 
manuscripts among the citations of these comments. The lad< of a cornpiete 
citation for 6:13a in this passage does not widetmine this conformity, because the 

wntext in which the partial citations and paraphrases are presented follows the 
pattern witnessed in other documents. Moreover, no dement of the brief 
references to this comment in any way contredicts or invalidates the full citations 
in the other texts. 

(n) Vat. Ek.  48/1 indudes complete citations for both comments, one 
following the other. It then goes on to discuss the contradiction between them. 
The citations read as fdlows:m 

98. Wanaw 20M7 [IMHM 101 121, fois. 22W220b. 
99. Vat. Ebr. 4W1 [IMHM 1651, foi. 3b. 



Two minor texhial variants appear in this citation. The first is ~ W r n n t i ~ .  M c h  

is dose enough to the other renditions of lhis word to be a simple copying enw. 
The second is the phrase o9nn ov o m m ,  which appears in other atations as 

o m i  oaw (or onwl mm). The essential meaning of the phrase. that both the 

good and evil will be killed on accouit of the lewdness. is not altered with the 
version in this manuscript. The variant perhaps stresses thet, Mi le  the evil 
obviously wouîd be killed. in this parliader case the good are killed with them. The 

difierence in nuance is minisade in sigrMance end, as a whde, the 

citations of 6: 13a and 6: 13b in this text confonn with their citations in the previous 
examples. 

(O) Akin to Vat. Ebr. 4811, Leiden 27 (Wam. 27; Cod. Or. 4765) also ates 
the comments for 6:l3a and 6:l3b one after the other.loO 

This passage conforms alrnost identically to the majority of represmtations of fhis 
comment in the preceding documents. The textual variant of the phrase oawn 
~mri DY appears in Vat. Ebr. 4811 and can be explained in the same way. The 

words 9 w 7 f l 7 " ~  indicate dearly to the reader the end of the citation and the 

begiming of a discussion on it, and this confimis the limits inadvertently set in the 

citations above. 
(p) Similarly, Pans h6b. 260 has one passage that ates bolh comrnent~:'~~ 

The passage is rerninscent of several texts. The phrase vu NW appears in 

most remdilions as onnm NW (or onm) but is not unique to Ws r n a ~ s u i p t . ~ ~  

The seme of the comment is not aî twd by the change in w d s ,  and the variant 

100. Leidcin 27 (Warn. 27; Cod. Or. 4785) DMHM 173711, foîs. SMa. 
401. Paris h6b. Zo [IMHM 27830J. foi. 1Qa. 
702. Sem above, the ciWons from Oxford - Bodleian 271B (Opp. 31) 

[IMHM 167391. 



may represent a paraphrase that was transmitted e m o u s l y  as a verbaüm 
quote. 

(q) Vat Ebr. 4511 ates only the comment for 6:l 3a:'OJ 

The purpose of this kief, incomplete atalon is the definition of the word 
N>o.ranaN, and therefore the rest of the comment is not relevant to the exegete. 

While one certainly wuld argue that this citation is euidence of an original, shorter 
comment. or at least a sign of the langer version's questionabie authdcity, the 
confomity among al1 the previws citations wouîd have to be rejected as 
meaningless. Since the comment that accompanies the citation pertains directly 
to the ated part of the Rashi, the la& of !ni or the remainder of the comment 

does not undemine the confomity fouid am- the majodty of citations or 
invalidate the authentidty of the comment. 

Also, the lad< of a citation for 6:13b needs not question the legitimacy of this 

comment to the original work. Since even those comments that are induded are 
cited only for their relevance to the discussion that follows, the idea that some 
comments were of no interest to a partialar exegete and therefore not mentioned 
at al1 need rot be of any conseguence to their aulhentiaty. 

(r) Similarly, Oxford - Bodleian 271/2 (Opp. 31) orûy cites the comment for 
6: 1 3b:lm 

This text presents îhe comment in Conformity with the majodty of examples above. 
The lack of a citaoon for 6:13a can say more about the interests of the Tosafot in 
this exegetical work than about whether the comment was part of the original work 
of Rashi. Since both 6: 1 3a and 6A3b are dteâ mgularly in many manusuipts, 
their absence in any one partialar document does not discard the arguments for 
aieir authenticity. 

c ~ a t  €br.45/1 [IMHM W2], fol. 2b. 
104. Oxford - Wleian 27112 (Opp. 31) [IMHM 167391, second fol. of n m  

m. 



Rashi's comments for 6:13a and 6: 13b are also ated in the exegelcal work 
m m  nnm. Most of the manusagpfs of this work ate anâ diswss 6:13a and then 

present both comments in juxtaposition to each other in a discussion of the 
contradictim between them. The passages extradecl h m  fhese manuscripts are 
essentially the same in tamis of content, stnictue, and style. 
Hawever, considerhg that lhese are al1 copies of the same work, the variants aiat 
do appear betWBen them can proue very interesling. 

(s) Pama 537 (2541) cites the fdlowing:lg 

As disaissed in the examples above, the brief citation of 6:13a in the îirst passage 
is redeerned by a Mler citation in the second passage. 

(1) Budapest-Kaumiam A31 has a similar text:lm 

The comment that fdlows the citation in the first passage demonstrates that the 
f o a s  for this aulhor was the definition of the word ~ w n n t ~ ~ . ~ ~  This s p d c  

topic of exegesis could explain the akldged citation, which is subsequentîy 
presented in UI in the next passage. 

105. Panna 537 (2541) [IMHM 135001, fol. 8.. 
106. Budapest-Kaufminn A31 [IMHM 28331, fol. Ma. 
107. The author of this comment kamd the definition of the word 

mm~l from m, which is i n  Anmaic k>cicon compileâ by Rabbi 
Natan ben Yebiel of Rome (1035-f110). in the (mnai century. See 
Nathan ban Jehiel d Rome, 9wv m7 p pu 2137- n%m pv W. 
ds. AIexand8r Kohut and Samuel Kmirr, vol. 1 ~ d - A v i w  
1 g6$-lWO) 143 - nr31 'y1w n m w  um m mnnn 9. For more on 
Rabbi Natan me "Nathan ben Jehiel," EJ, vol. 8,859480. 



(u) Mm*& 62.1 also disaisses 6: 1 3a in one comment and then boîh 6: 1 3a 
and 6: 13b in a second passage, but the citations in this tex& are less complete, and 
the Irst comment contains signifiant  variant^.^^ 

In the first passage, the phrase mn nn nrn ~ r n  w w  appears instead of the 

standard n'iornntm nui BUID nnw. Havever, in the second passage 6:13a is 

ated in conformity with 0 t h  renditions, although in an abkeviated f m .  The fact 
that mm nnm is a recognizd, exegetical woik and not an anlhdogy of 

interpretations indîcates that the la& of texhial consistency from pamgmph to 
paragraph is suggestive of a large degm of scribal mpt ion .  Othewise, one 
couid propose mat each passage ori*ginateâ h m  an independent source and was 
induded in this one work of exegesis. While this may be the case, the idea that 

random comments were insefted under (he guise of r i t i n  nnm ducidates Mher 
the extent to whidi the copying process had the potential to alter an authofs work. 

(v) The citations in Paris h6b. 188 are almost identical to that of Budapest 
Kaufmann A31 :lm 

M i l e  the textual variants in aHMa citations an, essentially insignilicant, dnce they 

do represent extracts of the mrne exegeticd work, they arct mt8wor(hy, 
nonethdess. The wad mmh-nm in Iho iimt dtaüon appears as mmnm in 

the seconâ passage, and the phrase o u w  o m  is reversed in the 

108. Munich ~~;(@MHM 231 f8], foi. 6b. 
100. Paris héb. le8 (IMHM 41 551, fol. 7b. 



Budapest-Kaufmam A31 rendition. Many of these variants were exhibited in the 
non-min' nma manusaipts, but the textual imsistency among rendifions 
of the same text and even within the same manwaipt manifests dearly the 
degree of comiption. 

(w) New York - JTS L790 also has a similar textllo 

(x) New York - JTS L7û8 cites more of &13a in its first passage Ihan do the 
pfeviais examples, ôut it does not indude the dennition of the word N W ~ ) ~ ' I ) N .  

The second passage also compares 6:l3a and 6: l3b, but it d'Mecs sharply from 
the preceding texts:' 

The citation of 611 3b in the semmâ passage is pres8nleâ as par& of the discussion 
and explanation of the contradiction betwen Rashi's two comments. The insertion 
of the word D'YIV~ serves as a darifidon mat the evil people would be killed 

because of the 511, but tht, beceuiw, of the nnt, both good and evil ware to be 

killed. M i l e  the passage discusses the same main issue as the equivalent 
seclions in the 0th~ min3 nrua manusaipts, its prssentatians vary expîicitiy. 

(y) New York - JTS L787 fdlows the patlem of Budapst Kaumiam A31 
and New York - JTS L790:112 

1 O .  NW York - JTS L790 UMHM 240201, fd. m. 
111. N W Y O & - J T S L ~ M [ I M H M ~ ~ O ~ ~ ] , ~ ~ . ~ ~ .  
112. NW York - JTS L787 [IMHM 2401n, fd. 4. 



(2) New York - JTS L789 dMers orûy in its presentatian of the phrase w m  
w . " 3  

(aa) In Vat. Ek.  53, the discussion in the fint passage extends beyond the 
definition of NmDnnN, hi le  the contrast of 6 : l b  and 6:13b remains the same 
in the second passage? l4 

The m a r k s  that follow the citation of 6 : l b  indude a sscond citation of the same 
comment. This repetition intimates swigly a second exegetical passage 
appenâeâ to the citation and subsecpent deîinilion of mmm mat is cornmon 
to most of the mm nnm manusuipts dready examineô. W l e  (he citations of 

the Rashi commanb continue to manjfest Conformity liom one manuscfipt to the 
next, the texts of the exegeses îh t  Ulw demonstrate dstinct Wants. In this 
context of explidt textual comption, he minor textual variants within the citations 

1 1 3. NW York - STS L780 [IMHM 2401 91, fob. *Sb. 
114. Vat. Ebr. 53 [IMHM 1701, foi. 8r. 



thernselves are evidently insigniîicant, and their consistent confonniiy among the 
explicit conuption strengüms the argument for their authenticity. 

(bb) Finally, the citations in Parma 527 (23ûû) are more similar to the eaiiier 
exampies:115 

The abbreviated citation of 63% in the second passage is accompanied by 

and, as well, it cites a diffwent p a l  of the comment than is preS8nfed in the Crst 
passage. Moreover, since the content of the exegesis in the second discussion 
confomis with îhe previous exampies, one cm assume mat the author of this 
manusuipt loiew of a Iwiger text of Rashi's comment and chose to indude it in an 
akidged fwn. The possibility also rernains that aie mgginal varsion of nnnv nrua 
abbreviated Rashi's wmmants, and later renditions of the work compîeted the 

atation. In aither case, the citation of Rashi presmteâ in these two passages 
does not challenge the confmity estaMished among the other reditions of the 

work. 

Despite the extensive conuption of the text and content of aie min? nma 
supercommentary on Rashi, the dtaüons of Rashi themselves do not contain 

signilrcant variants, dther in t m s  of text or content. In fact, the Conformity 
manifested among the citations nM the manusaipts of mm? nnm is 

substanüated M e r  by theh wnfumity with üw ciwons extradd h m  the first 
set of Tosafbt manuscripts of vaying qudity, date, anâ exegetical nature. 

The examination of the manusuipts of ToSBfOt exegesis, incluâing the 
miri? nma texts and the extraction of confonnina utetions of the cornmen& for 

6: IL and 6: 13b advcmte for ihe tiuttmüdty of üwse corn- to the orlginal 
verdon of Rashi's commc#itary withwt requiing (he fauîty printeâ dilions to 
m e  as the standard for comparison. The citations on thdr omi demonstrate an 
ability to presemt evickm of RasM's woli<. 



When the texts of the citations are verified against the printeâ editions, the 
tenuws nalue of the gn'nteâ ditions is reinforced. and the reliability of the Tosafot 
citations is enhancad. The Venice and Guaddajara editions of the commmtary 
present the cornments most in confmity with the standard extracteci Wrn the 
citations. 

The Veniœ edilon reads the foll~wl*ng:~ l6 

The text of oie Guaddajara edition isY7 

The only difference between these two venions is the s@ling of ~mnrmt~. 
which does not have the vav mer the mem in the Guaddajara eûilon, and the 
wrds onm and onnn3. 80th these variants. rneaningless to the sense of the 
interpretation. are evidemt among the ditlerent Tosafist stations. 

The Reggio printd edition has one significant variant that did not appear 
among any of aie citatiod la 

The spelling of ri~wrnrhr,x difbm yet again, and this eâitîon pmfiss the word 

mm). The m s t  intmsting variant, howver, is lhe mKd nnr instead of nu?. 
Obviously a saibd rn rnimaâing the ward nui. lhis variant renders Rashi's 

116. Rashi HaShaIsm, vol. 1,74. 
117. /M.327. 
118. /W. 



comment meaningless. Rather than expiainhg that lewâness is the cause of 
indisalminate death among bolh gooâ and evil people. a d  thus God tells Noah 
that "the end of a l  fiesh has corne," the rendition of the Reggio text states that 

"this" is the cause of indisaiminate puiishmmt, although the subjed of the relative 
pronom remains obscure and uiintelligibie. 

Considering the prominam of mot among the Tosafot discussions of 

Rashi's comment, mis emw reinforces both the lack of leamedness among those 
editing the pn'nted editions and the gravity of the textual mpt ion .  Despite its 
recogition as lnvm orn or the "First Editi~n,'"~~ the text of Reg~io contains more 

signiiicant arrors than the variant mirnili0ae fouid among the citations. 
The Rome pnnting of the mmentery contains an additionel phrase at the 

end of 6:13a. whidi, without having consulted the Tosaht manusaipts, wwld 
have been considered a serious variant among the printed te-. This version 
reads: 

The phrase et the end uf 6:13a is the definition of ~wrnrfnm, Mich appears 

primarily in the nnm nrub manusuipts. The exploration of the citations in Tosafot 

exegetical works helps to diminate phrases and cornments that have becorne 
appenâed to Rashi's work but mat did not originate them. The ckfiniom of 
~wrmfnfin obviousîy f m e d  part of the super-comment, but wiîhwt the 

resovce of aie Tosafot citations, me valant becornes part of an 
edensive assortment ol phrases anâ words îhat may have beem eilher added to or 
omitted liom one eâition or m e r .  An andysh of T o m  exegeses and lheir 
relationship to Rashi's commsntary hdps to resoive wme of these amdies. 

The repeated p s a c e  of Ihis phrase in the To-t Itemtue again calls 
into quesbion the competemy of the d t o r s  of the printed eâitions. and it dso 

1 1 B. Onbnbwg 493; Rashi HaShcikm, vol. 1,309. 
120. RashiHa-Shi,bm, vol. 1,327. 



ducidates the inadequecy d these wor)(s to m e  as standard versions of the 
commentary. 

Finally, Berlinefs edition conteins only one minor variant. The text is as 
f0llows:'2~ 

The additional aaonym t'yr is in parentheses, presurnabiy because Berliner was 
undear as to whether it fomied part of the m'ginel commentary. He probably 
found the abbreviation in a minority of the rnanusuipts he consuIted, and hence he 
induded it in parentheses. Its appeamrtce in the comment suggests thst both 
lewdness and iddatry lead to indiscriminate puiishment.lP 

Almost every Tosefot comment consulted coiilrcisted nrn with 513, with no 
mention of idolaüy, and none of the other pcinted ditions indudeci (he aaonym (or 
the words) in its rendilon. Bdinets indusion of the t m ,  even in parentheses, 
demonstrates his tendency to be indusive in his choices rather than exdusive. 
His acknowledgement of shidemts' comments and suibal additions appended to 
the body of the comment@= does not translate into a 
critical apparatus eluddating these l e p ,  and the confomiity both am- (he 
citations of Rashi in the Tosafot as we(l as in their discussions of the comments 
suggests that Beik'ner's i ~ u s i m  of the aaonym was unjusolied. As with the 
other printed texts, the problematic nature of BefîiWs edition is rei*nlorced through 
the analysis of the To-t te- and lhsir utadions of Rashi. 

121. üeiirter(lOû5)14. 
122. Worth mentioning is the pmwnœ of the phrase in Rashi's comment 

for &il, for the Iemm nnmi. fh. comment kgkir r u i  mp, m. 
R ~ S M  H S S I W ~ ~ ,  vol. 1~73,327;  mi^ (1905) 13. me 

rabbinic source for thi8 comment is BT San. 56b57a, in which the 
pmftexb indiating (hrt the rons of Norb wwi comnrndrd against 
iddatry (IV) and m w  3m (of which mn is irrumad to k a forni) am 
dirnissed. RN linking d sexual impiopik(ies with iâohtfy miy have 
I d  to the indurion of t v  in Rashi's comment for 6: 1 k. (Sm Rashi 
HaShbm, vol. 1.73, fn 28, for othrr wrclr). 

123. ûerîimr (1W5) viii-ix 



Rashi's comments for 6:l3a and 6: 13b wen, establishd lhmugh the 
atations of these irrtetpretatims hi mcmnusaipts of ToQafot wwks of exegesis. 
From manusaipt to rnanuscdpt, the canfomiity in (ha citations substanüated the 
authenüdty of these remarks. It also m e d  as a standad for v m n g  the 
vanants in the printed edibions. Since neiW the prlnted editions nor any one 
Tosafot manusaipt repsents a diable version of the original Rashi 
commentary, patterns of conformity in both resouces must be established, 
elucidated, and analyzed in order for the commmb to be velidsted. 

In this example, the extraction of the atations h m  the Tosalot 
m a n ~ s ~ p t s ,  with the evaluation of the signMcance of the t e m l  variants, (or the 
lad thereof), established the pattem for a confming texL The subsquent 
verifidon of the printed editions mborated the evidence whHe supporting the 
notions both that the citations have much to contribute ta a textual analysis of 
Rashi's cornmentary and that the pdnteâ editions lack the texhral rdEabiYty 
popularly ambutecl to them. 

Rashi's comment for this verse consists of Iwo lemmata. The first lemma. 
rnn h a ,  will be the subjed of the suôsequent In the verse itsdf, 
God tells Noah mat he shdd  Mng to the ark (wo of "every living thing of all Iksh." 

The Hebrew text is: 

The comment addresses the apparent reâundancy of lhe phrases mn %r, and 

xn ha,  since one dause could have hem sulllcient to m v e y  the types of 

beings to be invited on the ark. Rashi's soufw in Bemshit Rabba (31 :13) 



suggests that each phrase alludes to a spcific category of mature; speafically 
that demons who are living but not made of nesh wcmr to k induded an the ark.la 

The citation of Rashi's comment f i  mis lemma appean in sixteen Tosafot 
manûaipts. Fauteen of them present Rashi's comment as oynu 
T e m l  vanants am- these fourteen manusaipts Mude the conjulction I 

preceding the mKd I % N , ' ~  an additional yod after the v in o v ~ , ~ ~  and the 

ddnite arlide on the word b>t~>uiri.~a T w  mdib'ons do not ebkeviate I%N.~~ 

None of these variants aiters the meaning of the interpfehtion MK requires 
profouid analyses. 

The Tosafot discussions regarding mis citation either explain the dificuit 
issue addressed in Rashi's int~pmtation~~~ or indude a passage from vvn  
~ 3 m 1  îhat expourds a mvefsation behmn Noah and a demon narned 

BR 3M3,  meodor-AIbeck, vol. 1,287; Mirûin, W. 2,24-25. Most 
texts of BR read nmiî *m. The lleodor-Albeck edition has omm in 
the notes to be appended to the phrase nmi  B m  as a variant 
reading. Both Ms. Vat. Ebr. 80 and Ma. Vat. Ebr. 30 of BR read Wm 
m n  only. Midnsh Bemshit Rabbe, COclrsx Va-n 60 (Ms. Vit. Ebr. 
80) (Jenisalem: Makor, 1972) 105, and Midmsh Bemshit Rabh (Ms. 
Vat. Ebr. 30) (Je~salem: Makm 1971) fol. 29b. Cf. also Miümsh 
8emshit Rabati, 61 (6: 1 Q), 66 (7: 16). 
OxforbBodleian 270 (Ml. Or. 804) [IMHM 167381, fol. 3b; 
Oxford-Bodleian 27118 (Opp. 31) [IMHM 167391, fint fol. of ni num; 
Oxford-8odkian 284 (Manh. 225) [IMHM 16752), wcond fol. d n m  
ni; Parma 837 (2058) [MHM 131351, third fol. of ru n w ;  New York - 
JTS L7W1 [IMHM 24û221, fol. (k; MorcouuLOwnzburg 31 7 [IMHM 
475851, fol. 9b; NW York - JTS L703 [IMHM 240231, fol. 9; 
Cambridge 1215,5 [IMHM 170781, fol. 1%; Paris M. 167/3 [IMHM 
41 541, fol. 1 û6a; Vat Ebr. 45H [MHM 1821, foi. 3a; Vat Ebr. 4811 
[IMHM 1051, fol. 4.; Munich 02,1 [IMHM 231 181, fol. Ob; New York - JTS 
L790 [IMHM 240203, M. 13b; Leiden 27 Nam. 27; Cod. Or. 4765) 
[IMHM 173711, M. 8i. 
OxfOr68odkian 270 (H l .  Or. 604) [IMHM 167381; N m  York - JTS 
l.7981 [IMHM 240221; NW York - JTS L780 [IMHM 240201. 
Vit. Eh. 45/1 [IMHM 1021. 
Laiden 27 Nam. 27; Cod. Or. 4765) [IMHM 17371). 
Oxford 270 (Bodl. Or. 601) [IMHM 16738) rrd MorcawOwntburg 
31 7, 
Namly, î h  ndundwry of th8 Wo ph- iro %m and vm a. 



~ - i p w . ~ ~  The confmity am- boa the citations and the Tosdst 

supercomments estaMishas the text of Rashi's comment for 6: 1 Oa, and supports 
its authenti~ty.~~ 

Two maniscripts from the sixteen present citafions of Rashi that differ liorn 
the Confming renditions in the other documents. Oxford - Bde ian  283 (Hunt 
569) cites the fdlowing:1% 

The sense of the interpretation is maintained in Ws variant citation, which explains 
mat the phrase 9nn b n  is different i bn  m 9x1 because it indudes îhe demons. 
The discussion that foilows presBnfs the conversation between Noah ancl the 
dernodj6 The textual variant couid suggest a paraphrase of the idea expressed 
in Rashi's commentary and hmce was nd intended as a verbatim quotation. 
Since almost al1 the citations are reîatively identical, minimal importance can be 
p i a d  on one text Bat does not alter the meaning of the comment in any way. 

The text of the citation in H a m m  40 (Cod. hek. 52) diers more 
significantly. It reads:'" 

Yrn is a yoke or a pair of worldng animais üed to a yoke.lW The reeson these 

anirnals would be singled out in the phrase mri h n  or 7w3 h a  is unâear, as is 

any potential relationship to demons. The subjed of the discussion smmûing 
mis citation is a cornparison of Rashi's viderstanding of the phrase mri hm with 

S. Buôer (ed.), am nw mmon o*rm mm (New York: Orn Publishing, 
19)7), n, ,t mm fol. 3 9  (p. 6 ) .  EurntiaMy, the dernon mpw 
mquested pmiuion to board the aik, and Noah tdd h h  h fint had 
to find a mate. mpv pmpowd mamage to mm the demon 
nsponsible for causing men to i o ~  their money. In exchange, he 
promised to give to mm rwrything ho wmed, and so they entefed 
the ark. 
See Gellis, vol. 1,21CZiS, lor a nkdion of Towfot corn- that 
accompany Rashi 6:19. 
Oldord-E)Od1eian 283 (Hunt 568) [IMHM 16751), fol. 3a. 
Seo note 165. 
Harnhwg 40 (Cod. hebr. 52) [IMHM 9011. fol. 6b. 
Jrstrow 1287. 



mat of the Gemamla and the issue of whether the animals were taken onto Ihe 
ark in pain, the number of which was not limited, or whether anly Iwo of every 
animal was pmitteâ to boad. In this context, the concept of m m  is not entirely 

foreign, although the signîficance of mis partider category of animal is dubious. 
ARer enplaining that the animaîs boarded the ark in pairs, and that seven 

pairs of the rituaîly pue animals was required, the passage condudes with aie 
thought lhat the explamtion ow 1 % ~  refm to the extra VBV on the tx3giming of 
the phrase Ynn %m.'s Since DW I>XW had yet 10 bi3 mentiOned in this 

passage, the r e f i ~ r e f l ~ ~  to it at the end is arious. MO~~OVW, Rashi's sou#, for 

mis comment in BR employs the words nlnn I,N, with ovw adâed to ththe 

phrase oniy in some rendit ion~;~~ the mention of this u n r e f m  derash in the 
Tosafot passage is illogical, and its comec(im to the exqesis mat preeedes it is 
dubious. 

Munich 82.1 contains a comparable discussion as in Hamburg 40 (Cod. 

hebr. 52). exœpt that the citaoon of Rashi m d s  ovw instead of In this 

version, the reference to the phrase ovrw ?MN at (he and of the passage is more 
logical. Since Rashi had nrst been associated wilh the phrase eadier in this 

discussion, the second citation and subsequent explanabion are not out of place. 
Rather the passage doses an explanation that m a n  with a presaMation of 
Rashi's comment for mn km in cmtmst to the Gemere's viderstanding of the 

same lemrna. 
The combined euidence of the anaîogous discussion in Munich 62.1 cnd the 

reference to D ~ P  ?MN at the end of both passages suggest mat the attribution of 
ovm to Radii is a saiôal e m . 1 4 2  An illegibîe word and a suibe's attempt to 

138. BTAZSla. 
139. In other words, we krcow dernons wem induded on the a* from the 

wnjundon wvat the beginning of 6:19, on ttta first clause - mn m. 
140. See note 125. 
I l  Munich 62.1 [IMHM 231 181, M. 6b. 
142. In Gellis, vol. 1,214-21 5, both mnwaiptr a n  pmented as nading 

au, mm for the won of Rmhi, de- Ihr variant in (h. Hamburg 
document. On one hand, this aüests lo the inoccuncy with Wch 
W i s  (mraikd the textual evidrncr; on the a(h.r hmd. th. 
unmfemwd omission of aizr ruppofts the considmtbn of enor in 
d b a l  transmission. 



deapher it in the conte* of me teds discussion could have reSU(ted in the variant 
atation. The lack of consistency in Hamkrg 40's pres8nfBtion of orinr 7 % ~  in 

the middle of the passage and ovw i f m ~  at the end attests to the feality of 

carelesmess with which te- nnre aRm wpied. 
The conforrnity among the majority of citations of Rahits comment for 

6: 19a and the suggestive evidance of suibal com~ption in the one citation (hat 
does not conform validate the aulhenticity of this comment. in a vadety of 
exegetical works, the Tosafot cmdstently atbibuted that same comment to Rashi. 
M e n  the text of the dtetions is compareci with the renditions of the printed 
editions, the commWs validity is confirmed M e r .  

The vanants that exist among the pri'nted texts a n  of the same insignificant 
nahre as aiose foud am- the citations. Al iive prlhted texts examined psent 
Rashi's comment as o w  b~n.'* 60th the Reggio and Guadelajara editions 

abkeviate the word 1 % ~  ( l m ) ,  and the Rome version reads ovw ?inNI.lU 
Like the previous exemple, confomiity among the citalions of the comment hdped 
to establish a text with which to evaluate the printed edilons. At the sarrte time, 
the trivial variants of the printed edilions corroborated the varsion of the comment 
extracted from the citations, 

3. Conclusion 

In this chapter, five comments have ben aulhenücated throu~h the 
extraction of citations b m  Tosafot mcvusaipts. From 383 lemmata, the nmber 
is surely not extraordinary, and the pfeponderous of intrngibies in each exampie is 
obvious. The analyds of various Todïst exegetical te- copid in d M  
cantuies by varying sdbes wilh d i  intentions and a range of abilities 
compîicates the process draconrbucling lhe orlqinel tcuct of Rashi; the lad< of a 
standard text with nihidi b annpers îhe citalions rwidem Iheir evafualion rnorr, 

cornplex MI. 
Patlms ofcmfamity erplofed both I b n  Iha pempdve ofme printed 

ditions and fbm üw findings in the te- of the citations dmplHy lhese 



complexities. The exemples anaiyzed above have demonstrated that the citations 
in the Tosefot manusdpts cm cmîirm the renditions of the ureliabîe pintecl te- 
as Ml as ofler expianations for some variants. At the seme tim, the authsnoaty 
of Rashi's comments that appear corwistently in the Tosefot menusuipts can be 
substanliated by the types d variants that appear in the venions of #e printed 

edif ons. This bipartite search for confomiity fedlitates the cornparetive analysis 
that lacks a standard for comparlson. 

These pettems of canfomiity duddate the eMlity of the Tosafat 
manusaipts to help recwer the authenlic Rashi and to both corred and expiain 
the enws of the pdnted editions. H m v w ,  viol now, the examples explad al1 
addressed the citations of cornmm that were, accotding to the texts of the 

pn'nted edidons, dted in MI. The more common p l m m m  in the Tosafot 
rnanwuipts is the appearance of cornments that are cited consistenlly and that 
condinie to manifest dear padtems of confonnjty but mat, aocording to the texts of 
the printed edilions, are not complete ÛtEIüms. Pattems of confomiity among 
partial citations of numeror# printeâ cornmm coûd alter signincanüy the popular 
perception of what constitutes Rashi's work. 

The need to estaMish (ho ability of the Tosafot manwa~*pts and thair 
citations of Rashi ta indirectly, yet aitically, assess the Mnted texts of Rashi and 
to validate comments to the work, was e s m a l  to the process of 
legitimizing the methodology. In the subsequent chapters, the analysis of the 
partial citaîions will fdlow lhe same bipartite appmach to ConformiW. RBther (han 
confirming and cornrcîing the versions of the pn0nted edi(ions. these examples will 

demonstrate the ability of the Tosafot to d k  iimwaîive and inbSguing resouces 
for rsconsbuai*ng the original commentary. 



Chapter Three: Partial Citations 

A citation of anotheîs work in m ' s  mm impîks a selected phrase or 
paragraph induded for 8 spedfic pvpose. The authof chooses to cite only the 

passages most pertinent to his or her own arguments and obviocwly does not 
recopy Iha entire work when the issues devant to hisher m m  agenda comprise 
only a few words. 

When compareci with the printeâ texts of the commentary, many citations 
of Rashi exttacted from the Tosefot manuscripts are parîial or incomplete. 
Occasionally, lhey seem to be aabkviated because of the exegete4s parlicûar 
concems for e given comment The mtent  of Ihe expianatory remark, the 
disagreement or the aitidsm of the Tosalist foarses on a very speafic part of 
Rashi's comment, and a citation of the antire inteqwetation is aierefwe 
unecessary. However, when numemus manwruipts of varyigng style, date, and 
quality cmsistenüy cite only part of a comment, the aulhenticity of the mitecl 
portion of the comment must be considered. Mu)tiple citations mat, with consistent 
aonfomity, represent only part of Rashi's printeû cmfnerit suggest mat me text 
utilized by the Tosafot may have bmm shorter in Iength lhan the te- availabie 
today and that cenhries of textual transmission have resuited in covitless 
additions to the original work mat are no longer detmMe trom an examination of 
the Rashi editions aiemsdves. 

This chapter will examine Iwo comments u t d  by TorraOt consistently and 
similarly in numerous manusaipts. but mat, according to the example set by the 
prl*nted editions, are consideml incompîete citations. The Conformity am- aie 
partial atations intimates that th abkeviated citation rspresmts the ûue, 
complete text of Rashi, and that the lmier oommcmt naw prsserit in the @ntd 
eâitiom, is not autfmtic to the original work. The process of maîysis is dmilar to 
that devdoped in the previauo chspter. The variants in the printeâ editions Ml be 
examined and considemi in the light of potentid comqtion introduceâ through 



the text of Rashi's commcmtary and for assessing aitically and decipherkig the 
multitude of additional Iayws embodid in the printed versions. 

1. Genesis 9:23 

Shem and Japhet, upon hearing liorn lheir brother Ham of their fathets 
dnnken and neked state, covered Noah with a garnient and exiteâ the tent without 

viewing his nakedness. The verse reads: 

As f m d  in the printed editiomr, Rashi's comment addresses the lemma w npv 
nm, Um~m%w 9 w  UdJUn WU 9~ UmULbAJ sUsgWsqUn Uq 

su3 v L h  npf, rather than what might be expeded to accompany the plual 

subject. Since both Shem and Japhet covered Noah, the verb shouîd have read 
nipi. Based on midrashic sou ce^,^ the comment explains that the singular f m  

npr teaches that Shem was m m  devoted to the effort to 1LMII the commandment 

of safeguarding their fathefs honour lhan was Japhet For this mason, his 
descendants were privileged to assume oie commandment of wearing n'r33, and 

Japhet eamed the pn*vilege of M a l  for his progeny. A prooRext Ezekiei 39:11 
is induded to justify the comectim belween Japhet and the privilege of M a l ?  and 
then lsaiah 20:4 is dteâ as testimany to the fate of Ham's descendants because of 
the disgnce he caused Noah? 

The variants ammg the pn*nted edioonr, are minimai in t m s  of meir 
dgniiicance to the meaning of me comment; h w v w ,  n u m a s  phrases and 
words â i i  Wrn W~tion to dtion. bolh in lheir pfesencs or absence and in the 
syntax or d e r  in which they appear in the comment. Bdi-s edition has the 



The text in the Venice editian contains only a fw ~Mw-s:~ 

This version of the comment has am3 instead of 33n3 and m> instead of ID>. In 

addition, the word )?O is absent, and rather than the phrase mnp9 ~'?n nt, this 

The variants in the Guadelajara edition condst more of plusses and 
minuses than simple letter changes! 

In this rendition, the phrase npv N>N is absent and the comment itsen begins Mth 

a m  V N  inpi rather than mpr (1~3)  mn VN. The words oui 5v are aloo absent; 

instead, the propar nwn ow fdlaws the verb y ~ m .  In place of Ihe phmse 131 

m a @  r>n (or the equivalent variant in Vdœ), this text reads mm* DI m3 ml 
>nw, ymu, differing both in Ihe placement of îhe refsrsnco to Japhet's pfogeny 

and in the addition of the phrase ~ N - W  vm. In the pmftext hom Ezekiel39:11, 

the word mpn is not induded in Ihe Guadeîajara dtion, and in the citation h m  
Isaiah 20:4, the phrase mptr OVJ and the abkaiiation mi are missing. 

The Reggio editian -ns vafi8nts in many of the same troubied words 

4. Berliner (lm) 19. 
5. R8shi HaShekm vol. 1,103. 



and phrases of the other editi~ns.~ 

This text a b M a t e s  numerous words written out in Ml in the other edilons. such 
as m 3  and faNi, dile wr is absent h m  lhe end of the comment. The phrase 

mnp> im nt appears as v n b  mu@ yu35 mi, with a differemt placement for 

the reference to Japhet's desoendants as well as the added word ~ 3 9 3 .  The word 

tn9 (or 1m>) is m>a in this version, Ihe mud u p  liom the varse in Ezekiel is 

cited as mu?, and the phrase orirn 33w finrn the v i e  in lsaiah is cited as nvr 
mm. The latter two variants deady demonslmte the suibe's l a d  of familiarity 

with the biblical sources. 
Finally, aie Rome dition is most simila to the Venice text, but is not 

without its own  variant^.^ 

The problematic phrase rimp5 191l DI appears as the gammatically inconsistent 
n7mp> 1333  n31 in this edition. Boîh applications of as well as the word 3iru 

are abkeviated as ,nu, mu and ,rn3 respedvdy. Finally. the citation of lsaiah 

20:4 indudes the entire varse, en<Yng with the words own nny, rather than with 

'l>l. 

Nona of the variants dispiayed above dten the sense of the interpretation in 
any signilicant way. They do inâicate, howevw, a pmtûem in the transmission of 
the phrases relaüng îhe initiai W e r n  Ath the vcmro cwid re~arding Japhet's 
reward, as well as in the citation of the verses indudeci for prooRexts. Let us now 
examine the treaûnent of Ulis corn- in üw Tombt mrnuscripts. 

Rashi's comment on Gsc#sis 9:23 is dted in 1M#ilY=four Toscifot 



manusaipts, ten of whidr are manusabpts of m m  nnm. Most of the 

disaissioos regarding îhe citation of Rashi rwdve arouid an apparent 
contradiction between Rashi's atbiMon of Ihe prîvilege of n w r  to Shem's good 

deed with the attribution of the prigvilege to Abraham in his statement ni, winn on 
%u Inv, which is based on earliw rabbinic swce~ .~  The Confradiclion is 
resolved with iwa explanations. Rie Rrst is that in his comment on 9:23, Rashi 
was not referring to the commandment of nwr, but that the desceridants of 

Shem eamed Ihe pn'vilege ofwearing a beauüfû garment made of naa,  or in 

other words, of a fine Wread. The seumd explanatian is that one of Shem's 
descendants earned the privilege of fuMlting the cornmanâment of nwg, but 

exactly which son would assume this rewaICI was rot dear. M e n  Abraham 
refused the loot oflered by aH, king d Sodom with the phrase lnv  nn oinn ON 
>w, his descendants eamed the prlevilege more than any other of Shem's 

m a n y * ' O  
The citations of the comment in the Tosafot manisuipts consistently 

mention only Shem's rewatd of n w r  W n W  because of his effort to proted his 

fathets honour. Those citalons that do not fdlow this pattern or thet indude other 
elements of the printed comment do not attr[bute We comment to Rashi at all. The 
texts of the citalons appsa below. A few mxds mat follow the citation are 
induded as well to demonstrate dearly that the exegete has pmceeded to his 
comment on the Rashi. 

(a) ln Oxford - Bodleian 2344 (Opp. Add. 4'103) the atation reads:I1 

(b) The citation in Sassoon 40911 varies only in the word ID aiter ov, in 

nan5 instead of mm, anâ in an obvious saibal e m ~  reading ynml as 

7n~fl3:'2 

9. See for emmple, Gdtis, vol. 1,273, pw. 1. 
10. lbid. 
11. Oxford - Bodieian 2344 (Opp. Add. 4'103) [IMHM 214081, fol. Wb. 
12. Sassoon W 1  [IMHM 93531, fol. O. 
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(h) The citation of Radii in Moscow-Guenzkrg 82 is an abkeviateâ 
versi'on of even the citations in the previous manu~cdpts.~~ 

The comment mat follows the ateoon of Rashi is an akidged disaission of the 
same issue that concems the Tosefot above. namdy the attribution of nwr to 

both Shem and Akaham. The dtation. therefore, is most likdy a paraphrase of 
Rashi directing the reader immediatdy to the diicûty; the issw itseîf is then 
explored tuieîiy. The inciusion of aie cormpt of nw3 oniy in the Tosafot 

discussion (nwS, on \an 1 3 ~ 1 )  supports ikther the notion of a paraphrase. 

Since the exegete's pmbiern considers vuhether Shem or Abraham was mvarded 
the privilege of nwr,  one can assume the qualillcation was in the original text to 

mich he was respanding. 
The confmity among citations panists with mis manusaipt, since it t w  

manifests anly am idea expressed in the printed editions. Neither Japhet's reward 
nor fhe accompanying verses is menüaned, but the comment rdated to the 
privilege of nwr 5nu nvh, dearly is associated with Rashi. 

(i) The passage in New York - JTS L701 mat indudes aie citation of Rashi 
for this comment explains, pr(of to îhe citation, the diicuîty wilh the varse and its 
singular conjugaüon of n*:lo 

The phrase mat pmcedes (he dtaüon of Rashi is mminirur#i1 of üw Iiou#ed 
begiMng of the printd editiona vvhich questionsd Vie use of npr instead of rnprr. 
The ~ S B C I C B  of Ws cmœm outside lhe parameters d the citation of Rashi and 

18. Jmsaîem 8-24 (8432), foi. 8b. 
19. MoswwGuemburg O [IMHM 07247. folr. W b .  
20. NW Yoik - JTS L791 [MHM 24(#1], W. lm. 



its exdusion h m  this citation and the previws exampies wggest that its origin is 
the Tosafot exegesis and not Rashi's comm8nf8ry. The explication of the proôîem 
addressed by Rashi appears to have beem artidated by the Tosafot commenting 
on his work, which thmugh îransmission, was then jdned to the commcrntery of 
Rashi and incorporated into the body of his te*. The textual difialties in the 
printed edioons regarcjing this phrase in parliadar wald have resuited mm the 
process of copying and recopying a marginal note, inssrting it into the main text, 
and #en altering it slowly and $MgMy to adjust it to ihe style and marner of the 
work* 

The remaining five manuscripts cite different or added efements of Rashi's 
printed comment for 9:23, but lhey do not ambute the remarks to Rashi. The 
question anses Ihen as to whether the auaior of the passage assumeci his readars 
would be able to identify the comment as originating with Rashi. or whether the 

exegete Ieameâ of the comment h m  eisewhwe. Since most of îhe TosMst 
exegeses incorporate and respond to material îmm other sourœs beldes Rashi, 
and since most of Rashi's comment for this verse originetes in rabbinic texts, the 
la& of atûikition to Rashi may suggest, in fact, a Iack d auaienticity to the printed 
comment. 

(j) Pama 837 (2058) is a fouteenthamtury manuscdpt of e commentary 
on Rashi's Torah commentary. Mer each lemma, this manuscript consistantly 
introduces the station of Rashi as m. The Tosafot comment that fdlows the 

citation is usually prefaced with the mud owrir. The passage concembg Gen. 

9:23 daviates M m  mis pattern as wdl as trom the Conformity displayed am- the 
citations in the exampîes aô0ve.n 

The difTicuity addresd by the Tosafot in lhis passage is me suggestion that 
allhough Japhet d d  not exerf himseîf as rnuch as Shan to protbd W r  m e t s  

21. P m 8  837 (2058) [IMHM î3135), mmîh Mio ti#n kgkining of ni n m .  



h m ,  he still received a reward. The exegete explains that what empowered 
Shem to exwt himself in Mlling the commanôment was the v a y  fad that he had 
a commanâment to Mll. The expianation is supported by a nbbinic saying in 
Avot that the reward for a commanûment (a "mitnlahn) is the Mllrnent of the 

The citation indudeci at oie begimng of the passage is not atbibuteâ to 
Rashi, but the content certainîy ~01~8sponds to the text of the pr(nted editions. The 
phrase mf, mai, m t  appears identically in the Reggio edition. Moreover, 

the citation in the manwaipt ends with m. intimatiw mat mare text of the 

comment was availaMe to the exegete and agreeing with the modd in the printed 
~ ~ - 0 ~ 1 s .  

The variant style wilh wMch the passa08 is ated in this manusdpt end the 
additional phrase about Japhet's reward relative to the oaier confomiing citations 
permit one to debate whether oie author of Bis passaoe adually consulted Rashi 
or whether the vague atbibuîion of 17% suggests that the aulhor refetreà to 

Rashi's primary swrces, such as TanNma (Buber)p or Bemshit The 
text in TanMme (Buber) is vw similar to bolh the citation in P anna 837 (2058) 
and to elements of the printed comment: 

The Prst phrase of the passage, seen above as part of the Toaiafot inûwiudion to 
the citation of Rashi and manifestiq textual vadcints in the printed editions, 
originates in the midraohic source nd may have ben inâucîeâ in th Rashi by 
readers Who w e  familiar with th midrashic passage and vvho dsemeâ L 
indusion 8888nfjd to curnpmhenâing the issue at h W .  Similarly, the juxû~position 
of Japhet's nmard to Shsm's may hiive k m  added to Rashi's comment to 
complete aie midnshic m t  alludeâ to m Rashi's menlion d Shem and his 
nww W n7*. 

22. Awot 4:2. 
23. frn&m (Buber) ru, ia 48-49 (fois. 24b25a). 
24. BR 36:6 (Th#dor, Al- vd. 1, SM) .  



The textual pximity of Rashi's comment to that of his midrashic souces 
is evident anâ expeded, and the degme to vuhich suibes and shidentr, "nlled in" 
the midrashim paraphrad and abkeviated by Rashi is uidear. The persistent 
question regarcjing this prticûar m d p t  is whether the exegete beJieves he is 
citing Rashi or the midnsh. Both Ihe l a d  of cocifomiity behNieen this citalon and 
those deady atlributd to Rashi as well as the la& of consistency between this 
example and the majority of citations in the manuscript inspire doubt and dilemma. 
The subseqmt exampies, howevw, will demonstrate lhat the passages that 

correspond most dosely to the text of the printed dtions are never attributad to 
Rashi. M e n  comparsd with the consistent and con(wming partial citations 
presented above, the l a d  of atûikilion to Rashi could indicate stmgly that the 

longer passages refer to the midrashic sauce and not to Rashi's ociginal 
co mmentary. 

(k) New York - JTS L792/1 is a sndeenlhcentuy manuscript entitieâ wurnn 
mir and consists of a cdlection of Tosefot comments that dt8 Rashi hiq tmüy  

but not as regularîy as a work dedicated to the systematic interpretation of his 
commentary. The majority of citations of Rashi am introduceâ with the aaonym 
~ 9 .  The fdlowing passage does not induâe an atbikilion to Rashi, but the 

content of the comment is almost identical to the versions d the printed edilons.25 

The question of the plual or singular inlleciion of the verb npi is not an issw in 

this text The exegete explains that, because Shm and Japha covereâ their 
fatheîs nake&wss, me progeny of Shem m a l t d  lhe commanûment of nwu, and 

thoso of Japhet mited buid. Ezeûieî 39:11 is dted as proof that Japhet's 
descendants ad rsceive Md.  mi Isaiah 20:4 is dted w evicknco of Ham's fate 

to be exiled naked and bam to Egypt Al the dements of Rashi's pr(nted 
comment am induded in îhis Tosafot passage, but the text itseîf does mt atûiôute 

25. NW Y& - JTS L7W1 [IMHM 240221, Id. TI. 



the interpretation to Rashi,and the styie of the comment does not suggest a 
quotation liwn e>draneous swces. Both verses. nOwever, are dted in the same 
cmtext in Bemshit R e b W  and thus are not mgque to Rashi's pdnted cornment. 

Conddering 1) the nunbew of mamSQipts Bat msistenOy do ettribute part 
of the comment to Rashi, 2) the hquency Ath uMch this parücûar rnawsuîpt 
credits Rashi HAim induâing dtaüms, and 3) the accessibility of the indisputable 
souces tom which the original comment was devdoped, the styk d mis 
passage, the la& of a dear d H i ~ * e ü o n  behmm a citation and a 
superamment and the use of paraphrastic mmls such as owx, and m, which 

are not present in the printed renâilons of the comment, challenge the authenticity 
of the langthier printed comment in favow of the comment cited most consistentîy 
in olher manusuipts and limited ta the r e w d  of Shem. 

(1) Oxford - Bdeian 270 ( B d .  Or. 604) is a thirtesnthor fourfeenh- 
cenw manuscript also d t l e d  m~ wrm. Like New York - JTS L792J1, this text 

cites Rashi Wequently but not regularly, and the citations tend to be intmduced by 
the aaonym w9. The idea aHit Bis manuscript is acbally an eailier copying of 

the same work seems highly plausible. The passage ralated to Gan. 9:23 diffem 
ftom the above example only minimally, and the varlants are imignificant to the 
meanhg of the commant.n 

Despite the passage's obdwdy dose relationship to aie content of Rashi's 
printed comment, like New York - JTS 7QZ1 mis manwcrlpt does not atbibute the 
comment to him. The only d i l l m s  bbwm this extract end üw one above is 
the extra yod in the w#do nlsDf, and >ru> flricrtead of am). The yod in am3 is 

actually the comct reading of üw ver!~. H w v e r ,  the phrase ~ > n  'NJ 

orira in Ws version varies îhm the m n g  text and does not diect a c m t e i y  

the bibiid verse: bolh #ad ovira mu m. 

26. BR 3&8, (maodof, Alôecû, vd. 1,338340). 
27. Oxford - Bodknn 270 (W. Or. 604) FMHM 167381, fol. Ir. 



The presenco of hese variants is insignifiant to the issue of the 
reîationship of mis passage to Rashi's pn'nted comment and ultimatdy to the 
original work. This lengthy passage, uiatbibuted to Rashi, does not appear to k a 
supercomment on somem else's exegeds, or a citaton, but a comment unto 
itself. Its source may have ben the same rabbinic te- familiar to Rashi, which 
would explain why analogous concepts are eplored. The consistent atûibuüon to 
Rashi of the first part of the comment testilies to the Tosafist's mgnitance of 
Rashi's m c t i o r r  wiîh this verse. The consistent la& of aM&uüon in these 
lengthier passages intimates (he distinct possibility that the dements of the 
comment subsequent to the reward of Shem are additions to the text dginabing 
from aie midrashic sources. 

(m) Leiden 27 (Cod. Or. 4765) is dated in 1400 and entiUed rnmn w m  
v v  m a  qm9. It too cites Rashi iPequenüy, and these citations are prefad by 

such abkeviations as nt3 and wm. Once qain, the passage for Gan. 9:23 is 
similar to aie preceding extracts and is not atûibuted to Rashi." 

The textual variants are minimal. This version reads m v  -9 instead of own 
m3w, on ,ni instead af on 3w num, and WB n>n in place of w n  nrh. In 

addition, it Jacks a vav word awn (usually mwnr); the words o n m  on, which 

fdlow nmw in the other v d m ,  a, misdng. 

The issue d the authoc's souçe for lhis comment persWs. Citations 
dearly attributal to Rashi are not W g n  to any of these manwruipts. and Rashi's 
association wifh the part of the comment datd to Shem was ackmwîedgd in 
nunerws ToQafot marmsuipts of varying styîe anâ dite. T M  only mason cme 
wouîd link these Iast three examples with Rashi is because of 
the version in the pdnted editions. HOW~VW, Ihe printed d d o m  have been shuwn 
npeatdly to be m u p t  and ureîiable sûmôards for cornparison. S i m  a e  

28. Lûidûn 27 (Cod. &. 4705) BMHM 173711, M. 8r. 



exegetical material in Ws extract is not unique to RasH's printed comment, but is 

fouid in the midrashic literahre (sources hown end availabie to the saibes and 
sUents of these works), one need mt assume the passage's authenticity. 
Rather, the confomity smong the attributeâ citations and ü ~ e  mMbut8d 
comments as well as the refutabie reliability of the prlnted comments nuîWfy such 
an assunption. 

(n) The final example to be treated before the m m  nmr, manusaipts, is 

cornplex. Mosowv-Guenzburg 317 Is a Riteenfh-or sixteenfh-ce- rnawsalpt of 
a super-commentary on Rashi. It consistenüy and reguîarîy cites Rashi, although 
the likely anthdogicd natue of Ws mamsaipt has resûted in differlng 
presentations of the citations. Aside from the standard f m  of the lemme follouvecl 
by the acronym xm to introduœ the citation, the text frequmüy p m m d s  without 

inttoducîh of eifher the lemma or an attribution to Rashi. Ramer, a few random 
words Rom anywhere in the comment are cited and then are followed by a 
respanse. The exbact h m  mis text rdated to Gen. 9:23 dtes Iwo words mm the 
very end of Rashi's comment Hhich aginate in the pmoftext h m  lsaieh 20:4? 

The passage explains the meaning of the wmls nw awni and how they relate to 

Ham's behaviou and thus to his fate in COr\bgst to î h  m d t  swarâeâ his hothers. 
Tnie to the manuscript's style, the text assumes the mader will recognize the kief 
citation from Rashi's comment. and vvilhout atlrtbution, UIClwtakes its explication. 

This example stanâs out am- the mst, fa it deady atûibutes to Rashi a 
porli*on of the pfintd comment not d t d  in any 0th- atûlbuted citations amî 
suggests that RasM's orlginai comment may have umsisted of dl the dernents 
containecl in the prlnted comment However, before mis condusion is d m ,  oie 
nature of the MOSCOW- 317 tnammïpt must k consi-. 

Analyses in eadier chrpters have demnstmtd that cornmats not dted in 
any dthe ToQafot manicra[pts examineci tend to be cHad in this docummk Mila  

29. M o r a r n F O f i ~  317 [IMHM 475851, fol. 11 b. 



the superarnrncwitery style of the text supposes a more consistent and 
systmatic dting of Rashi's commcwits, the late date of the manuscr(pt - afbr  the 
earliest prinüngs of the wmmentary - presumes a doaiment wôjected to many 
centuries of evdution end one indinecl to mresernble the mnted editims. These 
charaderistics of Moscow-Guenzhrg 317 weaken the evidence ailled h m  only 
mis text in confrast to the numemus Conforrning citaüons extracteci h m  diverse 
documents of vaMng date and exegeîicd style. 

The unambuted citation of a latter portion of Rashi's printed comment. 
while not a ulque p h m m m  in this manusaipt. rnay represent the perpetuation 
of a textual e m ~  and one of the steps towards the i ~ l c ~ ~ p ~ ~ a t i o n  of the pmoRexts 
into Rashi's commentary. If the aulhor of ais text tnly amassed comments on 
Rashi from a variety of souries, the abiknion of this comment to Mm may not 
have been intendeci in the originel s m ,  and thus no direct, intaductory terni of 
attribution was included. In short, one Qtalion of two words in a menuscript of 
questionable reliability complicates the analysis, kn it does not seriously contradict 
the confmity estaMished in the preceâing and succeeding exampies. 

Rashi's comment for Gen. 9:23 is also dted in ten maniscripts of nnm 
ritin? Al of these manusalpts address the issue of whether the command- ment 

of nwr was introduced thrwgh the acts of Shem or the words of Abraham. The 

citations of Rashi in these texts are essmtially identical and manifsst the same 
confmity fwnd in the earîier exampies. The fact that these citations are 
exttacted from numerws versions of the same work renders their identical nature 
very unremarûabie. However, m e  variants do exist; in fact, the wording and 
syntsx of îhe comment that fdlows the citation di* consicterabîy liom manusaipt 
to mamsuipt. fhe cOnfOrmity emong the citations despite the vadations in the 
wper-commmt Wthw wppats üm a m c y  wilh Hihich Rashi's comments were 
preserved in the citations. nie 
exîmcts that follow foarrr pdmarily on h s e  dtations ôut inâude a Ibw w#ds of 
the To-t comment to demonstrate the degr- to vvhich it dillmâ fhm text to 
text. 

(O) The text in Vat. Eh. NB is the fdIowing:30 



The atation is dearly atlributed to Rashi and is limited to the first dement of 
Rashi's printed comment, nemeiy Shem's reward of n w x  The comment that 

fdlows the citation addresses the attribution of n,r,r to Abraham in BT Sotah. 

(p) In New York - JTS L78Q the citation of Rashi is identical and the 
comment that fdlows is atbSkited to Rabberrr 

(q) Vat. Ebr. 53 is missing the words W n'%, and 3imilar to the previws 

example, the subsequent comment is atlributed to Rabbenu Tarn:= 

(r) In Parma 537 (2541), Rabbenu Tam's dty is induded after his narne. 

The citation of Rashi is missing the word 3V3 

(s) Paris hdb. 168 spdis out Rabbenu Tarn's name (as opposed to the 
earlier examples' use of aaonyms). The atation of Rashl is uiexceptianal." 

(1) In Panna 527 (2388) lhe abôtavialion tnr is indudeci in the midde of the 

citation, althwgh the citaoon is not missing any word or phrase. The word nrrn is 

also missing the prefix 3 lhat is present in the o ü w  examples:= 

31. NW York - JTS L789 [IMHM 240191, #. 8b. 
32. Vat. Ebr. 53 [IMHM 1701, fol. 1%. 
33. Pamir 537 (2541) [IMHM 135031, fdr. l l e 1  1 b. 
34. Paris Mb. 188 [IMHM 41561, fol. 12b. 
35. Parma 521 (2368) [IMHM 132331, righth folio of m m m .  



(u) Budapest-Kaumiann A31 is essentially identical to the extract liom New 
Y- - JTS L789:jb 

(v) In Mviich 62,l Shem's name follows the word iirrm rether than 

precedes it, and Rabbenu Tarn's given name. Jacob, is usad in presenling his 
dimculty with Rashi's commentw 

(w) New York - JTS L790 is in Confonnity with the standard mode of 
presentation ammg these passages? 

(x) Finally, New York - JTS L787 is also uiexceptianal in both the citation 
and the subsequent c~tnrnent.~ 

The conformity among the citations of Rashi in the m m  nmn mawscripts 

is undeniable, and the analogy between these exbads and those ibm the variety 
of Tosafot manusaipts presented above is obvious. The 
examples that do present a more compkte expression of dl the eiernents in 
Rashi's prlnteâ c o m W  comistently do not atûibute the commemt to him. These 
passages appeaf to be independent ammc#rtr, and not wpw- commentrr linked 
to citations. Rie expression of similar exegetical concepts in the midmstiic 
Iiteratm provides an aîternate souce br Ihe Tosafot text The one exception to 

38.8udapsbKaufmann A31 [IMHM 28331, fol. 23a. 
37. Munich 62.1 [IMHM 231 181, fois. 9a-9b. 
38. New York - JTS L780 [IMHM 240201, bis. llM2m. 
39. NOW Y& - JTS L787 PMHM 2401fJ, fd~. 7 H .  



these groups of passages is an uiatblbuted citation of RasM in a manuscript 
capied after the begimiq of printing anâ likdy to have incorporated many of the 
same comptions as in the pr(nted editions. 

Confomiity among the citations of Rashi in the Tosafot manusuipts has 
been shown to substantiate the authentidty of some phted comments to the 
aieinal work. Confomity can also raise questions regarding Ris aulhenticity. The 
analysis of Gen. 933 suggests mat Rashi's original comment may have been 
Umited to the mward of Shem. TNs was the comment undeniaMy attrikited to him 
in the Tosafot literature and dted consistendy h m  text to text, even when the 
exegebjcal remarks that fdlowed the dtaüon conteined many textual variants. 
Fwthermore, the souces for the additional dements of Rashi's comment are 
dearly apparent and m e  readily available to me students of his work. The 
unattributed comments are in texts that usually do idenüfy Rashi h i e n  dong him, 
although these documents do not appear to associate Rashi with the longer 
passages. 

The process of textual transmission and the degree to which scribes cwld 
alter a text has been demonstrated, and the m a m  in vuhich the original comment 
of Rashi cald have been dwbled in length and altereû in content duing the 
process of transmission is quite bellavable. Men  the prlnted texts am no longer 
considefed standards by Mich to meawnr or pâge other reMtions, the text of 
Rashi presentd in oie Tosafot literature canot be dismisssd merely because it 
diffars ftom the familiar. Rather, the search for the original c o r n m m  must 
entertain the possibility that the commentary that Rashi wmte diffmd greatly fiom 
the ediüons we have today and that, in fad, parts of it am prem6d in the 
comments of the Tosafot. 

Upon receiving Re commarid ibn God to fbm baren, Abraham 
gathereû up his femily arid his possessions anâ set orit for lb Ianâ of Canaan. In 



Rashi's printed comment for the lemma yim tx ')mm is lenglhy and cornpiex. 

It centes on the assumption that Noah divided the M d  among his sons and 
allocated to Shem the land of Isfaei. lhe probiem emanates frorn the psence of 
"the Canaanitem - according to Genesis a son of Ham - in the land that was given 
to Shem and his descendants. Berlinet's 1905 edition of the commenbry 
presents the fdlovHng text:" 

Rashi explains Mat the Canaanite was gradually caphring the land of lsrael fiom 
the progeny of Shem, to whom Noah had given it Rashi's prooftext for Shem's 
aqubing the land is Gen. 14:18. in which Malchizedek, the ûing of Shalern, Mngs 
bread and wine and Messes Akaham for having defeated their enemie~.~' 
Onkelos translates Shalem as Jerusalem," ancl numerous 
rnidrashic souces id- Vr 323n as Shem.* Together, these eiements 

suggest that Shem was allocated the land of I m d .  
The second haIf of the comment addresses the reason why the reader is 

infmed of the Canaanite pre- in the land of laael and its relevame to the 
narrative of Abraham. Accordhg to Rashi. if the land belonged to Shem and the 
Carmanite was now in the process of conquering it, then God's promise in the 

40. Ëerlineiw5)23. 
41. The entin MM of Gan. 14:18 is m pi on9 w m  OW p n  plr 9-1 

tr,% 5m. 
42. See Rashi HsShakm, vol. 1,147, T. Onk 09w-m xm VY mm. A. 

Sprber. The 6iM in AmmrEc. vol. 1 (bidon: E. J. Brill, 1959) 20. 
43. In al1 the folîowing roums. (h. connedon behwn Shem and Malkizedek 

is made thmugh Gen. 14:18: MMmsh TrhiRm 70:3 (Buber8 1847: 
341-342); Neôarim 32b; Avot de Rabbi Natan, 3 (S. M e r ,  Avot de 
Rabbi Natan, New York: Feldheim Publisbts, 1967,12); BR 56:14 
(Theoclof, Alkdr, vol. 2.807808); NumR. 4:8 (Miikin, vd. 9,71-72); 
Pinpi d6 Rabbi Elhzer27 (VU- 1852; New Yaik: Om Publishing, 
1946, W. 63.). 



subsequent verse (12:7)U should be uidemtood not as God giving Akaham the 

land, but rather in the sense of God retuming to Abraham's descendants lheir 
rightM inheritam. 

In sirnpler words, Rashi is aiggesting that the pupose of the lemma 
yim IN 3 2 ~ 3 x 1 9  is to inform the neder that whm Abraham anived in the land of 

lsrael 1) the descendants of Ham were in the process of appropriating the 
inheritance of the pr08eny of Shem, and 2) because of these drcumstances, 
Goes promise to Abraham in 12:7. nzan y-1~3 nN YIN VI>. should be read as a 
promise of restmtion, not a giR 

Rashi's printed comment presents a nwnber of conceptual difflCU(ties. 
First, it relies on the assumption that Noah gave the land to Shem. Without it, the 

need to reinterpret the othetwise dear 12:7 is m s s a r y ,  and the comment 
itseîf is void. Second, the reinteipretaîion of God's promise to Abraham b r n  
giving him îhe land to reûaning to Mm a land that his descendants righally 
inherited diminishes the greatness of GWs promise. Findly, as the Tosafot 
discussions of Rashi will demonstrate. numerous rabbinic souces have assumed 
that the land of lsrael was Canaan's inhdtam, and thus uam's and not Shem's. 
The reasons for Rashi's deviation tom the traditional texts are uidear. 

For the most part, the textual variants a m q  the phted editims are 
minimal and, like eder exampies, they do not alter üw meaning of the 
interpretation. The Veniœ edilon varies only in its abkevialion of the word w w  
prsceding the prooflext of Gen 14:18, and Yi its lacking the wOCd ln in the phrase 

Dun Yu m ~ W I  pu>.* 
The comment in the Reggio edition fdlows:* 

44. In 12:7 God says bo Abnham: nnn *m am pm mt9 m m  DUN 5~ m icri 

rfin nmm m9 mta ov p,. 
45. RashiHaSh.km. vol. 1,124-126. 
46. lbid. 339. 





giving the land w rehming it are idevant issues. Hmver,  if G d  made his 
promise to Akaham in response to his apprehmsion at encomtering the 
Canaanite upon arriving in the land to Hihich God had led him, then, to the Confrary, 

Rashi's very comment su~gests a hesitation on Abraham's part rather than an 
unshakabîe faith. This last passage of the Guadelajara text does not correspond 
conceptually to the pfeceding dements of the comment, which are themseîves 
conceptually dimaAt The mader is left with an o b s m  uiderstanding of the 
intendiq m e a m  and pupose for the infornation ai the Canaanite presancs. 

With only the texts of the printeâ editions, one stwggles to comprehend the 

significance of this comment and its explication of the verse. Although not 
bPuMing at the Ievel of the text, the interpretation's illogical devdoprnent in content 
intimates the existence of a problem in iB transmissim. Sinca the la& of reliability 

in the text of Rashi's mmentary has been estaMished and aclrnowledged, 
rationalizing, justifying and exptaining the problematic comment is Mile, mil the 

correct text has been ascertained. The citations of Rashi in the Tosafot Torah 
commentaries suggest that RasM's original comment for this Iemma was not as 
mvduted or enigmatic, a as long, as it appears now. 

Rashi's comment for 12:6 is ated in 24 manuscripts of Tosafot Torah 
commentaries, ten of vuhiai are manuscripts of mm nmn. In ail of these texts, 

the m c e m  of the Tosafot is Rashi's assumption that the land of lsrad was 
allocated to Shem and the Carnanites wc#e in the process of captufing it. The 
Tosafot contrast Rashi's comment Ath the n u m s  rabbinic sources that 
assume the land belonged to the descendants of Ham? For exampie, both BT 
Ketubot 1 t2a and Sotah 34b addrcrss Num. 1322, which thtes lhat H e m  in 
Canaan was k i l t  mven yeam Wom Zorn (Tds) in EgypP Canaan and Egypt 
are listeâ as sons d Ham in the genealogical lists of Gen. 10. Egypt precedes 

Canaan and L thur, oonrridamâ ta be the d d e ~ ~ l  Telmuâic passages mise 
the question dvuhetk a man wodd build Ns younger son a home befom his 
eider son. The underiying assurnpth in oiis dscussim is mat the land balonged 



to Ham, who Wlt in it the aty Hebron for his son Canaan, and m t  that Shem was 
given the land by Noah. 

Similarly, Gen. 10:19 ideMies the norlhm border of Canaan ris Sidon, the 
son of Canaan and another of Ham's According to the Tosafist 
discussions of Rashi, the extension of aie border to the northem extreme implies 
that in its entirety the land belonged to Canaan and not Shernea 

Occasional attempts am made at uidmtanding Rashi's divergence liwn 
the accepted rabbiriic assurnptions regarâing the ownenihip of (he land. One 
opinion suggests Rashi is only refening to a small portion of the land of Israel, 
speafically the namow part of the norlh east in which Jefusalem is located. 
whereas Ham possessed the southem aree which induded IjebrOn? Another 
pmposes that the land did Mong to Canaan, but mat Shem acquired it leoally 
because Canaan was his ~ e w a n t , ~  as it states in Gan. 9:28. "and may Canaan be 
a servant to thern.* 

The Citations of Rashi in the Tosafot manuscripts invariably conaist only 

of the Crst part of Rashi's comment, thet the Canaanites were naw in the process 
of capMng the land originelly allocated to Shem by Noah. The discussions that 
accompany the citations remain focuseâ on the difialties with Rashi's comment 
mther than the meaning of the biblical text. They consider how the land could have 
been in Shem's possession, as Rashi aswmed, and they demonstrate how this 
assumpfion is probîematic and in corilradidon to numemus other sources, 
induding statements by Rashi h h M .  Without the preswnptian that the land 
belonged to Shem, Rashi's explanetion for oie Canaanite pre- has no 
foundation. The Tosafot do not Mer an altemate interpreta6.m of the biôiical 
lernma; their commenls are mstricteâ to the andyds of Rashi and the rdallonship 
of his comment to the traditional sources. 

The citations are as foîlows: 
(a) In H a m m  40 (Cod. hek. 521, Rashi's comment is citeâ in Iwo 

52.Gen. 1 0 : 1 9 : n i n m m m r i ~ ~ i n w w r m s m m ~ m ~ w ) 3 n ~ > r m  
Y* tv O'M. 

53. Gellis, vol. 2, 12-14. See for example, par. 9. 
54. lbid. 13, par. 10. 
55. /M. 12, pu. 9. 
56. Gen. 926: m> nv vn ml oui rn 7)70 m m  



sepamte marginal notes." 

The fint citation is almost identical to the first dause of the printed comments. 
The remainder of (he comment is not cited at dl. In the s e a d  passage, aie 
entire first sedion of Rashi's comment is cited, induding the prooftext from Gen. 
Wl8 .  The phrase n2ru mu W uiwit%v appears as n h )  ow hr r@mw in the 
printed editions, but the sense of the two phrases is the same. 

(b) In Paris héb. 260, Rashi's comment is cited in Iwo parts:" 

The passage begins with a citation of only Ihe first dause of the printed te&, that 
the Canaanite was gradually conqwri'ng the land from Shem. Mer a 
discussion of the dicuîty this comment presents - vipacûed in the light of aie 
Talmudic discussions of Num. 1322, in which the land is assumed to balong to 
Ham and his progeny - the subsequent phrase of Rashi's comment, mat Shem 
acquired the land whem Noah apporlioned the world among his sons, is cited and 
refuted. The pmRext of Gen. l4A8 is not induded, and the later discussions of 
whether God is giving Abraham the land or retuming it to Mm and the passage 
from the Guadelajara edi!ion about Abraham's m d t  are also not a t d .  

(c) The atation in Leidsn 27 (Cod. Or. 4765) msists of only the (rst dause 
of Rad's pdnted comments 

57. Wmburg 40 (Cod. bbr. 52) [IMHM gOl]. fols. 9b and lob. 
58. Paris Hb.  280 DMHM 278391, fols. Br-Ob. 
5Q. Leidrn 27 (Cod. Or. 4765) [IMHM 173711, lob. BbQa. 



When cornpared Ath the printeâ reditions of Rashi's comment, this citation 
seems to be a Mefer paraphrase. The pfinted ted speafles that ete land was 
being conqu8reâ by the Canaanite ov W rma, and the word 8%) follows the 

phrase ow W rp>m. The citalion also does not indicate that Shem acqu'red the 

land rm> y~ir nN ni rnv3. but rather n5mu. These texhial diflwenees, 
however, do not alter the meaning of the interpretation and acumtdy represent 
the fint part of Rashi's printed comment üke the pevious stations, the latter 
parts of the p~i*nted comment are not dted or di- by the Tosafot 

(d) Moscow-Guentkrg 317 is a îil'teemthor sixt88nft)centvy manuscript of 
a supercommentary on Rashi. As explaineci in eadier chaptsrs and exampfes, 

mis text presents the citalon of Rashi in a variety of styîes. induding dting a few 
words from the comment without dear attribution. For Rashi's comment on 12:6, 
two elements of the interpretation are ated, both h m  wiWn the iimt part of the 
comment .g 

The mnted edilons varied in the first phrase of the comment in whether they read 
w m x  ar w m ?  *ln; this text indudes al1 three v-S. The later date of the 

manuscript suggests that the scribe or sMlent may be accomüng for the variant 
traditions of this phrase, rattier than that the pdnted remlitions lost one of the verbs 
in the course of transmission. 

The abbreviated lm intimates mat the saibe realized that the comment 

continueci beyond the dtalon, although to what extent it coniomed to the entire 
comment in the printed eâiüocw is unhouvaMe. The only maon to assume lhe 
author was bmiliar with the printed version of Rashi's comment is the rsadeîs 
awamess of a longer rmdtion. Since the printed versions am edmovuledgeâ to 
be conupt, (ha basis for (his auuiiption is wak. Neither the citalicms nor the 
commcwits lhst fdlw indiate my awamess of RaWs note on W s  promise in 
12:7. The lm mer Vr 3-1 m t  likdy Mm only to the conüwation of the 



bibücal citation of Gen. 14:18, ofru, I f r~. Despite the incompletemess of the 

Qtalans, the texts confonn b the citations h m  the previous exemples in lacking 
the latter elements of the pri*nted comment 

(e) London 173,2 (Add. 1 1,566) persists in mis conformity. Like Paris (h6b.) 
260. the citation of Rashi's comment for this lemma is divided into two parts, 
separated by a discussion of each dement61 

The prooîtext is the only aspect of the first part of Rashi's printed comment not 
induded in the citation. Consistent with the other citations, the existence of mon, 
text to Rashi's comment is not indicated. 

(f) In Sassoon 409/1, only the first dause of Rashi's pnnted comment is 
ated:a 

(g) The citation of Rashi in New York - JTS L819all diers from Sassoon 
40911 onîy in the inclusion of the words rim and >mur> V n  nu, absent in the 

example above:@ 

(h) The citation in Vat. Eh. 4û/1 is the follovuing:64 

Like Leiden 27 (Cod. Or. 4?65), this text atm the enlire first part of Rashi's pdnted 
comment, although wilh minor textual varïants. ln confomity wilh dl the citations, 
the latter eîements of Rashi's comment are not citeci, nor do the exqetes indicate 
lhey were mare mat the interpretatim cdmeâ. 

(i) The citati0on in New York - JTS L7W1 is v q  similar to Vat. Ek. 48/1:@ 

61. London 173,2 (Add. 11,586) [IMHM 49211, fols. 18b19a. 
62. S.uoon 4 W 1  DMHM 9353). fol. 11. 
03. NOW Y o ~  - JTS l.819~1 [IMHM 240531, M. 2b. 
64. Vat. Ebr. 48/1 [IMHM 1051, M. B.gb. 
65. NOW York - JTS L70M DMHM 240221, fol. 7b. 



This version is missing the mxd 93~1, and has n3nm instead of tl43nn~. The 

vav on '>>al is not present in the previws text 

(j) New York - JTS L791 divides its citation of RasM into twa partsm 

The prooftext is mt induded in this citation, as it is absent liom a number d other 
dtations. However, the Tosafot's awarmss of Rashi's comment regarding 
Shem's dginal owmrship of the land is certain, and the lad< of referace to arty 
remainder elements of the comment persists. 

(k) Jerusalem 8'2240 has a complete citation of the Çrst part of Rashi's 
printed comment:m 

The order of the dauses varies dightiy between ais rendilion and that of the 
printeâ eâitions, and the phrese ow frvr inra is absent b m  this citation. The 

word onu instead of ow is obviwsly an m. The mliation between mis citation 

and the first part of Rashi's prlnted comment for l2:6 is unâeniabîe. The 
confonning absence of the latter parts d the comment challenges its araientikity 

to the original work. 

(1) Rie citation in 0- - Bodleian 270 ( B d .  Or. 604) maintains the 
confmity estaMished in the precsding exarnple~:~ 

(m) Oxford - Bodleian 271B (Opp. 31) dtes î h  fimt part of Rashi's printeâ 
comment with ocrly a fbw textual veriants from Oxford - B d d a n  270 (Boûî. Or. 

88. NOW York - JTS 1791 DMHM 240211, fol. 11 b. 
67. Jeniulem 8.2240 (û432), fol. ObtOa. 
6û. Oxford - Bodkün 270 (Ml. Or. 0ô4) [IMHM 167381, (d. Sb. 



(n) Finally, Cambridge (Add.) 669,2 oîbm a puzzling devialion h m  the 
conformity presented in Ihe above citations.'o 

The first dause of Rashi's printed comment is dted as in earlier examples, 
although the remainder of the first part of the comment is mt. M a t  follows the 
citation is essentially a paraphrase of the second part of Rashi's comment, not yet 
represented in any of the Tosrifot texts. The text of the manusaipt explains that 
acco~ding to Rashi's comment mgarding ywn nN p u  w t 5 ,  God M l  give 

Abraham and his descendants the land legally. because it fonned part of the 

portion allocated to Shem lbm whom the pmgeny of Akaharn descends. 
This version of the comment varies liom the rendilion in the printed texts in 

the absence of the notion of r e m .  In other wwds, where the printed texts 
suggesteâ mat God was not giving Abraham the land, kit rather retuning to him 

what he rightMly inhdted, thus diminishing the greatness of Gd's gift, (his text 
explains that God was giving Akaham the land, but in doing so, He was not 
stealing it flwn anyone dse, since legally it belonged to the pmgeny of Abraham. 

The words used to express the second haif of Rashi's printed comment are 
very different lCwn M a t  aduelly appean in aie comrnmtary itsM and the variant 
nuance in meaning intimates that the a W s  rouçe may not have been Rashi's 
comment on 12:6. 

Rashi does not offer a mm for this perlicuîer Iemma, p x  m t > ,  in 

12:7, but the comment for Gen. 234 is amila in language and meating. Abraham 

is negotiatkig with the sons of Meth for a krlal place f t ~  Sardi and he introduces 
himseîf as O ~ D Y  9 3 3 ~  awmr 7% 'I am a m s i M  dien ammg you." Rashi's 

69. Oxford - Bodleian 27118 (Opp. 31) [IMHM 16739], fourth folk of + n w  
P. 
70. Cambridge (Add.) 889,2 [IMHM 15890], seconâ loYo d 15 m. 



comment for this lemma is the fdlo~uing:~~ 

The comment offers hno expianations for the o x y m m  Sesident alien." 
The first states that Abraham was a s(ranger in thet he odghated in another land, 
bul he setüed am- the sons of Heth and aierefore lived am- them. The 
second part of the comment. labelld midrash aggadah, expotmûs the double 
meaning intendeci in Abraham's introducüon. îf the sons of Meth are Mlling to sdl 
him the land, he will regard himself as a stranger and puchase it in order to mm it. 
However, if the sons of Heth are not willing to seIl him the land, Akaham will 
regard himself as a setüer and will daim the land an legal grwnds, since Gad said 
He would give him the land." 

The association of the words ?t r i  la with the lemma yinn nN p~ w1S) is 

reminiscent of the Tosafot citation of Rashi. In both, Abraham has a legal right to 

the land because of God's promise in 12:7. However, the amection of this legal 

right to the inheritance of the progeny of Shem is made ocly in Rashi's 
comment for 12:6 and in this one Tosafot passage. 

H the exegete in Cambridge 66Q,2 is thinking aborrt îhe second half of 
Rashi's printed comment, then his representaüon must be msidered a koad 
paraphrase, and his omission of the notion of God retuming to Abraham the land 
he owned is dubious. On the other hand, îhe intenîion of the exegete might be to 
attribute to Rashi onîy the words 039 num ~ R W  and the phrase begiming 
rinw is the exegete's darification of Rarhi's use of yril p. This would be an 

allusion to the idea exprsssed in Rashi's comment for 23:4 rdated to Abraham's 
legal right to the land. 

The Conformity am- the partial citations presenteâ in 13 of the 14 

exampies and the l a d  of a demr and cari assodalion be(ween the second half 

of Rashi's comment for 12:6 end (he dtabion or paraphrase in Cambridge 869,2 
sustahs the challenge to th awlhenacity of lhe pcinteâ comment Ihat stetes that 

71. This vonion is the V e n b  di ion in Rashi HaShbm, wl. 1,261-262. 
Variants to this nndiüons a n  insignifiant to th. mrning of the comment. 
but u n  be found in Rashi HaSMbm, vol. 1,371, and Miner (1Qû5) 45. 

72. BR 58~4 (Thdort Atkdr ,  MI. 2,624). 



God rehmed the land to Abraham's progeny rathm than Oave it to them. Since the 
Tosafot consistentîy question and contest Radii's daim that oie land was 
originally allocatad to Shem, their lack of attention to the remainder of Rashi's 
comment, which is founded on this asmpüon ond -Mch invdves a 
reinterpretatim of God's promise ta Abraham, is suspicias. The one refweme to 
this aspect of the comment is not a straighffOCWEIrd citalion or association; 
perhaps, it represents the souce Itwn which the comment entereâ into the printed 

editions. 

The ten manuscripts of mrw n m  maintain the confomiity estaMished in 
the praviws examples. Only the iint part of Rashi's printed oomment is dted, and 

the Tosafot do not insinuete in any way mat the text befae them continueci beyond 

what was cited. The texts are as follows: 
(O) Budapest Kauham A31 disaisses the citation in Iwo parts:n 

(p) Verona 4 ladrs the word wmr, and >MW' y i ~  is abkeviated. In 

addition, riSM11 has a vav not presant in other reriditims, and yim does not follow 

ru. Aside tom these few minor vWants, the citation represents the same portion 

of Rashi's printed comment as earlier e~arnples:~~ 

(q) Pans Wb. 168 does not d i  signiRcan(ly:n 

(r) Parma 537 (2541) vades Only in the way it presents its attribution to 

73. Budapest-Kaufmann A31 [IMHM 28331, fd. 25.. 
74. Verona 4 (IMHM 788), foi. 11 b. 
75. Paris Mb. 168 gMHM 4155J, foi. 13b. 



Rashi and in the addition of the partide nn bebm y ~ n : "  

(8) New Yorû - JTS L79û indudes the abtueviation W i  aftw the atüibution to 

Rashi? 

(1) The canfomity persists in the citation in New York - JTS 1789:" 

(u) The text of New York - JTS L787 presents no significant di f f~emes:~  

(v) The citation in Panna 527 (2368) cites the Hlord vmr instead of w m r .  
This manusuipt is dated in 1402 and aius presents an association of this textual 
rendition vvith Rashi pior to me begimng of printing. Since boa muds express 
the same idea of the Carmanite appropriatkig the land h m  Shern, detmining for 
certain which word was utilized by Rashi is m s s a r y  at this @nt. One can 
certainly envision a saibai cwror Msing fbm a illegibk copving of ei- word, but 
the association of Rashi 4th the concept expmssed in lhe commerit is uideniabîe 
and ~~, the recovery of Ihe exad word riwdts Rahi's m m  manusdpt, or at 
best, the a iMa  with vvhich to evakiete the rdiability of the extant 0nes.q 

76. Panna 537 (2541) [IMHM 135031, fols. 1Za-12b. 
n. NW ~ o i k  - JTS ~ 7 9 0  [IMHM 240201, M. i4b. 
78. NW Y W  - JTS L789 [IMHM 240191, bl. gb. 
79. NW Yo& - JTS L787 DMHM 24O17), Idr. 8b. 
80. Parni. 527 (238û) [IMHM 132331, fimt fdk of B n-. 





elernent of Rashi's comment is also dubious. 
As exp la id  above, the concephial problems in the interpretation itself 

mark the comment's authentiaty as questianable. The la& of attempt by the 
Tosafot to address this part of the commenî wggests îhey may not have had the 
text in their version of the commentary. Since Rashi's understanding of God's 
promise as a rehm of the lanâ is contingent upon the assumption that the lanâ 
belonged to Shem, jusdnying the legitmacy of tMs reading of 12:7 w proposing an 
altemalive should be m s s a r y  once oie To-t have presentecl and estabiisheâ 
the di~alt ies with this assumption. 

Finally, the one inconsistent dement am- the Confonning atabions of the 
first part of Rashi's comment is the indusian of the pfuoftext of Gen. Wl8.  Only 
seven of the twenty-four citations contein the verso ulilized in the printed editions 
as evidence that Noah allocated the lanâ of lsraei to Shem. The proof 
itself is wsak. for although numerous rabbinic sources dearly and ffequently 
idenMy Shem and Malchizedek as the same irtdividual, they do not address the 
issue of to whom the land was originally apprüoned. MalcMzedeKs position of 
"King of Shalem" places Shem in Jerusalem, and h m ,  in the land of Israel, but 
one nead not assume from this that he inhetited the land originally.m 

The conceptual dilliailty of the prooRext and the lack of consistent citations 
among the Tosafot manuscripts retain the authdcity of the verse in ambigwus 
temtory. iMthoU1 one citation of the verse in the Tosafot manwrdpts, the 
u n t r u s ~ n e s s  of Ihe verse WOU/cl be easier ta daim; its presenœ in half of the 
non-mm nnm manusaipts intimates mat lhe students of Rashi were aware of 

this eiement of the pfht8d comment The Tosafot may have chosen not to 
diswss the validity of the proOnext, or in many cases even to indude it in the& 
citations of Rashi. because its signillcanccr dies on the comcûwss of the 
assurnpblon made from the beginning. Since the association of Shem end 
Malchizbdek is Jmdy an interpretation, and lhe rab#nic souws do not link this 
identification to the allocation of land by Noah. oncd aie Tosafot established the 

83. Ïn hi8 ru~r-amimentay on Rashi, Avraham Baqnt questions Rashi's use 
of this prooftext with the follorwing words: a m  rn mw mn rn !mu 
ow UY~ VY ~ k r r w  iwwv nnn m a  mm -1 m a  W nnw. Philip 
(lsas) 104. 



problematic nature of the assumption that the land was apmoned originally to 
Shem, the prooftext and its legitimacy were irrelevant For this reason, the lad< of 
confotmity regarding the dtation of the prooftext does no( lead necessarily to a 
condusion of inauthentiaty. 

The same argument of idevance camot be made regarcjing the sacond 

half of Rashi's printeâ text on 1Ms verse, because the comment extends beyond 
the assumption of Shem's iriheritance of the land and involves a reinterpfetation of 
the subsequent verse. The nature of Gd's pmmise to Abraham regarding the 
land persists. regardless of who oiiginally possesseâ it. The difiicûties with the 
logical progression in the printed comment as a Wde have akeady b e n  
expressed and need not be repeated; h ~ v e r ,  these very conceptual dimcuities 
beg for clarification; had they formed part of the fosafot version of the 
commentary. one w d d  have e x p c t d  them to be considered. 

Rashi's pn'nted comment for Gen. 126 does net manifest Natant textual 
inconsistemies, but the deveioprnent of ideas thrwghout the interpretation is 
problematic. Twenty-four manisai'pts of Tosafot Tmh commentaries 
consistently cite only the first half of Rashi's printed comment. This conformity 
together with the diffiailt natuct of the printed comment suggest that Rashi's 
interpretation of the lemma tu m3ni dginally enâed with the idea that the 
Canaanites wem capMng the land liom Shem who had been apwoned it by 
Noah. The subsequent eîements in the printed texts do not appear to be authentic 
to the originel work. 

3. Conclusion 

Cwtfonnity among utabions of Rashi h m  the Tosafot Torah commentaries 
has been shown to ccmfm (ha arrlh~*city of certain comments as they are 
presented in the pfinted editions. This sarne cocrfomiity can chaîlenge the 
authenlicity of uidted dements of the prlnted texts. The int6nfion is not to 
diminete haîf of Rashi's prhted commemt simply because the Tosafot do not cite 
it, but if (wen(y-five rnmusdpts of To-t mmemtaies cite a comment of Rashi 



comment wouid not k diallemged. When this same confmity among the 
manusm*pts manifes& only half of the femiliar comment, and te& of the prlnted 
comment display inconsistdncies, or the coritent of the printed comment is 
awkward and uidear and the Tosafot addms the contents of Ihe comment 
directly, then the Tosafot reading of the comment must also be msidered 
authentic. 

An argument from silence is not eesy to make. and the reasons far which 
the Tosafot addreased some issues end nat othm cordd be asceftained only by 

asking the very men who m t e  the commentaries. and even Ws would qualify as 
post facto teslimony and not fad. The printed editions, h ~ v e r ,  camot be the 
standard by which to ascertain the a ~ t h ~ c i t y  of Rashi's comments. The 
manusaipts of Tosafot Torah commentanes present the text of Rashi with which 
the people dosest to him were familiar, and hence a text as dose to Rashi's own 
version as is availabîe. M e n  only half of a pcinted 
commmt, which in its extant fom is proMematic, is dted msistently, the 
citations shwld not be dismissed as incomplete simpîy because they do not 
manifest the farniliar text The familiar text is not necesscvily the autti8nfic one. 
Rather these "incompleteu citations may represent the original kemd of Rashi's 
commentaiy. to Hihich subsequent layers wwe added. The analyses of Rashi's 
comments on Gen. 9:23 and 12:6, as cited in Ihe manusalpts of Tosafot Torah 
commentaries, suggest that the original rsndition of the work may have been 
considerabiy short- than vvhat is mw founâ in the printed eâitions. 

In the next chapter, Ihe notion mat uicited dements of Rashi's printed 
comment are the result d additions to the work, incorporateci in the body of the 
commentaiy during the process of its transmission. will be demonstrateâ through 
examples in Hihich aspects d Rashi's printed comment originated es part of the 
Tosafot discussions. 



Chapter Four: Partial Citations and the 
Printed Text - The Tosafist Proof of 

Added Material 

A. Tosafist Exegesis in the Printed Text of Rashi 

Comrnents k m  tht pfinted text of Rashi's work tha? are represented only 
parüally in the citations of Rashi in the Tosafot manifest a cornplex dilemma. The 
issue of whether the parts of Rashi's printeâ comments that are not cited by the 
Tosafot were unknown b the exegetes of the Wfth and thirteenth centuies, and 
therefore are not authentic to Rashi's orlginal mmentary, or whether lhey were 
not of interest to the Tosafot and therefore not addressed in their mitings is 

essential. The previous chapters have suggested that consistent citations of only 
half of the printed renditions of the commentary diallenge the aulhenüaty of the 
uncited portions in the same way that consistemt citations of the mtire printed 
comment confimi its authentiaty. The pmcesses through which the original 
comments were expandeci to indude the added parts now fouid in the ptinted 
version and the reasons for the Tosafot concem for one issue over another are 
contingent upon specûative analyses only. 

This chapter will demonstrate that the Tosafot citations and discussions of 
Rashi offer not only a text dose to the original, but mat they c m  also present the 
source from which a speci15c part of a comment now pat  of Rashi was expanded. 
The exampies e x p i d  ôeîow suggest that the originaî text of Rashi's commant on 
these verses was shorter, and mat the dements of the comment not cited by 
Tosafot originated in their discussions of the Rashi comment. 

The complexity of extrading a citation of Rashi hom the Tosafot 
manusaipts wilhout the bedits of modem purdueOon is integral to this 
disassion. The temptation to seardi the To&t text for the familiar w#ds of 
Rashi's printed comment and to a s w ~  dl comparable IingUstic famwlation is a 



reconstNCtion, d m  the extensive ciradation and transmission process and the 
late date of the manusuipts relative to RaWs omi lifetime prove that the pri'nted 
editions have been comipted. 

For this analysis, fie Tosafot maruscripts were read as uwks mto 
themselves and the citations wem extracteci based on the a b a l  patterns 
established in each of them. The signds within each manwaipt as to M a t  
constiMed a citation and what was the discussion of that citation induded the type 
of attribution to Rashi. the tminoiogy that m a n  the supercomment, and 
notation marks such as supte4inear dots. Familiafity wilh each Tosafot 
manuscript facilitatecl the analysis of elements of Rashi's printe~! comment Bat did 

not appear to f m  part of the actual citation of Rashi. Akin to earlier analyses, 
vanants in the early printed editions were also msidered to support the challenge 
to the authentidty of each reading. 

While each previous chapter aims to emphadze the essenüal contribution 
of the Tosafot to the reconstruction of Ihe original text of Rashi's wmmentary, this 
one will stress the importance of disregarding end abandoning mved 
notions of M a t  Rashi's commentary should say. The familiar text of Rashi's 
commentary often is not aulhentic, and the To-t can alVer us a text that is 
doser to Rashi's own. The variant readings they present must not k rejected 
simply because they do not conlomi to the comipt venions with which readers 
are familiar. 

Not having fomd a place to mst, the dove has mbcned to the ark, and in 
Gen. 8:10, Noah waits another seven deys and thm semis the dove fhrn the erk 
again. The verse reads: 

Rashi's cornmc#rt fa the kmma !mv is the rame in dl diWns except Reggio. 

The text d Berliner, Vdce, Ouedelajm anâ Rome reads:' 



The comment danes the mxd Sm91 in the sense of waiOng and offers a 
comparaMe use of the word in Job 29:21.2 lt condudes that the word is used 
sirnilady in many examples in Scriptm. The comment in Reggio varies minimaily 
fmm the rendition in the ottier editi~ns:~ 

This version introâuces the example with in3 instead of pr, and the word 

appears in the middle of the phrase mi>= w, mm. The meaning of the phrase 

mprn w' y 9  nmm /S dificult 10 translate. The sense may be either the same 

as in the other editions, that many such uses of fm,? as "waitingn are avident in 

Sdpture, or that >nrr has many meanings in Sdptve. The ambiguity does not 

alter the essential dtlinitim provided in me Rashi comment, but it does signal a 
potential problem in the text's transmission. 

This comment is cited in anly one Tosafot Torah commentary: New York - 
JTS L7Q3, a fifteenthcsntuy manuscript of a supercommentary on Rashi.4 The 
style of this text is the fdlowing: The lemma b m  the verse is presented with three 
dots above the word and is fdlowed by an viattributed comment of Rashi. Since 
the titie of the work is mm:, wun w r r ,  SY wm, an ideMca#cn for each citation 

is mecessary. The super- comment on the dWon is usually inboduced wilh the 
abbreviation r, deatîy signalling the end of each citaiion. Should Rashi's 
comment be refemd to fùrther on in the discussion, an attribution is a p m e d  to 
the citatiom5 

The Gen. 8:10 passage in this manusaipt cites only the first (wo words of 
Rashi's printed comment, the basic ~Mnition of the mKd fmv, but the comment 

2. The whok verse ma&: >suv m> mm fmv mw *. Job is lamenthg hi$ 
plight und ncrlls that "Men listend to him md waiteâ for hi8 rdviœ." 

3. Rashi H8Shkm, vol. 1,331. 
4. NW York - JTS L703 [MHM 240231. 
5. For emmpk, Id. 6a. 





h m  Job 29:21 and the phrase mpm w3 rrmm are m t  authentic to the 

Rashi. 
Rashi's originel comment dellned %V as rimm IN>. The Tosafot 

darified the need for such a definition by demonstrating where the same exact 
word carries a diflwent meaning and provided examples to suppoct Rashi's 
definition of the word in this confext* One might spealate mat some or al1 of these 
examples were induded in the margins of Rashi's commentary by shidents 
studying and copying the work. The varlant of pi in most of the printed dib'ons 

and lm in the Reggio text might be the visible seam indicating the insertion of 
extraneous material into the body of the commentary. 

The phrase zwpm v? mm correspoftds accu=atdy with the te& of the 

Tosafot comment. where a nmber of other examples are presented. tf the 
citation of Job 29:21 in aie Tosafot extract were intended to r8fer back to the 
comment of Rashi. its presence in the middle of the Iwo orner citations is 
trwblesome. Job 29:21 precedes chrondogically the îirst biblical citation in the 
Tosafot passage (Job 29:23), and had it f m e d  part of Rashi's original comment, 
one would expect it to k listed first, fdlowed by the exampies added by the 
Tosafist 

The tone of the commemt and the pattern of its style vulthin this partialar 
document suggest that the citation of Job 29:21 was one of three examples 
supplied by the Tosflst in his commentary on Rabii, and lhat Rashi's original 
comment ended with the text suggested by the dtation in New York - JTS L793: 
m a n  \nu>. The fact that these Mwds are identicai in al1 printed editions and that 

the remainder haIf of the comment ~ g n s  minor cîM&emes is not insignilicant. 
A cornparisan of only the printeâ editions w d d  not have suggested 

profouid t e m l  afnalties Ath RaWs comment for Gen. 8:lO. The Tosafot 
comment indicates haw6ver that the orl@nel comment was sttorter then the 
@nted versions. It dso demonstrates the souce for the addeâ material. Wthout 
consultation of (he Tosafot commerrtaries, the exad natue of the texbal 
difticûties would have remained tmûnown. 

In addition to erbblishing Ihe vdw of the Tosabt cornmenfaries for Iha 



importance of reading the Tosafot text for what it presents of the Rashi and of itself 
and m t  for Wat the mader ergctds it to cite. The Toscifot passage for Rashi's 
comment on Gen. 8:10 does not affiliate the ataüon of Job 29:21 with Rashi in any 
way. Only the readets comparison with a text not worthy of being used as a 
standard for comparison worrld lead to this assodation. Olhaniuise the citation of 
Job 29:21 dearly f m s  part of the Tosafot comment on Rashi, and consultation of 
the passage as a whde hdps to coirrea and restore the original version of Rashi's 
text . 

In this verse, as God has commanded him, Abraham leaves H a m  and 
takes al1 his possessions and his family wilh him. 

One of the things Abraham takes with him is ''the souis that they made in Haran,* 
and Rashi's comment addresses the meaning of 30 make a saul." The printed 
texts offer two expianations for the lemma liru WY W N  mm nu? and the Berliner 

and Venice editions have the identical comment. Their text reads as f d l o w ~ : ~  

The first part of the comment erplains that 90 make a soulw means that Abraham 
entemd the people under the whigs of the Mvim Pnwme. The pîml of nuy (they 

made) signifies that Akaham convaeâ the men and Sarah comrerted the woman. 
Because of mis a d  of convdon, Smptue attributes to Abraham and Sarah the 

"making" of these people. 
In the second haîf of the comment. Rashi ollbrs an expiaMoon accoiong to 

M ~ D  >YI w w ,  the litefal or simple meaning of "the m i s  that they made in 
Hafan." AOCOrding to Ws sBcb.0~1 of the comment, "Iha souls they maden refefs to 

9. &liner (1 905) 22; Rashi HaShaIbm, vol. 1 124. 



the male and fernale savants mat Abmham and Sarrvh acpuired @or to leaving 
Ham.  Two prooftexts then demonstrate other v m s  in Suipture where the verb 
nw~  "to make" CM) mean mp 90 a~quire."~~ The comment ends with a phrase 

deiining the mse carrieâ by Ihe use of îhe verb nuiv in these exampies, that d 

aqWring and amassing. 
The texbal variants in the other printed editims do not alter the sense of the 

comment. The Rome edition reads:ll 

second prooftext. In the Rome edtion, the phrase 5rm nww is preceded by an 

intfoductory lm, Wereas the Berliner and Venice ditions appnâ the secmâ 
example to the Zrst without dearly separating them. They also indude the wwd 
>MWV More 9n iww. 

The Reggio edition is very similar to the Baîinar and Venice textd2 

This version abbreviates numemus words uwitten out in M l  in the other editions, 
l i e  n u ,  3 mm, D I ,  a W .  The second pmftext indudes the mKd 

10. The fint example is Gen. 31 : 1 - b m np5 pS ?n v r n  mm 
n m . n n h r r r n w r ~ ~ s c l a ~ ~ i r ~ i w k ~ w n s O f ~ ~ n a m  
complaining ai1 Jacob h a  takrn al1 that W n g s  to thair M e r ,  and tiom 
that which was thdr fathet s, he Ms a a m a r ~  al1 this walth." Rarhi's 
comment for 31:1 deîim nw as olo - to githrr. SII Rashi HaShkrn, 
vol. 2,1151 16. The second pmofbxt is Num. 24:18 - rmn nuir o m  m 
5mnoriknarmrvum. ûakmidaysOWsulOrdsIhitEdomuid 
Seir (enemies of lsrael) will k an inharitence for mir enemies and Isnel 
will acquin Wength or rucclu. The printeâ (rm of Rashi contain no 
comment on fM\ nw for this wae. 

1 1. Rashi HaShuIbm, vol. 1, p. 339. 
12. /M. 



>N~w% but it is also preœâed by an irrboductory mm. The first word of the 

comment o m u m  is pmnw in the other edibions. 

Finally, the GuaMajara eâition differs more significantîy in t m s  of its text. 
although the content of the comment remains the sameO13 

This ediron is missing the first phrase that Abraham kowt the people mder the 

wings of the i i 3 ~ w ,  the padde nN before the wofd DWJN~, and the worû 3mm 
dter on?* nbar. It does contain the additional phrase nuv fin2 p>. The Hlord 

v a y  is abkeviated. the second prooftext is missing d r e l y ,  and the final phrase 

of the comment reads 1vp jw> instead of mm m p  IW. The types of vadants 

displayed in this text intirnate difnalties in the text's trans- mission. 
The absence of the second prooRext and the varyhg ways in Mich it is 

appendeâ to the comment in the oaier editions suggest it may not be authentic to 
the commentary. The phrase 13~p \w> is very similar to its altemate in the other 

texts, mi31 mrp \IV>, krt the textual variants cal1 into question the rdiability of the 

word v m .  if not the enbre phrase. The ab- of the begiming dause is also 

suspicious, since the association of Abreham with Mnging people W e r  the wings 
of the nmw is eaic i t  in numefous rabbmc saurc8s.'4 

Despite the m m m s  textual unmbinties, the comment itseif is the same 
in al1 editions. The texts al1 present two explanations: the first one is fimily rooted 
in rabbinic rnidra~hirn,~~ and the second one is dearly distingdshed as 
mpn W ww9. Since many arüdes and books have a n a l e  the ways Rashi 

13. /M. 
14. For example, Sihi Ikvinrn, npm, ad. L FkrMatein (Berlin: 1939; New 

York: The J d s h  Themîogicrl Sminuy d AmriCa, ImO) 5); Avot da 
Rabbi Nlhn,  r ,'N m (Sthechter 1867) fol. 27a, p. 53; and Shir 
HaShirim Rabbcih 1:3. 

15. San. Wb, EWwr Rabbah 6:2, Sihi Dlvbn'm, 15 (FinkeIstein 1969) 
54; Avot & Rabbi Natan, r .pn iÿiw (Schechter lgdl), fol. 27a, p. 53; 
and a i r  HaShifim Rabbah 1 :3. 



Mends peshat and demsh in his com~~cKttary,~~ and this aspect of the comment is 
consistent in each edition. Rashi's indusion of two explamtions does not mise any 
suspiciais. The citations in Tosafot suggest othefwise. 

Rashi's comment for Gen. 125 is cited in sevm Togafot manusuipts. The 
concam in a l  these texts is how Akaham couid have converted other people 
when he himseîf had not been converted w commanded yet to perfomi 

aramasion, one of aie essential rituals for conversion. Despite the Tosafot 
ditliailty Ath the 6rsl part of Rashi's comment, none of the passages Ihen tums to 
Rashi's second commemt as the prefmed expianation, nor do they spealate as to 
why Rashi offmd two explanatioiis. AN of aie Tosafot citations of Rashi present 
only the first half of Rashi's printed comment, and none of the sub- sequent 
discussions suggests in any way aiat these stuâemts of Rashi were m r e  of an 
alternative interpretation. 

(a) Verone 4 contains the fdlowing passage:17 

This text does not cite the phrase about the Mngs of the ru% nor the explanatory 

significantly, it is misdng the entire comment acaûing to m g n  a wwct. This 

exegete Rnds Rashi's comment about the convedon suprising, because 
Abraham was not yet commadeci to perfomi ammasion. He wggests that 
Abraham sirnpîy insbuded lhem in the sevm laws commanded to the sons of 
Noah. One wodd ecped that if the T o w s t  had Rashi's second interpretaim. he 
might have expresseci his fmhmce for it or demonstrateâ M y  it was a supen*~ 
or inferior altemative. 

16. For example. Gellas; M i n  (1986); Y. Kupemun, %I w m  tmm 
mm," p z ~ n  26.1 (1 W6): 2842; Tmpr (1 983); Rahman (1 883); Doion; 
Meirahem Banitt, "mm 9~ w-i ~ n m 3  yw9 'I)i TW," 77m Bible in the 
i&ht o f b  Inkrpm&/s, S.nh Kamh M8mon'al Volum, ad. Suih Japhet, 
(Jenisakm Magnes Press, 1994) 262-286; Amnon Shapim. %m 

IVW P ~ Y R  ~YN," /M., 287-3 1 1 . 
17. Vmna 4 [IMHM 7881. fol. Wb. 



(b) In the rnargins of Jefusalem 8'5138 (B200). the citation of Rashi 
indudes the phrase about the wings of the nmw, ôut the peshat comment is not 

offered :' 

Aithough the passage does m t  cite that Sarah canverteâ the women, the issue of 
conversion is deady ass-ated Hlith Rashi and tmublesome for the Tosabt. 
Without priar laiaviiledge of Ihe m p t  primnted edilons. the reader has no reason 
to assume the Tosafot had other dements of Rashi's comment to consider. 

(c) Paris h6b. 260 is similar to Vema 4:l9 

Citing Rashi's comment of the people's convarsion by Abraham and Sarah, the 
Tosafot suggest that since Akaham had not yet been commanded to perfomi 
aramasion. ane d d  say that the convetrsim consisted only of teaching lhem 
the seven commandments given to Noah. 

(d) The passage in Warsaw 204R7 also c o c ~ e s ~ s  to the same issue? 

The textual variants be-n the prlnted editions and aie citations do not alter the 

fact mat the TosafoYs text of Rashi ofkard !he interpretaion Itiat Abraham 
convertad the people with him. The absence of any refemce to the peshet 
comment presented in the printed etlitions is also consistent liwn menusuipt to 
manuscript. 

(a) in CamMdge (Add.) 660,2 part of  the^ Tosafot discussion of the Rashi 

editions not ated in îhe pvious  exemple^:^ 

18. Jerwskm 8.51 38 (B20Q), fol. 3b. 
19. Paris Hb.  280 UMHM 27û391, fol. 29a. 
20. W a m  204iZ7 [IMHM 10112], fol. 223a. 
21. CMbm (Add.) 680.2 [IMHM 158901, fint fol. of b n w .  



After citing Rashi's comment about îhe conversi'm, the Tosaf~st exegete presents 
the pmblem that Abmham was not yet commanded to pmfonn ci~curncision, and 
he offers three resdutions to Ihe issue. The Crst is mat the Torah does not 
maintain chronaiogical order.= so, in other wofds, just because in the namative 
Abraham circumdses himseîf in a Iater chapter, oiw, need not assume aiat Bis 
event did not ocar prior to the issue addressed in this parücûar verse. The 
second suggested sdution to this probkm is tha the laws of the Torah were 
observed from the begiming, even thoigh they had not yet been given on SinaiIn 
and so Abraham might have pdbmed ciraimasion. The final soiution is that the 
m e r s i o n  did not necessarily indude drcumcision, but rather Akaham led the 

people to the way of God (to the s-gM path), and Salptue accouits to Abraham 
and Sarah as if they had convertecl these p8ople and ararmcised hem. 

The phrase in the fast suggestion of the Tosdist, Ww ,mm ontv n%m 
OINWY, appeam in the prMted versions of the cornrnemtary. Once again, the anîy 

reason to assume that this phrase is a r e f e m  to Radri's corn- mentary is the 
reader's knovilledge of the m p t  texts. The passage on its own dearly indudes 
mis phrase as part of the Tosafot supercommentary on the citation anâ in no way 
afTiliates it with Rashi. The locution of the phrase b ~ ~ . o n W  nWa is cornmon 
in rabbinic souces and lhus not urique to Rashi. In fadl in Song of Songs 
Rabbah 113, the phrase nu mri I>M v9Y 1 9 9 ~ 1  is useâ 
in a discussion of the medng of the lemma pro nuv ~ W N  m n ,  which, like the 

22. Sec Pet. Bb and &mr ZWI wm, -Sv mtvn ~37  mm, lo npm, W. H. 
Homvitz (Laipoig: 1918; Jmnlem: Wihmirnn Bookt, 1986) W-81. 

23. See Va-YnV, Rabbah 2:10 (Miikn, vol. 7,30), when Noah, Abraham, 
Irsrc, Jacob, Judah and Joseph a n  kliaved to haw hiîfilled the 
commr~mntt of me Tmh. 



piinted comment'of Rashi, uiderstends (ho verse as refening to the cok versions 
perfmed by Abraham and Sarah? 

The identical fmuiatian of the phrase in the printed editions and in the 
Tosafot passage. not as part of the citation of Rashi but as perl of the Tosafot 
exegesis. challenges the authenücity of this phrase. lt suggests that the la& of 
attribution to Rashi and its absence from the distinctive citations are indicative of 
both the addition of material to the familiar texts of Rashi and the source îbm 
which these additions were made. The commonality of the phrase's styk and 
syntax in sources familiar to both Rsshi and his students lVlher supports the 

consideration that this part of the comment did not Mghate with him. 
The explanalion aocording to m p  W wwm is also not ated in Cambridge 

(Add.) 660,2. This confonnity with the other Tosafot extra- proposes that the 
second haH of Rashi's printed comment is not original . The argument that 
W a p s  the Tosafot were not intarested in Rashi's peshat comment is valid; 
however, al1 the citations of Rashi for this lemma cite only the first part of the 
comment, and they all deal wilh a similar disagreement with it. if the Tosafot's text 
of Rashi had Mered anoaier intefpfetation, one might have expected the exegetes 
to address the legitimacy of the altemative. 

(f) The final two citations of RasM are consistent with the examples 
presented above. The discussions of Rashi, h w v e r ,  MW the souca frorn vvhich 
the peshat comment may have entered into Rashi's commentary in the compiexity 
of its transmission. üke the previous passages, the concem in Munich 50,1 is the 

ability of Abraham to convert others:a 



The atation of Rashi confms Moi the earlier examples. Rashi is un- equivocally 
linked ~4th the idea that Abraham and Sarah cwerted people. The expression 
nsxm ~n nnn \wmriw is induded in this citation, kit it does not appear in all 

manu~~p ts .  This may be due to a degree of paraphrashg in the citation induang 
the exegete to cite only the essential idea of aie comment. It may also indicate 
that the phrase's dose association with the pardlel discussion in the rabbinic 
sources precipitated its attachment b Rashi's comment 

The Tosafot's probiem with Rashi is by now familiar, althwgh mis passage 
elucidates the issue more dearly. Akaham coûd not have converted olhers since 
he hirnself was not yet convertecl. The exegete s p d e s  that a convert is so 
called once he has been amrnased and rltually immersed.2b Accordhg to the 
dirondogy of the narraüve, Abraham himseîf has not partaken in either ritual. 

The most significant phrase for this disassion fallows. Aftef presenting the 

diflalty wilh R a N s  comment, the fogafot remark, "Therefore, eccaûing to the 
simple meaning (ut %J mw9 5 9  p>). the Iemma 'and the souis that they made 

in Haran,' rneans the male and fernale smants that they aquired in Ham, as in 
Gen. 31 :1, 'and he acqUred al1 this wealoi." Rie Tosafot does not attribute this 
comment to Rashi. lts Mnity with the printed edilSms might prompt the reader to 
assume the Tosafot has now rehmed to RasMws second explamtion, but the 
passage itself gives no wch indication. 

The remainâer of aie passage retums to the disaission of Abraham 
performing cimmddons. The exegete p a m t s  hypothetical argumemts of one 
who supports the idea thet Abraham cmducted comrersicms with mis ritual. Gm. 
265 is cited as proof thrit Abaham Wlled the commandments of #e 
forah even before it was gîven,n and the rabbinic dicbni. mr nwwr mm > n a  

26. Yeb. 48a âelineates that a min ha8 not beon pmpedy convrrteâ unless 
ho h a  h n  ciraimciwd and ribiilly imtnersed. 

27. Gan. 26:s reads: mm mpri mnvn i~bm *p.r ormn mw W N  
From h m  the rabbis u- that Abraham futfilid alt the 
aimmuidm«rtr ol th. Tonh. Va-Ylkn R 8 W h  2:lO (Mirkki, vol. 7,W). 



n w w ~  mra WNW ~ D P  is proposed as the reason for vvhich Akaham waited so 
long before cirawnasing himseîf. S i m  the patriarch had prophetic abililes, he 
knew God was going to command Mm to perfm circumcision, anâ so he waited 

mtil he raceived the command in order to maive the grsater rewafd of having 
fulflled a gooâ deed Hihich God had commandeci him. 

The extract as a Hihole substanüates the daim that Rashi's original 
comment for this verse condsted of only the first half of the printed versions. In 
confmity Ath the earlier exampies, it at&iMes to Rashi aily the first eiernent of 
the printed comment. It M e r  provides the souçe for both the peshat expianation 
of aie lemma M d  in the ptinted versions and the first proaRext used to support 

the definition of mus as aquire. The absence of the second prooRext 

corroborates the suspicions raisecl liwn the texhisl variants in the pn'nted texts 
desaibed above. 

If Rashi's original comment msisted of aie first half of what now appears 
in the prSnted edilions, then this passage from the Tosafot manusuipt highlights 
the processes thmugh which the comment developeâ into its present fwm. The 
peshat comment was orSginally part of the Tosafot's disagrwrnent with Rashi's 
explanation of conversion. Perhaps once the Tosafot comment had been 
appended to Rashi's, vutiich at that point containeci only one prooRext, a 
subsequent scribe or student added a second emrnpîe that then was incocporated 
into some versions of the commentary in different foms; it never was added to 
Guadelajara. 

(g) A second vety similar passage in Oxfrd - Bodleian 27118 (Opp. 31) 

presents the sarne evidmœ, namdy that haif of Rabi's prhted comment is 
acûmfly the Tosafot ~ - C O m m e n t a y  for a Iroublesome interpretation." 

28. Kidd. 31a, BK 38. and AZ 3a am sources for th8 nbbinic adage that the 
grnater renuard goes ta îhe one who dom ~ o o d  deeds, having been 
commanded to do so, than to the one who has not been commanded, but 
does good dewâs myhow. 

29. Oxford - Bodieian 27111) (Opp. 31) (IMHM 167391, thid folio of b nutio. 
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commentary. This work Mers interpmtations of the biMical verses, and many of 
thern, although not all, begin with a citadion of Rashi. Those comments mat do cite 
him, systematically Mer to him by name. For Gen. 125, the text in Ws 
manusaipt reads:jO 

In a text krmm to atlribute comments to Reshi, îhe oniy reason to assume this 
comment was recognized by the Tosafot exegetes as belonging to Rashi is the 
m p t  pririt8d eôilions. In the context of the Tosafot commentary, the comment is 
not Mliated with Rashi and may have ben intended as a rssponse to the known 

derash interpretations in rabbinic t e a .  Ultimatdy, the Tosafot Mer no mason for 
the reader to assume the familiar printeâ text of Rashi is its source. 

Three elements of the T0-t Torah commentaries contribute to the 
serious challenge of the aulhentidty of the second haîf of Rashi's comment for 

125. The first is the consistent. confming citations of only the explanetion of 
mersion. As demmsbgted in preuious chapters, this caWmity has oia 
potential to both amfimi familiar readings and to propose a much short- original 

rendition. None of the extracts fimm the Tosafot m-pts indicates in any 
fashion that the text with which Rashi's students wc#cr familiar continued bey- 
the first (or in their case, the anly) expfanefion. The sacond factw to Ws challenge 
is the appearance of the uncited porlion of the piinted comment in the Tosafot 
discussion of the Rashi. The idea that the unbiased reader, Ulfamiliar with the 
compt printed versions of Rashi, would not aswme a texhial comection between 
the ambuteci citation and the phrase msembling he printed peshat comment is 
integral to an objedive reconstruction of the odgind work me Tosafot passage 
itseîf dearly associates Rashi with the commcKit on convdm, but it does not 
relate the peshat comment to him. The assumption 
that the linguistic formulation c o m m  to the prlnted editions dm the original 
Rashi perpetuates the sort of t e U  pmbîems efkteâ by the earîy printen and by 

Berliner in W r  subjedve attempls to amct the work. 

30. Odard - Bodbian 284 (Muih. 225) [IMHM 167521, W. 1 la. 



The presence of the peshat erplanation with its prooftext in the Tosafot 
exegesis of Rashi substantiates the challenge to its authenüdty by manifesthg a 
likely sowce b m  which the remark became emMded in Rashi's work. 

Evidence of only confming citations requires spealating as to aie Tosafofs 
interests and c m s  and whether they should or should not have addressed 
issues related to the UllCjtd portions of the printed comment The Tosafot 
comments for mis lemma accouit for the Iwo explanations that appear in the 

printed ditions and Cornimi (he chaiienge proposed by the confomiing but 

a bbreviated citations. 
The third demant is #a unatbibuted peshat comment in a work that cites 

Rashi frequently. The discussion of the conversion issues in rabbinic s ~ w c e s ~ ~  
and the lack of an explanatory remark to the peshat comment suggest that the 
exegete in this document did not intend to be dting Rashi. A dear identification of 
Rashi fdlowed by a superamment would have confomied mare accufateîy to the 

patterns of Tosafot exegesis of Rashi, and the availability of texts extemal to Rashi 
that address identical ~017~6ms might be the souces to which this exegete is 
responding Ath the words wwri %>. 

The presentation of two explanetions in Rashi's printed comment did not 
arouse suspicions because of the consisteocy with which both interpretations 
appeared in all printed vmgons and because many of the exegetical analyses 
conducted on Rashi's commmtary have explored the me#oddogies of his 
employment of m a t  and déKash. The texts of the Tosafot concretin, both the 
prlnted text's lack of reliability and the ilaweâ msults of analyses based on m p t  

editions. 
The Tosafot exetgeses for M. 125 have demonstmteâ that half of Rashi's 

comment originated in the super-comrnent, aird thus is not authentic to Raohrs 
mm work. Since the @ntd vefsions of the commentary no lon~er manifest wch 
traces of texhiel additions, analyses of his exegedicd methods 
must be preceded by asœftain'ng a diabîe te& Patterns in Rashi's use of 
peshat and derash interpretatians - whm he indudes both f o m  of exegesis, or 
when he cites only om, and why one preœâes the other - cemot be detmined 



h m  the printed editions, because, as these Tosafot terts demonstrate, half the 
comment may not have hem induded by the exegete himsdf. 

The printed texts of Rashi an 8: 10 and 125 do not present drastic textual 
variants that render the integrity of the comments suspect. They viderscore the 
potential of the Tosafot commentaries to Mt out many of the uidetectable layers, 
to demonstrate hat even texhnd confonnity can be misleading. and aiereby to 
confmn the extent to vuhich the prlnteâ venions are ursliable measues tom 
which to estabiish the O@jinal work. These exampies elaidate Ihe redity of 
scribal transmission wfience comments on Rashi have becorne indistinct tom 
what Rashi himseîf m t e .  Considefation to aie style of the Tosafot manudpts 
and the constant suppression of the readets bias towards the familiar printed 
editions uitimatdy will allow for a mare objective and more accurate amcüng and 
reconstructing of the ori~inal Rashi. 

B. The Contribution of the Rashi Manuscripts 

As explained above in the Introduction, the contribution of the Rashi 
manuscripts to the pracess of reconstndng the original Rashi from citations of 
the commentary in the Tosafot texts is a tenuous one. Ideally, one would h o p  to 
confinn ail the Tosafot versions of Rashi wiîh evidence h m  the Rashi 
manusuipts themselves. This would substantiate the ability of the citations in 
Tosafot to provide the text dosest to RasM's m. Hawever, oiis would also 
render futile the analyses of the Tosafot manusdpts. if the manuscripts of Rashi 
were suniaentîy reliaMe as to msistently display the commcmts devdd d the 
centuries of transmission Iayefs, the search foi the original Rashi would not need 
to extend beyond the extant manuscripts of his work. 

The reality is that Re manuscripts of Rashi's Torah cammantary, a least 
those presenlly d e r  schdady suutinyl are fer too rernoved from (he copy 
Rashi uwote himsdf to provide diable witmsses to the original text. The citations 
in the Toeafot rnanuscrlpts have pn,veâ effective at manifesthg îhe commentary 
of Rashi hmiliar to Ms studewvb md desomdmts. The exampies above 
demonstrate hraer the ability of (ha Tosafot passages to exhibit îhe souces from 



Mich the text altered and expanâed. The abbreviated citations of the printed 
edi tions suggest an original text shorter #an the femiliar ones, and the 
super-comments confimi thet the uidted portions did not odginate with Rashi. 

Despite their lad< of reliability, (he manuscripts of Rashi's commentary do 

represent the extant cornmentary, and aiey ofw compelling alternatives to the 
vanety of readings that appear in the pnhted t e a .  The examples that fdlow 
demonstrate how the Rashi text ewtracted from the Tosafot can help to estabiish 
aiterla by Hihich to m e a m  the value, reîiability or aulhentiaty of the altema!ives 
manifested in the manuscripts of Rashi's cornmentary. 

1. Genesis 8:2 

After one hudred and tifty deys of water on the earth, God remembered 
Noah, and the waters subsided. This verse reports that the fountains of the deep 

and the openings of oie heavens were stopped up, and aie min trom the heavens 
was withheld. The text reads: 

The printed editions for Rashi's comment on the lemma define the meaning 

of the word and provide Iwo prooftexts to support the delinition. Bedinets eâitian 
has the folfowing:" 

The comment explains btmi as "was withheld." The first example supprüng this 

definibjon is from Psalm 40:12 which states," Oh Lord, do not wilhhdd 
( ~ h n )  y o u  merdes."3J The second prooRext is Gen. 23:6, where lhe sons of 

Heth respond to Abraham's request for a kryim place for Sarah Bat they Mll not 

32. Berliner (1 905) 16. 
33. The entire vrme is: ?nu, TM PM l m n  rmn i<5 TI r m ~  

Rashi dws not comment on the andogous îemma in this MM, but on 
Psalms 40:10, ho esplains the wordr m u  te as: @ o m  tem ~ u b  ymn te 
vm te t M I l  m. 



withhold (i.iSn9) one from Mm." Despite the fact that w#d is spelled altemativeîy 

with an N or a n. it appears to cawy the same meaning. 
The Venice and Guadeîajara versions of the comment are identical ta each 

other and very sirnilar to 8erlir~3fs text." 

They Vary oniy in the spelling of the word ~ 9 s i  in the second example, Hlhich has 

a ri in the ûiMical source and in Bdiner. The presms of an N may have been an 
attempt by the scribe to cocrect what he believed to be an e m  and to rendar the 
analogous wwds unifm. 

The Reggio edition indudes the word m n  in the first prooftext, and like 

Venice and Guadelajara, it spells NW with an 

The comment in the Rome edition dinm more significantly. Al the 
analogais wwds in this version, induding the lemme, are spelled with a r i ,  and the 

order of the two prooRexts is reversed. The word w n  is also inâuded in aie 

exampie from P ~ a l m s . ~  

Again the err~neous viifamiity am- the mKds being compared may have been 
a scribe's attempt at correction or darification. The reverse order of the exampies 
intimates perhaps that one or both of Ihe prooftexts may not be 

authentic to the Original commsntary. Rather they were inserted into the body of 
the work liom the margins and hence appear in diffdng positions within the 
comment. 

Rashi's comment for this Iemma is dteâ in ocrly one Tosabt manuscript. 
New York - JTS L793 is the iifteanthcsnhry manisa(pt of a supercommentary 

34, This wrse mads: fnrr nn up map mm mm m o m h  wtn 9 r n  uynv 
mpn p n  rtm z& m p  m uDn m. Rashrs comment for this verse and 

the variations among the ditions am explond furthor on. 
35. Rashi HaShalern, vol. t 88,33û. 
38. /M. 330. 
37. Ibid. 



on Rashi that dearly delineates between the atation and the supercomment Ath 

the abbreviation r. &n to the citation of 8:10 above, lhis extract only atblbutes to 

Rashi the omr ward ddnition of the Iemma. The prooftext appears to fom part of 
the Tosafot discussion that follows. Most significcntly. onîy one of the proOnexts 
fiom the printed ditions appears in the passage. The text is the fdlowing:= 

Being a supercomrnentaiy on Rashi, the manuscript does nat need to attribute 
each comment to him @or to the citation. The style of the document deady 
considers the wwd REPI as constiMing the wmmentary of Rashi. The Tosafist 

darifies that even though mis use of the word N ~ V  employs an N, it nonetheless 

has the same meaning as i r h 9  with a ii in Gen. 23:6. The prooftext h m  Psalms 

40:12 does not appear in dther the citation or the super- comment 
The pfirnary question to be addressed is whether the atation of Gen. 23:6 is 

a reference to what the Tosafot had in ttieir version of Rashi or whether it 
originated in the Tosafot darification of Rashi. As with the eadier examples, the 

only reason to assume the Tosafot are introducing a latter dament of authentic 
Rashi is the readets familiarity Moi the editims. However, w d d  the 

Tosalist concem with identical meanings being attributed to words that cary 
difiarent endings have arisen had Rashi not induded this prooftext in his original 
work? The definition of w m  may not have mqured Mher expianation and 

association with Gen. 23:6, unîess the wOCd with a il M n g  was laiorni to cany 
this same definition and the Tosdst felt obliged to ensure 
his reader mat Rashi had m t  c#red, kit rather that the word meant the same 
whether it ended with a ii or an N. 

The pdnted te* for Rashi's amment on m. 23:6 psent dmilar 
dilemmas. The Berliner and Vm*ce editions have the fûlowing comment:= 

38. N& Yoik - JTS L793 [IMHM 2-31, M. m. 
3B. Bsdinr (1 905) 45; RMhi H8shkm, vol. 1,262. 



The lemma Ath a n is defined as v m ,  and Psalms 40:12 and Gen. 8:2 are 

provided as prooftexts. The Reggio edition has the seme text, but the location of 
its comment does not follow the logical seguence of the verses; rattier il appears 
before Rashi's comment on Gen. 23:4. The lack of setqwntial order suggests 
textual m p t i o n  and intimates that Ihe comment may have ôeen inserted 
e m o u s l y  h m  a marginal note. 

The Rome edition indudes both prodtexts, as do the previous examples. 
but the citation h m  Psalms 40:12 spells NWI wilh a n and indudes more words 

from each verse:* 

The text of the Guadelajara edition cites both biblical verses Ath a ri on the 

analogous words. It adds mer to the complexity by omitaig the essential 
definition ~ ) ~ 3 i : ~ ~  

As Ath Rashi's comment for 8:2, the variants in these wmments raise similar 
issues regarding the integrity of the text. The interchange of r, and N endings for 

the lemmata and for îhe pmftexts suggests an awareness of and even a difnalty 
with the same definition for words that appear û i i n t .  E m w s  attempts at 
correcüng the prooRexts and mâwing their conalation viifonn underscore the 
saibe's lack of familiadty with the #Mical sumes. The imomhtent order in 
Reggio and the deîiniüon missing h m  Guaddajara contribute rvtner to the 
dubious natue of the text. 

The citation of this comment in New York - JTS L793 shds sorne light on 
the textual rness.'z 

40. Rashi HaShakm, vol. 1, 371-372. 
41. IW. 
42. New York - JTS L793 [IMHM 24ô23], W. 31 b. 



As with the citation of 8:2, the Tosaîist atûibutes to Rashi the comment of y m  PO. 

He then darifies that Rashi provides this definition to diffemate between the 
sense of the similar word that appears in vecses like Dan. Il :3W and Gen. 2:Zu 
and that rneans 90 finish* or "to completeH and the verb here in Gen. 23:6. 
According to the exegete, the Mblical cmtext of aiis vefse does not suppart a 
definition of "completew or "nnish." Rather, the explanation of Wthhdd" is akin to 

~%nin Psalms 4O:l2, even though the lemma has a n, and the prooRext is 

spelled with an x. 
In this passage, the ptooftext dearly fmms part of the Tosafot exegesis not 

Rashi's; the distinction between n and rr appears to be the Tosaîist's own support 

for his darMcation of RasM. 80th extracts lack one of the proOneXIS used in the 
printed editions. The missing pmoRext from 8:2 appean in the discussion of 

Rashi's citation for 23:6; the missing exampie liwn 23:6 is the lemma of Rashi's 
comment on 8:2. The ovedap betvuwn these exegeticd passages wggests that 
the students and scribes wcwe mare of parailel commants in Rashi and attempted 
to make the commmtary ulfm. The cornpiex evidence of conuption can be 
explained. 

Since the distinction between citation and supercomment is dear in the 
Tosafot passage for Gen. 23:6, the authentic Rashi can be identiîied as the kief 
definition that begins the comment; one prooRext (Psalms 40:12) 
odginated in the exegesis of the Tosafot. The citation of Gen. 8:2 in the pdnted 
comments of 23:6 warM seem to k part of a d i  amalgamaüon. 

Rashi's comment for 8:2 dso or(ginateâ Mlh the basic definition of  YI^. 

The word na31 is not urmmmon in Saiptue, and its meanin8 is not necessariîy 



ambiguous. The Tosafot may have fdt oWiged to expiain Rashi's need to darify 
the word in the first place, namdy to demonstrate that, despite the diffmnt 
spellhigs, the words have the same meaning. Analogaus interpretations in 
different locations in the commentary perhaps invited studious and conscienüowr 
students to reference comparable examples each place the comment appears. 
This would expiain fiuthm why oniy orio prooftext fmn the printed ediîions can be 
accuunted for in the Todafot passage. 

The analyses of aiese examples have explond two components. The first 
is the evidence set out by the variants in the pdnted editims and the resulting 
suspicion regarding the aulhen(iodty of the pdtexts. The second component is 
the extracts from the Tosafot manusuipts. These passages have demonstrated 
that the Tosafot can help to recover the original ksmel of Rashi's commentary 
along with the swrce from which the additional elements wem taken, and they 
heiped to accauit for the presence of oin, prooRext in each of the printed 
comments. 

A third cornponant to this analysis is the cmûfbution of the Rashi 
manusuipts to coroborating the tex$ reconstructed from the Tosafot. Of the 
oiirty-eight Rashi manusuipts examineci,* not one presented Rashi's comment 
for Gen. 8:2 as only the ddtition am, but Iwo manuscripts did dler a version of 

the comment Ath onîy one prooftext. Both record Rashi's comment with the 
atation h m  Psalms 40:12 but la& the prooftext h m  Gen. 23.6. 

Oxfwd - Bodteian 192 (Can. Or. 35) is a fout66nlh-c~ Meenth-centuy 
manusdpt of the commentary and has îhe fdlowtng Rashi comment for Gen. 
8:2:46 

Paris Wb. 48 is a fourt88nfhumUy manuscript and also indudes only one 
exampie:" 

45. Them a n  over 200 edant manuscripts d Rashi's mrnmentary. As 
explaineâ in the lntmductkn. (hose used for this study wrre chosen 
mostiy frwn the wurws used by Touitou in hi8 work Fouitou (1 W6) 21 21, 
in addition to m e r  p m f i f t ~ n ~ n t u r y  manusaipts found in the 
catalogue 1 the IMHM. 

48. Oxford - Bodieian 192 (Can. a. 35) DMHM 162581, fol. Sb. 
47. P a h  H b .  48 [IMHM 31021, W. Sb .  



The variant ternis used to inttoduce each prooftext (ID:, or \ID) may signal M e r  
the corniption still evident in evm these earîiew stages of the cornmanla 

The îindings support the notion mat the version of Rashi to be exlracted 

fiotn the Tosafot manusuipts p a â e s  the text available in the extant 
manuscripts of the commentary. The Tosafot citations of Rashi and their 
discussions of his mments  also hdp to estabiish aiterla thrwgh Wich to 
anelyze aiese documents. Without the texts recovered mm the Tosafot. readen 
partial to the familiar pinted edition migM assume the sbkeviated version of Rashi 
in Oxford 192 (Can. Or. 3!5) and Paris h6b. 48 is the rewlt of saibal e m  and 
omissions. As Berliner did with the evidence supporling the authentiaty of the 
drawings, they waJd refrain fmm both correcting the text and faang the 
implications of achrally altering dmstically the familiar vmgon of Rashi. 

The examination of the rdationship of the ToSBfOt to Rashi as well as their 

citations end discussions of him help to corred individuel comments of the 
commmtary and thus, to recover a version as dose to the original as possible. 
These reconstNCted texts can Ihen ôe used as a measrre against the extant 
manuscripts of the commcmtary to estabhh the reliability of the more than two 
hundred manusuipts of Rashi's commantary and to msider objecb'vdy the 
myriads of compelling textual altemalives oflemd in these documents. 

The contnôution of the Rashi manusdpts to Ihe pnicess of recovering the 
original text of Rashi is therefoca, uncharaderisticafly, secondary. Because 
of the state of the text and the Lpîh of the coc~ption, the me-pts can be 

used only to build u p  the evidence exîraded b m  the citations of Rashi's 
saidents. The Tosafot îumw Rashi's commentary hW than the saibe copying it 
at least 130 years later, and thedore the examination of the citations must 
precede the analysis of the manuscripts themrdves. The citations in Tosafot offer 



the means by which to sort thraigh the chaos that is the extant text of Rashi's 
commentary. 

This verse is part of G&s insbucli*ms to Noah and his femily upon their 
exit h m  the ah. God wams Noah that He will require an accomüng for "the bîood 
of every soul," for the life of e v w  animal and every human. The text itself is: 

Rashi's mnted comment for the lemma o~~niwu:, explains that even though the 

focus in the verse is on Mood (o>~nw%f, om~) ,  God stii requires an accoviting 

from one who strangles himself, even though Ws fom of death does not produce 
blood. The texhml variants am- Ihe printed ditions are minimd. The Berliner 
and Ven'ce texts have this ~omrnent:~g 

In the Rome, Reggio and Guadelajara editions, the comment appears at the and of 
the expianaüon for the previous Iemma omt nu WI. This comment darifies aie 
sense of the wwd tn that even though God Oave people permission to kill animals, 

the one who spills the blood of an an'rnal is saIl accovitable to God. In the Rome 
edition, the lemma o3~flw3> is separated from the comment that explains it by a 
nunber of words related to mis previaus 
explanetion. The text of the comment that relates to the ditions of Berliner and 
Venice is:= 

49. Beliner (1805) 18; Rashi HaShaiem, W. t,m. 
50. Rashi HaSMlem, vol. 1,333. Th. square bncketa indicdite demonts of 

the comment for the p m W s  kmma thit a n  mimd in with the comment 
for om-. 



In the Reggio version, the comment in question is also attached to the previous 
explamticm. but except for a missing 9 on the lemma, the text is identicai to the 

oaier edition~:~l 

The Guadelajara ediOon Mers orûy in its arder of the final two words of the 

comment. ma and 0 1 . ~ 2  

The fact that this comment is preserveâ distinct as its own discreet entity in the 
Venice and Bdimr editions and that it is lacking from the eadier renditiorw 
suggests an inûlguing cornponant to the textes corruption. Aside h m  the integrity 
of the textual detaifs, the c o r n m ~ s  vwy edstence as an independent explanaSon 
of a spedc concept is questionable. 

The source for Rashi's comment fw the lemma ornw39 appears to be 

BR 34:13, which reads? 

According to the midmsh, the pupose of the wad 1~ is to indude peopie who 

sirangle themsdves ammg those h m  whom Goâ requires an accoviling. The 
references to Sauî who Mls upon Ns sword (lest the Phiüstiricw deMe 
Mm)" and to Hananiah, Mesha'ei Azariah (vuho are t lmwn into fiery linwice 
fw refirsing to commit iddatry)* wggest tha imv pmn may be an archetype for 

suicide in general. The exemples imply that any type of self-iniiidd death - be it 
suidde as in the case of Sad or madyâom as in mat of Henniah, MeshaW and 
Azafiah - is accouiteble to God. This diîVm liom lhe printed comment$ of RasM, 

51. Ibid. 
52. lbid. 
53. Mirkin, vol. 2.56; Thsodor and Albeck, vol. 1, 324. 
54.1 Sam. 31:4. 
55. Dan. 3: 1S33. 



*ara the foars is on death that does not invdve bîood, but nomthdess requires 
an accounting. 

Rashi's comment for osnnu& is dted in eight ToSBfot manuscripts 

These exbgds suggest that Rashi's odginal expianation m y  have emulated the 
focus in the midrashic text mon, similady than is evident Won the prlnted versions. 

(a) Two of the passages cite Rashi exadly as the comment appears in the 
pdnted editions. The follovving is liom Munich 50,1 :Ss 

This citation of Rashi constitutes the entire Tosafot comment for this lemma. In 
other words, based on the printed version of RasM's mmentary, the Tosafot 
have not suppîernented the citation with a mmark or darificdon of any sort. This 
phenornem is odd, because the intention of the Tosafot was to build upon the 
exegesis of theif teachar. îf they had nothing to add, corred. uiîicize, teach or 
ediîy, they would not have dted the comment in the fint place. The ody textual 
variant between this text and that of Ihe prînted vem'ons is the presenca of the 
partide nu. 

(b) Vat. Ek. 53 contains a similar ~ ' o s i t y : ~  

This passage ladrs the word I I ~ ,  WhiCh is not suprising considering its 

inconsistent piacing in the pr[nteâ editions; it also indudes aie perlide nN, 
absent from the later pdnb'ngs. Again, the Tosafot do not appear to comment an 
their citaoan of Rashi. 

(c) Vat. Eh. 506 vales Wm the pv iowr  citations wiôi the indusion of one 
word. This small üiw- aqgests mat what the mader of the prlntad texts 
viaws as a compîete citation ot Rashi may in fad mcompass both lhe dtaticm and 
the super comment:^ 

56. Munich 50,1 [IMHM 1892], fol. 251. 
57. Vat. Ebr. 53 [IMHM 1701, fol. 12b. 
58. Vat. Ek. 508 [IMHM 5421, #S. mQb. 



The comment is missing both im and nN, but the premce of the mKd mb is 

very significant The i-on of w19> befm the abkeviateâ a % q~ renders 

the second dause of the comment an explanetion of the first. In other words, 
"even if he strangles himself impîies weven though no Mood m t  forlh." The 
m p t  versions of the comment lead the reader, partial to the printed texts, to 
assume that the Tosafot interpretation of RasM msisted only of the addition of 
the mKd imb. The placement of the word behHsen the two dauses of the 

comment daMes for the reader the link betwesn them and hence the essence of 
the interpretaüon. Fulher evidence from other Tosafot manuscripts demonstrates 
that even this anelysis is too devoteâ to the extant comment 

(d) The next four citations d Rashi's explanetion for o m m ~ >  &ier  cnûy 

in their presentaüons of the introductry atblbuüoo to Rashi and in otîter degrees of 
abbreviation for certain wwds. They also indude an aaonym at the end of the 
passage missing h m  the previous manuscript exbacts and h m  the printed 

comments. Cambridge 121 5,5 has Ihe fdlovHng passage:m 

The aaonym represents the words wptn v ia  P, creâiting 10 Hizkuni the 

expîanation of the first dause by the second. The Tosafot passage presents 
Rashi's original comment as "even the one who Stfangles hirnsdf," and Hizkuni 
(mirleenth mtury, F r a n ~ e ) ~  explains in the second dause that strBn@ng 
produces death without biood, but mat according to Rashi, even though the verse 
mentions Mood and this death does not produca any, G d  wouid slil nguire an 
accwnding. 

(e) The p a s s a ~  in Budapest Kaufmam A31 is aîmost idedcd:61 

5s. Cambridge 1215,5 [IMHM 17078]. fol. 201. 
(#1. Gmnkrg 85. 
81. Budapest Kaufmnn A31 DMHM 28331, fol. 23a. 



Since these tex& do not offer any Tosaîïst comment extemal to what is fovid in 
the printed editions of the commentery, il is more difialt than in the eailier 
examples to view the second dause of the comment as having orlgimted in 
Tosafot exegesis and then, through the proccrss of transmission, having migated 
indistingùshably into the body of the work. The reason however is one of parüality 
and comectedness to the familiar text. The passages in Munich 50,1 and Vat. 
Eh. 53 that did not indude atlribuüons to tjizkuii may have been regarded by 
earlier students as incorporabing both the comment and the superamment. 

(f) Panna 527 (2368) offers no signHicant variantsa2 

(g) New York - JTS L700 persists in the conforming way Rashi's comment 
for 9 5  is presented in Tosaf~ t :~  

(h) Finally, Paris héb. 168 allaws no room for an ambiguous reading of the 
acronyrn n m .  This passage spells out according to whom oie supercomment 

was made.64 

The deduction that half of Rashi's printed comment originated in the exegesis of 

Hithmi and thus is not authentic to the original work offers a rc#iewed 

cornparison of Rashi's comment with the midrashic source. Both texts naw 
consist only of the phrase s-ng one who strangles himseîf. Wlh the 
diminalion of the foais on Mood fhm Hizlani's interpretatson, lhe readew migM 
msider that Rashi's explanetion did mt disr so greatly Wrn the midrash, but 

that he also intended to tsach that al1 fums of mgcide, d Mich stmgling is just 
one, an, accovitabîe to God. 

82. Panne 527 (2368) CMHM 132331, wventh foiio of ni nuni. 
63. NW Y o ~  - JTS L790 [IMHM 240201, hl. 11 b. 
64. Prk Wb. 168 [IMHM 41551, W. 12.. 



The doser Mliation behNeen the OQ$nal mse of Rashi's comment and 
that conveyed in the midmshic passage supports the reconstructi*on of Rashi's 
original comment as only v m ~  nx pnnn qu. An examination of Hizlani's prlnted 

comment for this varse o(lers firther corroborstion. Within Hizkuni's uwn 
comenfary on the Torah. his explamtion for the lemma 033nm34 begins wiîh a 
citation of Rashi, vvtrich he explains, and it indudes a reason for why Rashi offered 
this explanation. The text of the comment is the fdlowing:= 

The atation of Rashi in ais passage c m  be interpreted diierently depending on 
the readeh willhgness to forgo hisher rdiance on the printed text After the 
section of passage analogous to what comprises the comment and super- 
comment in the Tosafot manuscripts, ljizkuni explains that the purpose of Rashi's 
rernark is a response to those who do not believe in heaven w hall. Using the 
word iai% again. he darifies mat God requires an accoviong of Mood fiam even 
one who kills himself, and this a-ng will ocar only after death. 

In this comment, the employment of miSn to expiain a preceding statement 

appears to be part of uizkuii's style of Mtingm and thus substantlates the daim 
mat his explanation of Rashi msisted of aie d r e  
second dause of the pn'nted text for 95. Just as mpn rnw nN 37133 ?N inrfn 
i3na iw w n  ducidates ln, p 1 9 ~ 1  o ~ m  p~ owm> rnwn, so too is TN m l %  

~1 m a  zw NW Y %J an explication of iiwv pmr~ ?u vv. 
The lack of an obviws supercomment in s o m  citations of Rashi and the 

atûibution of part of the printed Rashi tu Hitkuii in 0th- oncK a serious challenge 

85. wprn (Chawl lm) 23; (Auon 1 BQ2) 03. The comment continues with 
a mfamnca to the midmshic pismg.: 59, ln Znn hm Zpr umr r u  
ps, pam Pn mnili 9 w o  mum. 

68. The woid is urrd in other cornmonts in îjizkuni's wok (see for 
exarnpk Gan. 8:3, 12:8, 16:s). A m m  extensive study is mquimd to 
ascertain itr exact exegetical purpose. The possible link beîween 
Hizkuni's cornmonts introducwâ by mm uid Rast~i's printed ta& is dw 
wrthy ofhrrlhrr ocplontion. 



to the extant version of the cornment? The difference between this exampie and 
the previws ones is the la& of an obviously sbkeviated citation completed in the 

Tosafot exegasis. Nonethess, in the prlnted eâitims, Rashi's explanation for 95 
does indude the Tosafot supercomment appended to it wilhout any distinguishing 
rnarkings, and the texts of Ihe Tosafot MW the evidence required to detach and 
isolate the authentic Rashi fbm the explications of him. The style of Hizkuni's 
exegesis in his am cornmentmy and a r e c o v m  oorrelation with the midrashic 
source help to ovverwrne aie reader's hesitancies towards abandoring the prlnted 

version. 
The manusaipts of Rashi's m m  commentary offer Ihe deciding proof. In 

fourteen manuscripts of Rashi's Torah commentary, his comment for Q:5 consists 
of only the first dause of fie pdnted edition~.~ A fiReenth manusaipt has the 
second dause above the line.' For this example. these manuscripts have 
corroborated the text of Rashi extracted ftom the Tosafot worîcs. Previous 
schdars analya*ng the Rashi manusaipts might have assumed Ihat those texts 
lacking the second dause had been suôjected to &bal error and mat the phrase 
was omitted accidentally. This type of analysis stems ftom what the text is 
expected to Say, detemined from ou extant printed editions, and h m  aitical 
detemination of H a t  it did say. Because the Rashi manuscripts are so removed 
Crom the original text and because hey are so varied, they camot offer convinang 
aitena through whia compdling altemate readings can be measued and 
evaluated. 

67. For a retfennce to the idea that îjizkuni's M n g s  pmceâeâ Torrfot wrks 
like mm, mun and orlpt m, and that over tim atMbutions b t$zkuni 
ha* disappeamd, sec Aaron's kitroâuction, p. 8. 

88. Parma l8 lM (3204) [IMHM 1391 QI, riwi folio of ni num, right column. 
Munich (Cod. Hebr.) 5 [IMHM 25251, WI fdio d ni n m .  right column. 
Paris h6b. 155 [IMHM 41421, fol. 7a. Vat Ebr. 94 [IMHM 2531, third folio of 
ni mr# middle column; Oxfod - Bodkiun 1û6 (Opp. 34) PMHM 102501, 
fol. 7b. Panna 682 (3256) [IMHM 13B431, sighth folio of ni n w ,  right 
column. Paris h&. 18 [IMHM 31021, fol. 391. UppsaW (O. Cod. Hebr.) 1 
[IMHM 180091, fol. 15a; Paris Wb. 159 (IMHM 41481, fol. 13b. Venna 24 
(Hebr. 3) [IMHM 12951, fol. 7b. Oxford - Badleian 188 (Opp. 35) [IMHM 
182521, fourlh folio of na n-, iigM cdumn. Berlin 14 (MI. Or. Fol. 121) 
[IMHM 17881, M. 8b. hilin 141 (MI. Or. Fol. 1222) [IMHM 1 W36], fol. 8b. 
Istanbul - Topûapu Serai 0.1.61 [IMHM 7081 81, fol. 151. 

69. Paris W. i l  [IMHM 41431, foi. 7a. 



The Tosafot citations of Rashi and ttieir discussions of these comments do 

reveal the layers within the commentary that are no longer detectabie. ln (un, they 
offer the aiteria on which to evaluate the variants within the Rashi manuscripts. 
An analysis of the citations of RasM's comment fw Gen. 9:5 demonstrates 
condusively that the short texts of Rashi's comment are not abkeviated or 
compt. ln fact, they confain the bue original text of the comment. 

C. Conciusion 

"Unieaming" information is not an advity one initiates happily or easily; 
striving to f q e t  what one knows is disarming and diflalt. However, achieving a 
proper perspective of objectivity on the evidence regarûing the text of Rashi's 
Torah comrnentary rnight be best underteken by sorneme who has nevar read a 
pn'nted wmrnentary of Rashi. This is, in fact, the most effdve way to examine 
the Tosafot citations of hirn and their discussions of the issues he raised. The 

ackrtowledgement that the familiar text of Rashi's commentary is ureliable 
relieves the reader from having to estaMish confmity between it and the texts 
extracted f i m  the Tosafot. The goal is to rscover the original text of Rashi, or at 
least a version as dose to Rashi's cmin as possible, and a comparison of extant 
versions of the work wggests that the auaientic Rashi will differ greatîy from the 

familiar one. 
The examples in Ws chapter have proved that the Tosafot do reveal a text 

of the cornmentary that oftan dffars quite basticaily ftm the printed eâitions. 
However, confomiing examples, midfashic cocroboration, evidence for the 
sources of added materlal, and limited wbstmdiation in the Rashi manuscripts 
themselves submit that the contribution of the Tosafot to the reconstnicb'on of 
Rashi is both essential and uwvddable. Their ability to hdp 
isolate the cornplex. undetectable leyem of corruption and to aaccouit for uidted 
portions of the pdnted work is integral to the process of recovery. Rashi's original 
commentary can be establislied only aRer üw Lpth of cormption in the extant 
te& is reveald, and only after aiteria are devdopeâ with which to evaîuate the 
irdidte nunber of variants. Th8 TosaOt allbr one important reouco with which to 



accomplish mis. and thmefore, they are essential to the r m s t w d o n  of the 
authentic Rashi text. 



Chapter Five: Conclusion 

The prkited edilions of Rashi's Torah commenf8ry, the vm*ons of the work 
with which readers are most familiar, are texhmlly inacamte. Centuries of saibal 
activity and numemus attempts by boa medieval and modem printm to correct 
and restore the commmtary without aCCOUnfjm for their methoddogies or the 
reasons for ai& preterred readings have altered the text drasticdly. Yet, thse are 
also the veiy editions utiiized routineiy as the basis br exegeticai analyses of 
Rashi's wmmentary. Rashi's pmferences fa awtain methods of intewpretaion 
over others cannot be learned, nor can his g m m l  tendendees in exeqpsis be 
estaMished fkom the analys's of passages that embody uidetectable la- of 

The problerns with the text of Rashi's commentsry have not becm unknown, 
and printers, supercomm8ntBt0~~ and schdan alike have endeavoured to recWy 
the situation. Their comparlsons of va@ng quandities anâ qualities of manusuipts 
and early printed editions have produceci compelling altemate reridings, interesting 
texhial corrections, comprehmsive summaries of the difiiadties inhanmt in textual 
transmission, and imovative melhoddogies for the recovery of the meginal work. 

An examinath of only five @nted editions has demonstrated the varlety of 
texhial prohiems mat exist, the intricades involved in their resdublon, and the 
inability of any one version to be deemeâ a standard with which other edilons can 
be compared and measued. And mis constitutes only the visible cor- nipbion. 
The imperceptible layen within aie printed texts of Rashi's comrnemtary are deep 
and cornplex. The older and Iess legible manclsaipts M i z d  in previws attempts 
to comct the text are too distant îbrn Rashi's own lifetime to have remained an 
acarate reprasentation of the original version. They too ambody many 
emendatims end changes. 

Despite the a ~ e â g e r n e n f  that the tc»R of RaWs commantery is 
ureliabîe and despite lhe varying attempts at its recovery, no a*tewta have been 
esbôiiohed with vuhich to jube the vdue, diability or aulhentidty of lhe extant 
te& of the commentary or b evduate the coui(less variants evidemt in them. 
Rashi's popûarity as an exugete ad the extensive circulation of his work am the 



reasons for the chaotic state of the text. Each recopying of the commentary 
fostered new intemcüons with it and more opporhnilies for cmw and comgtim to 

transrnute it. This same popularity, however, has resulted in the appearance of 
citations of the commentary in numerous exegetical te*, bolh among Jews and 
Chrisüans.' These citations ofkr an unexpiwecl resov#, for recovering eady 
textual evidence of Rashi's comrnentary. 

The previous chapters have demonstrated that citations of Rashi in the 
Torah commentaries of the Tosafot are integrai to the recovery of a text dose to 
the original. Their inteîledual, geogmphicel and chrondogical Mnity and pmximity 
to Rashi are unequalled. Rashi's M students, relatives, and colleagues are the 

obvious place to begin the process of restmtion, by stuâying their citations of the 

commentary. Their version of his wark precedes, in some cases. the knwn 
representalions of it in even the ddest extant manusuipts. 

Evidence of confmity among îhe versions of the printed tex?s and 
consistent citations of the compîete printed comment in the manusuipts of the 
Tosafot often confimi the ability of Rashi's stuâents to aulhenticate the text of a 
given comment. Confming citations exlracted h m  manusuipts of varying 
quality, date and style M e r  corroborate the reiiability of these passages. 
Moreover, despite the extent of variation in the new exegesis of these citations in 
numerous manusaipts of the same work (like mm9 mm), the citation of Rashi 

itsdf remains consistent from text to text, This beafs witness to the reverence 

attached to Rashi's writings, the care with Hihich they wem coped, and the value 

7.  ~ m o n g  Christian scholan, Hugo and Andm of St Victor of the Welfth 
century and Nicholas de Lyn of the fourteenth œntury mfar to Rashi, if 
not by name, aien by pseudonym, Men tnunslating his comrnentary 
verbatim into Latin. Seo Smalley 19MD1, 351-353; Hailperin 10W 14; 
137-246. Ibn Ezra's cornmentary on Exodus l6:l5 demonstrates the 
intensting tectwl findings to be expîomd in citations of Rashi in 0th 
exegetiul works. In this comment, Ibn Ezra amibutes to Rashi the 
explanation that mri p is the Ambic quivalent of m m. According to Ibn 
Em mis intecpmtation is incorrect; he undantuid8 the kmma in the 
sense of food pmvisions and pmpantion as in Dan. M O .  Th. printd 
edibknr of Rashi pnmnt Rashi's comment in rocardanca with Ibn G W s  
profermû interpretation and not in accordance viiith whrt is attributrd to 
him by Ibn Ezra. Them types of inconsistencies in th. citations of Rashi 
contrlbute intriguing data to tha m o ~ y  of the M n g s  of th8 exagete 
who m s  studied by $0 mny, and whom Mngs, in diffemt stages of 
compIaüon, tmnlfeâ far and W. 



of these cilafions for restaD- the texl. 
A amparison of the texhial variants of the pfinted eâitions with the 

conforming citations extraded mm the rnanusaipts of the Tosafot Torah 
commentaries demonstrates our ability to use aie Tosafot texts to resdve 
inconsistendes and eliminate some of the layers d m p ü o n  in Rashi. Together 
the @nted eâitions and aie citations of Rashi in Tosafot help us reconsûuct a text 
as dose to the onginal as possible, without the benefit and advantage of a 
standard for cornpanson. 

The same conformity mat authenticates consistent citaüons of complete 
printed comments challenges oie authenücity of seemingly partial citations of 
Rashi's comment and suggests that vidted elements of the printed passage did 
not form part of the original work. The temptab'on to dismiss "partialw citations as 
incomplete or abkeviated is comteml with the analysis of the content of Tosafot 
exegeses and the state of the pdnted venions of these comments. as well as an 
argument against the readets Mas for the fmiliar. 

When the dted comments are consistently "abkeviated," when the printed 
versions manifest textual and cmce@ual dimadties, and Hhen the Tosafot cite 
and discuss only haIf of this comment and do not appear awam of any other 
issues arising liom it. the cOnfOnnity in the partial citations shoûd be as 
compelling negative data as the confmity ammg the cornpiete citations is 
positive. The mader's #as towards aie familiar mnted text is not an adequate 
reason to meawe the citations amdeci from Tosafot against a conupt standard. 

Finally, the Tosafot Torah commentaries also hdp w reveat the otheniuise 
uidetedable layers within the printed Rashi commentary. Analyses of the Tosafot 
passages as a Wde, induding boîh îhe citations and îhe exegeses upon them, 
expose aie comment dose to the one Rahi wmte Mmseîf, as d l  as oie sovces 
from which added materid war appenâd to lhe work. An appmdation of the 
wmpîedbies of te-1 transmission bcilitates the ackmwldgemfi that over üme 
eîements of Tosafbt superammen& on RasM wwe aftixed to Rashi's ami work 
and eventually becam indislin- guishaMe ibn niha Rashi h i e  himself. The 
exploration of üw citations of Rashi in the works of his students is essentiel in 
diminating these layers of extmeous materid. 



Sensitivity towards the readets bias for the familiar printed version of the 
commenteiy is perpetuaîly a c o r n .  Reading Rashi's commentary as pre- 
sented by the Tosafot requires uiawtornary objectivity, but is integral to the 

recovery of the original work. The tcndency of the reader to identity al1 familiar 
IingUstic formulations within the Tosafot extract as a r e f e r m  to Rashi must be 

replaced wilh an assessrnent of the passage on its ami and an attampt to 
understand the text as if the version in the pdnted editions were unknown. 

The realization mat demcmts of Rashi's printed commtnt orlginated in the 
Tosafot super-comments cmf~rms the integral contriMan of the Tosafot to the 
rems-on of Rashi's aiginal work Wiaiout the ducidation of the citation and 
the exegesis upon it, these additional layem coûd not be revealed and the best text 
of Rashi d d  not be recavered. 

Despite the fad that the extant text of Rashi's commentary is m i n  and 
mat serious explorations of the citations in Tosafot reveals signincant altemate 
readings and compdlhig t e m l  comNlions. Ihe na- of Tosaf6t literatwe 
predudes estaMishing a aitical edition of Rashi based solely on 1. The 
manuscripts of the Tosafot Torah commentaries are not exempt h m  some 
degree of saibal m p t i o n ,  alaiough not to the same extent as Rashi's texts, and 

the quality and integrity of a citation is oRen ambiguous. A scribe may have 
emended a citation of Rashi in order to make it confm to the version with which 
he was familiar, and the Tosafot may have taken l i m e s  with their representation 
of the comment or paraphrased its main ideas; these foms of textual interference 
c a w t  be recovered wilh abgolute certeinty without a standard vm'm of the wark 
for cornparison. 

Any study conduded on the state of the text of Rashi's commentary 
reqUres an examination of lhe many extant manuscripts of the work. The 
exploration of any siflcant numkr of these documents uIcJtwsCOTes the extent 
of tertual variance and the need br a m8Chariism by Wch to evaluate 

and id- pmbmeâ nadings; the reiativdy late date of the earliest extant 

manuscript preddes its use as an accufate repreS811fBtjon of the versim. 
The next step in üw recov6cy of a vmim of R8hi as dose to the originel as 
possibie is to M k a v o u  to corraborate (he readings of the Rashi manuscripts Ath 



the texts extracted fiom Tosafot. 
The fad mat some of the texts reconstmcted by Toaafot in their atations of 

Rashi can be substantiatad in the manuscripts of the commentary itseîf 
establishes the Tosafot as the means by Hihich to judge the texts of the 
commentary and to i d e m  reiiabie madings. The identification of speciftc 
comments, reconstructed according to the evidence d the Tosafot citations of 
Rashi, can be used as aitefia Mo\ which to examine all the extant manuscripts of 
Rashi and to isolate (hose texts mat prisent Ihe comments in Confmity with the 
text in the Tosafot. These manuscripts dioûd then m e  as a guide in 
estabîishing the preferred base of any critical edition of Rashi and heîp lead 
towards resolving the text dosest to Rashi's own original production. 

This study of n3 nw% and *, Gen. 617  (almost twelve diepters), has 
revealed more than a dozen exampîes of significant texhid d i s .  If Tosaf6t 
offer sufliaent evidence to reconstruct only one or hm such comments per 
chapter, exbapolating to the nst of îhe Torah suggests mat Rashi's d r e  
cornmentary could contain over two hmdred passages for which the Tosafot 
provide the correct text. wilhout al1 the layers of conuption that have becorne 
untraceable in the prlonted edibions. S h d d  one manuscript emst in Wdr dl these 
Tosafot reconstNcted reedings are extant, then mis text wwld be the versibn of 
Rashi as dose to the original as possible, and it should s m e  as the base text for 
a scientific edition of the h. 

Until such a manusuipt is discovered, a al'lcal editim of Rashi must 
contain a aitical apparatus that does not challenge the integrity of any aven texte 
The venions of Rashi as pfesmed in the most diable manuscripts of the 
cornmentary (which would be determined by the Tosafot citations), the material 
exbacted h m  oie Tosafot litaratue that is no longer evidemt in any of the extant 
texts of the work, remnants of comrcblons Md emendations instructed upon the 
stuâemts and saibes by Rashi himseîfand citalions of the 
interpreter in ooier exegeticcil souic6s (aside hom the fosafot) Stiould al1 be 

Rashi, the devmth œntury Frandi exqete, will remdn an edgma M I  the 
text of his commmtary is restored to a vefsion as dose as possible to the me he 



wrote. The extant editions of the work presently constitute the ultimate Jewish 
commentary, as it is comprised of centuries of conbibulions by saibes and 
students who have inseited their own interpretive p r e f e r ~ s  into Rashi's 
exegesis. 

Since the problems of texhial comiption mat have plagued his work h m  its 

first incepüon began wilh the interactions of his shidds with the manuscrlpts they 
copied and studied, the nnitings of these same students should oller the best 
resource fOF reconstnicting the original version. The abiiity of the Tosafot to 

correct textual inconsistencies evident in the printed editions, to idenüfy laym of 
comption no longer detectabîe to the untutored nader, and dtimately, to Mer the 
means by which to evaluete the extant manuscripts of aie commentary has been 
demmstrated beyond doubt. The analysis of citaoas of Rashi in the Torah 
commentaries of the Tosafot is essential to the reconsmm of Rashi's 
commentary and to the restmtim of the m'ginal work of the most popular 
medieval Jewish exegete of the Torah. 



Appendix A 

This appndix will completet Ihe amlyds of the examples presmted in 
Chapter One, an examination of the dinierent cetegories of variants evident in the 

printed editions. The chapter dluded to the potentiai contrikition of the Tosafot to 

the resduüon of some types of textual varlants. Naw lhet the methodologies 
rnanifesting the importa- of the Tosafot to îhe remstrucüon of Rashi's 
commentary have been estaMished, the issues integral to each example will be 
reviewed kiefly, and aie evidencs extracted from the manusaipts of Tosafot 
Torah commentaries will be presenteâ. The pege rumbers refer back to the 

original disaission in Chapter One. 

1. Genesis 6:9 (p. 61) 

The printed comments for the lemma m'in aller two difWent ways of 
understanding this qualincation attached to the incroducüon of Noah in the biMical 
verse: either posilvely, in the sense of praise, or negativdy, in the sense of sheme 
or disgrace. All the editions also expand upon the implication in each nuance. If 
the qualification is rneant to suggest mise, then even if Noah lived in a generation 
of righteous people, he wouid have beem a greatar moral being still. However, if 
m i t a  implies shame, oien ammg people of his own generation Noah was 

considered righteous, but had he liveâ in the generatian of Abraham. he wodd not 
have been excepübnally virtwus. 

The primary texhial d0Micûty among these eâitions is the vuylng syntactic 
order in which the comment is orgatized. The Berliner, Venice, Guaddajara, and 
Reggio editms ail explain the rrrance of each quaIi10caîion immeâiately fdlowing 
its idmMcation. In the Rome eâition, bo(h possibilities in meanin8 are flmt 
i d M d  and then the implications of each interpretalion are explorad. The earîier 
analysis ckmonsbgteâ Iha midrashic SOU~CBS supportd both syntactic 

act~gements.~ 
The comment for this kmma of M. 6:9 is dted in orily four Tosafot 

1. Mldrish Tan&na (Wamaw), vol. 1, n ,ni nurr, fol. 13a; Miümsh Tan/iuma 
(BU&). 1 ,ni m, WS. Ibcl(lb, (31-32). 



manusaipts. and the citations manifest no notable conformity to each o(hw or to 
the printed rendiüons. For the most part, the dtaoons are inampiete and are 
recognized as such by the Tosafot exeqetes. AI eiements of aie printed comment 
are represented in the variety of citations, but the d e r  in which the interpretations 
appeared in the Tosafot remlition of the commentsry is not apparent. The citaüons 
are as follows: 

(a) Cambridge (Add.) 669,2 cites bolh possible understandings of the 
kmma.2 

This manuscript is a copy of a Torah commentary by mnn mm 1- p \m%. 
Since citations of Rashi are USUBII~ attributed to the exegete with an appropriate 
identification, this reference may relate direcüy to its mibashic souce. The lack of 
an abbreviated t131 does not indicate that more of the comment fdlowed. The 

presenca of companbie rnarkings would have suggested a syntacüc order in 
accordance with the text of the Rome edition, 

(b) Two citations related to Rashi's comment for 19nm in Pans h6b. 260 

corroborate the syntax of Berîiner, Venice, Reggio, and Guadeia~ara:~ 

In this text, the implication of each interpfetation of the lemma appears to fdlow 
directly after its identification, as is demo~îrated in the second citation. Moreover, 
the first citation indudes the abhviateâ m, indicating that the comment 
cmünued beyond what was dted. 

(c) In Pema 837 (20%) the citation is kief and incocldu~ive:~ 

The ted indicetes dearîy Ihat Rashi's comment extendeâ beymd me citaoon, but 
the syntadc ofder to which it cmf&meâ cemot be detemined liwn mis one 

2. Cambridge (Add.) 09 ,2  [IMHM 1 SBBO], fint fdio of ru nurio. 
3. Paris hdb. 260 [IMHM 278391, M. 1-1 8b. 
4. Pmna 837 (2058) [IMHM 131351, tint and rrcond bis. d ru mm. 



phrase. 
(d) SimiMy, Hambwg 46 (Cod. hek. 108) citas ody one dause fimm M a t  

appears to have been a lengthiew comment to the Tosafot e~egete:~ 

The citation of this phrase does not provide the reader with any indication as to the 
syntadc order of the passage familiar to the Tosafot. 

The common association of the content of Rashi's comment with the 

rabbinic swrces fmm which it emanated may have arbed the Tosafot need to 
cite the complete interpretation. A single phrase or Mef r e f m  w d d  have 
been suMent to reminâ the reader of the comment and to focus him or her on the 
exact dement of Rashi to be discwsetd. Likewise, Rashi himself may not have 
restated as mudi of the rabbinic comment as appaars in the printed editions of his 
work. A concise allusion to the (wo midrashic interpmtaüons of the lemma would 
have encoueged sbûents to eexpand upon the rabMc s m s  in the margins of 
the commentary. 

The dose amnity between the piinted comment and the midrashic texts, the 
representation of both syntadic organizations of the interpretations in early 
rabbinic souces, and the lack of confomiity amortg the Tosafot citations preâudes 
a definitive decision about the fonnulatioo of the original comment. The familiarity 
of Rashi's stuâents with his primary sources suggests that oie inconsistdes in 
the printed editions may be the result of c o n ü ~ ~  emenâations and expansions 
in an attempt to conforni Rashi's comment with its midrashic origins. 

2. Genesis 9:24 (p. 66) 

Rashi's printeâ comment for the lemme p p  dtes a biblicai proOnext to 

support his ddnition of the word as dewsed and ummlhy mthw than small in 
physical sire or younger in age. The dWllaâty cimong the ditions is that Berliner 
M d  Rashi's ôibîical wucs as Jw. 49115, W l e  the Reggio text prssenteâ the 
pmftext as Obad. 1 :2. The O* ditions dteâ lhe exampie only within the 
cornmon dernents of bo# verses. 

5. Hamburg 46 (Cod. hrk 1û8) [IMHM 9421, first fdio of ru m. 



The essential question is whether Rashi's on'ginal comment uted an entire 
verse as his prooftext, and then of course vvhich am, or Hhether he dted only 
e m g h  of the verse to substanthte his ddÏnition, a d  then over the course of the 
woMs transmission students end scribes filled in differing retendons. M i l e  
neither Berliner nor the editor(s) of the Reggio edition appears aware of oie 
likeness of Jer. 4Q:l5 and Obad. 1 :2, Rashi may have deliberately indudeci the 
abbreviated citation in d e r  to allude to the Iwo verses that both support his 
understanding of the word pp. 

The ataüons of Rashi's comment for this lemma in the Tosafot 
manuscripts support the hypothesis that the &ginal passage did not indude any 
verse in its entirety. The texts are as follows: 

(a) Munich 50,1 indudes the first half of the prooffext that is cornmon to 
both the verses in Jer. and Obad.6 

(b) In Hamburg 40 (Cod. hebr. 52), the citation consists of only (wo words? 

(c) Finally, the citation in Oxford - Bodeian 2344 (Opp. Add. 4'103) indudes 
an abbreviated wt8 

Rashi's comment far Gen. 9:24 as viewed by the Tossfot was not assodateâ with 
one verse or the other. The dtetions support the notion (het the abkbviated 
prooftext was expanded by s a i k s  and printers to amdiorate and cornplate the 
text of the commentery, and the d M n g  recensions Mect the la& of care with 
Mich this was done. Neither the extant texts nor the Tosafot 

citations of Rashi suggests the priocity of eimer verse. Ramer Rashi's original 
expianation allowed the mader to utilize 8ilher or both verses as jus~cation for the 

6. Munich 50.1 [MHM 16921, fol. 21 b. 
7. Hamburg 40 (Cod. hrbr. 52) (IMHM 0011, fol. ûb. 
8. Odord - Bodkian 2344 (Opp. Add. 4V 03) [IMHM 21 4O8), fol. 19b. 



definition d lep as m. 

3. Genesis 8: 1 1 (p. 68) 

Akin to the previous example, the diîiiculty Ath Rashi's printed comment far 

the lemma m a  ?w is the inconsistency in the prooRexts mat are used in the 

each dition. The Berliner and Venice ediüons present three prooRexts9 to support 
Rashi's explanation that the word iiw is ferninine, but because this partialar dove 

sent out in search of dry land was a male. it is refend to sometimes in the 
feminine end sometimes in the masculine. The Reggio, Rome and Guadelajara 
editions la& Re prooRext liwn Song of Songs. In addition. the ternis used to 
introduce the prooRexts Vary h m  text to text and suggest that pefhaps the 
authentidty of al1 the exarnples should be considered seriousîy. 

A m e r  intriguing pealiarity is the comment's in(roduct0ry phrase XNN? 

W .  According to Touitou such penonelized dauses are indicative of exîraneous 

matefial and should be regarded AIh suspicion? For this reasm, the rdiability of 

the comment as a Mole appears tenuws. 
The manusaipts of the Tosafot Torah commentaries revealed hNo atations 

of Rashi for his comment on this lemma. 
(a) Panna 837 (2058) demonstrates that the Tosafot did associate the 

phrase w ~ D I N  With Rashi's comments:l 

The atation represents only the first phrase of the printed comment. The 
abbrevialion mi indicates that the exegete possesseâ mm to Rashi's comment 
for this lemma (han he dted; hwver ,  the nature of the prooftexts in that vm'on of 
Rashi and whether only some or any of the pmoRexts were even 
induâed camot be detemimi drom the Mef citation. The linking of the 
introductjon of 'IN i n r ~ ~  4th Rashi in lhe Mtings uf his students suggests mat 
these types of phrases need not render suspiciws dl such commc#its, but rather 

9. Song of Songs 5: 12, Ezekiel7: 16 and Hosea 7: 1 1. 
f0. Touitou (1888) 214. 
11. P m 8  837 (2058) [IMHM 33135). seventh folio of ni noa 



their aulhentiaty should be invesligateâ with the sarne care as other texhial 
irreglilarities. 

(b) Pans heb. 260 presents a slighUy longer atatim of Rashi's comment, 
but also does not indude the pmoftext~:~~ 

This citation of Rashi does not suggest that the Tosafot's version of Rashi 
extended beyonâ what is inâuded in mis passage. The la& of pIooRexts togethar 

the textual disuepancies in the printed eâitions estabiishes a signifiant 
challenge to the authentiaty of lhese examples to the orlginal work. However, the 
infrequent citations of mis comment in the Tosafot literatue predudes any 
definitive condusions. Confomiity among the Tosafot menusaipts camot be 
manifested among mly two atatioris and the incarsistent use of in) leaves the 

exact parameters of Ihe Tosafots version of Rashi's comment for 8:11 
arnbiguous. 

4. Genesis 9:20 (p. 72) 

In the printed comments for the lemma 073 ywr, Rashi addresses the 

issue of how Noah could have pîanted a vineyard if every living thing had been 
desboyed in the flood. Ail the ditions explain mat upon entering the ark. Noah 
brought with him vine-brsncties (nnrat) and shoots liom fig trees (omn mv) .  
The irregularity among the edidions lies in an added phrase appended to the 
comment in the Gwddajara ted, which dariîies the meaning of the tem 9 - m  

~ m n .  The gloss-like dimctw of the phrase mm v i a  rr, suggests it may be an 
addiîion of a sludent notirtg to himself the meaning of uifamiliar words. 

12. Paris Mb. 260 (IMHM 278391, fol. 27a. 



Rashi's comment on 9:20 is cited in sixteen Tosafot rnanuscript~.~~ The 
citations are quoted condstenüy and in conformity with the texts of the printed 
editions, and not one To-t text indudes the addiliaial phrase of the Guadalajara 
edition. Unforknately. norn, of the Tosafot discussions of Rashi's comment for 
this lemma oflm the sou#, for the additional phrase. Its amchment to the body 

of Rashi8s commentary orlginated among the courtless other sludent and swibal 
interactions with the work. Nonetheless, the Conforming citations substantiate the 
authentidty of the comment as a Hhde and they confinn the suspicions raised by 

the unique appearance of s ddnitimtype phrase that begins with the abbmviation 
13 and bars the style of a gloss. 

5. Genesis 8:l2 (p. 73) 

The diflicuity among the printed comments of 8:lZ is the varylWng arnwnts 
of darification induded in the explanation of the lemma 5n9~ The Berliner, Vm*ce 

and Rome editions compare this lemma, mjugated in the regexive W n n )  f m ,  

to the analogous simple PpM) conjugation in 8:10. Synonyms defining each 

word in its respective conjugaüons are induded at the end. The Reggio edilon 
lacks the description of the lemma as being in the refiexive conjugation, and the 
Guaddajara text corisists ody of the synonym detining the lemma in its %nn 

Rashi's printed comment for this lemma is not ated in any of the Tosafot 
manusai*pts exarnined. The masons for mis may range from the text's la& of 
tnislworthiness to the TosaMs lad< of interest in a comment that consisted of 
only a grammatical deiinition. W l e  the possibility W i n l y  exists mat Ws 

13. Munich 50,l [IMHM 1692], fol. 251; Cambridge 1215.5 [IMHM 170781 fol. 
20b; Paris h&b. 280 [IMHM 278381, W. 278; W a n m  204î27 [IMHM 
I O 1  121, fol. 22a; Hamburg (Cod. hrbr. 52) [IMHM 8011, fol. 7b; Palma 837 
(2058) (IMHM 131 351, sevenlh folio of na n m ;  London l73,2 (Add. 
i 1 ,5û8) [IMHM 49211. fol. 1 la; New York - JTS L791 [IMHM 240211. fol. 
101; Oxford - Bodkian 2343/1 (Opp. Add. 4'127) [IMHM 214071, fol. 4b; 
Vat. Ebr. 506 [IMHM 5421, fol. Qb; Pamr 537 (2541) [IMHM 135031, fol. 
1 la; Budapest Kauhnn A31 [IMHM 2833), fol. 23; Parma 527 (2368) 
[IMHM 132331, seventh folio of n, n m ;  Vat. Ebr. 53 [IMHM 1701, Ma. 
12b-1 k; NW York - JTS L787 PMHM 24017, fol. 7b; NW Yoik - JTS 
1788 [IMHM 2401q. foi. 8b; New York - JTS L7Qô [IMHM 240201, fol. 11 b. 



comment did not f m  part of the Tosafotls version of Rashi's commemtary, the 

nature of the explanation does nd address issues of morality, impait instnic(ion, or 
in some way arouse controversy, anà aierefOre, the Tosafot may not have had 
anything relevant to add to the simple textual definition. 

6. Genesis 1 7:3 (p. 75) 

Rashi's comment for the lemma nm expîains the meaning of the word in 

the sense of preparation. Al the ditions exwpt Rome indude a translation of the 

ditficuit terni into Old French; the Guadelajara edition presemts the la'az as its own 
separate lemma M e r  than appended to the end of the comment on nm, as in 

Berliner, Venice and Reggio. The diffenmt presenfatims of the la'= within the 
commentary and the inconsistency with which it appars in al1 the editions 
question the reliabYity of Ihe comment's text. 

As with Rashi's comment for 8:12. the Tosafot manuscripts do not contain 
citations of ais passage. The resernbiance of this explanalion of mn to Rashi's 

comments for Gen. 38: 16, Ex. 1 : 1 O and Josh. 4: 1 814 suggests that these 
passages may have arisen from a later attempt by stuâents to reference all 
analogous definitions and therefore that they may not have fanned part of the 

original work. Similady. the fhquency with which the word is defined in Rashi's 
commentary and the uicompîicated netue of the comment might not have sürred 
profound ailid issues among the Tosafot, and therefore it was not dted or 
disaissed. 

7. Genesis l2A6 (p. 80) 

The bibi id lemma m a n  m n  o u ~ h  does not spem who did well to 

Abraham for the sake of Sarah, nor m a t  mamer of "goal" was done. The printed 
editions of RasN Vary the question !bey address. Bdineîs edition resporids ta 
bath issues, darify[ng thst Pharaoh dd wall to Abraham by giving him g b .  The 

14. In al1 thme of t h e r  comments. Rmhi expnuss the 'exegatical poiicy" 
t M e ~ ~ u ~ 0 1 t h ~ w 0 ~ m h U ~ ~ n m o f p m p r n t i o n - ~ n ~  
mnm. 



Venice, Reggio and Guadelajara te- s m  only that Pharaoh did wdl to 
Abraham, but not how; the Rome edition explains that "gooâ" was done fw 
Abraham through the giving of gifts, but not by whorn. The diffwing exegeses of 
the lemme signal a problern wlth the text of this comment and suggest that 
Rashi's explanafion was not a fixeci and recognized dament in al1 versi0ons of the 
work. 

The manuscripts of Tosafot Torah commentaries maifest on8 citation of 
Rashi for this comment Parme 837 (2058) has the follovving passage:t5 

According to this citation, the vm'on of Rashi known to the Tosafot identified who 
did well to Abraham (Pharaoh), but not in what mamer. The super- comment 
explains thet Rashi's reasoning is ôased on the vsne just before this lemma, 
which desaibes Sarah being taken to Pharaoh's house. The proximity of the 
name Pharaoh to the "subject-lessw lernma supposes that Pharaoh was the one 
M o  did well to Abraham. 

The issue of the mamer in which good was done for Abraham was already 
explained by Rashi in his comment to 12:13, pum 3 au93 va>. Identically in al1 
five printed editions, and consistentîy in numerais Tosafot rnanu~alpts,~~ Rashi 
comments mat Abraham asked Sarah to pretend to be his sister so that the 
Egyptians wouid funish him with gifts (nmn 3 lm,). The similar temw'noîogy 

between aie biblical phrases nny7 39 .ru33 pm> and rnwa mm ounh 
suggests that the indusion of the explanath of gMs at 12:16 may be once again 
the result of addilmal notes and r8fiwemes on me part of the students leami- 
the cornmentary. 

The simple na- of the comment for 12: 16, ickMitying Ihe wbject of the 
verb zwn (which is vwtated but obviow It#n the context), explains the la& of 

extensive evidemœ am- the T o m  m m * p t s .  Nonetheless, although Rashi 
is dted in only one mamsaipt, the temous state of the printed te- - anâ the 
appewam of the comment lhat is m t  dted in Rashi's interpretation of another 

15. Pama 837 (2058) [IMHM 131 351, second folio of 2> t n m .  
16. Sec pp. -105. 



verse - supports the version presented in Tosafot and substantiates the 

authentiuty of one of the comments Onereâ in the printeâ ediîions. 

8. Genesis 8:6 (p. 82) 

The printed texts of Rashi's comment for the lemma op o w i x  ypn 
explain what milestone had been achieved "at the end of forty days." The editions 

of the cornmentary present conbrrsting opinioos. The Berliner, Vwdce and Rome 
versions expiain that "aie end of for(y deys" refem to aie appearance of the tops of 
the morntains (mm wm ~mwa); the text in the Reggio dilion daims the 
reference is to when îhe face of the earth had dned up (iimzw y r n  mnw m); and 

the Guadelajara edition indudes both options. 
The Tosafot deade the matter viequivocally. In twenty-seven mamisaipts 

of Tosafot Torah commentaries, the sWents of Rashi attribute to him the 
comment of omr,  wm ~ r n w a . ~ ~  This type of confonnity supports the 

authenticity of one of the comments in the printed editions and helps to correct the 

texi of the commentary. 

An analysis of the exîant manuscripts of Rashi's commentary would 
inuease the variety of compelling alternatives to the versions in the pn'nted 
editions, but the Tosafot present the version laKM to the stuâents who lived 

dosest to Rashi himself. Thar consistent citation of one option supplies the 

17. Cambridge 121 5,s [IMHM l7O78], fols. 10a-17a; Pans Mb. 260 [IMHM 
278391, fok. 23b-24a; Jenisalem 8.5138 [BZW], fol. 38; Oxford - BodUan 
271 /8 (Opp. 31) [IMHM 167391, third folio of ru n w ;  Oxford - Bodleian 
271M (Opp. 31) [IMHM 167391, fol. 4b; Mosccw-Guenzburg 82 [IMHM 
07247, fol. 6%: Jenisalem 8.2240 (84321, fol. 7b; Oxford - Bodkian 2344 
(Opp. Add. 4103) [IMHM 214081, fois. 18a48b; London f73,2 (Add. 
1 1,586) [IMHM 49211, fois. 8bQa; New York - JTS L793 [IMHM 240231, fol. 
8b; Paris Mb. 167R [IMHM 41541, Id. 52b; h k n  €6399 [IMHM 20767j, 
fol. 2s; Leiden 27 (Cod. Or. 4705) [IMHM 173711, fol. fa; Viinna 20,4.16 
(Hebr, 12a) [IMHM 12Sû], W. 8b; New York - JTS L79211 [IMHM 240221, 
fols. 6 W a ;  Sassoon 4ôQl1 DMHM 93531, fol. Sb; Oxford - Bodkian 23431 
(Opp. Add. 4.127) [IMHM 21407), W. 4; Cbüorô - Bodîeian 270 (Ml. Or. 
804) [IMHM 167381, fol. 3b; Pamir 537 (2541) [IMHM l3SO3], fol. Qb; 
Budapest Kaufmann A31 [IMHM 28331, foi. 20; Paris W. 1û8 [IMHM 
41551, fol. lob; Munich 62.1 [IMHM 231 181, fol. 8b; Parma 527 (2388) 
[IMHM 132331, tiRh fdio of ru n m ;  Vat  Ek. 53 [IMHM 17Oj. fol. 11b; New 
Yorû - JTS L787 [IMHM 24017, fol. @ô; New York - JTS L789 [IMHM 
24û19], fol. 7b; New York - JTS L790 [IMHM 240201, fol. lm. 



miterion with which to assess the reîiability of the Rashi manusaipts. Those texts 
that do not present Rashrs comment for 8 9  es mm 3wu7 INWD COUIC( be 

deemeâ less rdiable and its textual altematives wodd not be Mged equal to 

readings from manuscripts more in accordance with the citations frorn Tosafot. 



Appendix B 

The following pages present Iwo additiond examples of iMgu'ng findings 
from the Tosafot atations of Rashi's commentary. The printed editions 
demonsîrate liffle variation arnong the texts, but the Tosabt passages suggest that 
the text and content of these comments are not as dear as they appear. 

When Hagar becornes pregnant, her mistress, Sarah, is diminished in her 
eyes. Sarah Marnes Abraham for this ~imng done to her, for she herself gave her 
maidservant to Abraham, and now thet Hagar is preenant. Sarah is diminished in 
the eyes of her maid. She entnrats God to decide between them, ,333, 

("between me and yod). The verse mads as foilows: 

Rashi's comment for the lemma pmr 9 r n  m umu, explains that every Suiptwal 

use of the word Tm (between yw [masculine forni)) is spdled defdve  (qvn), 
but mis word is spelled plene ( x h ) .  The presance of this extra yod behnrean the 

nun and the kaf signif~es to Rashi that it shouîd be read in the feminine fonn - 
~ ) q q ,  even a i q h  the context of the verse dearly implies that Sarah is 

addressing Abraham. The ferninine "yw" implies that Sarah cast an evil eye on 
Hagats fetus and caused her to miscany. Support for mis interpretation is fouid 

in the angeles amouicement to Hagar that she was pmgrmt, in Gen. 16:ll .l 
Since Hagar dready knm she was pfegnanf in 16:4,2 îbe angeles amoumernent 
informs oie remder that Hagar miscameci her finrt pregnancy end mw is pregnant 



a saaxid tirne. Vdce  and Berlineîs edition have oie fdlowing text3 

The comment in the Guadelajara edition contains a few insignificant 
variants:* 

In mis text, after the phrase n a  rip, -par is nintten as pm. The word tn% 

precedes mmriw, and i m  W and nuw are missing; n i r 3 ~ 3  is spelled without a 
yod after the 'syin. The phrase l x>m nS, i n ~ w  replaces 7m> i m ~  ~N>D(~w, and 

nmva wn replaces imw 3~ ~>nr. None of these diffwems altm the sense 

of the passage. 
The Reggio text also differs only minimally:5 

This version indudes ,393 in the introductory phrase mpmw 7 3 9 3 9  va b and 

-un is in the plual, lm. As in Guadeîajara, ta>o precedes mmnw, rnnm is 

spelled withwt a yod Mer the '&yin, and m r v  is lacking. The phrase fn>anv 

3. Rashi Hashabn?, vol. 1,  164-165; 8erlinef (1 BOS) 29. Only 6elinef s 
ediüon has the altemate reading of p m  in bmkets in its text. 

4. RashiHeshahm. vol. 1,349. 



Aithough the inbodudory dause conteins anly pm~ (instead of pwr ~3). w n  is 
in the plual, Imn. This version does not indude m5n, nor does mmn have a 
prefixed W. The phrase n5mnr WÏI W mnm is replacsd with i m  n>mr m m ,  
and m i n  733 is in place of nurva w n  or mm w ~5nr. 60th m n  and 

t%iw are abbreviated, and lwm ladts the delinite artide. 
Numerous phrases and words of Ws comment differ slightly from edilon to 

edition, but none of them changes the meening of the interpretatiion or aie nature of 

the exegesis. The idea oiet Sarah cast an evii eye on Hagar and caused her to 

miscany stems from BR 455,' and some of the textual variants in Ihe printed 
editions may have arisen h m  attempts to make Rashi's comment wnform to its 
ta bbinic source. 

The Tosafot manisaipts Mer seventeen citaüons of Rashi's comment far 
16:5; eleven a n  from rinv nnm manusaipts. The text attributed to Rashi in the 

passages befow manifests an inûicate relationship to the comment of the printed 
editions as well as to an apparent supercomment of HizkuJ. The la& of 
consistent confmity among the citations, however, compiicates the recovery of a 
version of the comment as dose to the oribginal as possible. 

(a) The citation in Muiich 50,1 attriôutes to Rashi an explanation that does 
not appear in the printed versions and, at the same time, does not accouit for alt 

that is interpreted in the familiar editims:* 

This text does not astinguish dearly between the citation of Rashi and the 

subsequent exegesis. Moreover, the spedfication of whenr exady pm is usucllly 

defective (behNeen the nun and the kafi is not mentioned in the pri*nteâ eâitions, 
nor is the darification fhet pmr should have the sense of Ihe feminkie f m  ()nu5 
nsp)). The rernark that "some (w*) Sarah was spealOng C Hagar explains 

the idea that pmr should k u n d a  as ddmssing another femaie. This 

migM be msidefed an allusion to the comment about Sarcih's evil eye and 
Hagah subsequent miscarriage, dther brn Rahi or BR, but the mfc#ance is far 

7. ~irkin, vol-2, lheodot and Al-, vol. 1,453. 
8. Munich 50, 1 [IMHM 16921, fol. 32a. 



h m  obviws. The extract dso does not accwnt for the proof that Hagar 
miscarrled, vuhidi is derived from the angel's amouncement of hcr pregnancy in 
l6:ll. 

This text mises several important questions. Did Rashi speafy the nature 
of the defecbive word, or did the phrase originate fnwn a Tosafist paraphrase of his 

comment? What elements of the passage did the exegete attribute to Rashi, and 
what is his darification? Did the Tosaîist's version of Rashi inâude the 
interpretation d the evil eye and the miscarriage? 

(b) Warsaw 20427 oflm some darification of the previws example, but 

does not explain campletdy aie phenornenon of the extant comrnent:g 

l$zkuii is credited wiîh a limited expianation of Rashi in mis passage, but Wat  
exactly constiMes his superamment is undear. The mxds ~ f m  irtr directly 

precede the amnym nprm and are the most obviws choice. Their appeafance in 

Rashi's printed comment certairûy does not predude this possibility. Hizkuii's 
purpose may have been simply to unâerscote the âiierence between the lemma 
and most spellings of the word, an elemental darification pmaps not original to 
Rashi's te*. 

The phrase ~ p j q  ir? 9-p is also fouid in the prSnted commcmts. Hem it is 

atûibuted to the anonymous wwwn w 9  who explain mat the plene fomi of the 

wwd shouîd be read ~ ~ 3 3 3  in the sense of the ferninine, vuhich means that viihen 

Sarah spoke the words r m  9m Pn u w .  she was speaîcing to Hagar. 
The Tosabt passages seem to idkate îhat Rashi's comment for this 

verse only consisted of the statement that most spdlings of the Iemma, Hihm 
used in an addmss to a male, do not indude a yod betW8811 the nun anâ the kat 
The designation of Ws lemme as plene and the spedfication of the mamer in 
which the w#d should be mad, despite the apparance of boa these efemants in 
îhe pri*nted dtions, did not originate with Rashi. Nd- passage inducles a wi 
or any other notation suggesting tha the ToSBfOt% text of Aashi e n d a d  beyand 

9. W a n m  204R7 [IMHM 101 121, foi. 222a. 



what is cited. 
(c) Landon 173,2 (Add. 11,566) is vary dmilar:1° 

The subtle variant of the acronym Z w  (in place of wnr) altm the reader's 

interpretation of the passage. This text now suggests that Z'tr np93 introduces 

the superamment on Rashi that fdlows and mat the words N>D nrr fm part of 

the Tosafist's citation. The phrase n'a rlp stil seems 10 be! part of Wzkuni's 

comment. not Rashi's. 
The content and logic of the Tosafot presentaoon of the citation of Rashi 

and the of superamment itself are also difiïcuit If as suggested by the Tosafot, 
the text of Rashi consisted of only the statement mat the usual spelling of the 
lernrna was defective ôut that in this verse R is plene, the ide8 mat the lemma 
shouid be read in the ferninine f m  and the notion that Sarah addressed Hagar 
when she said p3m ova ,ri vmv wen introduced by Ihe Tosaîïst; oiey do not 

necessarily daMy the meaning or purpose of Rashi. Moreover, the signifiame of 
Rashi's observation is Idndear. 

(d) The extract in New York - JTS L793 also attributes to Rashi the 
specification of where the extra yod is induded but, uniike the previous examples, 
it cites as well the midmsh about Sarah's evil eye and Hagar's subsequent 
miscarriage:' 

The phrase = p m  ira 'lp, Hitiich in other extracts is creâited lo Mi-, appears 

here as pnr m r ~  r>m; seemingly it is part of the citation of Rashi. This 

obsewation futher compkates the pidm of the wginal RasM with the question 
of whether the Tos&tist is paraphrasing pmr na  vp,  nihich in his text belonged 

I O .  London 173.2 (Add. 11,588) DMHM 49211, foi. 14.. 
11. NW York - JTS L783 [IMHM 240231, fol. 17b. 



to Rashi, whether po, bw is the wwding of the original comment, or 

whether it is not intended hem as part of the citation of Rashi. 
The spedicabion of how pnr is plene (?m \vi,ri 193 ~ > n  nt]) does not 

appear in the citations of the previws examples; on the one hand, il supports a link 
to Rashi of the statement of plem (u>o ni]), but on the other hand, it suggests the 

passage as a Hhole may suffer h m  extensive paraphrasing. Mile the lad< of 
wnfonnity among the examples fnistrates efforts at reconstruction, it 
demonstrates the variety of traditions associated with Rashi for this comment and 
the untnistworthiness of the version in the printed editions. 

(e) In New York - JTS 791, the passage is less convoluted than the 
preceding ones, but the issue coneeming the parametem of Rashi's citation 
persists.' 

This text suggests that the darification of the exact natue of this plene spelling, 
Hihich was of concem to Rashi, is undertaken by Hizlani. He spadfies that the 
plene refen to the yod between the nun and the kat The curiosity of his 
expianation is the conjurction on niufrmr; it inümates, pmaps, îhe second of two 

comments. In other wwds, the queslion of whether the phrase p a r  n a  ?p is 

part of the citation of Rashi w part of HizkurWs supercomment remains uidear. 
The inability of the printeâ texts to m e  as a rdiable standard and the confusing 
evidsnce h m  previous Tosafot extracts does not convince the reader either way. 

(f) Panna 837 (2058) cites the midmshic dement of Rashi's printed text 
and lacks the compîexity of the first part of the comment:13 

The T o a s t  explains thet the yod after the nun teaches mat Sarah tumeâ her 
fa= to Hagar whik she warr speakkig to Abraham, as if the phrase "between me 

12. New York - JTS 791 [IMHM 240211, fol. 12b. 
13. Parmi 837 (2058) [IMHM 131351, rigMh f o k  of f n w .  



and ywn implied betweeri Sarah and Hagar, and not Abraham. M s  darines the 
link between the lemma pmr ,,r7 and Rashi's comment that Sarah cast an evil 

eye on Hagar and causeâ aie subsequent miscarriage. 
The lingusîic formulation expressing Ore plene spelling of the word 'pm 

and the COnfLlsion regarding which eiements of that part of the comment belonged 
to Rashi and Midi to Hizkuil a n  not concems in this passage. The association 
of Rashi Ath a comment that reîieds doseiy the interpretation in the rabbinic 
source (BR 455) is inîriguing. The simpllciîy end darity of the text in this 
manuscript, as wdl as the corroboration with BR, support the reliability of this 
version of Rashi, and suggest (hat the specMcations mgarâing h e  spelling of the 
lemma may have resulted H m  the cOntnebuüons of îjizkuni and others. 

(g) The passages in the min' n w  manusaipts are very similar and 

consistently refled analogous v d m s  of Rashi. However, in many, this 
conformity is manifested among the less dear style of extracts vuhm the 
parameters for the citation of Rashi's comment and the exegesis of kjizlani are 
not expliatly fixed. The te* of Vat. Ebr. 506 does not indude mgnition of 
Hizkuni's ~ontribution.'~ 

The comment atbibuted to Rashi in mis manrisaipt expresses the idea that the 

plene spelling of the lemma in this vane implies a ferninine fom, which aie 
Tosafist undemtBnâs to mean that Sarah uttered the wwds "betwem you and men 
to Hagar. H i l e  similar in content to other passages, this one is much more bief 
and -M. SpecMcally, it lacûs the detdls of the sQdling and its piwndatim. 
The possibility of paraphmdng, however, must be amsidemd cauliousîy, ôecause 
il atlri*ôutes an wthority to the lenglhier citations not yet estabiished as authentic. 
The relationship of Vat. Eh. 506 to the printeâ editions is signincanüy distent The 
refwenœ to Hagafs miscarriage is not m8nfiomâ at dl. Md the ideas of the Irst 
half of the printed comment are expresseû in very d i i  mKds and phrases. 

(h) Vat. Eôr. 53 Mects m e  of the linguistic fmuîatiais of the printed 

14. Vat. Ebr. 500 (IMHM 5421, fol. 13b. 
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(k) New York - J f  S L787 is almost identi~al:~* 

(1) The text of New York - JTS L789 contains no significant differen~es:~~ 

(m) Pama 527 (2368), a manuscript of min9 nnm just like the previous six 

examples, differs from the above in only three words. This additional phrase 
serves to darify the relationsMp of the Tosafot passage to the pdnted texLa 

Like Vat. Ebr. 53, pm no rip is deariy atûibuted to Rashi and is not part of 

Hizkuni's supercomment. The insertion of >n nr 5v ww trv changes drastically 

the parameters of the citation and the Tosafot exegesis. and it ducidates aie 
contrasting evidence exbgded h m  other documents. The consistent attrikition 
to Rashi of the exact composition of the plem f m  seems to support its 
auaienticity despite its absem h m  the prlnted edtians. The nature of t?zkvY's 
exegesis of Rashi anâ ib rslationship to the te* of the prlntd editions, however, is 
not yet apparent. 

(n) Bdapest-Kaufmam A31 cormbontes the vmbon of Parma 527 
(23ûû), as weîl as provides additionel elmidation. It a(tributes the spedtication of 
the plene oommemt to the Tosafbt exegesis as dslind frwn the utatjon of Ra~h i :~ l  

18. NW York - JTS L787 [IMHM 240171, W. 1 l e 1  1 b. 
19. N w  York - JTS L789 [IMHM 240101, fol. 1 1 b. 
20. Pama 527 (23æ) [IMHM 132331, fouurth folio of p n m .  
21. Budapest-Kautmrnn A31 [IMHM 28331, fol. 31 a. 



The first line of the passage is a citation of Rashi that agrees with the version in 
the printed texts. The desdption of the placement of the letters constiMes the 
darification of Rashi's comment. This explains the dificûty in earlier examples of 
distinguishing between Rashi's comment and ijizkuni's superamment. Bo# the 
citation and the exegesis of it end with the phrase u>a nn. A kief review of 

exampîes i, j, k and I reveals the absence of an abbreviated attribution ta Rashi 
prior to the first line and suggests that these mm9 nmn extracts were mt ating 

Rashi but presenthg a combination of Rashi and the interpretatïon of him. 
The final lines of the passage descdbe in gnat detail the sccme implied by 

reading p m  in the ferninine. Allhough Sarah is deaily speaking to Abraham, she 

tums and faces Hagar as she says, l e t  God decide behNeen you and me." 
Despite the absence of the dause from the printed texts, the amor of the phrase 
mp3 1w5, ~ i r n u  appears to be Rashi; the word yawa seems to inWuce the 

darification of the citation. The authenticity of the passage mm BR now found in 
the printed editions remains vicertain. 

(O) Pan's Wb. 168 offers a vecy sirnilar t e x P  

(p) New York - JTS L788 distinguishes deatiy between the citation of 
Rashi's comment and Hirkuii's wper-comment, M e r  elucidating the 
contri*butions of both Rashi and Hizkuii to the uiettributeâ passages of nrun 
mm'.= 

22. Paris Hb .  16û [IMHM 41551, fol. 17a. 
23. NW York - JTS L788 [IMHM 240181, W. W. 



The we of the word 7 m h  inîroduces Hizkulj's exagesis, just as il did for the 
citation and discussion of Rashi's comment for Gen. @:5 (analyzed in Chapter 
Four),Z4 and the content of the superamment confms with what is introdwed 
as ta in the previous two manusaipfs. The passage identifies the souce for the 

detailed description of the intended meaning of plene and de fdve  and 
corroborates the authenticity of part of the prlntd comment. The absence of the 
phrase 71233 \wS, N ~ W  hwn this extfad suggests that, in Budapest- Kaufmam 

A31 and in Paris héb. lm, it was intsnded as part of the supercomment and not 
the citation of Rashi. 

In addition, most manusaipts lad< any reference to the printed comment's 
remarks regarding Hagaf s miscaniage as well as any indication that the Tosafot 
were aware the comment continued beyond M a t  they cited. This conformity 
questions the rdiability of that sedan of the printed comment to the original work. 

(q) The final extract fiom the Tosafot manusalpts appears to be the most 
complete and h e m ,  the most dear. It accamts for most eiements of the printed 
comment and attributes the super-comments to thdr respective authors with 
darity. New York - JTS L790 has the fdlowing passage? 

The only aspect of Rashi's printed comment not mentioned in this manusaipt or 
any other is the proof that Hagar must have miscatrid, deducd mm the angel's 
amcetment of her presumabîy seconâ p g n a m y  several verses later. The 
authenüdty of ais section rsmeins questionable, and its appeamnce in BR 455 
supports the possibility that it was appendeâ later. The empbyment of phmws 
like 1 w 5  nt? and >39 i d H e s  the citation of Rashi dearly a d  marks the phrase 

24. SH pages 205209. 
25. NW Y- - JTS L7W [IMHM 24(MO], fol. lm. 



distinguishes Hizkuni's remarks. The midmshic refemce within the parameters 
of the citation of Rashi Iink it unddabîy with Rashi and not with the primary 
swrce. The cere with which mis passage is amotated and the logical 
organization of the inteqxetatims and darificetions supports its diaMlity and 
authenticity over the previous exampies. 

The presentation of tMs comment in the Tosafot citations of Rashi 
demonstrates the complexity of mis analysis. The variety of texhral renditions 
manifested in the mm nnm rnamsccipts alone demands an examination of 

numerous documents and cautions against reîying on just one version. 
The ladc of confonnity arnong the citations complicates the search for a 

text of Rashi as dose to the original as possibîe end remciers suspect al1 extant 
passages. At the same time, the reader must be careîü not to dismiss the 
evidem Rom the Tosafot versions in f a v w  of Ihe familiar pnnted texts. even if 
the data is contradictwy. The orleginal text of Rashi's comment on 16:5 was 
probaMy m t  al1 that diffwent fnwn the printd editions, with the exception of the 

angel's a n m m e n t ,  but the potential for corrupiion in the printed texts and in 
the citations cannot be better elucidated, 

One manuscript of Rashi's commentary refiects a venion of the comment 
with remnants of î$zkuni's superamment. The tex! in Paris Mb.  55 is as 
follows:26 

The specification of the plem a d  defective spdlings dginates with Hizkuni, but if 
only a limited analysis of the ToWot manuscripts had been condudecl, this 
version of Rashi may have been considerd mboration for the comct reading. 
The te- of Ihis exampie demonstrate the m d  for the To-t citations b work 
together with the unreiiable prlnted Mitions in Wer to manifest the most authentic 
vm*m of the commertfary. The similaity between this mrnenfs  rslationship to 
Hizkuni and mat of Gen. 9 5  - specilicaîly, the incorporalia of mat fdlaws m f n  



in Rashi's work in the Tosafot for 165 and in the printed eâitions for 9 5  - suggests 
that only chance prevented Hitkni's superamment on 163 fiam k i ng  
embedded videtectably in lhe printed texts of Rashi? 

The Tosafot display the intride and migrnatic m s s  of salbal 
transmission and the corruption that enwas. Their mamscripts are also mt free 
from a m ;  but the alternative readings they present are not as copious as with the 
Rashi manusuipts and a cornparison of a suffident nimber of them. in the end, 
reveals the layers of irttemc?ions. The caution and objectivity with which one must 
evaluate the texts and the reaognilon of the extent ta whNh copying the 
manuscripts had the potential to change thern camot be mon, striking. 

2. Genesis 9:21 

Noah drank the wine he made from his vineyard and became drunk, and he 
wicovered himself inside his tent. The text reads: 

In al1 Re pn'nted editions except Berliner, Rashi's comment for the lemma ;iSmu 
precedes his comment for !nnq despite the reverse order of the words in the 

biblical verse. The texts of the comments are fairîy consistent from edition to 
edition. The word n 9 m  is spBHed with a hey but prorov~ed "ahdo." as if it 

ended with a vav, and Rashi explains that the hey ending is an allusion to the ten 
tribes of lsrad who are referreâ to as Samaria (lnmw) and vuhich, in tum, is called 

n>nn ( p r w  wahdah").a The allusion to the ten t r h s  is made because 

they ware exiled ovw mattars of Mm. Amos 6:6 is induded as a prooRext 
because it States that "aiose who drink wine in bowîs and who anoint themselves 
with the best oils, but m not amcemd Hl/(h the ruin of Joseph, Hl go into exile 



f ~ r s t , ' ~  thus supporling #e comec(lon betwaen drkiking wine and exile.jO 
The texts in Ihe Venice and Guadelajara editiomr read:jl 

In all the printed editions, Rashi's comment for the second lemma, hm, is 

simply >mm \nu>. The statement i M m s  the reader that the verb is in the 

reflexive conjugation and suggests that Noah uncovefd himself. Despite the the 

la& of textual problems a m q  the printed editions, Rashi's objective in indicating 
this partiailar detail is undear. 

The Tosafot citations of Rashi for Snnrr present a diffennt text with a 

different interpretation. The analysis of the citations will demonstrate the degree of 
interpretation that is sometimes reqUred in assessing aie evidence extraded from 
the Tosefot manuscripts. From eleven citations, three attribute to Rashi the 
comment njh \IW>. 

(a) Warsaw 20427 has the following text:" 

The kief extract does not indude a supercomment on Rashi's interpretaüon. 
but the sublle paraphrase presents how Rashi mderstood the lemma, not a direct 
citation of bis comment. The meaning of this explanation is mat Rashi defined 
hm in the sense that Noah exiled himself in his tent. instead of "vicavered 

himself," as the printed editions imply. 
(b) Vat. Eh. 506 has a similar passage? 

29. Amos 6:6 in iîs entirety made Wu MI m m  m n w  nom\ p r p i m  omm 
u w  W. 

30. The same analogy betwmn the spdling of rbrin and the exile of the ten 
tribes because of wine is made in Tanbuma, K) J ,m. 

31. Rashi HaShakm, vol. 1,102,334. The Rom,  Reggio and Bediner 
ditions differ only in the word oww rnw hr instead of mm, and 
Berliner diffen in the order of the comment$ for this verse. See Rash 
H%Sh%km, vol. 1,334; bliner (1905) 19. 

32. Wanm 204R7 [IMHM 107 121, fol. 220b. 
33. Vat Ebr. 506 [IMHM 5421, fol. Qb. 



(c) The citation in Vat. Ebr. 53 also atbiôutes to Rashi the same comment 
regarâing aie sense of exile:" 

The remairing eight citations of Rashi aMbute to l$zkm* the m a r k  that 
"according to Rashiw the lemme Mv should be uiderstood in the sense of exile. 

The texts of each manuscript difier oniy in the manner in Hihich they abbreviate 
words w spell them out in MI. 

(d) London 173,2 (Add. 11,566) has Ihe following:j5 

(a) Pama 537 (2541 ) is aimost identical:js 

passage confonns to the previws examples:" 

-- - 

34. Vat. ~ b t .  53, fol. 13s. 
35. London 173.2 (Add. 1 1,566) [IMHM 49211, fol. 1 1 a. 
36. Parma 537 (2541) [IMHM 135031, Id. 1 la. 
37. Budapest-Kaufmann A31 [IMHM 28331, fol. 231. 
58. Paris h4b. 16û [IMHM 41551, fol. 12b. 
39. Puma 527 (2368) [IMHM 132331, eighth fdio of ru m. 
40. NW Y o ~  - JTS L787 [IMHM 240171, fol. 7b. 



(j) The sarne variant of the lemma appears in New York - JTS L780:41 

(k) Finally, New York - JTS L7W reads:u 

The confmity among these citations, uuhidi aMMe to Rashi the 

interpretation of as exile, presents a very different commeM than appears in 

the printed editions. The variation questions the authenlicity of the vague and 
uidear comment Mnri 1w> and inlimates mat. once again, Hizkuni has directed 

the reader to the more correct Rashi. 
The relationship between l$zkuni's version of Rashi and Rashi's printed 

comment for n > m  should not bd igmred. The explanation for n > m  is an allusion 

to the exile of the ten tribes through the comma theme of Mm. The nature of 
l$zkuni's paraphrase of Rashi's uidefstanding of 4y(v may be a refereme to 

Rashi's comment for n9nu. In other words, since Rashi sees an allusion to exile 

in the word for tent, and the root of 4rnv is iih, which can mean to be eriled or to 

uncover, î$zkuni's comment might refled a need to respond to the implication of 
Rashi's first comment about the meaning of M 9 i ;  thus, he may have assumed 

that Rashi undentood the lemma in the sense Ihat Noah exiled himself into his 
tent.43 

The issue of the authentidty of Rashi's printcrd comment of mnii 1iw2 

remains unesolved. if Hizkuj is nacting to the implication for the meaning of 
-91 liom Rashi's comment for n5m. mis does not predude the existena of a 
comment for the lemma itself. However, one might have expected the consistent 
refwences to Rashi's intention fegatding Ws partiaâar lemma to have been îinked 
to what he acbelly m t e  in his work. The absence of any discussion of the 
pfinted comment despite the direct attention paid to Rashi's mdentanding d the 

41. NW Y- - JTS L789 [IMHM 240191, fol. 8b. 
42. NW York - JTS L790 [IMHM 210201, fol. 91 b. 
43. Once again Hizkuni'r printeâ commentay mflects th. r m a  comment 

ex!racteâ fiom the Tosrfot manuscripts: b t h  the dition of Aaron 64 and 
of Cham1129 have the foIIOWjng: 5Yrr p~ wm * m u  rn -1 
rn llw. 



lemma in consistent extracts fiom the Tosafot, the reverse ofder of Rashi's 
aimments compared with the appearance of the lemmata in the verse, and the 
punling significance of (he piinteci comment challenge the euthdciîy of 1 1 ~ 3  
>mnn 

These passages demonstrate the influence and impact Tosdot 
paraphrashg a n  have on the text of Rashi. Without the analogous theme of exile 
in the comment of n > m ,  the reader wwld have been justified in conduding that 

Rashi's original comment for 5ruiv consisted of the wards nrh ~ n u X  Despite oieir 

m p t  nature, the potemal mtriki l ion of the printed editions must not be 
dismissed or discovited. Only constant cornparisons of both text and content, in 

al1 extant versions of Rashi in al1 early citations and interpretations, will help to 
assess the citations of Rashi in Tosafot and thus, correct and restore the text as 

dose as possibie to the authentic work. 
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A. Manuscript Catalogues 
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Vd. 1. Codices Ekaicos et Samaritanos. Rome: 1756; Paris: 
Maisomeuve libres. 1 926. 

Cassuto, U. ByblEOthecae Apostolkae Vatbnae C&&s ManuscMti 
Reoensiti, Codices Vatkani Hebra/Çi. Vatican: 1958. 

Catalogue of Hebnw Manuscripts in the Gaster CoIlecfbn, The BMish 
Libmy, London. London: Oriental and lndia Omce Colledons, 1996. 

Catalogue des manuscrits h6breux et samarifains de la Bibliothèque 
lmpèdale. ed. H. Zotenberg. Paris: Imprimede impèriale, 1û66. 
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lipsiensis asservantur. ed. Robert Naumam. Leipzig: Grirnae, J. M. 
Gebhardt, 1838. 

De Rossi, 1. B. Manuscn'#ti Codiœs Hebmici Biblioth. 1. B. dedossi 
accurate ab eodem descfipti et iIIustrati. Pama: 1803. 

Fleischer, Hemicus Orlhobius. Catalogus Codkxrn Manusafipo~rn 
Oni3ntalium, Bibli6thetae Reg& Dmsdènsis. üpsiae: Fridenci 
Addphi Ebm, 1831. f l  

Margdioulh, G. Catalogue of the Hebrew end Samantan Menuscnpts in the 
Bntish Museum. Vd. 1. London: The Trustees of the British 
Museum, 1Q65. 

Neuôauer, Addf. Cat~Ibgue of the Hebrew M8nu~cn'ips in the Bodleian 
Library. Vds. 1-2. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1886-1908. 

Rovner, Jay. A Guide to the Hebmw ManuMpt C d k t b n  of the Librery of 
the Jewrsh Theo log~ l  Seminaty of Amenka. N w  York: The Jewish 
Theologi+caî Seminary of America, 1991. 



Roth, Emst and Leo Pnjs. Hebeische HandschriRen Teil la. Wiesbaden: 
Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, 1982. 

Roth, Emst and Leo Prijs. Hebdische HandschriRen Teil f6. Frankfht Am 
Main: Fratu Steiner Vertag Stuttgart, 1990. 

Sachs, S. Catalogue of the Guenzberg Co//ecttrOn. Moscow: Lenin State 
Library, 1980. 

Sassoon, David Sdomon. n7 fnn Descriptive Catalogue of the Hebnw 
and Samaritan Manuscnpts in the Sassoon tibrary, LuLondon. Vds. 
1-2. London: Oxford University Press, Hurnphrey MiWMd, 1932. 

Schwarz, mur Zacharias. Die Hebrclischen Handschmen der 
NationalSibliothek in Wen. Leipzig: Veriag Kari W. Hidsernan, 1 925. 

Sothaby's Catalogue. Catalogue of Thirty-Eight Highly Important Hekew 
and Samaritan Manuscripts h m  the Cdlection foimed by the Late 
David Solornon Sassoon. Wch: Nov. 5,1975. 

Sotheby's Catalogue. A Fulher Ninety-Seven Highly Important Hebrew 
Manusaipts ffom the Colleclion f m e â  by the Late David Solomon 
Sassom. New York: Decentury. 4,1964. 

Steinschneider, Moritz. Catalog der hebaischen Handschmen in der 
Stadtbibhfhek zu Hamburg. H a m m :  Georg Olms Veriag 
Hildesheim, 1969. 

Steinschneider, Mcnib. Cetalogus CodiCum H e b ~ ~ 8 0 ~ m  Bibliothecae 
Academiae Lugduno - Batavae. Leyden: 1858, OsnabW: BiMio 
Verîag, 1977. 

Steinsdineider, MoreEr. Die Handschmen-Vene&hnisse der KQnWchen 
Biblbthek zu Bedin. Berlin: Budidnskerei der K6nigi. Akademie der 
Wissensctiaften, 1878. 

Steinschneider, MWb. Db Handschn'Ren-Venerichnisse der KOngliChen 
Bibliothek zu Berlin. Berîin: A Asher and Co., 1897. 

Steinschmider, Motiîz. De Hebmbchen Handschnîten der K. Hof- und 
StasfsbiblMhek in Muenchen. Munich: 1895. 

Tentaove henaist d the Barcm Gwmbug colledion of manusuipts in the 
Russkn State ükary in Moscw, 1895. 

Van der Heide, Albert Hebmw Menuscnpts of Leiden Univemty Library. 
Leiden: Universitaire Pen, Leiden. 1977. 



Weisz, Miksa. Katalog der hebdischen Handschmen und BOcher in der 
Bibltbthek des Pmibssom Dr. Devld Kaultnann. Budapest: 
Nvornatott Alkalav Addf 6s FiBnBl Pozsonyban, 1 906. 

B. Manuscripts 

7. Tosafot Super-Commentaries on Rashi 

London 173,2 (Add. Il,=), IMHM 4921. pnr, p rinW hv nuwrr, 5v uns, 
(DD-N ~ * V N U )  mm>. 14th cenhry. Margoliwth 132. 

M o s c o w - G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w Q  317, IMHM 47585. min:, 3 ~ 3  wm % WIW. 15-161h 
century. fois. la-207b. Sadis; handlist 
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New York - JTS L793, IMHM 24023. ;nui5 3 ~ 7  ~ n %  >Y  m. 15th 
œnhxy. Rovner 18. 

New York - JTS I819al1, IMHM 24053. mm> wtw3 wm % w m .  16th 
centuy. fols. l a a b .  R o w  18. 

Parma 837 (2058), IMHM 13135. ~3 W mmn w r r ,  'ni w m .  14th 
centuy. De Rossi vol. 2,188. 

2. Anonymous Tosafot Tomh Commentaries 

Cambridge 669,1, IMHM 15873. if~mw. 15th cenairy. 

Cambridge (Add.) 1215,5, IMHM 17078. m m  vm. 1532. 

Oresden EB 399, IMHM 20767. mmn % owm.  1344. Fleischer 67. 

Frankfort Am Main 8'1335. IMHM 25932. mmn wm. fois. 1 Wa-206b. 15th 
centuy. Roth and Prijs (1 982) 1 ûû-192. 

Franldort Am Main (hek.) 8'1 74. IMHM 22028. mp1 vn. 15th cenhry. 
Roth and Prijs (1 990) 38-37. 

Hamôurg 40 (Cod. hebr. 52), IMHM 901. mmn orri. 10îh œntuy. 
Steinschneider (1 Q69) 1 0-1 2. 



Harnburg 46 (Cod. hebr. 108). IMHM 942. m m  wm. 1628. Steinschneider 
(1W9) 17-18. 

Leiden 27 (Wam. 27, Cod. Or. 4765). IMHM 1 7 3 7 1 . ~ ~  7 ~ 1 3 ,  mmri wnn 
3 W .  l4OO. Steinschneider (1 977) 1 13-1 44; Van der Heide 31. 

London (Or.) 993211, IMHM 6080. m m  n w w .  15th century. Catalogue 
of Hebrew Manusaipts in the Gaster Coiledion. 

M o s c o w - G W g  82, IMHM 07247. mmn wm, fols. 1a48b; w m  
iiimn, fds. H a 6 1  b; rnmri wm m n  mim. fois. 62a-97b; p 7 9 ~ ~  

m m  rimuna m, fds. 102a-114b; mm> wi wm >Y vm, 
fds. 1 lsa-124b. 14th cenairy. Sachs; handlist. 

New York - JTS 791, IMHM 24021. rnmn wm. 16-17th century. Rovner 17. 

New York - JTS 792/1, lMHM 24022. mir wirn. 16th centtlry. fols. la-79b. 
Rovner 1 8. 

New York - JTS L794, IMHM 24024. m m  wm. 15th cenhrry. R o m r  18. 

Oxford-Bodleian 270 (Bodl. Or. 604), IMHM 16738. m r  wtn .  I3-14th 
centuy. Neubauer 53. 

Oxford - Bodleian 27111 (Opp. 31). IMHM 16739. v m n  nmn >Y munn 
mr .  fols. la-36b. 14th centuy. Neubauer 53-54. 

Oxford - Bodleian 271 12 (Opp. 31 ), IMHM 16739. rnmn vm. fds. 37a-78b. 
1 4-1 5th centuy. Neubauer 53-54. 
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centuy. Neubauer 55. 
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Neubauer 56. 

Paris H b .  260, IMHM 27839. mmn WM. 15th centuy. Bibîioth8que 
ImpMale 33-34. 

Pama 54111 (2342). IMHM 13218. wnrn grm. 1 M41h century. De Rossi 
77-79. 



Sassoon 409H. lMHM 9353. mpr IWW W.  1474. Sassoon vol. 1,75-81; 
Sotheby's (1975) 1 19. 

Vat. Eh. 4511, IMHM 162. rnm wm. 14th cmtuy. Bib/btheca 
ApostolEca Vaticana 34-35; Cassuto 6466. 

Warsaw 204127, IMHM 101 12. rnmn wm. l5-16th centuy. bis. 219-232. 

3. Individual Tosafist Commentaries 

Cambridge (Add.) 377.3/1, IMHM 15872. tn p DUN ,nnwn m. 1 5th 
=-Y* 
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1443. fois. 128a-228b. Bibliothèque lmpèriale 18. 



Budapest-Kaufinarn Ml, IMHM 2833. mir, rirua. 1 5-1 61h cenhry. Weisz 
8-10, 

Munich 62.1, IMHM 23 1 1 8. i-it~v nmn. 16th wntuy. StdnsdMeider (1 895) 
41. 

New York - JTS L787, IMHM 24017. nnw nrun 16th centuy. Rovner 17. 

New York - JTS L788, IMHM 24018. mm nma. 16th centuy. Rovner 17. 

New York - JTS 1789, IMHM 24018. ntrw nmn. 16th century. R o m r  17. 

New York - JTS L790, IMHM 24020. n~ im nnm. 1 5th cenhry. Rovner 17. 

Pans héb. 168, IMHM 41 55. n tm nmn. 15-1 6th centuy. Bibliolhéque 
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Pama 527 (2368), IMHM 13233. r n r ~  nnm. 1402. De Rossi vol. 2.71 -72. 

Panna 537 (2541) IMHM 13503. ntrn' nrun. 1466. De Rossi vol. 2,75. 

Vat. Ebr. 53, IMHM 170. i - i t i r i v  nnin. 1458. Bibliohecae Aposfolicae 
Vaticanæ 4 1 42. 

Vat. Ebr. 508, IMHM 542. m m  wm. 1414. Aîlony and Loewlnget 68. 

Verona 4, IMHM 768. miri, nnm. 1546th cenhrry. 

Jerusalem 8'2240 (8432). x t i  m. 10th ceMuy. 

Munich 50,1, IMHM 1692. ~ t i  m. n.d. Steinschneider (1895) 34-35. 

Oxford - Bodleian 2344 (Opp. Add. 4'103). IMHM 21408. ~n rum. 16th 
œntuy. Neubauer 818. 

Parma 1050 (2057), IMHM 13134. NI-I mm. 15th centuy. De Rossi vol. 3, 
46. 



Vat. Ebr. 4811, IMHM 165. ~ 1 7  mm. 14th wnUy. Bibliotheca ApostoIiCæ 
VatWna, 37-38; Cassuto 69. 

Viema 20L0,4. 16 (Hebr. 12a), IMHM 1298. m nm. 14-1 5th centuy. 
Schwarz 27. 

Berlin 14 (Ms. Or. Fd. 121), lMHh 
(1 878) 5. 

Berlin 141 (Ms. Or. Fd. 1222). lMHM 10036. p m n  wm. n.d. 
Steinscheider (1 897) 4-5. 

Istanbul - Topkapu Serai G. 1.61, IMHM 7081 6. w-51 rnrnn wrw. 14-1 5th 
centuy. 

Leipzig (B.H. fol.) 1, IMHM 30142. n~hm mi nnwn mm. 1344th cenhry. 
Naumann 273-274. 

London l68,l (Add. 26,Q17), IMHM 5452. pnr, p mhu ,mm w m .  1273. 
Margdiauth 130. 

Munich (Cod. Hebr.) 5, IMHM 2525. W-I w m .  1233. Steinschneider (1895) 
2. 

New York - JTS L747, IMHM 23979. m m  wnz, 9w3.141h mhly Rovner 
16, 

New York - JTS L749. IMHM 23981. rnmn wm. 15th centuy. Rovner 16. 

Oxford - Bodleian 186 (Opp. 34). IMHM 16250. o ~ m m  ,wum ?mm w m .  
13th centvy. Neubauer 31. 

Oxford - Bodleian 187 (Mich. 384), lMHm 16251. mmn wm. 1399. 
Neubauer 3 1 -32. 

Oxford - Bodleian 188 (Opp. 35), IMHM 16252. mmn wm. 1409. Neubam 
32. 

Oxford - Bodleian 189 (Cm. 81), IMHM 16253. mmn wm. 1396. Neubauer 
32. 



Oxford - Bodleian 192 (Can. Or. 35). IMHM 16256. rnmn w m .  1 Cl 5th 
centvy. Neubauer 33. 

Oxford - Bodleian 196 (Opp. Add. Qu. 78), IMHM 16260. vwS, nimn wm. 
1 4 4  5th centvy. Neubauer 33-34.. 

Oxford - Bodleian 2440 (Corpus Christi Coll. 165), IMHM 20753 .7~1  wm. 
n.d. Neubauer 862. 

Oxford - Bodleian 2546 (Opp. Add. fol. 69). IMHM 22250. rnmn w m .  15th 
century. Neubauer 11 14. 

Paris Mb. 37. IMHM 3102. nnolm nihn t r i  mm. 14th centuy. 

Paris hbb. 4U1. IMHM 2923. mm. 1472. Bibliothèque lmpèriale 5. 

Paris h&. 48, IMHM 3102. n t w  wnn? nnwn mm. 14th century. 
Bibliothèque IrnpMale 6. 

Paris hbb. 55, IMHM 31 07. nnmm mm. 1 Sl6th centuy. Bi#ioth&que 
lmp6riale 6. 

Paris h6b. 68, IMHM 31 09. mm. 14-1 5th cantvy.. Bibliothèque lmpèmale 7. 

Paris heb. 155, IMHM 4142. wui nun nmr wtfriw ,mm ,inmi, wm. 
13th century. Bibliothèque Impèriale 16. 

Paris h&. 156, IMHM 4143. wi nNnmnn w m .  13-141h centuy. 
Bibliothéque Impèriale 16. 

Paris hdb. 157, IMHM 4144. wi nun rnmn wm. 1344th centuy. 
BibIiotMque lmp6riale 16. 

Paris h6b. l58/l, IMHM 4145. ~7 ma mmn w m .  1445th cenhry. 
Bibliotheque lmpènale 17. 

Paris h8b. l5Q. IMHM 4146. ~3 nnn mmn wm. 1445th centuy. 
BibliotMque Impêriale 17. 

Panna 175 (31 15). IMHM 1385% >ttw> mmii wm. 1305. De Rossi vol. 1. 
116. 

Parma 18111 (3204). IMHM 13919. rnmn wm >wl. 1243th centuy. De 
Rossi vol. 1.119. 



Parma 459 (2706). IMHM 13581. wm3 rnmn wm. 14th cenhry. De Rossi 
vd. 2 ,M.  

Parma 682 (3256). IMHM 13943. 3 w i 5 ,  rnmn wm. 1312. De Rossi vol. 2, 
1 56. 

Pama 1082 (2986), IMHM 1371 5 . 3 ~ 3 5  mmn wm. 1370. De Rossi vol. 
3,52. 

St. Petersburg - Russian State Likary Evr. I. 1. lMHM 46097. mmn wm 
9 ~ 7 5 .  1 3-1 4th ~entuy. 

St. Petersbug - Russian State L i h r y  Evr. II A 1 18M. IMHM 64137. wm 
9 ~ 7 5 )  mm. lSI61h =W. 

Uppsala (O. Cod. Hebr.) 1, IMHM 18009. nnwn n19m TI ,mm. 14th 
centuy. 

Vat. Ebr. 94, IMHM 253. ymn wm pnr, p nnW. 13th cenhry. 

Vienna 19.4 (Hebr. 28). IMHM 1306. t m n ~ i  owun ,mm wm. 14th 
centuy. Schwarz 20. 

Wenna 23 (Hebr. 220), IMHM 1299 (10151). pnw p rin% .pPmn vm. 
1 3- 1 4th centwy. Schwarz 29. 

Vienna 24 (Hek. 3). lMHM 1295 (101 52). w m  p m n  w m .  14-15th century. 
Schwarz 29. 
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